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This thesis examines the nature of the pedagogic 
suhject identity from the perspective of a participating 
observer who eventually became an observing participant# 
What has been written is an insider* account of the 
secondary school teacher* s subject identity yet even 
the act of writing this thesis resulted in the insider 
becoming an outsider: his knowledge was no longer 
appropriate to his identity#
An examination of the way in which one *8 social identity 
of research personne and subject practitioner interact 
as a result of the knowledge held by virtue of these 
socially located positions leads on to an awareness 
of the rhetorics of knowledge# The performances of 
the actor are constrained by the knowledge, appropriate 
to this identity since the appropriateness of the one 
knowledge necessarily limits access to other knowledge# 
Furthermore# the knowledge each party holds of the 
other will be more or less accurate according to the 
processual aspects of the identity#
One consequence of this view is to challenge the view 
that research accounts are more credible than those 
of the participating actors# It may be different# and 
this will be so because of the different location of 
the salient identity# The researcher has no reason to 
exempt himself from the same theoretical and pragmatic 
perspective with which he views the approached group 
since other groups also theorise about the meanings 
for them of such strangers*
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CHAPTER ORB,

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION; 

CONSTRUCTING SOCIOIOGICAI, KNOWLEDGE.

The argument that la developed in the course of 
this chapter directs the reader*s attention to those varied 
theoretical assumptions consequent upon, and perhaps also 
leading to, the choice of participant observation as a 
means of collecting and subsequently interpreting socio
logical information: assumptions that will be shov/n to
constrain the activities of the worker in the field. As 
for the social psychologist, the common-sense knowledge 
of the sociologist includes an essential, if implicit, 
ideological selection of what counts as data according 
to the criteria of whatever paradigm, theoretical stance, 
or methodology, is considered to be appropriate'(Gross,
1974)* Occupying a position of some importance in the 
development of such a proposition is the notion that 
publicly available research reports fail to explicate, 
and for those following the view of Cicourel (1973) must 
of necessity fail to explicate, the precise nature of 
the Interactive relationship that exists between the 
researcher and his data.
Certainly the relationship is a complex one in which the 
quality of the data will be affected by the success with
which the researcher acts out the role of observing part
icipant, that negotiated role of social actor that is 
accepted by such significant others as are contained within 
the parameters of a given social situation, and the level 
of meanings to which access is granted by both the observed 
and observing group. The data will be subject to constraints 
arising from the management of the emerging research personna, 
and therefore the consequential social action. It will 
involve decisions about who should be approached for certain
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information, and the resolution of difficulties concern
ing how such contacta are to be sustained. The situational 
location of these research bargains may well preclude or 
aid the acquisition of other, different, knowledge. And 
what is to be made of Becker's (1973) caution that:

. too great an emphasis on first-hand
observation may cause us unintentionally 
to limit ourselves to those groups and 
sites we can easily get access to.*(Op. cit. p.193),

furthermore, it may well be contended that acceptance of 
any role within any given social world inevitably involves 
the imposition of a particular fabric of meanings with 
which to Interpret the activity of that world, for example, 
the actions of teachers both in and out of their classrooms 
is subject to various instltional constraints - and the 
existence of these constraints ought to be reflected in 
the (say) sociologically constructed meanings attributed 
to the observed processes by the interested onlooker. 
However, the existence of such 'meanings* should not be 
taken as implying they are neceasarily shared in an asymmet
rical way by the parties to an action since each participant 
will possess his own, socially located, perspective within 
which the meanings of events ere fabricated* (In a similar 
mode the 'public* end 'private* opinions of Individuals are 
not necessarily coincident). Such a proposition should not 
be taken as suggesting that one is somehow more 'real* than 
the other but rather that both occur within a particular 
Interpretative framework#
In line with ouch a stance the reader is warned against 
the expectation that this thesis seeks to provide definitive 
answers to these questions: the concern is more accurately
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portrayed as developing an awareness that accounts of the 
social world, such as those provided by the observing 
participant, are both situationally located and socially 
constructed* As these accounts are based upon assumptions 
derived in part from the appropriate epistemic community 
the requirement is for the fieldworker to demonstrate the 
existential nature of the accomplishments (Phillipson, 1972). 
The present proposal is therefore one arguing that, in order 
for others to experientially appropriate the work of the 
researcher, it becomes necessary for the observing partici
pant to provide the reader with an awareness of the 
essentially sensitising nature of the operational processes 
being used* It is now some time since Hammond (1964) was 
among those drawing attention to the way in which the 
research process itself was a relatively unchronicled 
dimension in the sociological literature, yet the very 
ideology of the research method requires that it no 
longer be considered adjunctive to the substantive re
search findings* The chosen research methodology is 
rather viewed as a formative process profoundly influencing 
the sociological re-construction of that knowledge* Indeed, 
without an understanding of the interactive processes 
involved in pursuing the (paradigmatic) career of social 
actor cum researcher neither writer nor reader will be 
able properly to evaluate those meanings attached to 
that activity labelled (by the sociological community) 
'participant observation'* It was an increasing con
sciousness of the critical importance of this relation
ship during the course of the writer's career as researcher 
that led to an intensive questioning of the particular 
reality that was the object of the research*
The research activity transcends the realities of two 
social worlds: that represented by the community of
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scholars of which he is a practitioner, and that 
represented by the social world in which he is at 
that moment participating. Both will interactively 
constitute the field of human endeavour from which 
the appropriate data will be extracted.
An exemplar illustrating the potential of such a per
spective is to be found in the 'fact* of an author's 
work being addressed - either implicitly or explicitly - 
to a particular audience has received relatively little 
attention from the sociological community. This is so 
notwithstanding the resultant problematising of the 
research activity that emanates from such a fact. Thus, 
the translation of what is subsequently perceived to be 
a 'major work' may prove a profound and sociologically 
significant event, A relevant instance of this propo
sition can be discerned in the translations of those 
works by Schuts from Dutch into English, an activity 
enabling Bale (1974) to comment;

"The rapid development of interest in
phenomenology amongst English eneakinR 
sociologists is itself an intriguing 
problem in the sociology of knowledge," 
(Op. cit. p.53. My emphasis).

In a similar fashion, m  analysis of the ways in which 
footnotes and bibliographies are employed as sources of 
legitimation within the context of a particular writer's 
argument, should prove instructive of the various processes 
by which specific books and articles come to be viewed as 
'belonging' to particular sociological traditions. Young 
(1971) would be a comparatively recent example from within 
the British phenomenological tradition. Thus, whenever a 
review of the 'relevant' literature is undertaken (such as 
that carried out by the writer for the purposes of this 
thesis) the fact that a particular book 'means' something 
is a paradigmatic determination in which the meaning may 
be simply;
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# * that we can understand their counsel 
and make sense of their arguments, the 
fact that we often reproduce such counsel 
in our practice, means only that we share with them a common culture.” (Blum, 1971#

p.129)

Sociological literature can therefore be shown as possessing 
its own social dimension end, by implication, acknowledges 
the particular scholarly community in which it originated 
and the audience to whom it is directed. Thus, even when 
participation is confined to reading, the reading of one 
book rather than another is the subject of implicit 
assumptions concerning what the relevant arguments and 
issues are perceived to be* Indeed, the reading of one 
book rather than another - by providing access to one 
particular corpus of knowledge rather than another - 
serves to differentially legitimate claims to 'own* 
that knowledge. The theoretical formulation that most 
nearly approximates to such a perspective is perhaps 
contained in Bourdieu's (1971) enlightening account of 
the processes of selection that operate both prior to, 
and concomitant with, the publication of what he terms 
a 'creative project'. A similar process to that which 
occurs in the subsequent 'public naming' of such documents. 
Within the immediate context the notion of publication 
refers to commercial publishing activities although much 
of the argument la equally applicable to, for example, 
theses presented for higher degrees.
Whilst obviously requiring further refinement the propo
sition provides some explanation for the fact that published 
documents appertaining to sociological work typically 
present any critique of the research methodology adopted 
by the author only in the form of an appendage to the



1* Bennett, Neville; Brunner, Jerome; Sntwhistle Boel; Marah, leonard; Owen, Joelyn; and
Roger, Vincent#
• Forfeal ' and Informal Matters — Conversational Extracts'
Times Educational Supplement 4th. June, 1976f#l8 #It may or may not be significant that much of
the subsequent criticism was aimed the methodology).

2. Bennett, Neville (1976)
Teaching Styles and Bupil Progress Penguin.
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'substantive findings* of the particular work in question* 
Bennett"* is therefore able to respond to a query concern
ing the lack of a more detailed methodological appendix 
in a recently published book^ with the justification:

"It would have made the price of the book 
over three pounds. At a very late stage 
I was asked to drop fifty pages, and 
frankly it was easier to drop them out 
of the appendix than to rewrite the 
book."

A similar trait is implicit in the collection of papers 
edited by Shipman (1976) in which he asks contributors 
to discuss research that had previously been carried out 
and reported upon.

"They were asked to include not only the 
research design, but the personal and 
professional problems that had to be 
overcome, the thinking that lay behind 
their work and the way it was finally 
produced for publication. They were 
asked to tell it as it happened, to put 
in the brains and heart of the research 
experience that had often been left out 
of the original book for lack of space 
and the conventions of reporting. "
(Op. cit. introduction p. ix)

Conversely, although perhaps less frequently, one comes 
across books devoted to 'methodology* that contain little 
attempt at providing a conscious and detailed exposition 
of a specific substantive study. Johnson (1975) perhaps 
comes closest to such an account yet even so he still 
fails to explicate the sequential mode and effects of 
the interaction between his chosen methods of collecting 
data, the data that was actually collected, and the



interpretations that were placed upon that date# One 
constantly returns to the original contention regarding 
the unexplicated relationship between the mode of data 
collection and the consequent findings derived from 
such data, a relationship that is essentially ideolog
ical #
Of course, there may well be some difficulty in estab
lishing the precise origins of any apparent discreteness 
between •methodology* and 'substantive findings' that 
seemingly occurs in published documents. For example, 
whether or not such a distinction arises within the 
sociological community (which is the personal inclination 
of the writer) or with the commercial publisher, its 
existence demonstrates the ideological dimension of public 
sociological literature# Shipman (1976) also notes that:

. publishers are on the lookout for 
the research that is going to touch some 
sensitive topical nerve centre, while 
eimilteneously carrying academic weight."(Op# cit. p. 150).

(Indeed, if the emergence of definitive epistemological 
areas of study is accompanied by, or concomitant with, 
the development of a 'humour culture ' as Berger (1973) 
suggests then, whilst at one time it may have been true 
that few jokes existed about sociologists, this is 
probably no longer the case# If 'methodology* is indeed 
becoming an epistemological area of study then it is 
perhaps significant that one increasingly comes across 
jokes about the research activity - see Figure One).
If one accepts the repeatedly made suggestion that the 
actual collection of data is a relatively low status
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Pigure One*

Times Educational Supplement 
5th. March 1976. Page 21.
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3» Quoted in Becker (1970) p«20*

4« Social Science Research Council: Newsletter
Report of the Sociology and Social Administration 
Committee*
July» 1976.
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occupation within the research process (Roth, 1956; and 
Platt, 1976; rehearse the relevant arguments), then the 
warning of Sterling^ against holding the assumption that 
every testing of a hypothesis possesses an equal chance 
of publication has, within the -context of the present 
proposal, a certain transpositional salience for the 
novitiate fieldworker. Thus, one consequence of the 
processes by which negative results of replicated 
research are unlikely to be accepted for publication 
in learned journals, is that some evidence is provided 
for the suggestion that the beginning participant 
observer will experience a degree of difficulty in 
finding out ’how to do it’ (Geer, 1968). This will be 
so because of their limited access to appropriate and 
experiential documentation, a difficulty compounded by 
other considerations receiving more detailed treatment 
later in this chapter.
The cumalative effect of the fbregoing is such as to 
reinforce Becker’s (1970) demonstration of the margin- 
ality of qualitative research strategies as portrayed 
in the biographical histories of particular institutional 
personnel (namely, the Chairmen of the Section on 
Methodology» American Sociological Association) who are 
more closely identified with a quantitive style of 
social research, finally, the ideological dimension 
of such research is also revealed in a suggestion that 
publicly available literature deals with a different 
sort of sociological reality than that carried out by 
research students in preparation for higher degree sub
missions. Such an interpretation seems to be implied 
in a recent report issued by the Social Science Research 
Council^ in which it was stated that topics chosen by
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postgraduate students (for example, theoretical sociology, 
the sociology of knowledge, and political sociology) 
reflected their relative lack of time and money end were 
a relatively economical way of obtaining a Ph.D.
Returning to the notion of the research activity was 
transcending the realities of two social worlds, that 
peopled by like-minded sociologists and that world 
inhabited by the approached group, the writer now reverts 
to a consideration of the particular ^reality* that was 
the object of the research* Since many of these issues 
will be articulated within the main body of the thesis 
the writer merely notes in passing the major changes in 
perspective which have accompanied the research activity*
As such they stand as signposts indicating, in retrospect, 
the biographical route through which the writer journeyed 
before arriving at the standpoint represented by this 
thesis#
The initial application to read for a higher degree was 
made during the writer*s probationary year as a teacher* 
Having recently qualified as a graduate with a Bachelor 
of Education degree the proposal at this stage reflected 
this twin interest. It was concerned to examine the 
nature of the degree, the extent to which holders of this 
degree represented a  ̂third-force * in teacher typologies, 
and the way in which different modes of achieving this 
status resulted in socially differentiated sorts of 
teacher. The main thrust of the research activity spanning 
some eighteen months was a theoretical analysis of the 
different courses offered by Colleges and Universities 
and actually reached the point of an outline questionnaire 
together with a selected sample of teachers to whom it 
would be sent# At this juncture two separate but emerging
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events became fateful for the deveopment of the the then 
thesis# Progressively more interest had been shown in 
the difficulties of the beginning teacher as such rather 
than investigating any differences between them: at this 
distance it is difficult to evaluate whether or not one’s 
supervisors were guiding the enquiry in this direction 
either consciously or unconsciously (see for example their 
respective end then recently completed work, Hextall (1969) 
and Sale (1971) which obviously informed their own thinking 
at that time) or whether the provision of appropriate 
bibliographies etcetera were merely supportive# The other 
critical factor was that the writer moved to become Head 
of Social Studies at another school, a beginning teacher 
but not a newly beginning teacher, a teacher more closely 
identified with the political monoeuverings of a rapidly 
expanding department#
At this stage the focus of the study had undergone a 
major shift in orientation end was now concerned with the 
division of school knowledge into subjects and the conse
quences of this division for the identity of the teacher#
The methodology had also given way to participant observation 
together with a case study of the mathematics department# It 
was at this stage that the importance of ’secret knowledge’ 
was realised both in terms of the research method and as 
part of the socially located subject identity of teachers#
If the thesis had been completed then much of what now 
forms its core would not have been written since a combina
tion of experiences and further reading pushed the entire 
investigation beyond these limits and added another eighteen 
months to the proposed date of submission# During this 
period the scope of the study widened to encompass broader 
issues and the writer became increasingly aware of the dual 
nature of the research commitment#



6. Smith, B.M. and Geoffrey# W# (1968) The Oomplexltiee of an Urban Olesaroom. Holt, Rinehart and Wilaon.
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A questioning of the particular reality that was the 
object of the research along the lines that have been 
indicated ultimately leads to a fundamental concern 
regarding the essential nature of sociology itself: 
namely, the level of understanding that is possible 
in any sociological inquiry. Whether the sociologist 
merely "observes* or actively ’participates’ his per
spective, together with the relationship between that 
perspective and developed (and indeed developing) 
theoretical categories, is an essentially isomorphic 
one* Moreover, the action-in-progress is always 
Interpreted from the viewpoint of some socially located 
position that will be affected by whatever positions 
are taken by any or all of the other participants in 
that varied situation (Becker, 1970).
It is at precisely this point that Robinson (1974) makes 
a telling criticism of Smith and Geoffrey’s analysis of 
classroom life^ for its lack of any real attempt to 
explicate the effects of their membership of whatever 
the epistemic community to which they belong# Robinson 
himself contends that the difficulty may be presented 
as one of circumlocation:

’’Relevance to the researcher’s area of concern is seen as a major guideline to the generation of categories, but what 
is not explicated is the basis of relevance and the process whereby this is linlced to generation," (Op, cit, p.255)

Baccy (1976) would seem to be making a similar point when
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he criticiîses the ’illusory’ nature of the ’he natural’ 
participant observer role insofar as it fails to take 
sufficient account of what he calls the researcher’s 
hidden agenda* Lacey also emphasises the nature of 
those constraints imposed upon the research activity 
by virtue of its being orientated to a particular 
Institute of Education, University Department# etcetera* 
There is an obvious parallel between such a stance and 
the earlier references to the orientation provided by 
bibliographies and footnotes in sociological writings; 
indeed# one argument that will subsequently receive more 
detailed consideration is that sociological knowledge 
(say) is ’sociological’ precisely because it is perceived 
to be directed to a particular epistemic audience.
The perhaps ’of course’ assumption that the research act 
itself constitutes an important and complex variable 
within the parameters of a specific sociological investi
gation is not a ’new’ idea* Cicourel (1964) developed a 
salient theoretical framework for the present line of 
argument and in the early 1950’s Vidich (1955) was noting 
the researcher’s (potentially different) exploitation of 
his personal background of experience as a basis of know
ledge* The foregoing therefore seems to provide sufficient 
evidence for establishing an a priori case for the proposal 
that social action is based upon the common-sense realities 
of the actor# and thus that the interested observer will 
bring to the action a biographical set of meaning structures 
with which to orientate his interpretation of the social 
scene* Such a notion has an obvious affinity with the 
Schutxian idea that various interpretative schemes will 
be utilised by the onlloker in order to ’make sense’ of 
the data* Hargreaves (1975) provides a supportive comment
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from within an educational milieu when he notes that:

"Some of these interpretative schemes are 
shared by all the members of a culture; 
others may be restricted to members of 
subcultures or groups; others may be unique 
to the individual# arising through his 
unique biography." (Op. cit. p.20)

The significance of this for the pedagogic subject identity 
of the teacher is central to the assumptions of this thesis. 
For the present one is concerned to develop this insight 
in terms of participant observation as a research method
ology. After the ensuing discussion of the possible 
stances that may be adopted in the field the reader will 
be forgiven for any sympathy with Chanan’s call (1976) for 
a ’researching of the research process’ in order to carry 
out a programme aimed at the demystification of methodologyl 
It will have become obvious at this point that there is a 
certain circularity in the argument so far developed: by 
stressing the interrelationship between researcher and 
data one is almost calling for a participant observer’s 
account of our first participating observer.
However, it is important to note that the ’infinite 
regression’ that is involved in such a stance is not 
necessarily confined to participent observation: Reiser
(1974) proposes a similar phenomenon regarding attitude 
questionnaires and Lacey’s (1977) discussion of a black 
box model of research is most informative in this respect* 
Nonetheless, a critical case can be made out and this does 
require an answer even if this can be no more than indicative
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(at this stage) of the general grounds upon which the 
reeponee is made, Hlndess (1973) addresses many of the 
difficulties created by a stance in which there is no 
one truth but rather a multiplicity of truths - each 
with its unknomi# and perhaps unknowable, froms of dis- 
tortion, Whilst the writer accepts the legitimacy of 
the need for such critiques and perhaps much of the con
tention that such a position will :

" , , lead to a complete relativism and to a necessary agnosticism with respect to the possibility of an objective knowledge of the world*" (Op* cit* p*12)

it would not be accepted that the outcome is necessarily 
as annihilistic as Hindess seems to imply (for example, 
see the response of Cicourel (1976) contained in his 
revised introduction to that work)* Furthermore, as 
Lacey (1976) argues, the implicit paradox is applicable 
to .^1 social research and merely becomes more or less 
overt in particular Instances* Douglas (1973) utilised 
studies of suicidal phenomena to illustrate how the 
application of an essentially deductive theoretical 
perspective to the ’facts’ of suicide emerged as the 
predominant paradigm within which explanations came to 
be generated*
By directing the reader’s attention to an inductive 
examination of the processes by which meaning is imputed 
to social action ’explanation’ is revealed as a function 
of the socially located perspectives of the (socially
differentiated) observers. The knowledge that is so
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gained is oommunicated by means of illustrative expo
sition aimed at enabling others to successfully appropriate 
meaningful references in terms of their own biographic 
experiences# This will be achieved by utilising the 
notion of a ’sensitising concept’ (Blumer, 1970) to 
provide an orientation to the emerging data which the 
reader can then employ to apprehend the experiences of 
the writer during the course of approaching empirical 
instances. Obviously these formulations possess the 
potential to be done well, or to be done badly, but 
each case will be an advance in the sociological stock 
of knowledge; since there will always be another side 
to any story the researcher can only mark the boundaries 
as they appear from the perspective of his socially 
located position in the world.

The Social Location of the Observing Participant;

The raison d’etre underlying the adoption of participant 
observation as an appropriate research methodology is 
that, by taking the role of the subjects being studied, 
the researcher is able to re-create in his ow# imagina
tion and experience, the thoughts and feelings in the 
minds of those being studied: the observed group. What 
is required is therefore not merely a symbolic inter
pretation of the observed processes occurring within 
the experienced culture but also a reconstruction of 
those processes in which the interpretations of the 
subjects have first importance# (This stance links
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closely with the Schutsian notion of ’second order 
constructs’ and the problems this raises for any 
sociological method - various discussions of these 
problems are contained in Filmer, 1972). However, 
notwithstanding the theoretical desirability of such 
a posture one is nonetheless faced with the conclusions 
of researchers such as Shipman (1974) who have acknow
ledged the problems that are created by the use of 
participant observation as a research methodology.
Thus Shipman specifically comments on his role as 
a participating observer whilst evaluating the Eeele 
Integrated Studies Project:

. one obvious conclusion from the experience gained during this investigation 
• • is . . the impossibility of the outsider 
feeling whay it was really like.Thus mv " 
interpretation of event8_ obse^ed ' differed 
xrom that of those actually engcakedT Qn^ 
advantage of including comments from 
insiders is to highlight this difference 
which is rarely examined in the reports of observational studies."
(Op. cit. preface p.viii-ix. My emphasis)

The dilemma facing the participating observer and high
lighted in the above comment seems to be that becoming a 
natural part of the observed group contains a potential 
for affective involvement whilst the rigours of the research 
methodlogy itself require what may best be described as 
maintaining an attitude of integrity to the stance of 
that scholarly community represented by hie presence.
Indeed, the experience of the writer leads him to doubt 
whether there can ever be any real community of interest
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between the researcher and those being studied; in part 
this discreteness arises from a difference in perspective, 
and in part because the previously * private* knowledge of 
the group is in some sense about to become •public*» The 
existence of what Becker (1970) calls an irréconciliable 
conflict between the observed group and the researcher 
may thus be attributed to their respective responsibilities 
regarding the consequences of their social actions, and 
both are potentially capable of •whistle blowing*.
These issues obviously raise problems regarding the 
commitments of the participant observer and these are 
worked out in greater detail as the thesis develops. For 
the moment it will bo sufficient to stress the nature of 
the writer *s commitment as an observing participant with 
an a priori acc cunt ability to the demands and expectations 
of an actor participating in the everyday life-drama of 
his world. It is not argued that the different stances 
that are possible are mutually exclusive but that each 
pragmatic decision is a negotiated compromise between 
conflicting demands: each is capable of providing its 
own version of the reality that is perceived.
The existence of this dilemma provides certain corroborative 
evidence for the original proposition that the interactive 
process is itself problematic: In this instance because the 
consequential sharing of the sentiments of other actors 
within the paradigms of that particular social world arouses 
the possibility, if not the liklihood, that the participant 
observer will himself be changed (see, for example, the 
references provided by Koerman, 1974; and Castendo, 1966; 
both of which provide exemplars of this process). Moreover,
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the very dynamics of the research activity will itself 
serve as en agent of change in the world in which the 
researcher is at that moment participating (Iluekhohn, 
1940), Such a process is documented, however sketchily, 
by the few contemporary accounts that ere concerned to 
grapple with the full implications of such an analysis, 
Jenkins, for example, provides a particularly illuminating 
comment from hLs position as an "insider" on the previously 
mentioned Keele Integrated Studies Project# He evaluates 
Shipman*6 own description of his role thus;

"Shipman does injustice to the complexity 
of his relationship with the course team. 
He began as wallpaper # * • but soon his dormant position came under pressure from 
two directions, first, the methodology of 
participant observation became a team in
joke attracting banter (*Why is Shipman 
covering up his notes with his hand?*). 
Second, the team now saw Shipman as a person well able to work his passage* Invitations to participate rather than observe were parried in crucial areas, but accepted in others , , * In general he 
tried to keep his counsel in meetings, but offer support outside • , * The 
occasional doubt persisted (*Do you think 
Shipman really believes in what we*re doing?*),(Shipman, 1974# p#ix-x)

The relationship between these ideas and the writer *s own
experiences will become explicit as the thesis develops: 
for the moment one or two indications of the emerging
process will probably suffice as signposts to the general 
direction.



?• A nom-teaehing position aimed at supprting teachers by preparing and advising on the use of audio-visual material relating to the olassroom performance.
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It became apparent at a relatively early stage in the 
writer’s career as an observing participant that the 
content of certain conversations with other members of 
staff were thought to be • inappropriate* for my socially 
located position in the school* When no explanations 
were offered other meanings were imputed to the inter
action - for example# it will be remembered that the 
writer was a member of a rapidly expanding department - 
that would potentially influence the quality# and perhaps 
even the quantity# of that data that would be made avail
able* It was not long before some explanation was made 
necessary and that preferred was along the lines of; *I*m 
writing a thesis about the extent to which teachers of 
different subjects are different sorts of teacher*. This 
was an accepted definition of the situation* However# it 
is interesting to note the various consequences that 
flowed from this decision once made*
Having made the decision to offer the above explanation 
the writer then determined to note carefully those 
identities to whom it was made* In all no more than 
eight people on a staff of around seventy were explicitly 
provided with this information yet within a matter of 
weeks no explanation was required since its content had 
apparently now become an implicit assumption underlying 
any interaction* The inference seems to be that this 
information had reached certain key staff informally 
responsible for feeding such items into the appropriate 
knowledge networks# In this process two people stand 
out 86 fulfilling a particular function in this respect: 
the head of the mathematics department (it will be 
remembered that# at this stage I was engaged in a case 
study of the department) end the media resources officer*
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This latter# because of his socially located identity 
(that is# marginal to the teaching personna but often 
crucial to the teaching performance) was probably of 
considerable importance and this can be demonstrated 
by two particular incidents recorded in the writer’s 
field-notes relating to that period*
Hot long after the provision of the above information 
any notes addressed to the writer were accompanied by 
various humoursome remarks including a long list of 
fictitious and completely bogus qualifications after 
my name# This rapidly became the object of more general 
staffroom banter# In another case I was talking to a 
teacher when the media resources officer shouted across 
♦Tou want to watch what you say Jennifer# you’ll be in 
his book if you’re not carefull’ The significance of 
this was the implied understanding that the person to 
whom that remark was addressed knew the background - 
as judging by the wide-scale laughter so too did a large 
number of the staff# Within a more general context the 
incident focussed attention on the existence of ’secret 
knowledge’ and informs a subsequent discussion of this 
phenomenon occurring later in this thesis#
The incident also possesses a direct relevance to the 
subject identity of teachers that can be illustrated by 
a similar Incident yet one in which the writer was an 
’insider’ participant# As a teacher responsible for a 
year class (as distinct from the subject based class 
centred on the teaching activity per se) the writer was 
required to write a general comment on the twice-yearly 
reports that were written on each pupil# These reports 
would then be checked by the appropriate year tutor prior 
to their final signing by the head or deputy head according
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to the year group in question* At the vetting stage 
several reports were returned to the writer because of 
errors in the construction of sentences* The head was 
portrayed as ’very particular* about this because ’their 
degree was in English* and that had the report gone to 
the deputy head for signing it would have been alright 
’because her degree was in mathematics’* Whether or not 
this attributed characteristic was correct was never 
discovered - the significance lies in the fact that 
others are prepared to inform their ways of behaving 
towards a person on the basis of knowledge mediated 
through another* This knowledge may or may not have 
any basis in ’fact*# and the person concerned may or 
may not be aware that others present their personna in 
this way# The relevance of these points for the observing 
participant will not be lost on the reader and are the 
subject of a further discussion later in this chapter#
The second incident to which reference was made involved 
a mathematics teacher and its significance arises in the 
length of time that had elapsed between the original 
provision of the information and its overt acknowledge
ment in conversation# Towards the end of the research 
activity (although this was then not known to the teacher 
concerned) the writer was talking about the teaching of 
mathematics to a member of that department# (This was 
some eighteen months after the information had become 
general knowledge and which the writer had assumed was 
no longer an overt subject of discussion*) At the end 
of the conversation as I was taking my leave one of the 
respondents made the apparently quite arbitrary remark: 
’going away to write up some more notes then?t This 
incident seems to provide a caution to those believing
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that any ’observer effect’ will disappear# or at least 
cease to be relevant# with the passing of time.
The writer’s experience thus confirmed a theoretical 
awareness of the methodological necessity for becoming 
an actor in the social world - with the concomitant 
requirement for participatory activities to be accompanied 
by observation - and thereby raised one’s consciousness of 
the tensions inevitably involved in the acting out of the 
two roles in the field. The former is necessary for the 
purposes of infiltrating the approached group# the latter 
because it is a specifically sociological perspective that 
informs the observer’s interpretation of the data*
However, to categorise the action from the socially located 
position of either ’observed’ or ’observer’ is perhaps too 
simplistic. The writer’s experience demonstrates that the 
observer is himself part of the observable context in which 
the ’observed’ also ’observe’ the observer; the research 
perspective at any one moment in time is but the negotiated 
outcome of previous social activities. Participant 
observation is therefore viewed as a dialectical activity 
even if only in the sense that when an individual enters 
the presence of others (either physically or metaphysically 
as when a name occurs in conversation) they will commonly 
seek to acquire information about the ’stranger* and/or 
bring into play such relevant information as is already 
possessed by them. This socio-biographic dimension of 
the research activity raises the possibility that the 
participant observer will be accepted because of the kind 
of person he is in the eyes of the approached group rather 
then# say# because of what the research represents thereby 
raising questions concerning the processes involved in the 
researchers coming to be defined by those he is seeking to
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observe# Becker and Mack (1971) draw attention to the 
relative lack of sociological writing concerning the 
appropriateness of various techniques dealing with 
unobtrusive entry or accidental access to approached 
groups# In his own career as a professional dance 
musician (in which the majority of those observed are 
said not to have been aware of the study) this identity 
was itself a sufficient introduction to those merijusuia 
users willing to discuss their experiences# Dalton (1959) 
similarly used his official status in the organisation 
that he observed as a basis for carrying cut an unofficial 
enquiry#
An acknowledgement of the way in which the presence of 
an ’outsider* alters the observed social world is implicit 
in the recorded experiences of the writer and in Shipman’s 
own description of role-transference during the previously 
utilised research programme# His initial acceptance by 
the team was as a sociologist who would observe : an 
ascribed role that was rapidly replaced by one involving 
a greater degree of participation* Subsequently Shiran 
progressed through bouts of total participation until he 
finally embraced ’so&e sort of consultant role* on the 
professional side, end ’one of the boys* on the personal 
side#
It is important to stress that these negotiated role- 
movements are not merely the result of sociological 
labelling but arise from the interaction of actors 
within their social world# As such they constitute 
important and sociologically ’disruptive* (of the action- 
in-progress) events insofar as the meanings imputed to 
that event by the actor have ’changed*# For example,
Dacey (1976) has noted that, because of the greater



8. Schuts, Alfred•Common Sense and Scientific Interpretations of 
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freedom allowed by his researcher role, members of staff 
often ’had a chat’ and found him;

"# . # Interested in matters not usually discussed by teachers* This interest gradually established a flow of information about thinRS_they thought would interest me.
''(Op* cit* p*72* %  emphasis)

The proposition being made is that the very presence of 
the observer will cause some ’disruption’ of the social 
world, even if only in the minimal sense akin to the way 
in which the skin colour of an interviewer can bias the 
answers of particular categories of respondents* Because 
the other actors in the social drama will commonly vivify 
the apprehended details of an individual’s social biography 
(Ooff man, 1959) the onlooker will be assigned a role in 
the action in progress whether such outcomes are desired 
or not* Moreover, there is the further implication that 
the participating observer will prove incapable of re
fraining from socially significant participatory acts*
This will be not only because of the impossibility of 
maintaining that attitude of sociological dlsinteredness 
whilst in the field - see Hargreaves (1968) and Shipman 
(1974) - but also because the matrix of attributed social 
meanings present within the ’reality’ of that social world 
attributes significance to the behaviours of both passive 
and active social actors* Indeed Schuts® presents the 
observer as one who:

* * can never enter as a consociate in an interaction pattern with one of the actors on the social scene without abandoning, at least temporarily, his scientific attitude. 
The participant observer or field worker
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establishes contact with the group studied 
as a man among fellowmen; only his system 
of relevances which serves as the scheme of his selection and interpretation is determined by the scientific attitude, temporarily dropped in order to be resumed
again ff

The arguments being rehearsed obviously open up many 
general issues regarding what may be viewed as less 
•involved’ methods. In bried the position of the writer 
is that other methods are similarly, but more covertly, 
’involved’ and reference has previously been made to the 
black box model of research (lacey, 1977) that is analogous 
to such a theoretical position. The stance of observing 
participant evolved because it affords an opportunity for 
reflexive sociology to generate data that is perhaps un
obtainable by other means yet there is a concomitant 
obligation for the researcher to acknowledge the extent 
to which the participant participates and, where possible, 
record the changes and influence caused by his presence 
and attempt to arrive at some understanding of their con
sequences*
Earlier in this chapter it was argued that the observer 
himself is also changed as a consequence of his partici
pation and the extent to which this occurs is often 
difficult to appreciate. In the case of the writer a 
particular incident exposed what until that point had 
been an only partially realized change in the nature of 
his commitment to the social scene# The research has 
already been outlined as arising from, and concomitant with, 
the writer’s activity as a teacher yet a profound if subtle 
change had taken place# After having enacted a fully 
participant role at a particularly stormy meeting of heads 
of subject departments the previous evening when the
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writer next entered the staffroom (the following morning) 
all conversation stopped# It was apparent that my partici
pation in the events of the night before had been the source 
of conversation# Without any conscious thought the writer 
pretended to get out a notebook and note (in a stage whisper)
’enter room . * .silence’ at which point general laughter 
broke out# Besides once again demonstrating the existence 
of background knowledge related to my research activity 
the incident also illustrated the changed nature of one’s 
commitment; a teacher totally immersed in the life world 
would not have been able (I believe) to be as unconcerned 
as was the writer. Once this insight had been made a 
retrospective analysis of field notes revealed many meetings, 
both formal and informal, where matters of importance to 
the teacher personna had been discussed. Time and again, 
however, the notes reveal the application of sociological 
imagination, points to follow up that were often not those 
most relevant to the writer’s socially located position 
within the school. The revelation of such a lack of 
commitment to the observed social world had resulted from 
its being a constant source of data. Speaking to one of 
my students on a separate matter shortly after this real
isation she came out quite spontaneously with the comment: 
«Everything’s sociology to you." The thing is she was 
absolutely right.
The biographical experiences of the writer would therefore 
suggest a negative response to the question posed by
Kluckhohn (1940): ’Can the researcher ever be a «complete
participant"?’ To this extent the statement made by dans (1968 
perhaps provides the best summary of the ’position* arrived 
at by the conclusion of the research period:
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"Being a total participant is probably the 
moot fruitful kind of participant-observation, 
for only by being completely immersed in an event as an involved person can one really 
confront and grasp the social and emotional 
incentives and pressures that act on people 
in groups. Total participation is psycho
logically very difficult for the researcher, 
howeverÎ it is almost impossible for him to 
be both a total participant and an observer 
of himself and other people , . .In most 
instances, however, whatever the participant- 
oboerver’s formal role and degree of 
behavioural participation, he is emotionally 
first an observer and only secondarily a 
participant.«
(Op. cit. p.303)

At this stage the reader could be forgiven for holding the 
assumption that the observed social world only has existence 
for the duration of the research activity. (The seme 
assumption might be made about the researcher#) This is, 
of course, patently a nonsense yet the earlier reference 
to the manner in which actors give life to social and 
biographical histories failed to take sufficient account 
of the social location of the knowledge that is so generated. 
Such a perspective possesses some salience for the research 
activity end is perhaps best expounded in connection with 
the initial approach of the researcher when:

"... the conditions under which an initial entree is negotiated may have important consequences for how the research is socially 
defined by the members of the setting. These social definitions will have a bearing on the extent to which the members trust a social researcher."(Johnson, 1975I p.50)

The general argument received an exemplary exposition in
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that study of unlcm-managoment relations carried out 
by Gullehom and Strauss^ in which the authors make 
explicit reference to union suspicion of Strauss# This 
occurred as a direct consequence of a particular identifi
cation attributed to an individual who mere accompanied 
Strauss to the first meeting. The life-world to which 
the researcher wishes to gain admittance is a temporal 
phenomenon and the example demonstrates how the differ- 
enthlly located biography of both approaching stranger 
and approached group may exert their respective influences 
upon the eventual perspective from which the action is 
viewed. Whyte’s (1955) account of his attempt to strike 
up a female acquaintance within the constraints imposed 
by Oomerville’s Regal Hotel provides a similar exemplar 
of instances where an individual’s biography may lead to 
a meaning being attributed to a social action (on behalf 
of the approached group) which is other than that desired 
by the approaching stranger. Thus thy to, finding no 
solitary female in the Hotel lounge, selects a group of 
two women and one man to whom to introduce himself: a
choice leading to immediate rejection and hasty retreats 
Whyte’s euprise at such a rejection contrasts with the 
total lack of suprise on the part of the present writer 
whose own biography would lead him to suppose two women 
on their own would have been a more appropriate group for 
the particular purpose at hand. Who can say what form 
Whyte’s research may have taken had the original approach 
provided entree to a desired community? The notion has 
some relevance for the observing participant since the 
process .is a recurrent one that continues not only through* 
out the research in its consequences, but also acts 
continuously to define the significance of the research
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Bciff and therefore the soolal location of the observer, 
in an omnipresent mode# Consequently, it is of some 
Importance that the gaining of entrance to potential 
research situations, together with the concomitant 
negotiations, is viewed as crucial in differentially 
affecting the data that is ultimately colleoted# Hot- 
withstanding this argument ’public’ accounts possess an 
unfortunate tendency to begin only when the social re- 
lationshipa required to establish some kind of community 
between actor and observer have already been accomplished 
(Cicourel, 1964)# In this respect the significance of 
Dalton’s (1959) comment that he carried out little formal 
interviewing because of the ’problem’ arising from the 
perceived need to explain what he was up to, has yet to 
be fully assessed*
The presence of an observer on the social scene obviously 
necessitates some explanation that both makes sense to 
the other participants and also makes sense to them* That 
such a process possesses its own power dimension is readily 
appreciated when one considers the way© in which intro
ductions through the offices of ’higher authority’ may 
effect the subsequent transmission of data to the observer* 
For example, entree into the approached community may be 
problematic for the fieldworker insofar as the frequent 
necessity for an initial endorsement by those in positions 
of authority will often constitute a subsequent constraint 
affecting the nature of acceptance by the n a t i v e s . I n  
fact the difficulty is frequently further compounded in 
that proposals ’making sense’ to a hierarchical authority 
(such as those made in order to gain entree) are not 
necessarily those that ’make sense’ to the people who will 
actually be observed* Both Bruyn (1964) and Geer (1964-)
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have commented on the differential acceptance of ’cover 
stories’ according to the level of the organisation with 
which they were immediately concerned. Dalton (1959) 
provides a delightful description of how, as a covert 
observer himself, he had watched management;

"• . * set the scene and limit the enquiry 
to specific areas , . . the smiles and 
delighted manipulation of researchers by 
guarded personnel."
(Op. cit. p.275)

The force of the preceeding arguments lead the writer to 
query the belief of Becker (1970) that, provided the 
observer keeps a ’low profile’ and is not viewed as 
important or fateful by the approached group, actors 
within the social world ’will be constrained to act as 
they would have in his absence, by the very social con
straints whose effects interest him’. However, it is 
not the belief itself that is necessarily being questioned 
but rather the impossibility, in field research situations, 
of the observer adhering to the requirements of the con
ditions that are attached to it, for example, although 
the complete (concealed) observer might possibly fulfil 
such a condition, Friedman’s discussion^^ of the ways in 
which change may be brought about simply by the virtue 
of ’being there’, and the effect of this on the data that 
is consequently gathered, is perhaps a more accurate 
analysis, Roethlisberger and Dickson^^ provide similar 
examples from within a research paradigm of an early 
questioning of the extent to which non-involvement is 
possible* The belief of these workers is that the mere 
presence of a researcher (say) serves to influence the 
observed group’s perception of what constitutes ’appropriate* 
behaviour. Other early accounts raising questions regarding 
the potentiality of such a ’distortion’ occur in the work 
of Schwarts end Sohwatz^^ and Whyte,
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The various strands of the proposition that is now 
emerging have important methodological consequences 
regarding the analytic activities of the observing 
participant and many of these receive articulation 
in the following statement of Moerman (1974)*

"It is clear that when an ethnographer 
asks natives questions which they would
nô¥'‘ask "'each other
attention to issues which are normally
Ïïî so far as the' ' sighifloanee "of an'" ' '
action depends upon the situation in 
which it occurs, then, to the extent that answering an ethnographer’s question 
is an unusual situation for natives, one 
cannot reason from a native’s answer to 
his normal categories and ascriptions*
But the imnortance of the situation, and
perticuiarlv of the 'other "-persons _ 'present
init* goes beyond this
data of even the most silent ethnoj^amher.
By bis very presence as someone 'iniGresteS
in culture and cultures, the social scientist 
establishes the primary relevance to him of 
ethnic (or kinship, or class, or political) 
categorization schemes as ways of reporting, recording and analysing human occurrences*
He thus presumes that those who would talk 
to him pay primary attention to these 
categorizations even when they would not 
othervfise do so."
(Op. cit. p.66)

The application of a sociological perspective to the 
particular action-in-progress may thus be potentially 
disruptive of the native priorities end categorizations. 
Whilst such a process may be explicitly acknowledge in 
those instances when it is an ’alien culture’ that is 
the subject of analysis - for example, the introduction 
to Castaneda (1968) describes the problem of categorising
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a *non-ordinary reality system’ - the same phenomenon 
is only infrequently perceived to be problematic by the 
researcher working within a similar cultural milieu to 
his own* This is, of course, a particular difficulty 
with much educational research where the biographical 
experiences of the researcher leads to the probability 
that he will already have some idea of ’what it’s all 
about’* Although insufficient attention has perhaps 
been paid to the caution of Merton that:

"• * * informants will not hesitate to make 
certain private views known to a disinterested 
outside observer - views which would not beexpressed were it thought they would get
back # ,c* The outsider has ’stranger* 
value*

the researcher should beware that the knowledge of such 
informants are not the contrary of the bias provided by
the ethnographer* Questions concerning the relative
helpfulness of different informants'^ illustrate the 
complexity of this penomenon for the fieldworker. A 
complexity that will necessarily be reflected in the 
eventual ’knowledge about* proffered by the researcher* 
Knowledge is therefore not disinterested, and consequently 
neither is the construction of a specific corpus of that 
knowledge, but inextricably linked to the interests of 
its producers* There is no a priori reason to suppose 
that the previously mentioned giving and receiving of 
biographic knowledge by the researcher in order to 
establish some rapport (Blum, 1970) is not reflected 
in the giving and receiving of other knowledge.
A specific application of the relevance of such a notion 
to the methodology of participant observation is 
illustrated by the way in which a member of a particular 
social world, now incorporating the observing participant 
activity, can be experienced in a problematic way*
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Johnson (1975) notes how:

"During my first six months I witnessed 
friendships and romances created and dissolved, and committees in every stage 
from originating idea to dissolution or 
atrophy# There were alliances, coalitions, 
and inter-office political factions . . . They were put together for the purposes 
at hand and dissolved when victories or 
defeats were consumsted*"
(Op. cit. p.132)

He later commented how, erroneously, he had at that time 
considered it possible to come to know these phenomen a 
independently of the daily fulx. The substance of the 
argument being propounded is that methodological 
procedures are concerned not only with some more or 
less descriptive analysis of events-in-the-world but 
themselves become a constitutive property of such events, 
As Blum (1971) argues concerning the processes involved 
in the social construction of a particular corpus of 
knowledge:

"• # • at every point within the course 
of sociological enquiry, the sociologist 
has to decide on the basis of his tact and his commonsensc knowledge how to settle various matters which require 
resolution before the enquiry can be consumated."
(Op* cit# p#129)

Because the social meanings of the situation will have 
changed, the perspective from which the observing 
participant ’makes sense of the world’ will also have 
shifted, and this should be reflected in the eventual 
re-construction of knowledge that is offered to the 
reader. This requires a kind of reflexivity on the
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part of the researcher which is very rare. However, 
an interesting example from within an ethnomethod©logical 
paradigm occurs in the early methodological chapters of 
Cicourel (1976), the content of which repays careful 
reading.

The Knowledge of the Observing Participant.

At this juncture in the developing thesis several important 
issues regarding the sociological knowledge of the 
observing participant have been raised. As the observer 
goes about his business of constructing knowledge there 
is a two-way flow of information; he acts not only as 
a receiver of that knowledge, but also as a source of 
knowledge around which others engage in a process of 
•making sense* of that activity and of its meaning for 
them* It ie now proposed to tease out certain of these 
strands of thought in rather more detail and at the 
same time construct a foundation for the argument to 
be rehearsed in succeeding chapters of this thesis.
In the course of discussing the differential credibility 
of Informants in the field Becker (1970) advances the 
suggestion that;

• * an individual’s statements and 
descriptions of events are made from a perspective which is a function of his 
position in the group."
(Op* cit. p.29)

Such a stance is in keeping with the general proposition 
being advanced end is an important contribution possessing
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some salience to the present discussion* If the 
(sociological) informant is correctly viewed as 
occupying such a position within the approached 
group, then the sociological perspective is itself 
similarly exposed as a function of that same position*
Whilst the notion that the observing participant views 
the world through a socially situated interpretative 
framework is hardly revolutionary it nonetheless remains 
true that Dalton (1959); Dean (1959); and Gofffean (1959) 
arc three of the few writers attempting any serious 
evaluation of its significance for the research process*
One aspect of the difficulty upon which it is proposed 
to focus attention may he polemically stated as being 
one of either (for the sake of the argument) ’knowing 
too much’ or ’not knowing enough’ # (There is also some 
relevance in the argument for the way in which similar 
polarisations may constrain the relationship between 
the original mode of entry to the group and the subsequently 
negotiated social location* The relationship between this 
position and the consequent differential accessibility of 
knowledge emerges from the present discussion)*
In order to overcome the reader’s possible objection that 
a researcher can never ’know too much’ he is referred to 
Dalton’s beautiful portrayal of the problematic nature of 
the covert observer activity in this respect;

"* * * in his speculative prowling he is 
almost certain at times to forget that non-intimates see his formal function as embracing only a limited knowledge of 
unoffical events* Eager to learn more, he alarms some persons, even his fringe
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intimates, hj accidently disclosing bits 
of tmofficial information they think it 
strange that he should have. Variously 
committed people misinterpret his slip, 
magnify what he knows, and fear that he 
will imprudently compromise them, or - 
in the changing scene - use his information 
for personal ends. In any case they are 
likely to treat him as a red light and to 
alert others.«
(Op. cit. p.283)

Such a comment provides additional illumination on the 
writer*s earlier difficulty over the apparent discreteness 
between his socially located identity and the knowledge 
that he was seeking to acquire* One of the myriad 
difficulties is the impossibility of keeping accurate 
records of*who said what* in one*s head yet there will 
be occasions when a respondent assumes knowledge in order 
for 8 conversation to take place. The choice is either 
one of becoming a pedant by challenging each assumption 
as it is made, or letting the conversation continue in 
which case undesired inferences may be made by others 
about one*8 ability to keep quiet about what you know.
It is, of course, also the case that the *you know 
assumption* provides information that was not previously 
known and the whole chain is immediately re-established. 
During the writer*s period of observing participation 
there were two particular difficulties that presented 
themselves in connection with * knowing too much* one 
largely impinging upon the observer role and the other 
on the participant role.
The functional aspects of the *you know assumption* have 
already been indicated but the dynamics of the process 
perhaps have a more significant implication somewhat 
akin to the phenomenon noted by Lacey* Readers will
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remember his description of the way in which * having 
a chat* established a flow of information concerning 
things others thought he would be interested in* In 
the writer*8 case, and presumably after various testing 
procedures had been carried out that he has been unable 
to identify from field notes, because it became known 
that I talked to many members of staff (thereby crossing 
certain social boundaries) information similarly flowed 
to the writer# This was especially so when some consequential 
event took place upon which several of those involved 
proffered their own interpretation of what had happened#
One such respondent explicitly remarked that as I had no 
doubt heard another version of the event she would like 
to give me hers# The assumption being made by the writer 
is that similar thoughts probably informed a number of 
those teachers approaching one in this way: because it 
was assumed the writer *knew too much* a * bandwagon effect* 
developed in which the assumption was the source of even 
more information#
The state of knowing too much also impinged on the writer*s 
participant role in a manner that may well have eventually 
contributed to his progressive lack of commitment to the 
social scene# One of the themes that will subsequently be 
developed in this thesis is the existence of multiple 
realities and secret knowledge and this interacted with 
the difficulty of knowing too much to produce some difficulty 
for the writer*8 participant role# In this case, and pre
sumably once again after testing procedures had been carried 
out, the writer became increasingly aware of discrepancies 
between the public and private stances of various actors, 
and also between differences in the presented self in 
different social contexts* There were occasions when this 
knowledge could have been politically useful to the writer
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but who was, of course, constrained not to use this 
knowledge by other considerations* (Here it should be 
stated that similar discrepancies existed in the various 
performances of the writer*s own participant role; the 
phenomenon was not an unusual occurrence). Thus, there 
were specific times when, as Head of a pedagogic subject 
department, the writer would wish to have exposed the 
fragility of another's position but was prevented from 
doing so. Moreover, because the precise boundaries of 
what knowledge was 'private* and what was not cannot be 
remembered with clarity one always proceeded with caution 
and thereby sometimes failed to present as strong an 
argument as one was capable of* Indeed, there is one 
case contained in the writer* s field notes from towards 
the end of the research period where the observer personna 
is believed to have been deliberately manipulated in this 
way in order to effectively gag the participant personna 
on an important matter.
On the other hand *not knowing enough* is used to character
ise a particular reservation on the part of the writer 
concerning the extent to which the research perspective 
is dependent upon - and indeed constrained by - the 
availability of whatever knowledge is mediated to him 
through the approached group. Any research will of course 
be constrained by the existence of an 'information threshold*; 
the critioBim being articulated at this point is directed 
at a failure to explicate its existence together with the 
way in which such boundaries effect the data (inséfaras 
the researcher is aware of their existence).
The notion of 'public knowledge* is utilised here in the 
same sense as that employed by Junker (t960) in his 
categorisation of information data and therefore bears 
the connotation of knowledge as 'that which everyone knows
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and can talk about*. However, this is subject to the 
proviso implied by the current argument which seems to 
suggest this may in fact be precious littlè# Such a 
view receives some recognition in Junker's own caution 
that;

«that may be evaluated as 'public* within 
a situation may also be regarded as 
•confidential* or 'secret* vis-a-vis 
outsiders,*
(Op, cit, p,34)

For the purposes of the present discussion the notion of 
public knowledge is employed to point a contradistinction 
with secret knowledge. This latter usuage is appropriate 
when conveying a sense of exclusivity to the knowledge 
that is being transmitted (that is, infonsation possessed 
by an in-group end perceived by that group as important 
to its solidarity and continued existence). Junker also 
draws a distinction between 'confidential* knowledge which 
is non-attributable, and 'private* knowledge used to 
denote a knowledge that is personal to the individual such 
as dress sense.
Whilst the difficulty of penetrating areas of secret 
knowledge may be partially surmounted by the researcher's 
acceptance of a participatory * in-group* role (for example, 
the expectation would be that the adoption of such a stance 
would reveal norms and values that, in different circumstances, 
would remain hidden) this nonethless remains a perspective 
with inherent limitations. Some of these limitations have 
been made explicit in various incidents already related 
to the reader. It is these biographical experiences of 
the writer that are the source of a certain reservation 
whilst at the same time accepting much of Hargreave's (1968)
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contention that, by the act of participating in the 
informal activities of the staff he was able to gain 
admittance into the matrix of informal relations, 
cliques, private jokes and quarrels. He notes that:

«# # * this mutual personal adjustment of 
observer and subjects revealed itself 
not only in improved personal relationships, 
but also in the gossip that was related 
to the observer. I am convinced that many 
of the stories recounted to me would not 
have been told at all had I reminded the 
teacher that I was observing the school.”
(op. cit. p.199)

Eactly the same argument is made by Becker (1970) and 
the earlier incident concerning Lacey that was subsequently 
drawn upon for its consequences relating to the perspective 
of the said observer.
These exemplars are illustrative of the general manner 
in which the act of participation is argued to provide 
the basis for admittance to groups from which the casual 
observer is excluded, nonetheless the arguments that 
have already been rehearsed cautions practitioners of 
the methodology against a too ready acceptance of the 
presented world as being precisely the same as that 
providing the appropriate 'ground of being* within which 
the everyday activities take place. 'That reality* 
perceived by the observing participant may be dependent 
upon a perspective derived from only partial admittance 
to the socially constructed realms of meaning available 
within the approached group. In the same way that the 
research act tends to screen out potentially ambivilant 
data in a merging of multiple realities so to is insufficient 
attention paid to the notion of 'sufficient explanation*.
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'In reality* the research activity may he subject to 
an embryonic unfolding of the culture of the approached 
group - an unfolding controlled by elements beyond his 
normal visibility and requiring special techniques of 
observation and verification (Bruyn, 1966). Moreover, 
the observer will not know that he does not know, and 
this lack of knowledge may lead to erroneous interpreta
tions of behaviour based upon contingencies of action 
stemming from the insider's possession of more or less 
secret knowledge to which the observer will not have 
access. A parallel phenomenon may be noted in the use 
and knowledge of language - particularly in respect of 
that language peculiar to some subcultural grouping,
Patrick^' in hie observations of a Glasgow gang makes 
the illuminating comment that;

"Born and bred in Glasgow, I thought myself 
au fait with the local dialect and after 
two years of part-time work with these 
boys I considered myself reasonably 
familiar with their slang,”

- a notion he was subsequently to acknowledge as being 
*a serious mistake*•
If one adopts the suggestion that knowledge may indeed 
be considered as differentially available to the various 
participants of any action-in-progress, then this leads 
to the formulation of the premise that the imputed 'meanings* 
of such actions are themselves a socially situated phenomenon. 
The subjective appropriation of such meanings takes place 
from within the life-world of a particular perspective.
In addition, the observer's Imowledge of specific social 
events (together with the concomitant end/or subsequent 
meaning attributed to that event by the social observer)
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will be at least partially dependent upon a more or less 
consciQUsly negotiated perception of what is considered 
'adequate* for the particular purposes at hand. These 
'negotiations* may be carried out internally within the 
approached group or they may involve negotiations with 
whatever significant others are seen as relevant to the 
case in point.
It will be remembered that one aspect of the writer's 
research activity was a case study of the mathematics 
department and that certain biographic knowledge made 
available by the researcher eased his entry into that 
life world. One of the turning points in this greater 
availability of mathematical knowledge (in its very 
broad sense) was the fact of my carrying out the research 
for a higher degree. It turned out that the head of that 
department was In the course of registering for a similar 
qualification and part of the examination concerned 
sociology in general and research methodology in partic
ular, This community of interest resulted in a greatly 
increased flow of information although it was at the same 
time accompanied by a more detailed probing of one's 
cover storyî (Indeed, it is suggested elsewhere in this 
thesis that teachers, because they have increasingly 
undergone some study of this subject in their training 
courses, will be increasingly more likely to chellange 
a researcher's 'front*), One cannot ignore the possibility 
that, in different circumstances, awareness of the above 
knowledge may have abruptly stopped the flow of information. 
One further aspect of such a selective presentation of 
the social world can take the form of the researcher's 
confinement to areas attributed little significance by 
the actors Involved, In this connection Johnson (1975) 
notes:
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”# . . one workeî  with whom I felt I 
shared e trusting relationship from 
the beginning, later revealed he had 
set me up during the first couple of 
weeks. He took me only . . , where 
nothing significant was happening.”(Op. cit. p.94)

Hargreaves (1968) noted a similar phenomenon regarding 
the activities of teachers in classes he was observing 
yet this was fairly explicit and he 'knew* it was happening. 
Much of the next chapter in this thesis is concerned with 
the way in which the rhetorics of space can be employed 
to keep private performances private* It is the writer's 
belief that teachers are often more successful at this 
than the research community supposes: Dale (1972), for
example, has remarked on the apparent dearth of sociologies 
of school staffrooms#
One consequence of the above premises is that the meanings 
of perceptual thenomena presented to the observer will, 
to some degree end of necessity, be uncertain (Douglas, 1973). 
The implication here is not only that 'meaning' is an 
intensely problematic concept for the (sociological) 
observer, but that it is potentially just as problematic 
for the social actors inhabiting that world when they are 
confronted by specific situations. Thus, in the same way 
that the 'objective' phenomenon of sexual intercourse has 
been demonstrated to be the subject of differential inter
pretations and evaluations requiring different responses, 
so too does a particular classroom incident carry different 
meanings for observer end teacher (Lacey, 1976). Lacey, 
for example, describes how what he took to be a quite 
arbitrary punishment of an innocuous, although deviant, 
act on the part of a pupil was subsequently revealed as 
possessing a quite different meaning for the teacher. For 
the teacher the deviant act per se was relatively unimportant:
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the dramatic persoxma represented by the punishment was 
directed towards the act as representative of a crossing 
of some previously constructed definitions of acceptable 
classroom behaviour# Similar multiple definitions of the 
initial interaction between class and teacher exist and 
Hargreaves (1975) provides three descriptive passages 
outlining the different ways in which a teacher can 
approach a new class. Of particular relevance is the 
way in which Hargreaves draws attention to the manner 
in which the apparently situated 'meaning* of the teacher 
behaviours can be derived from that Individual* s non
situated biography#
The potential danger for the researcher is to make similar 
assumptions based upon a sociological appropriation of 
Becker*6 (1970.B) notion of a 'hierarchy of credibility*; 
in this case that fieldworkers in general, and sociological 
observing participants in particular, possess a more complete 
picture of what is going on that anyone else# Placed within 
the specific arguments of this thesis, the proposition is 
that the teacher's social world is one that offers multiple 
and possibly (although not necessarily competing) different 
definitions of reality to the various * interested publics'#
As such it constitutes an important core perspective of 
this thesis# The context within which the action occurs 
may well be of considerable importance when the researcher 
seeks to determine what meanings are attributed to that 
action by the other members of the social world# Contingencies 
of time and place, the knowledge each participant has of 
the other, all contribute to the actor's 'understanding* 
of an event which may be in competition with the inter
pretations placed upon that event by interested others#
For example, Douglas (1971.B) reports a study of social
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welfare practices in which the workers gave explicit 
recognition to the distinction between 'what the agency 
says we are doii^' and 'what we are really doing'. The 
parallel phenomenon of a distinction between 'what 
researchers say a group is doing' and 'what the group 
itself says it is doing' has already been the subject 
of earlier comment*
for the present purpose it is relatively unimportant 
whether such a plurality of Ilf e-worlds be viewed as a 
particular characteristic of modem society (an argument 
rehearsed in Berger et* al* 1973) for its present signifi
cance# both in its application to the research methodology 
of participant observation end for those actors fully 
participating in the observable social world# lies in 
the theoretical potentiality of another proposition: 
that# in the life-worlda of the individual

”Different sectors of their everyday life 
relate them to vastly different and often 
sevrely discrepant worlds of meaning end experience* Modern life is typically segmented to a very high degree# and it 
is important to understand that this segmentation (or# as we prefer to call 
it# pluralisation) is not only manifest 
on the level of observable social conduct but also has important manifestations on 
the level of consciousness *”
(Op* cit* p*63)

The pertinance of this observation for the fieldworker 
is to caution not only that certain cultural meanings 
cannot be understood without successful entrance into 
these private groups (Bruyn# 1966)# but also that many 
research reports fail to explicate any awareness that
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Buch groups exist* Whether or not it is 'significant* 
that the majority of reports exhibiting such an aware
ness derive from an anthropological rather than a 
sociological paradipi must be the reader to judge*
Although it might be argued that the implied constrast 
is somewhat naive its purpose is to emphasise the more 
intensive nature of anthropological fieldwork carried 
out over longer periods of time. There would seem to 
be an element of truth in the suggestion that the sociolo
gist withdraws from the scene of the action in a way that 
the anthropologist does not; both in terms of a day to 
day withdrawal and in the fact his observations are often 
carried out over a shorter period of time.
Thus# an excellent illustration of the capacity of insiders 
to act as custodians of private knowledge is to be found 
in Malinowski's^^ classic anthropological study of the 
Trobriand Islanders. Here was a quinteesential description 
of participant observation at work and even so one may 
find indications that 'secret knowledge' existed: in this
case concerning the death of a youth previously befriended 
by Malinowski. The youth's death was ostensibly caused 
by an accidental fall from a great height whilst climbing 
a cocnut palm# In fact the boy had comnitted a public 
act of suicide in a traditional manner yet Malinowski 
acknowledges that it was not until much later that he 
discovered the 'real' meaning of this act.
In a similar mmmer, and despite similarly living in the 
midst of those being observed, Berreman (1962) notes that:

”It was six months after my arrival before 
animal sacrifices end attendent rituals were 
performed in my presence although they had 
been performed in my absence and without my 
knowledge throughout my residence' In "tbe'" 
village.”
(Op. Cit. p.20* My emphasis)
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Nonetheless# perhaps the most astonsihing confirmation 
of the proposition comes from Johnson (1975). In this 
study of Social Workers at Metro it was the case that 
immediately prior to Johnson's entree one of these 
workers had been arrested for performing his job 'in a 
fashion not in accordance with standard operating pro
cedures'. Although this worker remained on the jon# 
and even with an inside informant î iving material assistance 
and advice concerning Johnson's research (including help 
regarding the timing and mode of application) the fact of 
the arrest only came to light at a much later date. In 
his own words Johnson

• was chagrined to learn that no 
information about the arrest had been 
obtained from the inside informant.” 
(Op. cit. p.73)

If the above contention is based upon a correct interpret
ation of the research situation then it suggests not 
'merely' that any consequent anaÿsis will present a less 
or more sewely distorted description of the action-in- 
progress# but that an opportunity to at least subjectively 
delineate the nature of such constraints will have been 
lost. One of the more explicit ways in which access to 
particular social worlds has been restricted is in the 
dearth of material relating to the higher echelons of 
the social structure of which the earlier comment by Dale 
(1972) is but a relatively unimportant example. Such a 
proposal bears an obvious affinity with Gofftoan's (1959) 
notion of an organisation’s 'back regions' in which access 
by outsiders is made extremely difficult as a direct con
sequence of its members concern to prevent non-members 
from seeing a performance that is not addressed to them.
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An illustration of the credence to he given to the 
potentiality of the 'secret knowledge' indicated as 
existent - together with the relative ease with which 
members of the in-group ensure that it remains so - 
may be derived from a brief consideration of the extent 
to which the sociological perspective is itself a 'back 
region* of the participant observer role* Of course, 
it may be argued that such a back region occurs at a 
greater distance from the action (and may therefore be 
the more easily hidden) but such a contention seems pre- 
sumptious and, in any case, the evidence on either side 
has still to be obtained*
For exmnple, a view of the 'sociologist as spy' is 
suggested by Berger (1963): a view brought to life in
a particular application of Gofftean's description (1959) 
of insider possession of team secrets capable of disrupting 
the public performances of the approached group* Gofffean 
refers to various roles (the Informer, still, spotter, the 
go-between, and so on) each of which is related to the 
degree of oonguity with the appropriate audience* He then 
adds:

«There is yet another peculiar fellow in 
the audience• He is the one who takes an 
unremarked, modest place in the audience and leaves the region when they do, but 
when he leaves to go to his employer, a 
competitor of the team whose performance 
he has witnessed, to report what he has 
seen. He is the professional shopper 
- the Gimbel's man in Macy's and the Macy's man in Gimbel's; he is the fashion spy * *” 
(Op* cit, p*145f.)

One might also be tempted to also add 'homo sociologicus* 
to his description!
To the extent that one is drawn to the conclusion that 
the research act is to be considered as essentially
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'dishonest* (Gans, 1968) there may be some truth in the 
attribution. Morsoever, the researcher may himself 
unintentionally legitimate this view on those oocasions 
when he acts to censor the knowledge that is gained by 
his activity and, in extreme cases, those instances when 
the researcher goes native* However, these problems of 
commitment have already been indicated to be paradigm 
dependent and merely constitute one of the ways in which 
an investigation may be coloured by the biographical 
experiences, attitudes, thoughts, etcetera, of both the 
observer and the observed. Thus the writer has been 
involved in conversations in which the exploitation of 
one's personal background of experiences as a basis for 
gaining 'data' was considered to be similarly ? dishonest 
Be that as it may, the suggestion is something of a 
digression and the reader is invited to return to the 
previous contention that both members and observers of 
the social world possess their own back regions of 
secret knowledge that will be of more or less salience 
to the particular purposes at hand# For example, Dalton 
(1964) notes during the course of a discussion concerning 
what criteria are appropriate for evaluating informante 
that he made mistakes and was deceived into judging some 
persons to be intimates.

«This is part of the price the researcher must pay in studying those who have different 
interests from his and _who mav engage in their 
own ivstematic studvoF'hlm'̂ d  even' system-^"
5icülv mahiuuiate him"'to aid thëmeelves "
and their department.”
(opI'cïtT'p.w." My emphasis)

The relevance of this remark to the personal experiences 
of the writer has already been indlcatedl
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Becker (1970) also alludes to the existence of 'professional
secrets' regarding the status of insider information
that is gathered but never reported in print - although
it may well be circulated in private conversations and
documents# In any event, there seems to be no a priori
reason for supposing that the observed group are any the
less competent at screening out iaeir own private knowledge
than is the interested onlooker at his. Blau (1964)
provides an illuminative exemplar of this process in his
description of how he arrived at the eventual realization
that he had himself already been the subject of observation
by those he was in the process of approaching even though
Blau had not vet started observing them. Although occurring
within a somewhat different context the following extract onfrom Gouldner adds weight to such an emphasis:

. • there is not as great a difference 
between the sociologist and those he 
studies as the sociologist seems to 
think, even with respect to an intellectual 
interest in knowing social worlds, those 
being studied are also avid students of 
human relations; they too have their 
social theories and conduct their 
investigations.”
(Op. cit* p.496)

Such comments possess a certain cogency in those cases 
where the approached group has some expert knowledge of 
the research activity end Johnson (1975) provides an 
already utilized example drawn from the area of social 
work* In this case certain of the workers, those having 
recently completed their graduate studies, were perceived 
by Johnson to be giving him a particularly hard time in
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their interrogative questioning about the purposes of 
the research. The phenomenon is similar to that which 
the writer has previously suggested may increasingly be 
the case in investigations of teachers in school. That 
the intellectual perspectives of the approached group 
may lead to respondents questioning the appropriateness 
of whatever questions are being asked is also suggested 
by P l a t t . L i n e ^ ^  also comments on the phenomenon:

«One of the problems . . .  of sending 
questionnaires to social scientists is that many of them regard themselves, 
rightly or wrongly, as experts in 
survey techniques.”

This suggestion may now be placed alongside the thin but 
consistent line of evidence to be discerned in the socio
logical literature that explicitly supports the notion of 
a differential ability end willingness on the part of 
various individuals and groups to manipulate information- 
giving phenomena in order to produce a desired result.
This will equally be the case at the level of personal 
encounters (Goffman, 1959) or industrial sub-cultures 
Dalton, 1959) as it is in relation to suicidal actions 
(Douglas, 1973). In this latter case the apprehension 
of the individual that what he tells the psychiatrist 
may subsequently be used against him is replicated in 
that relationship between teacher and sociologist. Indeed, 
the same ' specisliat-case ' relationship may well prove a 
déterminent of such things as lying, and the specific 
content of one's communications for both teacher mid 
potential suicide (see Douglas, 1973 in this latter respect).
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«Individuals being interviewed by psychia
trists know more or less what kinds of 
things will seem irrational, illogical, 
and insane, to the psychiatrists; and 
they know that the psychiatrist is 
evaluating them in the most fundamental 
way* Is this not exactly the kind of 
relationship in which the individual 
being interrogated will distrust the 
interrogator and cossminioate with him 
in a very special manner?”(Op# cit. p.260ff.)

fhe implications of this statement for the field research 
activity are immense: and this is particularly the case 
in the light of the previously argued contention that the 
knowledge of the observing participant is situationally 
located and constrained in the way indicated. If the 
writer may return to the earlier incident in which certain 
questions were regarded as illegitiamte for the writer's 
socially located position, one further interpretation 
remains to be teased out.
It will be remembered that it was not considered 'appropriate' 
for a member of the social studies department to go round 
asking certain questions of other departments: respondents 
wanted to know why the information was being sought. When 
the forthcoming explanation was along the lines indicated, 
that is, that the writer was carrying out research for a 
higher degree, the questions were more or less legitimated. 
(Here one is assuming that various social tests of this 
explanation have been made and negotiated with various 
degrees of success). What is significant is that as the 
writer reflected on his fieldnotes there seemed to be 
another implicit meaning to the interaction that had 
gradually emerged over time* Whilst the research personna
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had validated the inveatagative activity, the nature of 
the questions - and more importantly their answers - 
were viewed within a different context. It was the 
reflexive nature of the research, the reflecting to 
others of one's giographical experience, that provided 
much of the insight for this thesis and it was this 
participatory role that provided the context for the 
answers, that were being given. Because the socially 
located position of the writer was that of a man among 
fellow men one's commitment to the social scene was not 
in doubt; one's hopes and fears, career expectations, 
were shared by one's colleagues to a greater or lesser 
degree. Concerns about financial allocations, next 
years timetable allooatlons, the emerging form of new 
curriculum developments in the school, all were seen as 
as fateful for the writer as for any other teacher in 
the school* Thus, when one talks to members of other 
departments about these matters there was a community 
of interest providing the context for the conversation.
How the reader will probably object that, given the 
internal politicising of any organisation, is it seriously 
being suggested that received information concerning (say) 
secret knowledge about the manipulation of courses to 
attract a desired type of student, was really being 
revealed to a potential competitor? In the normal course 
of events the answer must be that of course it is not but 
the writer was an observing participant and the consequent 
embivilance opened many doors that would remain closed 
to other disinterested observers. On the one hand the 
writer was 'one of us* and sharing our interests; on the 
other he was something of a 'stranger' that experience had 
shown would keep a confidence even when his own participant
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interests were thereby placed in jeopardy;
The suggestion being made is therefore that the knowledge 
acquired in acting out a fully participatory in-group 
role provided many of the insights around which this 
thesis is built* Furthermore, this knowledge (in its 
completeness) would probably have been relatively in
accessible to the disinterested outsider; yet even if 
such knowledge were obtained (for example, by reading 
this thesis) the context of the interaction would be 
sufficiently discrepant for a different description of 
events in the world to have emerged. The reader should 
appreciate that the writer is not arging his account to 
be a more truthful one than that provided by other 
sources but that its orientation provides a different 
account* In other words the thesis represents a socially 
located analysis of events whose construction of what 
counts as knowledge is contingent upon many factors not 
necessarily replicated in other publicly available 
reports of the action*
The substance of the foregoing is such as to once again 
render the methodology of participant observation prob
lematic* That is so on the grounds that any interpret
ations of social action will be dependent upon, and 
coincident with, the researcher’s own sensitized awareness 
of the possible existence of ’secret knowledge’ and the 
extent to which this is, or is not, accessible. His 
recognition of the restrictive nature of this ’re-construction 
of knowledge component’ of the participant activity will, 
to some extent, be determined by the approached groups 
negotiated acceptance of the researcher’s presented self 
(Goffmann, 1959)* The difficulty for the researcher will 
be one of how to ’get at’ this area of knowledge and the
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observing participant will be required to maintain a
eonsoiousness of the available informant models (for 
example# Dalton# 1959$ doffman# 1959; Cicourel, 1964;
Beoker# 1970) together with an intuitive sensitivity 
towards the possibilities for change caused by his 
presence* Such indications will of course be extremely 
difficult to observe although an awareness of the various 
strategies for interaction (Goffmen# 1969) should do 
much to sharpen the perspective.
One such example of the potential relationship between 
the researcher*s socially located identity# his sensi- 
tivity to the existence of secret knowledge# and the 
reflexive nature of the researcher* s othe$>*image 
(together with the effect of this process on the in
formation that is made available) is illustrated in 
Fletcher*s (1974) record of his observations in a 
friendly doctor*s surgery.At only his second visit 
to the surgery necessitating the successful negotiation 
of an overt display of *reoeptionist power* (White# 1973) 
Fletcher notes the receptionist as first recognising his 
personna# and then saying; ***Tou*re the one that goes 
in with him#» at which point she broke into a long s m i l e . * ^ 4  

One can only infer the possible nature of the prior 
exchange© between doctor# receptionist# and any interested 
others# and the way in which this may have effected the 
outcomes of the observation.
Vulllemy (1972) similarly alludes to the force of this 
argument when reporting on his study of music education 
in a london secondary school* He was attempting to show 
that even in a school with a possible wide differentiation 
of musical tradition the emphasis will still be upon the
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*high culture» in the European serious music tradition# 
fhe had of the music department is clearly portrayed by 
Vulliamy as rejecting the »plink-a-plonk* approach to 
school music yet the researcher has to acknowledge that 
the effect of the teacher's awareness of his (Vulliamy#s) 
experience as a rock drummer was unknown and that this 
knowledge# together with other factors, may have influenced 
what he was told*
A possible application of this general frame of reference 
to the observing participant in the field is indicated 
by two examples drawn from the writer's field notes*
The supervisor of students on teaching practice at a 
school will make periodic visits for the purpose of 
assessing that student's performance in the classroom#
Such supervisors may be subjectively aware that the pre
vailing staff culture of the school is in disaccord with 
that pedagogic paradigm of the teaching activity repre
sented by his presence# Such an awareness on the part 
of this particular approaching stranger will usually be 
consequential upon the working of biographic and other 
interpretative programmes of action along lines already 
indicated that result in an apprehended suspicion of 
what may be the case* However# the actual collection 
of data in support of this susplciion may prove extremely 
difficult since 'outsidership' is a reflexive dilemma: 
the ascription of a particular role within the social 
world both delineates the contents of negotiated commun
ications# and those actors whose presence is - or is not - 
considered to be necessary for the immediate encounter*
It will be seen from the way in which the problem has 
been articulated that there is a similarity between this 
situation and the general stance of the writer just 
previously outlined*
During the course of a longer conversation recorded in 
the field notes the general argument is encapsulated in 
an 'incidental' comment made about a frequent visitor
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to the school who was closely identified with the social 
studies department# The general gist of the comment 
under scrutiny was:

«He's a 'leftie* « « # I've spoken to him 
once or twice and can tell ♦ . » I'm not 
going to speak to him again,"

The visitor in question was the lecturer in charge of a 
group of graduate sociology students who made extended 
visits to the school prior to their individual periods 
of teaching practice. When the context of the remark 
is elaborated several relevancies emerge for the current 
discussion of methodology. The speaker was a member of 
the English department (the significance of this identity 
will be discussed in the next chapter) and although# as 
it turned out# the lecturer had also been asked what he 
was doing the same question was asked of me. This 
alerted the writer to the everyday process of cross
checking that goes on in verbal interactions: thus# 
having heard for the first time that Mary had a daughter 
the next time her name was mentioned one posed the question 
•Oh yes , . , she's got a little girl hasn't she?' The 
process is one of checking information, eliciting further 
information, etcetera# that may then become an 'of course 
assumption' underlaying further conversations such as 
those elaborated earlier in this chapter.
It may of course be true that the observing participant 
will not usually be permitted access to those initial 
interactions where his presence is debated and thus 
Hargreaves can remain unaware of the negotiated processes 
involved in his progression from one attributed role to
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another, Whilst some questions may he asked, jokes made, 
at this juncture there will be little for the observing 
participant to 'observe*. Hargreaves (1968), for example, 
can merely comment that because of an (imputedly) inadequate 
explanation of his presence to the staff by the head of 
the schools

»# * * too many fears end questions remained unexpressed and unanswered."
(Op# cit# p.194• ky emphasis)

Possible strategies that could be employed to 'get at' 
this knowledge might include carefully controlling the 
giving out of certain information unique to the researcher 
and noting where this information reappears# It will be 
recalled this was the subject of previous comment in 
connection with the writer's own experience# The above 
incident may also suggest the occasional challenge of 
Information contained in conversations in a way that 
suggests it may not be accurate# Finally, the previously 
cited incident was noteworthy also for the way in which 
one actor had placed a particular meaning upon an inter
action and, on that basis, had made a decision to withdraw 
from any further involvement. This is an insight that 
might well be followed up by those intending to enter 
the field.
The second example, although different in substance, 
possesses a sufficient similarity to extend one's 
appreciation of the methodological problem posed by the
interpolation of a social alter filter between the observer 
and the social world giving rise to an account of that 
world that has itself been negotiated#
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The records of this incident originate with a meeting 
of the school teaching staff attended by the writer in 
his role of observing participants one of the items 
to be discussed was the hoary question of 'Discipline 
in the School'. For the sociologist what counts as a 
'discipline problem' is necessarily problematic not only 
for its potentiality in the development of a staffroom 
segmental subculture (Dale, 1971), but also in terms of 
the taken-for-granted meanings attributed to the term 
in the ensuing discussion* These meanings formed the 
unchallanged assumptions of the staff culture until a 
teacher identified with the sociology department raised 
the question of whether, possibly, particular ways of 
teaching within the classroom might not themselves result 
in differing interpretations of what actions constituted 
a 'discipline problem'*
(As en aside, when discussing this incident with an 
•outsider' colleague - himself a sociologist - he made 
the remark 'typical bloody sociologist' in a joking mode. 
These 'self and 'other' images of sociologists not only 
have relevanoe to the recounting of the incident but may 
also constrain the particular action-in-progreas in 
specific ways* The potential unwillingness of respondents 
to respond may well be one indication of this).
However, returning to the staff meeting, the comment was 
greeted with general murmurings of dissent and what can 
only be described as various 'noises off from the main 
body of staff. The general tenor of these noises was to 
make it quite clear that such sentiments were considered 
inappropriate within the context of that discussion. The 
next speaker promptly directed everyone's attention away
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from the 'specious' nature of the previous speaker's 
statement and back toward a more 'correct' intepretation 
of the item founded on the practical contingencies of 
classroom behaviour# nothing further was said about the 
problematic nature of the item under discussion and 
although the sociological significance of the inter
jection would be noted by the interested outsider it 
would nonetheless remain an isolated and independent 
event#
However, the writer, as the teacher responsible for the 
department to which the above teacher 'belonged', was
subsequently approached by sevcrelm members of staff 
who independently wished to know what meaning should 
be attached to the statement# That is, they had approached 
a significant other for an explanation instead of the 
perpetrator of the said event (this interpretation was 
later cross checked with that teacherw who made the 
original statement and those approaching the writer 
for the information). When the request was made the 
writer, consciously adopting the stranger's pose of an 
observing participant, attempted several different albeit 
second order constructions of the 'truth* being embodied 
in the analysis# The only explanation to find universal 
acceptance among those making the approach was that along 
the lines of 'well # # #teaches sociology # # .and 
young*♦
This incident serves to draw the reader's attention to 
the parallel between the phenomenon of a 'credibility of 
explanation' in this case and that suggested for the 
methodology of participant observation# Moermen (1974) 
questions 'When are the lue?' and goes on to speak of
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the way in which the reporting by others to him was 
frequently in terms of ethnic, end specifically lue, 
categories. Hoerman then warns that, in analysing 
the underlying rules by which natives ascribe events, 
things, and persons to native categories, the ethnog
rapher must beware of imposing an alien meaning structure 
on them# Given that the approached group will establish 
a flow of information about the things they think will 
interest the observing participant, end will keep secret 
other knowledge that may or may not interest the researcher; 
and that the observer will not be a party to those 
negotiations involved in arriving at these definitions; 
both the fieldworker and those variously concerned with 
the production of his reports must affirm their agnosti
cism.
It should be stressed in this respect that the teacher 
concerned in the above incident was unaware of the indicated
approaches, although staff reaction to the statement may 
have sensitised that teacher to the existence of the 
attitudes that prompted them# Moreover, it was the 
•outsideness* revealed by the other teachers rejection 
of taken-for-grented definitions of what constituted a 
discipline problem that made a re-construction of existing 
knowledge necessary. Thus one returns to the supposition 
that interested actors on the social scene engage upon 
the everyday activity of re-negotiating the meanings of 
events with significant others prior to the re-establishment, 
or not, of interactive relationships# A characteristic 
of such re-defining situations would seem to be that the 
offending role identity is rarely consulted at the time 
these negotiations take place.
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There is some similarity with the procedures used by 
approached groups when interpreting the meanings for 
th# of approaching strangers* When a stranger enters 
the staff world of a school there is often more or less 
intense speculation concerning their presence about 
which they may never be aware* The implication here 
is not that the 'stranger* represents the non-situated 
personne of the ordinary man in the street but is 
situationally located: for example, as husband, wife, 
friend of a member of staff, an applicant for a job, 
a student on teaching practice, etcetera* It is notioàble 
that parents per se are not typically to be found in the 
school staff room#
It is often on the basis of various information-gathering
strategies related to the approaching stranger (yet not, 
at this stage, as a result of direct interactive events 
in which the stranger is invited to participate) that 
decisions about whether to approach - or not to approach - 
what to talk about - or what not to talk about - will be 
made# Often based upon minimal information an *other-image* 
will be constructed from which the actions of this other 
may be correctly interpreted# (A theme elaborated in 
subsequent chapters of this thesis is that such minimal 
information-gathering may well be restricted to the possible 
pedagogic subject identity of the stranger)#
The process is on-going and is existential in nature thus 
requiring that the observing participant is perpetually in 
confrontation with both its existence and its consequences 
for his activity* Indeed, a cautionary aside to the 
practitioner of participant observation connected with 
this construction of other images is that there is some 
evidence that the field worker performs particularly badly
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on two counts : pedagogical research in general tends 
to be held in low esteem by teachers (Cane and Schrocder, 
1970), and sociology in particular is seen as, at best, 
marginal to the real world of teaching# It is the existence 
of such background expectancies as these that make the 
perceived discrepancy between the interests of the field 
worker end those he seeks to study seem at times to 
become a gaping chasm# Thus, in a subsequent discussion 
of the relevance of role-specific knowledge Taylor (1973) 
argues that possession of the wrong kind of knowledge 
precludes certain people from membership of particular 
groups - and the groups he chooses to illustrate his 
point are teachers and college lecturerst

The Perspective of the Observing Participant.

Given that man the sociologist is located within the 
appropriated life-world then the sociological perspective 
must of necessity be viewed as dependent upon his socially 
located position# To this extent the differential 
•availability' of potential perspectives will be, and 
will continue to be, consequent upon the substance of 
whatever research bargain was negotiated in order to 
gain admittance to that particular social world. The 
notion that the way in which the approached group defines 
the research personna will affect whether or not certain 
kinds of Information and events will be kept hidden 
(the 'private' knowledge of that group) or made available 
to the observer (its 'public* knowledge) has previously 
been discussed# What is being considered at this juncture 
in the argument is concerned with the interaction between
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the (differential) aooessinility of knowledge to the 
observing participant, and the consequent sociological 
assessment that will be made of whatever knowledge is 
thus presented* for example, Phillips (1973) has made 
the suggestion that the behaviours of the approached 
group will be constrained by their definition of the 
situation in which the neroeived purpose of the investi
gation will be evaluated within a 'correct response 
paradigm'*
Sociological writers have often commented on the tendency 
to study only those organisations agreeing to the research 
activity (Becker, 1970): a dileimaa not wholly resolved 
by the increasing recognition that the collection of data 
is itself a social process* Although leading to a 
concomitant awareness that social investigations ere 
not always rationally planned studies of problematic 
areas - knowledge of social welfare practices in California 
are as likely to derive from the existence of personal 
contacts able to ease entry for the observer (Johnson,
1975), as studies of Taqui knowledge are to originate 
in a chance meeting with an old man at a bus stop 
(Castaneda, 1968) - there remains the difficulty that 
much sociology may be grounded within a perspective based 
upon a limited access to the observable life-world* The 
writer has already ccmnented on Dale's (1972) note concern
ing the guantititive disparity between sociologies of 
classroom and staffroom*
Similarly, actors ere not merely repositariea of social 
meanings but are also creators of them and such a prospect 
raises the possibility that the various actions-in-progress 
contain several layers of meaning that are not, necessarily, 
mutually compatible and that may indeed (at least potentially)
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be contradictory. There is a tendency for the research 
process to screen out such ambivalence - particularly 
insofar as this involves the translation of, socially 
located# personal experiences#
The initial appropriation of a particular research method
ology# being a subjectively 'meaningful* mode of collecting 
data# therefore locates the very sociological perspective 
within m  ideological paradigm* This process will itself 
partially define the wav in which the researcher both 
observes the world end conducts his research. Earlier 
in the chapter the writer explained the main » signposts' 
guiding the research activity and at least set out the 
complex nature of the problem even if no ready solution 
came to hand# However# because the problem is complex 
this in no way negates the validity of those contending 
that the sociological perspective is 'merely* the applica
tion of sociological concepts. Because the notion is one 
involving another facet of the infinite regression debate 
Phillips (1973) requires an answer when he calls for an 
explanation of how sociologists make decisions about what 
is or is not sociological taovdedge.
Such a stance has some relevance when considering the 
differential availability of meanings to those social 
actors - among whom the writer would include the sociologist - 
participating within the life of the observable social world# 
The notion of an 'area of relevance* implied in many of 
the preceeding arguments extends beyond the initial 
adoption of a particular research methodology to embrace 
many of the actor's 'common-sense* understandings of his 
world# Those conjectures made at the inception of a research 
programme therefore become of crucial importance in 
indicating what questions will be asked - for the action
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of posing a question not only determines the boundaries 
of possible answers but, more specifically, make it 
impossible for certain answers to be given or other 
insights to be generated# Thus, whilst the progression 
in the present research study possesses its own internal 
consistency it was never suggested that the classroom 
activities of the teacher would be incorporated into the 
data# Similarly, there is no attempt to examine the 
Implications of what is said about subject identity in 
a secondary school to situations where this division is 
not applicable# There are also many salient features of 
a teacher's identity that are worthy of study yet they 
form no part of my thesis.
In a similar manner to that in which traditional studies 
of suicidal phenomenon utilised statistical sources for 
their data (and therefore established the way in which 
this data would 'make sense' ) so too may a particular 
sociological interpretation of the actions in progress 
reflect both the observer's socially located position 
within the group and, importantly in the light of tie 
present argument,

"# # « the state of the observer's concept
ualisation of the problem at the time the 
item of evidence was gathered. "(Becker, 1970# Page 36)

This is obviously true of the present thesis# Likewise, 
Castaenda (1973) feels able to subsequently Îconfess* 
that earlier field-notes had been based upon an (erroneous) 
assumption concerning the central role of psychotropic 
plants and explicitly states that he had previously:

"* * # discarded those parts of my field 
notes in earlier works because they did not pertain to the use of n8%bobronic
TopT^cit. p#12f. My emphasis)
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various research outcomes - may therefore be viewed as 
emergent and emerging social actions dependent upon a 
biographic interpretationel paradigm of behaviour* The 
acceptance of such an argument offers further evidence 
for the prior suggestion that differential explanations 
of similar phenomenon are implied in the essential spirit 
of the sociologieal activity# 'Doing research' is thus 
an activity taking place within an ideological paradigm 
in which the observing participant utilises the biographic 
experiences of the self both as a common-sense actor and 
scientific researcher (Cicourel, 1964; Robinson, 1974).
In Sobutsian terms, the researcher's experience of that 
part of the world that is within reach is appropriated 
68 pert of the actor's unique biographical situation; it 
is a 'transcending of the Here and How to which it belongs'. 
What seems to be implied in a pragmatic sense is that:

"The actor * • * approaches the role-taking 
situation with a background of conventions and/or ignorance which precedes his abstractions 
from the immediate objects end events in his visual field."(Cicourel, 1964* Page 213)

The argument becomes even more explicit when Lacey (1976) 
proposes the question of how outside is outside? He 
suggests that in fact:

". ♦ * every study is constrained by the limitations of the researcher and those 
limitations extend to the constraints imposed by the researcher's values#These may limit hie insights and curbhis imagination* 
(Op. cit. p.67)

A



Poole, R* (1973)
Towards a Deep Subjectivity, Allen Lane.
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Whilst the nature of some of these constraints will 
become explicit in the case at present before the reader 
one would also wish to give credence to the opposing 
suggestions that the researcher's values may similarly 
provide opportunities for illuminative insights, the 
elaboration of the sociological imagination.
The essential substance of the thesis advanced in this 
chapter is that the methodological process is itself a 
problematic phenomenon. This is taken to mean an aware
ness that reality can be purposively confronted and 
acted upon and that, as a consequence, there will be 
a variation in the extent to which a real situation is 
defined as problematic, and therefore in the availability 
of resolutions to situations so defined. At this point 
the application of such a perspective has been limited 
to a consideration of the extent to which the observing 
participant if granted only limited access to the socially 
constructed realm of meanings available within the 
approached group. What is now proposed is a recognition 
of the interactive process as one offering a symbolic 
interpretation of those observed processes. The focus 
of such a contention will be the comment of Poole^^ 
that:

"What is taken to be true, evidence, 
obvious, is a function of perspective 
- it depends upon the angle of vision 
upon the world and the quality of phenomena which have been included 
in that purview."

Consequently, the proposition is that interactive processes 
can, 'in reality', offer only their own re-constructions 
of that reality apprehended through the application of 
a particular perspective. Moreover, because the field-
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worker is condensing the common-sense experiences of 
everyday life the selection of what appears to be the 
most crucial, most characteristic, activity will be 
governed by the observing participant's skill in 
identifying the perceived centrality of particular 
concepts in the complexity of the social world. The 
argument is thus that the 'outsider' understands the 
phenomenological constructs of that world forming the 
ground of the actor's being only from the conditioning 
end constraints imposed by the application of a socio
logical perspective. What is dangerous is when such 
perspectives derive from a sociology originating in 
the sociologist's own typifications. Indeed, in some 
degree a sociological 'misrepresentation* of the social 
world as argued by Laing necessarily ensues from the 
impossibility of the participant observer subjectively 
appropriating the experience of another (Silverman, 1970). 
Those subjective meanings attributed to social actions 
by those involved are interpreted qualititavely by the 
differential location in that social world of 'sociologist' 
and 'actor' (Schuts, 1964). A theoretical extension of 
these arguments is to be found in Phillips (1973) whilst 
a critique of such ideas from a different direction is 
provided by the Hindess monograph already cited. In 
essence the difficulty is succintly summarised in the 
observation of Swift (1973) that;

"Sociology does not deal with a special 
class of data. It brings to all empirical 
data a special perspective. It is not so 
much that there is something 'out there' 
which is sociological as that we perceive something sociological about what is 
'out there'."(Op. cit. p. 179f.)
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In essence then sociological work may he portrayed as 
an activity aimed at the generation of appropriate data 
by the process of attributing sociological meanings to 
the 'out there* activity. It therefore becomes important 
that the questions being asked, and the language being 
used, reflect a shared vocabulary for interpreting the 
actions this is a point of some salience for a later 
argument and will be returned to in later chapters. For 
the present purposes then the particular perspective 
being used may be potentially differentiated not only 
as between (frm Schutz) 'sociologist* and 'actor', but 
also between sociologist and those he regards as respondents, 
interviewees, other observers, or his research colleagues.
In all these cases the critical question to be answered 
is posed by Cicourel (1973)#

"Can we say that individual actors employ 
the same terms in defining social situations 
for themselves and others? How does the 
actor in everyday life assign meanings to 
objects end events in his environment?The point is whether the social analyst 
is using the terms as convenient shorthand 
to describe what he thinks is the actor's 
perspective or whether the actor's 
vocabulary includes the same terms and 
meanings, or their equivalents, as those 
of the observer."
(Op. cit. p.12)

Although Cicourel*s comment was directed towards the 
notions of role and status in particular it is the writer's 
belief that the same questions may be asked of the entire 
sociological enterprise.
This general difficulty for the resemrcher is raised in 
an acute form by the novitiate fieldworker for the 
alternative to 'nothing is sociology* is the opposing 
•everything is sociology* (a theme that is elaborated
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later in this chapter). What constitutes a 'sociological 
perspective' is therefore not merely a question for some 
epistemological debate but one extending even to the 
particular selection of one mode of describing data from 
among the many that are available (Bruyn, 1966). For 
example, if the observing participant is engaged in some 
reflective study of a phenomenon it may be crucial his 
insignts derive from a 'sensitising concept' (Blumer, 1954); 
an 'intuitive reconnaissance' paradigm (Bruyn, 1966); or 
some other analytic interpretation of the data. In each 
case the decisive choice can be dependent upon 'the 
observer and his interests'. On the other hand the 
description of social activity offered by the observing 
participant may be just that: socially descriptive but 
in an essentially penetrating and meaningful way. The 
sociological community has also to grapple with the 
implications stemming from the fact that descriptions 
of date are also likely to be literary in emphasis and 
primarily derived from the observer's sight and hearing. 
Thus one becomes aware of the tension and difficulties 
experienced by Castaneda when attempting explanations 
of phenomenon directed at other senses.
More typically however the sociological perspective of 
the observing participant is such that:

. . .  when he feels he has understood the
experience in their (the approached groups) terms, he would look for elements in the 
culture of hie fellow social scientists 
which are comparable to those he has studied in order to provide the basis for his 
colleagues' own understanding of the cultural data. He may do this by making special metaphors or creating analogies from his original experience in both 
cultures in order to create a unity of understanding between them."
(Bruyn, 1966. Page 162)



27. Horton, Robin (1971)
African Traditional Thought and Western Science in Young (1971) p. 208-266.
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vihat is important in this case is that the researcher's 
characterisation of the social world must, at least 
initially, be in the terms and languages of the approached 
group. Without such an existential appropriation the 
imputed meanings of that world cannot be properly compre
hended.
Thu© once again the stance of the observing participant, 
as practitioner of a particular research methodology, is 
linked (necessarily) to a concomitant interpretational 
paradigm thereby offering an alternative construction 
of the meanings attached to a specific event by such 
other actors as are at that moment engaged in the reality 
of the social world*
Such a perspective leads to a translation of the argument
as one suggesting that the application of a theoretical
perspective to the various actions-in-progress can, by
the very nature of that perspective, act as a parametric
constraint upon the process of 'making sense' of the data.
The action of transposing ©n interpretational paradigm
from the observer to the observed (in those cases in which
the former is unfamiliar with the thought categories of
the latter) could effectively deprive the observer of an
essential 'key to understanding». Whatever the ctiticisms
of their work both Schütz and Garfinkel at least perceive
the initial task of sociology to be an examination of
those categories employed by the Ordinary man in the
street*.27Horton advances a general proposition appertaining to 
the nature and function of theoretical thinking when he 
portrays explanatory theory as possessing the potential 
to unify an apparent diversity of presented phenomena.
By linking statements identifying happenings within the
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theory, with happenings within the world of everyday 
experience, the resulting 'reality' is suggested to he 
neither that of the theory nor yet a construction of 
the oommonsense# Horton would further claim that such 
'correspondence' rather imposes a phenomenological unity 
that is uniquely characteristic of the relation between 
the world of commonsense and the world of theory* In 
effect, theoretical entities are utilized:

"to link events in the visible, tangible 
world (natural effects) to their ante
cedents in the same world (natural 
causes) # .

and that one consequence of such a process os that:
"• « » once a particular theoretical 
idiom has been adopted, it tends to direct people's attention towards 
certain kinds of causal linkage and away from others."
(Op. cit. p.213)

Such an acknowledgement that methodological givens act 
to subjectively bias one's perspective on the observable 
world - that is, the process of 'making sense' is itself 
a function of perspective - and that the social knowledge 
so acquired possesses a biographical dimension, leads to 
a consequent recognition of research as a purposive 
activity. This not only in the sense in which the purposes 
of those being studied form part of the data but also 
in the sense that the researcher is also constrained to 
act within those purposes deemed to be 'data'. Blum (1971) 
supports the implication of such a proposition when he 
argues that the use of e particular methodological pro
cedure analytically located the meaning of that world 
for the personna of actor as theorist.



28* Eggleston (1974) Editorial introduction p.1.

29# In a footnote Douglas refers to;Pittanger, Robert K. et. el. (I960) 
The First Five Minutes Paul Mertineau.
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Acceptance of a social constructionist view of reality 
provides an additional support for the argument directed 
at the negotiated nature of the observing participant's 
perceptions of that world# In so doing one also implies 
a view of that reality as inherently capable of defini
tive change (Berger end Luckmann, 1971). The problem 
for the researcher is thus one of the extent to which 
the sociological enterprise itself acts to redefine the 
nature of the observed reality; the complaint of sociologists 
that their research is subject to 'an excisive and 
distorting use of its findings by pressure groups 
may well be echoed in a similar relationship between 
the observed group and those doing the observingl 
The difficulty is somewhat analagous to that encountered 
in the analysis of psychiatric reports relating to 
suicidal phenomenon reported by Douglas (1973). In 
this case constraints imposed by the method of recording 
what was observed (that is, the infrequent use of the 
tape-recorder and rather more frequent use of rough notes 
made at the time by the psychiatrist during his encounter 
with the client) led to a questioning of the particular 
reality that was in fact being observed# Douglas notes 
that ;

"The dominant means of recording what 
happened is reconstruction from memory shortly after the actual encounter.
The evidence that can be gained by comparing the memories of psychitrists with recordings of what actually went on 
would seem to indicate that there is a 
good deal of difference between what they remember was said andnwhat was recorded 
as having been said. ^ The interpretation normally given to this finding is that their reconstructions have distorted or selectively presented what went on in fact.
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presimably to fit the motives, self- 
conceptions, etc., of the psychiatrists.
It is entirely possible that this is the 
best explanation of such differences.On the other hand, it could also be 
simply that the memory is selectively 
retentive not of specific statements or 
actions but, rather, of socially and 
personally meaningful units and complexes. «
(Op. Git. p.259. The emphasis is in ' ' ' 
italics in original).

What is apparently being suggested by Douglas is that 
accounts written by observers are to be viewed as 
condensations of what takes place rather than as simple 
distortions or selective presentations# The phenomenon 
has been demonstrated as considerably more complex when 
the context is that of a social interaction involving 
myriads of goupings exhibiting various degrees of visibility 
to outsiders, and indeed to certain of the insiders. In 
these instances each of the many qualifications that have 
been rehearsed in this chapter come into play in a way 
that individual encounters can only suggest as possibilities, 
The dilemma is a real one and, to the extent that the 
explanation is appropriate to the activities of the 
observing participant, it is enticing. However, it 
does replicate an earlier discussion and the same critique 
atill applies; the suggestion does contain an ambigoue 
circularity in its argument since it remains the observer 
who is imputing meaning to the event. The requirement 
for some explanation of the processes by which 'out there* 
phenomena are incorporated into (an explicit) socially 
and personally meaningful complexes still exists. 
Nonetheless, one would not wish to imply that the collection 
of data by the observing participant consists of little 
else than the random jottings of 'another' observer. The 
data will not be the same in its completeness as the data 
collected by some other because it is linked inextricably
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with the process by which it 'becomes sociology'. Namely, 
that the study of this or that social phenomena occurs 
within a less or more strictly defined theoretical frame 
of reference (Berger, 1963). What in fact distinguishes 
random jottings from the field notes of an interested 
observer of the social scene is that these letter are 
different precisely because they are addressed to a 
different epistemic community. Their legitimation derives 
from a different source. Such a perspective does of 
course raise a very interesting question as to who is 
actually doing the defining and can only reinforce the 
earlier portrayal of the observing participant as a 
personne committed to two life-worlds.
The distinction can be illustrated with reference to 
those details provided in Johnson's (1975) biographical 
account of^|§umey in self-awareness v/hilst engaged in 
fieldwork among a group of welfare workers #  California. 
Thus at one point in the early part of his study he reports 
being literally 'sick with fear': now the fact of that
sickness is not - at least within the particular stance 
adopted by the writer - a 'sociological' event. Similar 
feelings are no doubt experienced by many beginning 
fieldworker8, end perhaps by more experienced ones as 
well, but this feeling is only of potential 'sociological' 
interest. It becomes sociological significant only when 
the researcher goes on to demonstrate how this feeling 
may have subsequently affected his approach to particular 
groups: did it gain entree to a previously closed 'medical'
perspective on the approached group via a resident nurse? 
Bid it open up any new insight in that it stimulated some 
previously latent experiences of the group? Painful 
questions need to be asked if the reader's knowledge of 
this sickness is to be warranted by the sociological
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Gommimity*
The data collected by observing the social world will 
subsequently be utilised in a theoretical understanding 
of what went on and one consequence of this for the 
observing participant is the existence of the previously 
mentioned irreducible difference of interest (this is 
not the same as a conflict of interest) between the 
observer and those he studies#

"The observer deliberately cedes the social realities of the observations as not being 
his reality. The facts of life for the 
practical actors in the setting are, for 
the observer, exhibits for observation, recording, reflection, theoretical 
speculation, and so forth# The meaningful 
properties seen by the observer in the
things observed cannot possibly beequivilent to the observed individual*a experiences of them#«
(Johnson, 1975. page 142f#).

Whilst the implications of this contention form the 
substance of this chapter an educationist version of 
a prospectively interesting question relating to the 
research methodology now emerges (and one to which an 
answer will begin to be supplied in a subsequent chapter). 
On what occasions do the insiders of the social world 
(that is, the classroom teachers) ignore the realities 
examined in this thesis (the pedagogic subject as a
source of a socially located identity) and on what
occasions do they attend to it?
The argument as it relates to the participant observer 
activity is that actual experiences of everyday life 
are necessarily transformed by the observer into some* 
thing other than they were in the apprehended realities 
of the approached group. The selective perception of 
the presented world that is argued by Douglas (1973) is 
therefore more than merely a biographic interpretation
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of social action since it is also grounded within, for 
example, hMorio, cultural and epistemological paradigms* 
This argument receives further elaboration in McHugh (1970) 
and leads ultimately to a concurrent exposition of those 
processes involved in * warranting loaowledge* that is taken 
up later in this thesis* The potentiality for either 
♦distorting* or *selectively presenting* an observed 
phenomenon is not necessarily confined to its more fre
quent manifestation in which the approached group may be 
presented as the plaintiffs (in an action directed against 
that particular presentation of data associated with a 
sociological paradigm)* Indeed, one may also posit a 
converse instance of the case in point in which the 
researcher stands accused of ♦ going native* (and thereby 
leading to complaints from professional colleagues that 
the data has been distorted in this way)* The position 
here is that somewhat akin to McHugh* s thesis concerning 
the perceived failure of positivism during which he 
argues that!

"* . * nothing - no object, event, or 
circumstance - determines its own status 
as truth, either to the scientist or to 
science * • ♦ iUi event is transformed 
into truth only by the application of 
a canon of procedure, a canon that 
truth-makers use and analysts must 
formulate as providing the possibility 
of agreement.*
(Op* cit. p.332)

A recognition that *sociological insights* or ways of 
seeing the world are but one version of the social 
reality leads to the concomitant awareness that such 
realities cannot exist Independently of their mode of 
production. It is in such a realisation regarding the
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inherent preoariousness of socially constructed knowledge 
that the sociologist as fieldworker may derive support 
for an ecstatic transformation enabling the pragmatic 
resolution of the problematic nature of his activity#
Such difficulties - perceived as arising from the 
imposition of one, socially located meaning system upon 
actions taking place within another - are rarely made 
explicit in sociological writings# Although Castaneda 
(1968) does exceptionally acknowledge that the meaning 
of an event for him is not necessarily an exact duplicate 
of what don Juan said himself. An illustrative episode 
is that in which don Juan is asked by Castaneda whether 
or not he (Castaneda) * really flew* : don Juan responds
by suggesting that within the particular context the 
question was nonsensical end therefore without meaning, 
This tension is apparent throughout Castaneda’s writings 
and is one receiving insufficient consideration in 
traditional sociologies of the school# For example, 
it may be that in ’making sense* of schools sociologists 
ask questions about (say) school knowledge that are per
ceived by teachers, end indeed perhaps by their pupils 
also, as similarly ’nonsensical’, The previously noted 
’ discommunity’ of interest between the sociologist and 
certain members of the teaching profession may well derive 
in part from the fact that what is a core concern to the 
former is no more than a peripheral one for the latter# 
(The reverse may perhaps also be true), Thus unique 
questions may be posed by the observing participant and, 
being hitherto unthought, the teacher answers not by 
reference to some stock of expert knowledge but rather 
with the common sense, everyday understandings of the 
(admittedly pedagogic) man in the street. This answer
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is then transposed by the observer into a qualititively 
different system of meanings*
The proposition that meaning should not necessarily be 
considered as necessarily coincidental as between questioner 
and respondent (although the at-the-time presumption will 
be that it is sufficiently oongrous for the immediate 
purpose at hand) establishes an understanding of ’meaning’ 
as constituting the ’data of the observer’ (Bryn, 1966), 
in a way that the description ’observable data’ does not. 
Moreover, whilst the category ’observer as researcher’ 
seeks to ascertain the meaning of s given social world, 
the (in this case) theoretical perspective Implied in 
the possessive ♦ of the observer’ seeks to explain 
this meaning within a different framework, Bruyn suggests 
a polarity of interest in whicht

"The researcher looks for the meaning of 
reality in the culture he studies, and 
is therefore concerned with discovering 
and verifying the existence of a certain reality through human meanings. The 
theorist, however, must bring these 
meanings together into some larger whole; 
in so doing, he creates a certain reality 

( for himself,*
(Op* cit, p,l62)

At this juncture one is moving towards an exposition 
suggesting an experiential awareness of the relationship 
between what Berger and Luckmann (1967) chose to call 
♦receipe knowledge’ (what everybody knows) end theoretical 
knowledge. Taylor (1973) not only restates the argument 
but places it firmly within an educationist context with 
the succint commentary that:

"What is often ignored is how the role 
related knowledge that people have about 
education determines the perspectives 
from which they identify the nature of 
the problems to be faced and the means 
by which they might be overcome,"
(Op, cit, p.193)
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As the writer explained in the introduction to this 
thesis the situationally located position of the 
teacher personna certainly interacted with and informed 
the stance of the similarly located research personna*
It is a central concern of the whole thesis that each 
participant in a social scene is engaged in participant 
observation in a more or less dynamic way* Each will 
encounter problems of entree to particular commmities 
within the appropriate life-world and each is similarly 
engaged in theorising activity concerning the meanings 
for them of what is happening in that world. At the 
moment the research perspective is paramount but only 
because it is of particular salience for the present 
purpose at hand*
It is later argued that what counts as (say) the pedagogic 
subject ’history’ may differ from school to school in 
much the same way that what counts as sociological 
knowledge may differ from university department to 
university department. The present argument is important 
for stressing the importance of meaning boundaries in 
determining the specific situational meaning that indi
vidual actors must work within in order to construct 
that particular social world for themselves* Thus, 
where individual members of a culture (including the 
sociological observer) consider a phenomenon to be 
meaningful they do so only in the sense that it may 
be ’adequately’ interpreted or explained in some way 
acceptable to those members* Only certain things in 
certain situations will be considered relevant for such 
an interpretation to be made. The substance of the 
proposition was made quite clearly by Douglas (1973) 
in his attempts to reformulate various theoretical
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approaches to suicidal actions during the course of which 
he cautions that:

, # abstractions must be the result 
of comparisons made by sociologists of the concrete meaning of those phenomenon defined as similar by the members of the culture# iTneeT'hardly be added that the meanings being compared must be those 
constructed by the actors in response to their ’natural cultural habitat’ rather 
than those constructed by actors in response to some ’unnatural’ instrument 
with its own implicit assumptions about the structure of meanings being studied#*
(Op. cit. p.l89ff.)

Any’principle of the contextual determination of meanings’ 
is therefore equally subject in its application to both 
observer and observed# There is some similarity here 
with Becker’s observation regarding outsiders also being 
insiders in certain circumstances, together with the 
reverse case of ’insiders’ who might also be considered 
’ outsiders’ # Both are suggestive that the ambiguity 
imputed to the situated meanings of a phenomenon arise 
from a broadly based social constructionist theory of 
meanings. The ways in which specific events are 
differentially related (by the social actors) to each 
other will determine the meanings of particular phenomenon 
to those individuals and that such meanings will be 
differentially perceived by those participating in the 
action# As with suicidal action, the problematic nature 
of sociological work is consequent upon the problem of 
determining meanings in which:

*# . # a basic reorientation of sociological 
work • # , in the direction of intensive 
observation, description, and an analysis 
of individual cases # . # seems to be
necessary# *
(Douglas, 1973. Page 231)
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Theoretical questioning of practical assumptions concerning 
the nature of the participant observer activity lead 
in turn to an examination of the previously taken-for- 
granted statements, that the methodology requires the 
researcher to view the observed culture just as the 
jieople being studied view it* The researcher is typically 
then asked to use the sociological imagination in order 
that others may appropriate the universality end relevance 
of the perceived ’world reality’ in the approached group.
One of the few contemporary accounts exhibiting some 
awareness that this may be a problematic statement is 
that by Shipman (1974) who writes ;

*. • * the people sociologists study often 
have trouble recognising themselves and 
their activities in the sociological reports written about them. Wo ou^ht to 
worry about that more than we 
should ' not" expect laymen to' make our 
analyses for us. But neither should we ignore those matters laymen habitually 
take into account when we describe# or 
make assumptions about, how they carry 
on their activities # # # # If the people 
studied cannot recognise themselves in 
those descriptions without coaching we 
should pay attention."
(Op. cit* p.ISIf, My emphasis)

Here Shipman touches upon the salient argument that 
experience of the social world is differentiated 
according to the actor’s location in that world.
Whereas the interested observer existentiolly appropriates 
that world as an object of thinking the actor within it 
experiences this world as a field of actual and possible 
actions (Schuts, 1964). It is, for example, interesting 
that in a later paper Shipman (1976) provides an illuminative 
parallel drawn from within the research paradigm when 
discuseing sociological work. He comments that:
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# . once results have been published 
they are often used in ways that suggest 
that they have either been misunderstood 
or deliberately distorted,"(Op. bit. p.150)

The reader will readily locate the sentiments expressed 
by Shipman within the context of a preceeding argument; 
If appropriated knowledge of the social world is indeed 
differentiated in ’hypsographical contour lines of 
relevance’ then, because observer end observed do not 
share an identical situation# not every possible aspect 
of this world will come within the prospect of its 
members, knowledge is socially distributed and, as such, 
the observer’s re-construction of that knowledge must 
therefore take account of both the subjective meaning 
and the subjective relevgnoe of that knowledge. The 
methodological process itself has repeatedly been shown 
as problematic in its constraining the possibilities of 
action. This is not only because neither obsaver nor 
observed will share an identical social situation, but 
also because different outsiders will be differentially 
located in the social world# The general proposition 
is illustrated in the following extract:

"In order to make sense of an act, the observer must place it within a category which he can comprehend. He might distinguish, for instance, between an act associated with friendship and, say, an 
act associated with work. At the same time, however, the act will have certain 
meanings to the person who carries it 
out and to the people at whom it is directed. What the observer takes to be merely the repetition of the same physical 
action may imply totally different meanings 
to those concerned according to the way in which they define each situation. %  concentrating on the behaviour itself, it is possible to miss totally its significance to the people involved and, therefore, to be unable to predict with any accuracy the 
way in which those at whom it is directed will react to it."
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What then is the relationship between social action, the 
social construction of knowledge, and the subsequent 
sociological re-construction of that knowledge?
That pedagogic world ingabited by teachers end viewed 
as a social construction is not, in essence, an existential 
predication but is a world of realities peopled and 
experienced by the biographic and social histories of 
other actors who will have proceeded the necomer in 
their movements about that world* It is these previous 
actors who have already interpreted their experience 
that will order the activity of confrontation and ’make 
sense’ of the world* This is a situational explanation 
of why different histories, different sociologies are 
possible since any change in what counts as knowledge 
must necessarily take account of what knowledge is 
already located in that place* Schuts once again notes 
the relevance of this for the activity of the observing 
participants

"The observational field of the social 
scientist * # . namely the social reality, 
has a specific meaning and relevance 
structure for the human beings living, 
acting, and thinking therein* By a series 
of common-sense constructs they have pre
selected and pre-interpreted this world 
which they experience as the reality of their daily lives* It is these thought 
objects of theirs which determine their 
behaviour by motivating it* The thought 
objects constructed by the social scientist, 
in order to grasp this social reality, 
have to be founded upon the thought objects 
constructed by the common-sense thinking 
of men, living their daily life within their social world.(Schuts, 1954 p.266f*)

The implication is that, in the process of creating - 
or rather re-creating - the oommon-sense meanings for
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men engaged in living their life as usual, the newcomer 
takes existential possession of the experiences and 
common*sense constructs of the different actors involved 
in that social world# However, the newcomer’s partici
pation in the action-in-progress in the approached world 
is subject to those finite provinces of meaning derived 
from that individuals inhereited stock of knowledge#
The act of ’jumping fc<an the stalls to the stage’ that 
is required of the observing participant also requires 
a re-orientation of interpretative actions for use with 
the new social surroundings of the socially constructed 
world since only members of the in-group, having a definite 
status in that world, and also being aware of it, can use 
the cultural pattern of the social world as a natural and 
trustworthy scheme of orientation#
Whilst that reality represented by the approached world 
may be apprehended and observed it is pre-defined by the 
typical features of that world, and consequently the 
typical acts of those typical actors constrained within 
it. It is nevertheless true that whatever the reality 
circimecribed within the observational field of the 
outsider the activity of confronting that reality ÎÆ 
dependent upon the observer’s own ’relatively natural 
view of the world’ and it will be those meaning structures 
derived from such a view that will orientate the observer’s 
interpretation of those social activities# Moreover, 
the research activity itself takes place within a particular 
normative and interpretative paradigm (Wilson, 1971)
Which has a strategic role in the sociological explanation. 
Participant observation may therefore legitimately be 
portrayed as a socio-entrepreneural activity in which 
resulting descriptions of the action:
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"* # # ere the products of reseeroh activities 
conducted by members of a particular 
scientific community and consist of accounts 
of those activities that are provided 
and understood by competent members of 
that coHBaunity* The conduct of research 
and communication of results, moreover, 
depend on oommon-sense knowledge that is taken for granted by the members of the 
relevant scientific community, end one’s 
competence as a member of that oommuni^ 
consists nartlülv'''ln being seen as havihg 
command of this body' of' presuintiveïy '
TlïTionTTWn My "emphasis J "

The exploitation of the observing participant’s biography 
as an interpretative basis for the re-construction of 
knowledge has certain consequences when considering the 
precise stance of the participatory stance that has been 
developed elsewhere in this chapter. Vidich (1935) 
for example draws out certain distinctions between the 
meaning of events when observed in one’s own society and 
in a foreign culture: it may be that some meanings can 
only be fully understood in the one case or the other.
Again and again one returns to the stress upon the unique 
nature of the sociological perspective as derived from 
the observing participant’s view of reality. That the 
interactive process is Itself a constituent part of the 
knowledge being constructed. It therefore becomes possible, 
indeed predictable, that at different stages of the 
observation the participant will gradually be given 
opportunities to participate in the different social 
activities of the approached group: in so doing the data 
will necessarily ’change’. Indeed, the background to 
this thesis has been demonstrated to follow just such 
pattern of hange.
However, one muct beware of the implication that the 
sociological perspective consists of a series of unique.
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isolated end subjective experiences of the observer for 
it can only be senseful experience when there is a 
sharing of features in common with other actions or 
experiences* ’Meaning’ can therefore be attributed 
only to action transcending the present moment#
If these meanings are themselves a creation from experience 
and are capable of a separate existence we have the means 
of release from the existential imperative and are able 
to postulate the existence of knowledge as a stock of 
typifications capable of being tranmitted in social 
intercourse* Knowledge may thus be a derivative of 
action enabling that confrontation with the social world 
to acguiAe structures of meaning from the purposes at hand# 
The acquisition of knowledge is therefore followed by its 
utilisation in order to achieve ends that we have in view. 
These ends themselves determine which of the available 
typifications shall be relevant in the act of choosing. 
Schuts answers his own question of what constitutes my 
particular purpose in hand at this particular moments

"This question leads us to the second set
of experiences upon which the practicability of future actions is founded. It consists 
of the experiences which I, the actor, have of my biographically determined situation 
at the moment of any projecting. To this biographically determined situation belongs 
not only my position in space, time, and society but also my experience that some of the elements of the world taken for granted are imposed upon me, while others are either in my control or capable of being brought within my control, end thus 
principally modifiable • * • «
At any given moment of my biographically determined sitntion I am merely concerned 
with some elements, or some aspects of the 
world''""fS:en for granted7""tHat within and 
that outside my control. My prevailing 
interest • « .determines the nature of 
such a selection (of that which is relevant." 
(Schuts, 1962. Projects of Action).
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The pedagogic subject will of course constitute just 
such a ’prevailing interest* and the application of 
the above perspective to the social actions of those 
participating in the realities of the staff world will 
itself act as an interpretative filter in observing 
the social processes of reality construction, and the 
maintainance or otherwise , of the teacher’s world, 
hacey (1976) portrays the participant observer as one

. records as accurately as possible selected aspects of the everyday life 
of people in everyday situations."
(Op. cit. p.?1. My emphasis)

and the selection of some elements, of some aspects, of 
the taken for granted world means that the world experienced 
by others will be unlike the world experienced by the 
observing participant although both share that world and 
for whom it provides (although diechotomously) their 
respective grounds of being. We have thus once again 
returned to the recurrent theme of this chapter: the 
degree of ’fit’ between the social world observed by 
the outsider, and that experienced by those wholly par
ticipating within it* From this derives the difficulty 
that actors within that world:

"* # # often cannot recognise the acts they ere supposed to have engaged in, 
because the sociologist has not observed those acts closely, or paid any attention 
to their detail when he has. The ommission 
. . .  makes it impossible for us to put 
the real contingencies of action into our 
theories, to make them take account of the constraints and opportunities actually 
present. We may find ourselves theorising 
about activities which never occur in the way we imagine."
(Shipman, 1974. Page 192)



30. mgbes, Everett 0. (1947)InstltutlonB, Office end the Person Amerolan Journal of Sociology Ko. 43. November, 1947#
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Altheu^ subject to many limitations and constraints 
the writer believes one of the strengths of this thesis 
to be that it was conceived and constructed from a 
location within the world with which it deals* The 
various reflexive dilemmas of the observing participant 
may of course caution against making too much of this 
stance i
To some extent the function of perspective makes a 
certain discreteness inevitable for it has already been 
shown that knowledge is a socially distributed phenomenon*
It is now proposed to elaborate another facet of this 
argument that the knowledge of the observing participant 
will not, in its completeness, be the same as the know
ledge of the complete participant*
Given ’the career’ of the researcher is merely one among 
many of the segmental ways in which he views ’social 
reality’ the writer is required to explicate the con
sequences of this career in terms of the knowledge that 
is constructed. To the extent that the research stance 
appears of particular salience - because it happens to 
be the purpose at hand - the notion of a research career 
may be applied to that moving perspective in which such 
persons orientate themselves with reference to the social 
order, and of the typical sequences and concatenations of 
office.30 mus Blau (1964) notes the collection of ’data’ 
to be contingent upon processes of conceptual refinement, 
a differential perception of the ’appropriateness’ of 
various methodological techniques at different stages of 
the enquiry, end that - during later phases of the observing 
participant activity - the best informants are no longer 
marginal sources of information but are now highly respected* 
However, the observational field of the participating
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sociologist contaims not only the respective careers of 
the observed actors living wholly within the constraints 
of that social world, but may also be seen to contain 
the developing career of the observer himself: the
existing professional identity# Perhaps significantly 
there have been few studies of this area concerning the 
research process although Htmqvist (1973) probably 
comes nearest to the present perspective viewing the 
research personna as itself a problematic phenomenon#
Even so, Hdmqviet merely examines the typical ’career 
profile’ of the researcher within the arena of subsequent 
publishing activities and as occurring within different 
organisational settings*
Nonetheless it is contended that the profesaional world 
that the observer seeks to illuminate will be but 
incompletely imderstood (in an unnecessarily limiting 
way) if this phenomenon continues to remain shrouded in 
professional secrecy# The observing participant only 
possesses an identity insofaras this is

" * * objectively defined as location in a 
certain world and • « « subjectively appropriated only ’along with’ that 
world#"
(Berger and Buckmann, 1971)

The career orientation of the research identity is there
fore yet another reality filter of Bom consequence in
the observer’s re-construction of the world# Although 
there is no immediate similarity between barbershop 
apprentices and f ieldworkers both are engaged in a process 
of learning their respective ropes (Geer, 1966)# The 
sociologist adopting the methodology of participant 
observation is however not merely interested’ in the 
process of situational learning but is pragmatically
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involved (Schatsman and Strauss, 1973). Having made 
an ideological decision to employ the methodology he 
must now leam to interact with the social data around 
him in order to understand the situational symbols used 
by the natives in constructing their various courses of 
action. The bewilderment of the apprentice barbers as 
the action takes place around them, and in which there 
are no prescribed sequences of study, may be mirrored 
in the activity of the novitiate fieldworker. Neither 
possesses knowledge of what is ’going on»; both are 
pretty much on their own; both are concerned; both ere 
left just to go around and watch and study. Becker’s
(1970) note that:

"Novice sociologists frequently have great trouble doing field research because they do not recognise sociology, as they have 
read it, in the human activity they see 
all around them. "(Op. cit. p.190)

is full of import for the beginning observing participant# 
In her own discussion of the relationship between initial 
experiences in the field end the researcher’s thoughts 
both prior to entering the field and subsequent upon the 
completion of that event (Geer, 1964) emphasises the 
sometimes fundamental changes that take place. One par
ticular exemplar concerns those first few days in the 
field when the perceived appropriateness of the various 
strategies and concepts that had previously been proposed 
is now in doubt. Although such changes may radically 
affect the nature of the subsequent work - as indeed was 
the case with the writer - they seldom constitute a 
front region of the research performance:

"a point seldom mentioned in monographs but frequently discussed by fieldworker© among themselves. "
(Op. cit. p.322)
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A statement that the reader may wish to reflect upon and 
relate back to the earlier discussion concerning the 
part played by sociological literature in informing 
selected aspects of the reeearch personnal 
Geer continues by elaborating a process of adjustment 
in which various biographical knowledges may problemetise 
the observing participant’s perception of their role, 
changes in ’understandings’ regarding the ways things 
work, and an expression of the initially rather narrowly 
defined (perhaps by both parties to the interaction) role 
of the researcher* She then relates these issues to her 
own experiences;

"Three days of fieldwork were enough to change my concept of college students dramatically# Before entering the field,
I thought of them as irresponsible children. 
But as 1 * * * eccumslated the bits of 
information about them which bring people 
alive end make their problems real, I 
achieved a form of empathy with them and 
became their advocate* The observers 
who began work in the field experienced 
the seme change, but not until they got 
into the field. Reading my field notes did not help."
(Op* cit* Page 341)

Reference has already been made to the ’everything is 
sociology’ — ’nothing is sociology’ syndrome experienced 
by novitiate fieldworkers end the synthesis with the 
present emphasis on the changing perspective of the 
research personna is clearly demonstrated in Johnson’s 
(1973) commentary regarding his early days observing the 
Metro social workers;

"X recorded a voluminous amount of notes during the early months, comparatively at 
least* I think I recorded even more of them then than later * * * As Ï subsequently reviewed these early notes, I found them 
not especially valuable ones, in terms
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either of description or of insight# #
# * the notes trivial, naive and often 
mistaken character resulted from my 
ignorance of the setting and its tasks, 
official rules, names, terminology, and the like#"
(Op# cit# p#153)

Suffice it to say that these experiences are compatible 
with those of the writer whose only regret is that the 
insight they supply was retrospective - and it may be 
this is necessarily so#
Theoretical consideration of method is too frequently 
divorced from the practical outworking© in the field,
and the maintainance of a perspective outside and 
independent of change is a qualified must statement for 
the observing participant. There are few accounts where 
the time perspective is detailed in the treatment of 
data yet Douglas (1975), once again writing from within 
an anthropological paradigm, graphically brings together 
the various strands of the argument in an eclectic way# 
She (presumably rhetorically) asks her readers to:

". • # imagine the anthropologist who, fresh home from the field, announces:
’My tribe hasn’t got any religion#’ There 
ought to be a Bateman cartoon to illustrate the dropped spectacles and raised eyebrows 
and the sense of horrid solecism# Ho one 
has interest in the news except to pass a harsh verdict on the man’s fieldwork#
Pity the poor anthropologist who expected his fieldwork to yield the usual interesting information on ritual symbolisé. If he comes 
home without it, his monograph will lack 
its crowning glory# Knowing this only too 
well while he is in the field, he works 
towards a nervous collapse or m  angry show
down with his hosts, whom he suspects of 
holding out on him. How can he be sure 
that his fieldwork is not at fault, or that 
their disinclination to reveal their 
religion is not due to secretivenees or
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deep reserve? Will it be a matter of time? Madame Dieterlen said the Dogon 
only opened up after seven years of intense inquiry, that it took twenty years to get the full story#If the anthropologist is in a hurry with his career, he cannot be blamed for turning to another problem, land tenure 
or politics# On this he soon becomes so much an esqpert that he never has time again to research into primitive religion#Thus unintentionally is a professional 
bias established# And thus is an 
interesting subject rendered sterile."(Op# cit# p#76f)

The recognition that sociology too socially constructs 
its data from the surrounding human activity is only 
infrequently acknm^ledged to be subject to similar 
constraints imposed by its interactive nature# The 
point is of course that, at least from the perspective 
of the novitiate observer, the everyday life of the 
approached group is not particularly dramatic (at least 
in ’public’)# This, together with the not infrequent 
absence of any appropriate research strategy during 
those early days in the field (seemingly an experience 
commonly acknowledged by many categories of worker 
during their first days on the job that is itself worthy 
of further enquiry) enables many researchers to identify 
with the comment:

"During the early period of observation 
a high proportion of the incidents and 
interaction I observed were simply not 
interprétable^”
(Dacey, 1976# Page 78)

The ’changing perspective over time’ (Vidich, 1955) has, 
as one of its sources, what Becker (1970) calls the 
» observer-informant-group equation’ # It will be remembered 
that a previous discussion concerned a change over time 
in the status of those giving Information end this was 
linked to the differential accessibility of knowledge#



31# See the relevant arguments in Silverman (1970)
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Becker suggests three tests that may be utilised in 
checking information. The first concerns the ’credibility 
of informants’, the second involves the volunteered or 
directed statement, and the third the aforementioned 
equation# This latter requires a reflexive study of 
how the observer’s role within the approached group 
might influence what he will see and hears the veryact 
of participating poses a unique methodological problem 
because the action itself becomes an important and 
complex variable in the interpretation of observed 
events# In the words of Douglas (1973):

"The statements, cries, actions, and 
whatever other real-world phenomena 
one can come up with are the data that one must use to study end analyse meanings; and in the initial stwtes some of these phenomenon ̂  ' necessarily be the experiences
and observations of the sociological 
observers themselves#"(Op# cit# Bags 243)

much of what has been stated theoretically has been, and 
will be, illustrated from the experience of the writer#
He has, for example, previously shovm how entree progressed 
from one approached group to another and interacted with 
similar changes in research interests. Some of these 
movements were constrained by the nature of other commit
ments (such as the move from one school to another) 
others arose from changes in the situational location 
of both the observer and participant identities#

Summary.

If the observer is a participating co-actor in the 
observable social world the question of Initial entry
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and subsequent progressions in ascribed roles become 
problematic since those meanings residing in social 
institutions derive in part from the specialised ex
pectations that are attached to each social office*
By the very act of participation actors in the approached 
world are given expectations concerning the nature of 
appropriate actions for both themselves and approaching 
others when this involves the attribution of a situationally 
located m e a n i n g , 31 There is therefore ample evidence 
that:

"# . # the type of role which is taken 
is affected the research design, the framework of the culture to be studied, 
and the abilities of particular researchers 
to assume tasks which can be accepted as 
a natural part of the culture*"
(Bruyn, 1966. Page 15)

The problem then is that the existing social stock of 
knowledge provides and maintains a system of confirmatory 
meanings on which social action is based* This being so, 
an initial ’problem’ for the approaching stranger will 
be, in the terms used by Schwarts and Schwarts (1955), 
that of whether to adopt an ’active’ or a ’passive’ 
role. Although not theoretically descended from the 
foregoing Junker (1960) provides a particularly useful 
analysis of the possible roles that are available.
Junker is conscious of the influence that the identity 
of the approaching stranger will have on the information 
to which access is provided by the approached group.
Using his typology the ’coice’ for the writer lay between 
acceptance of the complete participant identity and 
that of the participant as oberver - at least initially. 
However, although in the very beginning the role was
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nearer that of the complete participant in the sense 
that the originating spirit and provision of insights 
derived from the writer’s socially located position 
as a practising teacher, the theroetical formulations 
and their subsequent practical activities would obviously 
necessitate some degree of outsideness. The notes made 
during these early stages reflect a situation in which 
the writer moves from a total participant role to that 
of ’participant as observer’ in a quite discrete way*
There are periods of participation followed by periods 
of observations one of the reasons for this was perhaps 
the writer’s emotional commitment to life in the field, 
he was not in danger of going native but rather a native 
who was in danger of going whatever the alternative is*
Thus events in which the writer may have been substantially 
involved are merely mentioned in retrospect and the 
observations etcetera made from this rather more uncommited 
position perhaps hours, days, or even weeks after the event 
providing the initial lead* The Observer’ component of 
one’ role thus represented a more or less conscious attempt 
to reflect on one’s experience as a participant: thus
much of this early information stemmed from the day to 
day activities of the teacher personna which were then 
used ot illuminate the actions of others* As such they 
represent a more or less conscious attempt to reflect 
on phenomenon presented to the writer’s teacher personne*
The data was ermerging ad hoc from field experiences and 
not from some theoretical stance (although this latter 
would be subsumed within the notion of ’interest’ that 
guides day to day activity).
Gradually the two activities become less separate and 
’ observation’ begin to be made while actively ’participating’
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although the research perspective remained a relatively 
private performance. The movement between one role 
and the other was quite explicit in the field notes of 
the time and Junker’s other two modes (the observer 
as participant, end the complete observer) are considered 
and quite consciously rejected as inappropriate des
criptions of the activity being engaged in at that time.
In part this seems to be implied as deriving from 
Junker’s assertion that the observer as participant 
describes a situation in which the observer activities 
are made publicly known at the outset of the research 
and thereby provide access to a wide range of information. 
This was patently not true and the stance was therefore 
dismissed. This was very much an at-the-time analysis 
and, interestingly, looking at the events with the 
’benefit’ of hindsight the writer has a certain hesitation 
in accepting the reasoning behind the analysis; However, 
in retrospect, two intdquing questions emerge that were 
not at that time considered to be ’issues’.
The first concerns changes in the nature of the research 
activity which has already been acknowledged to be associated 
with the changing focus of the study. Now what is a 
prospectively interesting area is a comment that, at that 
time, was relegated to the status of scribbled footnotes.
The reader will remember that the change in focus was 
from a study of the beginning teacher in relation to 
the degree of bachelor of education: this change was
accompanied by a move from an assistant teacher status 
at one school to head of department at another. One’s 
notes of the time record the odd comment that this sort 
of information, that is regarding qualifications, was 
neither readily available nor formed an appropriate
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topic of conversation* How it may be that one is 
dealing with a school based phenomenons that this 
explanation was precisely the case. However, it is 
at least as likely - from one*e perspective in the 
here and now that the change in status was accompanied 
by new definitions of appropriate behaviour in which 
access to new knowledge was gained at the expense of 
a concomitant restriction on further access to old 
knowledge. Initial qualifications were no longer, a 
core interest in these new social circles; they were 
assumed and not redemptive behaviours for heads of 
departments either in or out of that role, 
îhe second feature of the aforementioned phenomenon is 
the role played by the appropriate sociological community, 
It is difficult to assess the contribution made by one *s 
supervisors to this change in direction yet, at this 
stage, relevant publications (Junker, 1960; for example) 
are beginning to be appropriated if in rather an ohjecti- 
vist manner. There are no records of this but one be 
viewing the early part of a process by which sociological 
literature and the advice of one*s research colleagues 
is starting to inform insights gained in the field and 
suggesting ways in which these notions may be further 
explored in a prc&table way. Of course, the situation 
also contains the potential for a reversing of the 
argument,
nonetheless, all in all the writer can now *see* indioa*» 
tions of that gradual erosion of commitment to the 
approached groupes action in progress end a greater 
responsiveness to the sociological world, that has 
previously been discussed.
Advantages accruing to the role of complete participant 
derive from feeling as they feel making possible the 
sharing of secret information. Junker*s o%n suggestion 
that total concealment of the observer-identity from the
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approached group, together with role-pretence at 
*beiBg-*a»*collesgue* would perhaps raise issues of 
commitment and ethics and fails to make some necessary 
distinctions. For example, the writer would wish to 
separate a participant identity that then proceeds 
towards a reflective examination of the social world 
from one where the identity is deliberately »put on* 
for the purposes of the research. In the terms of 
Junker *s argument the analysis is very much from the 
viewpoint of the approached group: can his description 
ever be that of a complete participant in the terms he 
uses, êxi *observer-identity* I pretence at *being-a- 
colleague* are not native categorisations of the action.
As a living and breathing member of both an epietemological 
and school community the writer as * teacher ** researcher* 
obtained access to tmch knowledge that would not be 
made available to the uncommitfced outsider. Sensitivity 
to the apprehended biography of at least one actor 6n 
the social scene provided an awareness of the possible 
motivations for social action on the part of that teacher. 
Similarly an awareness was established of the extent to 
which different publics headteachers, others in the 
subject department, professional colleagues, students 
on teaching practice, visiting sociologists - are 
presented with, perhaps rather different, versions of 
truth. Such intensive participation and exposure to 
the activities of the approached group also carry the 
potentiality of the reseacher * going native* and may 
possibly create problems when the time comes to leave 
the field. In fact in this case the writer’s *nativit&$y* 
proceeded the research act although the tension between 
the sociological necessity and native action was nonethe-
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less transcendtally present* Even so, it would be 
argued that the insights provided by such a perspective 
are of particular merit since the establishment of a 
social identity proceeds, or is concomitant with, the 
establishment of the obsmcver identity and, in this 
case, exerted - at least in the initial stages a 
minimal influence on the nature of the interactive 
process*
Disadvantages of a complete participant identity, and 
one to which the writer was prc&e, are that the advantages 
ere achieved at the cost of a certain difficulty in the 
perceptions of the workings of reciprocal relationships 
between that part of the world forming the ground of 
one’s being, and the larger ’reality** Individual 
actors will assign meanings to the actions of others and 
react in terms of the interpretation suggested by those 
meanings (Oicourel, 1964; Schuts, 1964) and therefore 
the very acting out of the role of participant rather 
then that of observer will close avenues of information 
that may well have remained open to the less involved 
observer* Thus, whilst useful information can be gained 
concerning the negotiation of conflict between the 
legitimate interests of teachers of pedagogic subjects, 
it would be unreasonable for the actor as participant in 
the conflict to later approach a participatory co-actor 
in that drama with a view to collecting datai The phenomenon 
is perhaps more complex than this statement suggests and 
the v̂ riter has already referred to one instance in which 
such information was provided and then used to *gag* the 
observing participant*
The realities of the the researcher and approached group 
derive from different social worlds* Similarly, those 
times of greatest sociological interest are likely to
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bè those times of greatest personal involvement in the 
world and a subsequent examination of %hat went on* may 
well be prejudiced end different from the view of an 
uncommitted observer of the some# The experience of 
the writer would further suggest this perspective is 
further illuminated by the earlier comments regarding 
shifts in perspective and commitment over a period that 
is relevant to the research#
The problem for the participant-as-observer is that the 
distinctive Identity required for the execution of the 
♦purpose-at-hand* must involve a sufficient lack of 
disgreement for each actor to proceed with his own plan 
of action# The process will involve the negotiation of 
a mutually satisfactory working ccnsemses as to the 
operative identity since the problem is that:

♦V* # . we do not know what to do with respect to another person until we have 
established his meaning for us and our meaning for him#”
(funstall# Sociological Perspectives# p#l60)

However, where the adopted method is that of participant 
as observer the question of entree into the community is 
frequnetly achieved through a prior ’introduction* to 
that community through official or unofficial channels 
and the •thinking as usual* activities of the approached 
group will include many *of course* assumptions relating 
to the socially located identity of the stranger now 
before them# The social world of the staff is familiar 
with students, teaching practice supervisors, inspectors 
of one sort or another, and the prevailing definitions 
of the situation easily impute assumed meanings to any 
stranger# The process is a familiar one to researchers 
end Hargreaves (1968) notes that within the first few 
days, but also recurrently throughout his research
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programme, teachers approached and questioned him in 
various attempts to ’place* him within the social 
setting#
The imputation of motive provides a coherence to the 
social encounters in that world end wiH he subject 
to the situational culture in which the vocabulary of 
the actor must be acceptiable to the particular audience 
being addressed# Moreover, such imputation of motive will 
be differentially associated with certain situations and 
certain social positions#
Observer activities however cannot be wholly concealed, 
although they may W  subordinated to the activity of 
participation, and this may result in competing definitions 
of the situation# In this case the question of appropriate 
behaviours may arise over the negotiated social identity: 
the actors become uncertain whether the assigned operational 
identity is involved# Alternative interpretations of 
this identity are then presented and this leads to a 
process of situation defining in which the circular 
negotiation of compromise interpretation, partial recog
nition of identity, is embarked upon# The province of 
these changes are not once end for alls Hargreaves (1968) 
describes his initial acceptance as a member of staff, 
its redinition to that of an inspectorial role, and then 
another process of reinterpretation resulting in a re
defined teacher role# Bach re-interpretation produces 
its own social action and the continuing imputation of 
role to another influences the content of one’s own role 
for the duality of altercssting demands not only the 
image of whom we are, but also that of whom we take alter 
to be, governs the availability of alternative social 
activities#
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That the activity of observation is a potentially 
threatening one to the approached group is shown in 
Fletcher’s (1974) alre-ady utilised observations in 
a surgery# Fletcher describes how his presence :

**• • # may have made some patients keep 
this part (that is, the individual’s 
biography) to à minimum.”
(Op# cit# p.72).

and then goes on to describe differences in the inter
active process between the first and second series of 
interviews* During the second series he notes that 
the doctor became increasingly anxious for him to 
complete the observations and Fletcher was finally 
forced to stop before the doctor felt it necessary 
to explicitly forbid him#
Apart from the limited access to certain levels of 
information, particularly the existing secret knowledge 
of the approached group, the problematic nature of the 
interactive process centres around which of the two 
presentations of the self - participant or observer - 
is accepted as the basis for evaluating the action 
in progress by the co-actors# The extent to which 
either role is accepted will affect the ability of 
the researcher to penetrate below the levels of public 
informations end hence which activities are imputed to 
be ’significant*•
The selective presentation of the self (Ooffman, 1957) 
requires overt expressive acts designed to encourage 
or oblige the public acceptance of a particular social 
identity# The difficulty for the observing participant 
is that such a selective presentation will become a 
self-fulfilling prophecy: an image that significant
others ?/ill act towards as if he were indeed that kind 
of person# Public acceptance may of course be accompanied 
by private scepticism in which others deveop subtle
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tactics aimed at testing the performances of this 
self-assigned and selectively presented image. We 
thus return to the problematic nature of the knowledge 
that is being re-constructed by the researcher acting 
within the very world he is observing#



OHAPZBR TWO.

THE SUBJECT IDERTITY

OP TEA0BER8.

Having examined ways in which the xnethdology 
of participant observation might be said to be a 
•problematic* activity it was then suggested that 
the formulation of research strategies were inter
actively related to the social location of whatever 
knowledge was thereby constructed# Implicit in 
the portrayal of the research activity as possessing 
an ideological dimension was the suggestion that 
methods of studying specific phenmena are differentially 
•appropriate* thus indicating the paradigmatic nature 
of social research* Such a stance was supported by, 
among others, an illustration making reference to the 
traditional reliance upon official statistics in the 
study of suicide (Douglas, 1973);

”Once the earlier sociological studies 
of suicide had been foxmlated in statistical 
terms and tested with the use of official 
statistics, it was quite the normal pro
cedure for any new studies by sociologists 
to be cast in the same mould. They set 
a professional precedent which has been 
hard to break.”
(Op. cit. p.166)

What is now proposed is that an application of such a 
perspective to the sociological literature on teachers 
and teaching (Westwood, 1967a; end 1967b. provides a 
useful summary within its own terms) shows the former 
dominance of role theorists to have resulted in a 
similarly wide-spread acceptance of that traditional
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perception of the teacher as primarily a participant 
in a narrowly defined definition of classroom inter
action# For example, the stance of Westwood would 
provide little li^t on a processual view of the 
teacher as a selective guardian of the various routes 
labelling pupil behaviours found in Oicourel and Kitsuse 
(19 ) or Hargreaves (1968), or, indeed, the portrait
of teachers that is argued in this thesis# One con
sequence of this approach is that the social category 
♦teacher* has remained relatively non-problematic, 
taken as given, and the research concern has been to 
deductively analyse rather than inductively question. 
Until comparatively recently much of the sociological 
literature traditionally centered around the various 
activities pl^ed out when enacting the role ’teacher*, 
together with studies of proximal variables that were 
thought to be involved in satisfactorily explaining 
teacher-pupil interaction (for example, the study of 
Hosencranz end Biddle, 1964, was directed towards this 
very ismie). Much of the early work is therefore 
concerned to establish whether the* teacher is orientated 
towards some child-centered or academic client typology 
(Mob, 1961) with little attempt at the systematic 
development of any substantive theoretical framework# 
Later investigations of changes in the attitude and 
role-perceptions of students as they progress through 
their college courses, which may or not then be 
compared with similar attributes on the part of 
practising teachers (Cohen, 1965; Musgrove and Taylor, 
1965; Wiseman and Start, 1965; Gibson, 1972), may 
therefore be apprehended as the conceptual offspring 
of these early theorists# Similar studies were carried 
out proposing differences in role-perceptions as between
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students and headteachers {Hoy, 1969) or the perceived 
marglnallty of particular subjects (Wilson, 1962) in 
particular institutions such as the humanist in a 
technical college with little attempt to explicate 
the meanings of these labels for the practitioners 
involved. The call by Hargreaves (1972) for more 
systematic research into teacher-teaoher relationships 
remains largely unanswered notwithstanding the fact 
that the academic or subject department in the secondary 
school provides teachers with a major dimension of their 
socially located identity.
However, there has been a relatively recent re-orientation 
of perspective brought about by the application of a quite 
different sociological tradition to studies of the
teacher. This has led to the emergence of suggestive 
insights initially deriving from a consideration of the 
practitioner as a personna undergoing a process of 
•professionalization*. Following on from the early 
questioning of whether teaching was in fact character
istically a professional task, as measured by its 
possession of the required number of ’essentially 
professional traits* (Greenwood, 1957; Btsioni, 1969), 
interest then extended to an examination of the notion 
of a ’core professional activity* which was accompanied 
by the notion of professional initiation processes 
(Merton, Reader and Kendall, 1957; Becker, Geer,
Strauss and Hughes, 1961; Olesen and Whitaker, 1968) 
eclectically reported in this country by Taylor and 
Bale (1971), and career (Hughes, 1959; Hextall, 1969).
The importance of these perspectives for the present 
thesis is their emphasis upon the teacher as a participant 
in a world other than that of the classroom therefore 
preparing the way for a fuller sociological appreciation 
of the teacher both as a knowledge practitioner and 
member of an epistemological community#
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It is the theoretical development of such an understanding 
that forme the substance of this and subsequent chapters 
and, as such, may be viewed as an attempt to at least 
partially answer recent calls for an exÿanatory frame
work in which school knowledge is related to the subjective 
organisation of the teacher identity (Bsland, 1971). To 
this extent those insights provided by that strand of 
conceptual analysis categorised as the •sociology of 
knowledge* will be place alongside that of the • sooio- 
logy of professions’ as being supportive of the partic
ular Weltanschauugen and parameters within which the 
subject reality of the teacher is defined. On this 
view m  image of ’Man-the-tcacher ’ as existentially 
related to his social structure will thus consciously 
direct the reader’s attention towards an exposition of 
the manner in which the social organisation end struct
uring of curriculum knowledge affect the way in which 
the teacher is socialised into a strong subject identity. 
The process has some affinity with that relationship 
between the observing participant and the socially 
constructed world of the approached group.
An important corallary to this perspective will be the 
contention that the teacher’s pedagogic subject perspective 
(see Mannheim, 1956; for the latter) is an important 
mechanism in the construction of reality. This has 
already been shown as of some importance in the case 
of the observing participant (Sohutz, 1964) and will 
be no less consequential when teachers and their pupils 
go about constructing the life-world reality in specific 
professional situations. An examination of the 
institutional nature of the perspective would therefore 
be expected to reveal an ideationally related perspectival 
knowledge in specific situational structures. This would 
particularly be the case when utilizing the notions of 
career, professional communication, the perceived centres 
of the reality defining process, and the ideational
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content of curriculum end pedagogy#
Ahy analysis of teachers subject identity must there
fore interactively confront those attitudes originating 
from within both institutional and ideological paradigms, 
Both impose constraints upon the present, end perhaps 
future, social action# Dale (1972) implicitly draws 
attention to the apparent arbitrariness of the division 
of school knowledge into recognisable ’subjects’, a 
phenomenon elaborated Postman and Weingartner#^ An 
illuminative example was similarly provided by a con
versation between tlie writer and a headteacher in which 
the latter recalled his initial thoughts when making 
decisions about the curriculum of a new schools

”Well, mathematics had to have five periods# And if you give mathematics five you must 
give english the same number# Then history and geography must have two each otherwise 
they complain of unfair treatment# Science is quite important so that should have 
four periods; Then games and p#e# need 
two periods (you never get anything done in one, its all change, run round the gym, then change back agmn). Bow that gave 
me# . . twenty periods.
Then there’s the nonOacademic subjects; 
crafts, home economics, two each; religion 
can be done in one period because it over
laps with the other subjects# I’m quite keen on languages so fcmr periods should 
be allowed for that and the less bright could do social studies for two of these 
if they can’t keep up.
One period of drama to let off steam, another of music, library work takes up 
another. The other three periods were 
used up for integrated studies.

Whet is being suggested is therefore a particular con
ceptualisation of the pedagogic subject (which may have 
a ’career’ either independent of, or allied to, that of 
the teacher as a subject specialist) as an objedtified
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but nonetheless relativiatio reality defining the 
activity of teaching and interpreted in terms of its 
subjectively appropriated meaning for the teacher#
In essence there is little difference between the 
research perspective of the fieldworker and the subject 
perspective of the teacher (ineéfar as the processual 
aspects are cmicemed) as in both cases it is the 
respective interest that establishes the salience of 
the particular purpose at hand# In both cases the 
notion of perspective implies those biographically 
constituted representations of particular symbols and 
meanings which have been institutionally orientated 
towards particular questions about the universe. Thus 
the various dilemmas of the observing participant in 
coming to know his world are expected to illuminate and 
inform similar dilemmas on the part of the subject 
practitioner as he strives to make sense of his world. 
Gorbutt would similarly argue that it is:

. . through an understanding of the socially constructed nature of teacher’s 
subject and pedagogical perspectives 

end their constituent categories that we can learn new insights into the 
determinants of teaching and learning 
activities in the classroom.” (2).

Because it is wished to elaborate the ideological 
dimensions of the teacher’s subject perspective it 
is first necessary to delineate the boundaries of 
the required conceptual distinction.
The ’subject* identity of teachers comprises a socially 
organised professional activity that acts to differentiate 
between one segmented member of the profession and 
another. To this extent the more comprehensive
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•teacher’s perspective* requires to be separated from 
the more narrowly focussed ’subject perspective* more 
typically subsumed within it# The former will in fact 
contain differentially legitimated intepretational 
systems best styled the pedagogic orientation, and the 
subject orientation; the immediate concern is with 
the latter# A further narrowing of the concept may 
follow from the distinction proposed by Keddie (1971) 
as between the •educationist’ and ’teacher* contexts 
of the action# The educational practices of teachers 
in the classroom were noted as markedly different from 
their previously expressed theoretical perspective and 
this gave rise to Eeidie’s suggestion that educationist 
contexts became appropriate when, for example, the 
educational policy of a subject department derives 
from a conscious and selective drawing upon a corpus 
of educational theory and practice# (It will later 
be argued that departments similarly selectively draw 
upon a corpus of knowledge when contending what counts 
as their subject v/ithin that particular institutional 
locale).
One consequence of Keddie’e distinction is that, given 
the situationally relevant politics of the process, 
the educationist context involves groupings deriving 
from the association of individual departments relating 
to some particular, unifying, policy such as ’mixed 
ability’ teaching. On the other hand the teacher con
text is that in which the teacher moves for most of the 
time and involving some anticipatory action; for example 
with pupils in the classroom or the structural organisa
tion of classroom knowledge. It thus contitutively contains 
at least some of the elements of the teacher’s subject 
identity in the sense in which this latter is used in



the present argument*
In this context it must remain a matter of speculation 
whether or not the greater preparatory socialization 
into the educationist perspective experienced by 
teachers with university and college qualifications 
in which ’Education* was a main field of study may 
eventually result in the emergence of the educationist 
perspective as a phenomenologicolly distinct area of 
school knowledge* Although perhaps because of other 
reasCns the increasing number of curriculum co-ordinators 
may provide the necessary institutional structures for 
such a development*
The emerging proposition is that it is from the socially 
situated location of subject participant and knowledge 
practitioner that the teacher constantly interprets the 
meaning for him of the activities of others through a 
taken for granted vocabulary of motive* These taken for 
granted vocabularies of motive derive from the appropriate 
knowledge community as mediated through the various 
social structures and processes# As each knowledge 
practitioner will possess his own biographical real
ization of these situationally constrained realities 
as a socially constructed nomos - which may be more or 
less explicitly differentiated from that of others 
(Bsland, 1971) - end eiÿce this assumption is typically 
taken for granted, teachers are rarely perceived as 
questioning the belief that they hold an occupational 
ideology based on different kinds of knowledge* Even 
so, socialization into the Common culture’ of a subject, 
together with its terminology, may be problematic for 
some teachers and the reasons for this begin to be 
exposed in this thesis*
While it is true that most teachers possess a clear idea 
of what they think a subject is, that is what knowledge 
contents fill it up (Eeddie, 1971), and have a rough
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idea of where its boimdaries are, this knowledge is 
acquired at a very early stage in their career and 
tends to be a back region of their subject performance#
In this sense it is perhaps important to appreciate 
that school subjects are exigent to the establishment 
and maMenance of a normative social orders pupils 
who are successful are those who master subjects, 
and teachers have themselves been successful pupils! 
leddie also provides a useful exemplar of just such 
a process of initiation into the terminology and culture 
of a subject when reporting her observation of a social 
science lesson* This was a ’new subject’ for the pupils 
but whereas the ’A’ stream pupils were prepared to 
accept the label as self-legitimating, the ’C’ stream 
pupils apprehended the same material in terms of their 
experiential interpretative ffame work: the meaning 
of the new knowledge was derived from subjects with 
which they were already familiar and consequently 
questioned what they considered to be an unjustifiable 
change of content* A similar phenomenon has been 
noted by the writer in connection with several ’new’ 
approached in the curriculum such as integrated studies, 
the Schools Council Secondary Mathematics Project, the 
use of thematic approaches in religious education, end 
80 forth*
Although the problematic notion of a subject being merely 
what the teacher thinks it is, is elaborated later in 
this thesis, the relativism implicit in a notion of the 
individualistic construction of knowledge is constrained 
by its location within a social constructionist model. 
External definitions of what shall count originate in 
the supportive epistemio community as mediated through 
one’s subject colleagues in the school, membership of a
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subject association, various conferences and courses 
organised by those in the know, etcetera. However, 
notwithstanding the nature of this reservation, the 
writer’s experience is such as to caution against 
placing too strong an influence on the practitioner’s 
membership of the (dispersed) epistemio community.
Any conceptual precariousness over definitions of 
what shall count as legitimate pedagogic knowledge 
are more likely to be remedied by a situationally 
constrained confirmation of plausibility supplied by 
the school rather then by a greater dependence upon 
external reality definers such as subject journals or 
the wider oomzmnity of soholera. In this# respect the 
writer disagrees with the argument advanced by Bsland
(1971) not in its content so much as its influence on 
the actions in progress.
The observations and experience of the writer leads 
him to suppose that such definitions play much less 
of a part in defining îcnowledge than is commonly 
supposed ^ d  tliat this derives in part from the teachers 
selective appropriation from the various packages of 
knowledge that are offered. Thus the apparent lack of 
innovation as a result of their activities has recently 
led to the Schools Council investing a considerable sum 
of money to find out what effect that body is ’really* 
having. Corroboration of this line of reasoning can be 
found in a parallel phenomenon: the rapid substitution 
of school-based mores of classroom behaviours for those 
of college previously referred to. (In order to return 
to the proposition at hand suffice it to say that the 
perceived significance of external definitions of reality 
is elaborated in a subsequent chapter.)
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Perhaps the most appropriate articulation of the present 
argument is that of Douglas (1973) regarding the con- 
truction of meanings in relation to suicidal pehnomenon:
He writes,

♦ the structure one finds in the meanings 
of specific suicidal phenomena is not given 
by the transmitted oulture. though ’ some 
of the specific meSoihg£3"'"and criteria that make this possible are so given . . .  the 
individuals involved construct this

are primarily determined by the shared 
cultur^ mean^G which are culturally 
defined as relevant to these phenomena (including the criteria of various sorts) end by the shared context of meanings given to the'"inSivicluaïs ijRyolvëd"'in̂ their 
past Int^eactidn. me'" 'Gneei^o. actualized meanings of these phenomena will be in 
large measure determined by the intentional 
actions of the individuals involved#
Moreover . . .  the only way one can go about scientifically studying the meanings 
of suicidal phenomena (or any other phenomena) is by studying the specific meanings of 
real-world phenomena of this socially- defined typo as the individuals involved 
construct them.”
(Op. cit. p.253. The phrases emphasizedappear in italics in the original)

If pedagogic knowledge is to be considered as just such
a specific phenomenon then, recognising the differential 
availability of possible meanings to be a culturally 
•given*, the sociological task is to delineate 
the various meaning boundaries that constrain the 
actions of the subject practitioner in constructing
his social world. The remainder of this chapter is
therefore concerned to explicate the various letels 
of significance attached by the social actor to inform
ation derived from the socially situated meanings of the 
real world phenomena.



2# For example:Laurens Van der Post (1958) The Loet World of the Kalahari William Morrow,
Redfield, Robert (1955)The Little Oommmity 
University of Chicago Press.
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Spatial Rhetoric and Subleot Knowledge.

Reference has previonsly been made to the peradigmatlo 
nature of eocially constructea epaee and of Its potential 
influence upon the action in progress. Whilst the inter
dependence between pl^sical environment and the socially 
shared meanings of cultural givens are a recognised 
phenomenon in mthropologleal literature^ sociological 
consideration of the symbolic quality of social objects 
(Hall, 1967$ Bernstein, 1967$ and Sramner, 1969$ perhaps 
providing some exceptions), if discussed at all, is 
typically relegated to the status of a theoretical 
appendage having little direct relevance to whatever 
substantive findings are reported by (say) the participant 
observer. However, the the argument about to be developed 
is that much of the social and phyelcal world is treated, 
naturally, as if it contained messages and that the 
boundaries formed by spatial representations - for 
example, the else of the room, the arrangement of the 
furniture » constitute physical features that are symbolic 
of social demarcations. As such they msy have a pro
found affect upon the "reality* of the interactive 
process for both participant end observer (White, 1973). 
Shat is, that the transcendental nature of social space 
will form an essential aspect of that social world being 
experienced tqr the actors living within it. Consequently, 
there will be a continuing dialectic between the symbolic 
meanings arising from the spatially constructed social 
world and those social aacountere taking place within its 
bounds. The limitations thereby placed upon the nature 
of any interaction between the pedagogioally separate 
activities, together with thier associated groups of



3. mffÿ, p. (1969)Role aïid Status là the Office
Architectural Association Quarterly 
October, 1969#

4# Evans, fate (1974)The Head end Hie Terrlto;^ 
Hew Society 24 October, 1974 
9*199*201
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members, will constitute part of the meaninge-context 
within which that encounter takes place.
In the process of ’becoming’ the observing participant 
develops an increasing consciousness of the way in 
which social space itself ’continually becomes’ part 
of the presentation of the self. In the previous 
chapter it was noted that only certain status positions 
are recognised as legitimate within the staffroom.
Indeed, social objects may be comprehended - perhaps 
can only be comprehended - as posing their own existential 
demands upon the social world thereby giving the quality 
of ’uniqueness’ to each encounter. This ’rhetoric of 
space’ (Burke, 1965) is therefore ultimately concerned 
with the manipulation of socially constructed space for 
political ends. The sociological application of this 
concept has received insufficient attention in published 
accounts of research projects (and the reader will remember 
the saliance of a previously rehearsed argument at this 
point) although Puffy^ is an exception in his outline of 
the way in which the Civil Service deliberated manipulated 
an office environment in order to achieve a desired re
sult. Bvans^ successfully translates the perspective to 
an educationist context in her own description of the 
Ways in which the headteacher’s presentation of the self 
may be perceived in the chosen arrangement of furniture 
in their ’ office ’.
The attributed ownership of social space is thus an 
Important sociological perspective since the establishment 
of social territory carries with it the connotation that 
such space is ’defensible’ (Hewmon, 1973). At an early 
stage in one’s fieldnotes (written as a head of a subject 
department reflecting his experience to others) the



attribution of rooms and areas to specific departments 
becomes a major perspective. Of course the traditional 
nature of school knowledge means that these attributions 
are only challenged at times of change (and again it 
should be borne in mind that the writer was a member of 
an expanding department). The issue is also one of 
relevance to the previously mentioned changing pe%>ective 
over time (Vidich, 1955): in another instant the insight 
would have been lost in the complex of taken for granted 
assumptions. Returning to one’s notes these record 
probes concerning which rooms ere used almost solely 
by members of one department; which arc shared by members 
of the same department and which by members of different 
departments; which activities most commonly take place 
in which rooms; to what extent are rooms individually 
recognisable as subject rooms? (All of these concerns 
are elaborated during the course of this thesis).
The significance of all this is that the ownership of 
social space, whether by an individual or by an identifi
able social group - such aa that constituted by the subject
department - affords members of that group a certain 
selectivity of exposure in those behaviours actively 
presented to the different publics. That earlier discussion 
relating to the back regions of various social performances 
has some connection with the current argument about the 
existence and meaning of territorial boundaries that will 
not be lost on the reader, for example, what is one to 
make of the inference to be drawn from the work of
Partridge (1968) when he notes that teachers of technical
subjects - art and craft, science, etcetera - tend to 
remain in smaller informal groups when not actively teaching, 
and not to join in general staffroom activities to the same
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extent as perhaps ûo teachers of other subject specialisms* 
Caimon (1964) makes a similar point concerning physical 
education and domestic science teachers both of whom are 
often geographically isolated, and also socially isolated 
in that they spend comparatively long periods with their 
pupils,
The proposition is thus that the life-world of the 
secondary school teacher derives, at least in part, from 
the taken for granted assumptions underlaying whatever 
subject perspectives are held by that teacher, furthermore, 
it is this subject identity of the teacher that provides 
the legitimizing authority signalling ownership of par- 
Moular social territories, Teachers participating in 
the shared life world of an identifiable subject culture 
are not merely members of the same department but, since 
the pedagogic subject is viewed as minimally possessing 
an objectified - if not reified « existence# may lay 
claim to, and establish,^territories^ in those situations 
where the ownership of social space becomes possible.
Those procedures involved in the designation of social 
spaces throughout the school are often the result of 
negotiated conflict and usually only become public on 
two occasions: the signalling of ownership of social
space as in the staffroom# and the designation of 
teaching spaces.
The attribution of social space (in both staff and 
class room) to specific subject departments, that is 
spaces used almost exclusively by members of staff 
and pupils engaged in ♦doing* that particular subject, 
is especially interesting for its reflection of trad
itional assumptions about the curriculum. That the 
differential utilization of classroom space may reflect
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different ways of organising school knowledge is not 
a new idea (Bernstein, 1967; Adelaan and Walker, 1974). 
Bernstein indicates that as schools move from a mechanic 
to an organic mode of solidarity it may be expected that 
architectural features will take on a political sig
nificance# Oomoomitant with an extension in the range 
of subjects offered in schools there will be a reducticm 
in the symbolic significance of narticular spaces and 
particular times as the spatial celebration of insular 
purity of subject categories gives way to the notion of 
integration,  ̂However, it may be that a schema such as 
that proposed by Bernstein fails to take proper account 
of the manner in which school knowledge comes to be 
♦owned* by particular pedagogic departments. For example, 
there is some evidence that *new knowledge* tends merely 
to be incorporated within the meaning boundaries of 
existing knowledge (Whitty, 1975) thus leaving the 
rhetorical dimension of the spatial ownership essentially 
unresolved.
Potentially the most explicit definitions of pedagogic 
space occurs in the categorisation of (consciously named) 
♦teaching spaces* as subject rooms - in which particular 
rooms come to be seen as * belonging* to particular subjects, 
Delamont (1976) is therefore able to embark on a discussion 
concerning the rooms and respective messages of english 
and science teaching, The contribution of spatial 
rhetoric to the development of differential pedagogic 
subcultures is implied in the following statement of 
Turner (1971) in connection with industrial subcultures.
He suggests that the sementation of these subcultures 
occurs precisely because:
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are physical boundaries within which 
the subculture is found, and the individual 
only spends a certain portion of his 
life within these boundaries# Outside these limitsI many of his behaviour patterns will be different# Moreover, 
since the individual and his fellow workers all cross these boundaries at 
about the same time , # # their particular portion of the subculture is suspended until they all return the following morning# Thus, the life of the subculture proceeds in a series of discrete jumps in time#*(Op# cit. p#4)

The comparative insularity of the teaching activity
noted by many observers, for example Hargreaves (1968), 
is of course only possible because of such a designation. 
It is the symbolic meaning boundary that both teacher 
and class ’cross at about the same time* in order to 
carry out the pedagogic activity. Whilst the * ownership* 
of such spaces tends to be a culturally * given* there 
are occasions - Bernstein’s expansion in the range of 
subjects would be one; the use of the same space by 
more then one teacher (particularly when they are 
located within different departments) would be another - 
when competing definitions arise.
Thus, the spatial arrangements of pedagogic objects 
within a room are explicitly placed in their positions 
precisely in order to transmit a specific message to 
the observer* For example, the special displays of 
work produced the pupils being taught by students 
on teaching practice are frequently at least partially 
for the benefit of he visiting supervisor. Similar 
displays are produced by teachers for the pusposee of 
the school open day. In this sense then a selective
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presentation of the pedagogic activity heoomes partially 
visible end begins to reveal its ideological dimension 
since even this minimal * telling of what goes on* opens 
up the contents of that pedagogic package for inspection, 
and possible debate, by other subject practitioners. It 
was the case that the morning after the previous open 
day several comments were made relating to;

didn*t know that you did that in * . 
we usually do that next term as part 
of our structured work on primitive
society II

In the case of shared rooms conflict over who has how 
much of the available notice board potentially give way 
to various ploys aimed at establishing the act of 
trespass.
Teaching rooms are therefore an essential part of the 
spatial rhetoric end act upon the world in imposing 
their own socially situated definitions of activities 
that may legitimately take place within their bounds.
Pupils given an instruction to go to a room other 
than that in which a subject is normally taught typically 
respond with ’but we normally have mathematics (or 
whatever) now* * The implication being that because a 
room has been altered, thereefore so has the activity 
about to take place.
Pedagogic ownership of rooms is undoubtedly seen as 
important by subject practitioners. That questions 
concerning the use of rooms generally arouse the éeepèst 
suspicion of motive was illustrated during one conversation 
being observed although not participated in. When one 
of the participants asked another (with whome he was 
otherwise on apparently quite friendly terms) *Bo you 
do much teaching in room « « .?• the immediate response 
was an interrogative and defensive *Why?*
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There aeeme little doubt that similar suspicions are 
commonly shared by many practitioners yet even as an 
observing participant (and therefore sharing these 
assumptions as part of one’s participant personne) 
the writer finds it difficult to articulate why this 
should be so. However, there are a number of imputed 
rationalizations for the pedagogic importance of claims 
on space, facilities, etcetera that may become more or 
less important according to the situational definition 
within which they occur. Changes in the owbership of 
such spaces have already been stated as occurring 
comparatively infrequently and would usually only 
become an ’issue’ within the politics of the wider 
situational context.
The taken for granted assumption of a connection between 
the number of staff located within a particular subject 
department and the number of rooms at the disposal of 
that department whilst problematic, does emphasize 
the notion that the ’status’ of a particular package 
of knowledge will be reflected in the number of rooms 
owned by that department resposible for presenting that 
knowledge. Nonetheless, there are a number of of 
complex interacting factors of which the relative 
numbers of full and part-time staff; the numbers of 
staff having loyalities to other subject departments, 
pastoral responsibilities, etcetera; constraints imposed 
by timetabling arrangements; whether or not the subject 
is taught to all year groups at the same time; are only 
a few* Discussion of the relative status of different 
knowledge packages per se (the discussion in Young, 1971) 
is illustrative) occurs elsewhere in this thesis; the 
present concern is rather v/ith the attribution of
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differential units of time (Bernstein, 1971) to the 
different subject contents. Whilst the interconnection 
between contents and units of time may be substantial 
(for example, one could not envisage a secondary school 
timetable allowing for one forty minute period of 
mathematics each week) it is not a necessary connection. 
Thus, religious education (say) may possess a marginal 
status within the school yet it will nonetheless 
typically have a minimal allocation of units (if only 
to satisfy the law) if not a similar allocation to 
that of ’related* subjects such as history (perhaps 
explicitly reinforcing this status). The comments of 
the headteacher were instructive in this respect.
Thus a teacher teaching units of (say) five periods 
per class will be more likely to own a teaching space 
than one teaching in single units who may be ’fitted 
in* (in order to fill up available but unused rooms) 
more easily. The beginning teacher is typically por
trayed as the teacher whose class is to be discovered 
in an outside classroom, or moving from room to room. 
Where this occurs, it is perceived as reflecting the 
relative (low) status of that teacher (Hargreaves, 1966). 
A social studies teacher to whom this very description 
applied during the research activity commented that;

«, , , things should be different next 
year when 1 won’t be a probationer 
any more."

What is proposed is the adoption of a similar level 
of analysis to the relative status of pedgagoic subject 
departments; that is, that changes in the ownership of 
teaching spaces, viewed with the context of expanding
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and contracting departments, will be both subjectively 
appropriated and given meaning by subject practitioners 
as confirming a change in the status of that school 
knowledge within which they are located*
However, the continuous process of differentiation 
evidenced in the characteristic physical and social 
separation of the classroom occurs not only in the 
designation of teaching space within the school, but 
also in those areas set aside for staff use only*
Whilst the writer’s observation of competing definitions 
of classroom space was limited to a ’second order* 
reconstruction of events, observation of conflicting 
definitions of non-teaching spaces were not subject 
to such constraints* In fact, during the period of 
observation a radical redefining of the ownership of 
such a room aocorred giving the writer a first hand 
opportunity to note the social processes involved in 
a more or less satisfactory (to the parties concerned) 
negotiation of the matter#
The first taken for granted assumption was the use of 
differential labelling; it will be seen from the plan 
of the school (Figure two) that teaching spaces were 
consecutively numbered, non-teaching spaces consecutively 
lettered, various cupboards etcetera (that outwardly 
possessed similar doors and so forth giving the appear
ance of being the entrance to *a room* had no designation 
at all). Thus a series of adjacent doors running off 
a particular corridor and all looking much the same to 
the outside observer might be labelled: *$*; *8*; then
a door with no designation; *9*; *10*fi8*; *19*; *S*;
*#*; another door with no desgnation; *H*; *20*, In 
this instance the scenario of the particular action 
concerned the utilization of two adjacent rooms of
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similar area; their ’special* nature being emphasized 
by the use of the designatory letters *J* and *K*.
See plan#
Spatially the difference between the two rooms was 
striking; Romm *J* is almost starkly functional 
containing two desks, several chairs, and three 
filing cabinets (allocated to the mathematics, history, 
end english departments)# The room was used infrequently 
and apart from advanced lessons for history and french 
groups in the sixth fora its main use was by a social 
worker attached to the school for one day per week#
The visual contrast with room *K* could therefore 
hardly be greater: although containing similar access
ories the main impression here is of a room that is 
•lived in*. There is a small carpet, telephone, special 
deliveries of milk are made by an outside milkman as if 
to a front door; coffee and tea-making facilities are 
obviously available# The room is in fact used mainly 
for social intercourse by members of the religious 
education, needlecraft, and social studies departments, 
with little acknowledgement to the work preparation 
function officially imputed to be its purpose# The 
room is formally designated as being there solely for 
the use of heads of departments# The writer as observing 
participant taught in the classroom opposite and was 
therefore fairly heavily involved in the use of the 
room enabling him to observe in some detail the various 
processes at work in claiming and defending this territory 
which, it is suggested, may serve as a micro-study of the 
larger scale manoeuerings of the main staffroom, if not 
of the classroom, that will be returned to later in this 
chapter#
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KEY TO PLAN OF SCHOOL

Pottery Room 
Girls* Cloakroom 
Model Office 
Commerce Room 
Commerce Room -

Needlecraft Room 
Needlecraft Room

Geography Room 
Geography Room

Girls’ Cloakroom 
Maths Lab

2k Fiction Library
25 Reference Library
26 Main Library
27 'A* level library 
C Stockroom
D Storeroom
28 Media Resources
29 Remedial Reading

room
30 Art Room
31 Art Room
E Stockroom
F Girls’ Cloakroom
32 Craft Room
G Year Mistresses Room
33 6th Form Common Room
34 History Room
H Careers Room
33 Miss Davies’ Group
36 Needlecraft Room
37 Needlecraft Room
38 Housecraft Room
39 Housecraft Room
40 Housecraft Room
41 Social Studies Room
42 Advanced Biology Lab:
43 Biology Lab
I Preparation Room
J Head of Dept* Room
K Head of Dept. Room .

44 Advanced Chemistry 
L Preparation Room
45 Physics Lab;
M Year Mistresses Room 
N Stockroom
46 Lecture Room
0 Preparation Room
47 Chemistry Lab:
48 Housecraft Room 
48a Housecraft Flat 
P Stockroom
Q Stockroom
49 Housecraft Room 
49A Housecraft Flat 
X Girls' Cloakroom
Y Girls’ Cloakroom

36 -
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Ab far as could be ascertained the social experiences 
enacted in the pest had resulted in the use of the 
room by needlecraft and religious education teachers 
because of the nearness of the teaching room of the 
appropriate heads of department* (One could of course 
relate such a perspective to the pyeical and social 
marginality of these subjects but this is not really 
the purpose at hand)* It will be noted that science, 
although equally near to room possessed its own 
territory for such activities • preparation rooms marked 
*1* and *1* on the plan - and therefore had no ’need* 
of this space* As religious education had begun to 
move in the direction of social studies it was decided 
to split the departments and the writer then entered 
the social mcene as the first head of social studies*
One’s initial acceptance as a participant in the activities 
of this room may therefore be perceived as directly 
related to social and historical encounters that had 
already taken place* Towards the end of the first year 
of observation the then head of religious education was 
appointed to a post of year mistress - a trasnfer posing 
certain implications for the nature of the socially 
located identity - and the head of needlecraft left 
and an acting head of heedlecraft was appointed# The 
writer was therefore left in undisputed ’ownership’ of 
this space to the extent that new members of staff inferred 
the room was for the benefit of he social studies depart
ment# During the process of transition when the attributed 
ownership was changing initial ’in-jokes’ about the use 
of the room gave way to a situation in which staff actually 
began to (ask pezmission’ to use the telephone, hold 
tutorials’in the room, and so onl
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Returning to the main period of observation however, 
the reader’s attention is directed to a particular 
facet of the ownership process: its initial use by
the needlecraft department, and the consequent ’freezing 
out* of those whom they considered to be interlopers 
even those these latter possessed at least as much 
formal right to use that room#
Although officially designated as a room for the sole 
use of head of departments the room was in fact used 
by the majority of the needlecraft department including 
part-time staff and other clerical help that the depart
ment has access to. The social activities of this group 
had therefore resulted in a physical takening ober of 
thé room aided by their own proximity and the separation 
of the room from other areas of the school when challenges 
might more easily have been made# Potential users were 
often inhibited from making any comments on those 
occasions when they did venture into this area both 
by the presence of an obviously cohesive group of like 
minded teachers and the now public nature of the task#
By leaving various social objects associated with the 
appropriate subject - stacks of dress catelogues, boxes 
of materials, and so forth, it also became extremely 
difficult for members of other departments to take 
advantage of any periods when the needlecraft staff 
were absent from the room to mount an alternative definition 
of the appropriate activity#
One further consequence of this saturation use by the 
members of a few departments was that other, legitimate ,
users of the room were tromBn out. Thus other occasional 
users of the room (and this mainly related to history 
and geography with which religious and social studies 
are perceived as socially related) tended to be dis-
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couraged either by physically being crowded out as 
indicated above, or by the creation of what can only 
be described as a ’heavy atmosphere* whilst they were 
they. Later, the intruder would become the subject 
of informal remarks, jokes, and many of the mechanisms 
used in the social labelling of outsiders noted by 
Becker (1973) in hie own study of a related phenomenon. 
One particular incident that was related to me with 
some relish concerned an ’acting’ head of geography 
who had started to use the room and was consciously 
made to feel unwelcome (even though the informant 
had even less ’right’ to be there themself). This 
link between the teacher’s status and the use of the 
room was particularly significant since the justification 
reorted to was the verynone to which the users themselves 
were most vulnerable. This seems to indicate the 
potentiality of the discrete multiplicity of meanings 
upon which actors consciously and selective!^ draw 
in establishing the meaning for them of a particular 
encounter.
The writer’s own position in this was quite difficult 
since he was to some extent identified with the afore 
mentioned grouping. However, this did not stop other 
actors approaching one with their version of events 
of which I was not necessarily seen as party too. This 
interpretation probably arose because of the writer’s 
own newness to the social scene and the unequivocaey 
of his own right to be there: the participant personna
was therfore being sort as an ally by both contenders 
in he encounter# Fortunately the dilemma resolved 
itself along the lines already indicated so that a 
commitment to one side or the other never arose in any 
explicit sense.
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Given the foregoing connection between the social 
ownership of space and the differential status of 
various packages of school knowledge, it is not 
suprising that subject areas such as art, music, science, 
physical education, end home economic, are preceived 
as especially fortunate by other practitioners in that 
they traditionally lay claim to the need for specialist 
accomodation. It is taken for granted that such 
packages are, in some way, •special»! an interpret
ation frequently reinforced by the knowledge that 
special funds are often available from the authority 
for construction of appropriate buildings, equipment, 
the provision of additional resources, etcetera, and of 
the •necessary' constraints imposed upon the nature and 
type of client that these departments will service. The 
way in which these physical structures make ouMder 
access difficult (and thereby aid the establishment of 
a pedagogic back region) is a facet of the spatial 
rhetoric discussed elsewhere and particular in the 
previous chapter as related to the activities of the 
observing participant. What it is desired to emphasize 
within the present context is a particular •peculiarity* 
of the way in which physical structures are reflected 
(or themselves reflect) in the pedagogic structures of 
the socially located and biogr^hically appropriated 
world in which they exist.
The maintenance of distinctive spatial and pedagogic 
meaning boundaries interacts with the 'special* nature 
of the knowledge that is involved to suggest an ideological 
dlB^slon that is not immediately apparent with# the 
apprehended context of the school. Gannon's (1964) 
previously noted observation that teachers of dmestio
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science and physical education are often trained in 
specialist colleges together with other teachers of 
the same subject, is no less applicable to these 
other areas of ’special* knowledge# The notion of 
peculiarity arises from the fact of the spatial isol
ation within the school mimicking the geographical 
isolation of the training institution (for example. 
Cannon notes physical education colleges to be typically 
situated in large grounds away from urban centres)*
The point being that there is little opportunity 
during training for these student teachers to consider 
themselves as teachers in more general terms, or to 
discuss academic work with colleagues in different 
subject areas. When added to the writer’s previous 
analysis (Smetherhsm, 1973) of the various restructions 
placed upon the selection of ’main fields of study’ 
for students expressing the desire to teach in secondary 
schools - a list in many respects similar to those at 
present being discussed - in which possession of a 
university degree would not be a typical teaching 
qualification, such teachers may indeed be portrayed 
as ’strangers’# Consideration of the part played by 
spatial rhetorics in the establishment of a socially 
located subject identity may constitute a component 
part of the process by which practitioners of pedagogic 
knowledge come to have a differentially established, 
ideological, dimension to that identity.
Such a supposition would approximate to the ideational 
element in Bembaum’ŝ  statement if not i# its precise 
articulation. He suggests, admittedly in connection 
with headship that:
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*’ît is likely that in studying and teaching 
the suhjeots which represent and explore 
human values the arts graduates will have 
more opportunity to display, or even acquire, those personal qualities which ere seen to he important to heooming a 
headmaster# Science teachers, on the 
other hand, might he less ’People orientated* and conceive of the job essentially in 
terms of their subject. Oonsequently, 
they may not display characteristics 
associated with leadership roles, or 
even personal manipulation, in relation 
to the school as a whole.**(Op# cit. p#237)

What is suggested - and it is as applicable to art, 
music, physical education, and home economics, as much 
as to science - is that the relative isolation of 
these subjects in relation to the school as a whole is 
one consequence of the spatial rhetoric that transcends 
the situated immediacy of the school#
The danger will always be that the application of a 
sociological perspective distorts the meaning of the 
phenomena for whoever is involved. This is particularly 
so where a multiplicity of realities exist forming a 
storehouse of available meanings from which the actor 
selectively appropriates those seeming *to make the 
best sense’ of the particular social drama within 
which he perceives himself to be participating. What 
is implied is that the social drama being enacted is 
not necessarily one that is made known in its complete
ness to the other participants, Thus the information 
that is ostensibly made known to one respondent may in 
fact be intended to reach the ears of a third parly that, 
for whatever reason, it is not desired to inform directly# 
Bearing such a caution in mind the writer, in the course 
of various conversations with heads of departments carried 
on throughout the research activity, encouraged strategies
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that might he employed in the expansion of the listener’s 
or respondents subject within the school* (Here is 
an instance in which the socially located position of 
the writer was used to establish a flow of information 
based upon the reflection of experiences reported by 
various staff members# This will have had some effect 
upon the content of what was said)* In many cases the 
hypothetical expansion of the said subject departments 
was explicitly linked to ownership of teaching space and 
the following comments drawn from the writer’s field 
notes are highly illustrative of the general strategy#

**The whole of the business studies course 
could be expanded end improved by the 
availability of more full time qualified 
teaching staff and more rooms#”(The activities of the business studies department are returned to later).

”It would bo on advantage if my teaching room could be one with a television * • 
as the careers room is shared with the remedial reading department it is difficult to make the fullest use of 
the accommodation » « # as everything 
left has to be cleared*”

”, . a suite of english rooms to make team teaching easier#*

*The modern language department should be well equipped and allocated with at least one room with all the necessary sockets 
to cope with the numerous machines that
have to be used at the same time#”

The context of the second comment is that both of the 
relevant departments perceived themselves as possessing 
a relatively low status in the overall pedagogic frame
work# Generally the comment is indicative of the earlier
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’case in point* constituting a practical exemple of the 
proposition then outlined*
Expansion of subject departments in specific situations 
is frequently carried out within the framework of some 
associated pedagogic innovation; in the case of the 
english department that of team teaching* In this 
particular social locale it was interesting that once 
the expansion had taken place, or the desirable end was 
achieved, the innovation to which it was harnessed is 
often quietly forgotten# Thus, the english department 
had achieved their goal of a suite of rooms but various 
difficulties then emerged that prevented their teaching 
as a team..
The comment of the modem language department is par
ticularly interesting since, on subsequent cross checking 
with the media resources office, the writer was later 
told * that’s a laugh, they don’t use the equipment they’ve 
got*. The comment is therefore on indication of the 
selective use of reality definers (as well as a comment 
on the observing participant’s role in that he was told 
this information for some reason) that was a previous 
suggestion made in this chapter. The department are 
therefore apparently aware that the trend in modem 
languages is towards the use of technical equipment 
and that any hustification of expansion obviously 
♦ought’ to appeal to such evidence as part of a rational 
argument in obtaining resources. In the same way that 
Lacey (1976) and others were reported in the previous 
chapter as establishing, intentionally or unintentionally, 
a flow of information about things others thought would 
interest them, so here is another application of that 
insight. The same phenomenon occurs in all social worlds: 
arguments are proposed in those terms in which they are 
most likely to be acceptable - and this is not necessarily
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the most Importmt argument relating to the desired 
outcome as experienced in the biography of those 
making the proposal*
The above presentation suggests that the rhetoric of 
space constitutes part of those processual aspects of 
the appropriated world concerned with establishing the 
meming for them of the holders of particular social 
identities* for example, the personna of the approaching 
stanger is cmmonly perceived as strongly allied to the 
pedagogic subject and enquiries for an unknown ’John 
Smith’, from both pupils and staff, are frequently 
followed by the interrogatory questions ’What subject 
does he teach? ’ It is taken for granted that this 
information will enable John Smith to be accurately 
located within the appropriate social world* There 
are^ of course, many assumptions underlying this 
apparently simple enoounter% the ’fact’ that John 
Smith is associated with a particular department ’means’ 
that he will typically ffqquent particular social spaces 
be they designated as teaching spaces or some other 
interactive space* (Teaching is also ’interactive* 
the term is used here rather in the sense of more 
general social interactions). Certainly the ’fact’ 
that John Smith teaches mathematics is typically the 
first information that will be sought regarding his 
personna; in the case of newcomers to the social sconce 
it may well be the only fact by which they are identified, 
A similar process is involved whenever requests for John 
Smith are made in the staff room; a telephone call for 
John Smith, an enquiry for his whereabouts from a 
stranger (perhaps a visiting adviser; a sixth former 
carrying a ’cover’ slip) - all will be met with a
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significant look at the social space usually occupied 
by Smith and other members of that department end the 
appropriate answer given* At least as significant is 
the fact that if Smith is not there other members of 
the department will be asked if they know where he isl 
This signalling of the ownership of social space is 
an important socialising influence in the initial 
career of a new member of staff and this is particularly 
the case in those instances where the department being 
joined has been unable to negotiate, for whatever reason, 
its own territory in the staffroom.
During a conversation with one teacher (who had been 
appointed specifically to start up a new subject within 
the school) it was expZcitly stated, without any 
prompting from the writer, that one of the first things 
she had noticed was the existence of departmental 
groups in the staffroom. It had been very difficult 
for her to ’break in’ and she had done so deliberately 
by sitting near to a group and gradually ’worming her 
way in’.
Indeed, the ownership of social space is often achieved 
by various implicit meanings linked to a particular 
subject orientation* Several ploys were adopted by 
the writer specifically in order to test the validity 
of this hypothesis - for example, by deliberately sitting 
in (say) a history designated space. Almost always some 
form of signal was passed denoting the transgression - 
end this signal was typically related to the ownership 
of school knowledge frequently taking the form of jocular 
remarks such as:

"Youv’re sitting in my seat * . , on a history table.”

«Been pushed off your own table then?”

and BO on*
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The basing of social interactions upon the pedagogic 
subject is not without its dysfunctional consequences 
for members of a particular department and one such 
example of its differential meaning for participants 
in the actions in progress was rvealed during a 
discussion between the writer and several members 
of the art department - including the teacher in 
charge of that department# At some point in the 
conversation this latter excused herself on the grounds 
of another meeting. Immediately, another member of 
that department turned to the writer and volunteered 
the statement:

«Thank god Jane’s gone, all she 
ever talks about is art,”

and the conversation then resumed along quite different 
lines. Thus the subject identity constitutes a social 
end physical parameter potentially constraining the 
selection of a particular meaning structure from the 
apparent multiplicity of meanings available*
The proposition being argued is that the, differentially 
significant, selectivity of exposure between subject 
practitioner and approaching stranger (the latter of 
whm has yet to be located within the pedagogic meaning 
systems of the staffroom world) is a process mirrored 
in the relationship between the different subject 
departments. What is being suggested is therefore a 
pedagogic application of Goffman’s (1969) notion of 
spatial events each carrying their own, unique, ceremonial 
message. It is also implicit that the specific ’contents’ 
of each message will be differentially significant for 
the different actors.
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In the same way that Mann’s^ analysis of the way in 
which queues formed their own culture in which objects 
in the queue line were assigned different meanings 
continent upon the passing of time and place in the 
queue etcetera so with subject departments. Where 
people sit, who sits with them, are considered to 
be socially important events: events that are apprehended
as reflecting the socially constructed nature of the 
school curriculum and therefore also reflective of 
any process of diange occuiTing within that construction. 
The potential richness of this interactive tapestry is 
suggested in that account of avoidance rituals in a 
psychiatric hospital provided by Strauss etc, (1963),

«On Ward A the rule that patfents were 
to remain outside the nurses station 
was observed. Patients would wait for 
an invitation or , , , stay in the 
doorway so that they could talk with 
those in the station end yet not 
presume upon them, «
(Op, cit* p,153)

a process graphically illustrated in the film of the 
book ’One flew Over the Cuckoos Nest,
Visitors to the staffroom knowingly violating the ’ideal 
sphere’ of influence yet engaged upon some necessary 
task include students bearing a message | a member of the 
hierarchy with some urgent request; secretarial staff 
on some errand. In each case they may be observed 
hovering near to the object of tieir attention whilst 
waiting for some gap in the conversation or other 
recognition of their particular purpose at hand.
Students on teaching practice waiting for the appropriate 
head of department, their supervisors waiting for the 
student, a visitor waiting
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It is in a similar mode that a member of one pedagogic 
department approaching another on some matter or other 
does so as a potential violator of meanings; the 
ceremonial symbolism implicit in such an activity will 
itself act to situationally constrain the meaning of 
the encounter about to take place. However, the 
imputation of meaning (on the part ofthe approached 
to the actions of the approaching other) extends not 
only to social activity but also to social objects, 
this is clearly illustrated by an incident incolving 
the writer.
During the morning break the writer was in occupation 
of his own territory based upon the social studies 
area (see table three) end was given a cover for the 
next teaching period involving en english class. It 
will be seen from the diagram that english occupied 
the adjacent social space. When break was over the 
writer proceeded to the appropriate class end then 
realized that the actual work had been left on the 
table where he had been sitting in the staff room.
Upon the writer’s return, the total period of absence 
was no more than two minutes, the work had disappeared. 
Another social studies teacher had noticed the work, 
categorized is as ’english rubbish’ and therefore 
handed back to an english teacher. This teacher had 
given it to his own head of department who was by 
that time in the process of looking for met The 
entire incident became possible when a teacher noticed 
an object belonging to one department in an area that 
it had nor ’right’ to be in. Instances of this type 
were an almost dally occurrence yet were conenicoualy 
non-existent when such items were left in the general 

- although this thesis was tested from time to 
time with negative results.
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During the programme of reaearoh oarried out by the
writer the business studies department made on attempt 
to change the basis of its legitimation as school 
knowledge, and it may prove enlightening to show how 
the rhetoric of space was utilised to reflect this 
change* Although the following description is drawn 
from fieldnotes made over a considerable period of 
time the perpseotive is consciously retrospective 
and sociological* The teacher concerned would not 
necessarily articulate the process of change in the 
same way*
The strategies that are about to be outlined insofaras 
they appertain to the spatial rhetoric were accompanied 
by a campaign to get business studies accepted as an 
•academic* rather than a • vocational* subject. This 
campaign was accompanied by the production of a Mode 
ÎXÏ Certificate of Secondary Education Syllabus that 
enabled the previous contents to be removed and this 
subsequently formed tha basis of an argument effectively 
used to justify an action that, in reality, had already 
been taken* This new syllabus placed an explicit emphasis 
on academically *respectâble* areas such as economic, 
accountancy, principles of law, etcetera, rather than 
shorthand end typing; and a brief flirtation with the 
social studies department over the content of what 
were now potentially overlapping syllabii. Moreover, 
these changes took place with the mimimm consultation 
with colleagues outside the immediate department a 
point to be developed in the next chapfetr*
Business studies is one of those departments having 
the previously mentioned * distinctiveness* in territorial 
claims on classroom space. Special equipment is neededs
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typewriters and desks, other office equipment that is 
difficult to move about, a model office, office spines 
for individually monitored programmes of work* Although 
a characteristically vocational subject ** a perception 
that the then head of department rejected - this view 
was not mutually shared by all the parties involved 
and although the strong sixth form course was publicised 
in these terms pupils were subsequently cooled out if 
they were unable to meet its academic demands* To this 
extent its pedagogic position in the organisation of 
school knowledge is seen as unusual: a view reinforced
by its modes of practice and differing examinetions. 
(Although not wholly replacing ♦ traditional* school 
examinations those of the Royal Society of Arts and 
the Pitman Institute play a central role). During the 
period of research this position of marginality in the 
curriculum was under review and this was reflected in 
the stance adopted by its practitioners in the staffroom. 
Initially the teachers associated with business studies 
were located with art, music, etc. inihe general social 
area. However, the appointment of a new head of 
department, followed shortly after that by the resignation 
of the only other full time member of staff, led to a 
change in its pedagogic and spatial location along the 
lines alrea% indicated*
It has already been explained that the newly appointed 
head of department went quite some way in rejecting the 
previously held vocational image of the department and 
rather sought for its acceptance as a member of the 
academic subject community. This was accompanied by a 
move away frcmi placement within the general social area 
and the claiming of territory broadly based within the
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eurriculum mres represented by the history-geograpby 
axle# The strategic manoeuvre of * donating* a type-* 
writer to the staffroom which, of course, needed to 
be placed on a table - and then proceeding to be seen 
continuously typing in that place (together with the 
concomitant leaving of stencils, duplicating paper, 
and other similar objects) served to successfully 
establish the omership of that space#
Items symbolically representing ownership of social 
spaces thus appear to be of some importance in laying 
claim to territory and such items may be a textbook, 
sets of exercise books, worksheets, registers, and so 
on# Wrm time to time these objects will be pointely 
retrieved end this retrieval is often accompanied by 
verbal statements of one sort or another underlining 
the act of trespass, This use of markers to reserve 
space in public places is a phenomenon noted by Sommer^ 
and given life in leon Mann*s account of the existence 
of a queue culWre among a line of people waiting 
outside Melbourne Football Ground has already been 
referred toi The significance in this context is 
that the items left and then * reclaimed* tend not to 
be personal possessions of the pedagog such as pens 
and cigarettes (that could be related to the personal 
baggage of the queuer) tot were items IWced to the 
subject taught by that teacher#
By stating the proposition in this way one is able to 
draw parallels with the work of Strauss (1963) arising 
from their work observing the negotiated order of a 
psychiatric hospital# Within the context of the school 
delineates the extent to which the spatial rhetoric of 
staffroom and school is representative of differential
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pedagogic ideologies together with the degree to which 
these divisions are recognised by the various partioi- 
pants and the consequent effect of this on subject 
identity* The staffroom will now be examined as a 
geographical site where persons from different 
(segmented) professional worlds come together; each 
segmental echelon having received a more or less 
noticeably different training and holding a different 
hierarchical position in respect of their subject 
knowledge, and each playing a different part on the 
overall division of labour* (Gofftoan, 1956)*
Attention has frequently been directed to the world of 
the staffroom as a world socially and physically 
estranged from the world of the pupil (Hargreaves, 1975) 
For the pedagogue the staffroom constitutes a similar 
arena to that of the formal meetings attended by 
business management (Balton, 1959) to the extent that 
in both cases there exists:

”• • * a gallery of fronts where aimless, 
deviant, and central currents of action 
merge for a moment, perfunctorily for 
some, emotionally for others* All depart with new knowledge to pursue 
variously altered, but rare]^ the 
agreed, courses**
(Op* cit. p.227)

At this juncture the intention is rather to examine the 
interactions of the staffroom in terms of a socially 
organised world engaged in social encounters grounded 
upon those realities symbolically represented by the 
objectified reality of the pedagogic subject* In so 
doing due emphasis should be placed upon the negotiable 
aspect of these definitions since the pedagogic subject
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is not a mutually exclusive definition of he observed 
social world but is one among many characteristic 
features serving as situational constraints upon the 
actions in progress* The negotiated notions of school, 
teacher, pupil, timetable, similarly constrain the 
action: the subject identity appears of particular
salience because it is the particular purpose at hand*
Such a proposition bears an abvious affinity to the 
argument of Berger and luekmann (1967) concerning the 
ways in which host communities segregate foreigners and 
other •guest* peoples: an insight similarly employed in 
the earlier discussion of the knowledge of the observing 
participant#
Whilst the physical location of the staffroom within an 
area designated as an administrative block (see Figure 
Three) serves to reinforce the •culturally given* social 
separation of teacher and pupil it nonetheless fails to 
explicate the problematic nature of such a categorisation. 
For example, it will be noted that nearby rooms are 
occupied by •admlnstrative• staff, a label used to . 
identify the activities of such as the school nurse, 
secretaries, deputy headteechers, the headtcacher.
Other •ancillary* staff (that is, the ©choolkeeper and 
hie staff, kitchen staff, cleaners) are thus portrayed 
as being physically and socially •outside* the particular 
matrix of meanings comprising the teacher «s life world. 
However, even accepting such a distinction, not all 
•staff* may use the • staff room*, and not all ♦ staff* 
who use it are teachers. Thus, while it may be taken 
for granted that all teachers may use the room the head 
and two deputies do so only with a particular purpose in 
mind (examples of legitimate purposes i# mind would 
include making announcements, • seeing* teachers - 
although this rarely includes * having a cup of tea* 
with teachers)| whilst the school librarian and media 
resources officer may use the room school nurses end 
secretaries may not. And parents most certainly may not.
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The nomenclature ♦ staff room* ie therefore not *merely* 
a social construction but may in fact be an intensely 
problematic p#nomenon in the construction of 
situationally derived •meenlnge*. This is indicated 
in the teacher *8 stock of knowledge at hand that ÎBpxtBQ 
different meanings to a message given one by the head 
in the privacy of their study, to a similar message 
delivered to present in the staff room during a meeting.
In the latter case the message may provide a general 
topic of conversation in which publlo and private stances 
are taken* in the former case teachers may feel the need 
to,first • sound people out* in order to establish whether 
their knowledge is the same m  mine. The perspective has 
some affinity with that examined in relation to the 
activities of the participant observer in the previous 
chapter.
However, insofaras the social organisation of the staff 
room is presented as possessing a certain * significance*, 
the differential nature and contents of the interactive 
encounters taking place within its (situationally defined) 
boundaries may be considered as imputing various 
meanings to the action in progress. The * first impressions* 
of the approaching stranger may well be that of a 
collection of people more or less randomly distributed 
among the available seating. Such a view would quickly 
be replaced by a sociological awareness of the constraints 
being placed upon the various contingencies of action.
What at first eight appeared to be a colledtion of 
individuals drinking coffee, engaging in social inters 
cour86» marking books, now reveals a patterned interaction 
inWiioh, it is suggested, the teacher* s pedagogic subject 
exerts a considerable influence.
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Such approaching strangers - who have yet to he identi** 
fled within the pedagogic meaning structures of the 
school - are usually to be located within the general 
social space (the terminology being descriptive of 
its use by transient members of the staff world) of 
the staff room* The * transient* may be a staff member 
whose presence is sufficiently infrequent for any 
territorial claim to be sustained, visitors, teachers 
on temporary attachment to the school, new members of 
staff not yet recognised as • belonging* to a particular 
subject department# These are the more important 
because of the way in which the •commnality* of 
departmental social interactions extends to activities 
as *making tea* and * having lunch* that not only take 
place within the social and physical confines of that 
department*© territory but are viewed as social occasions 
establishing their own customs and rituals# territorial 
aspects of social identity are an important part of the 
process whereby students on teaching practice are 
sssimulated into the staffroom culture of he school*
If it is not explicitly pointed out to them that table 
*x* belongs to the history department the implicit 
recognition of this fact is reflected time and again 
in the student's speedy establishment of their (pedagogic) 
personna as the more or less legitimate occupier of that 
space#
Finally, the contingent occupation of general social 
space by specific subject departments requires a certain 
clarification# Members of the relevant departments 
let us say science and home economics - have been shown 
as extremely successful in the creation of a spatial 
and social back region for the performance of pedagogic
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and other tasks* the concomitant development of meaning 
structures that are seen as largely independent of those 
held by their professional colleagues results in the 'need* 
for only accasional forays into the staffroom,. In this 
respect there is some similarity between these teachers 
and the distinctive ideology of the computer programmers 
at Brian Michaels (Pettigrew, 1973). Consequently, they 
may be legitimately portrayed as possessing a trssient 
identity for the purposes of the present discussion. On 
the other hand, the designation is also applied to those 
activities identified with such departments as those of 
art and music* In this case however, the label 'transient' 
originates somewhat differently.
Whilst the practitioners of these subjects will generally 
be located in approximately the same 'spot' the space is 
not 'owned' in the same way as those spaces 'owned' by 
other departments. The supposition here is that both 
departments typically rely on a number of part-time 
specialist teaching staff end that 'the department' as 
such may consist of one or perhaps two fUll-tlme members.
She presented image is thus one lacking a sense of 
permanence and it is this that it is suggested prevents 
the establishment of a specific social territoi^. It 
might also be observed that such a 'lack of permanence' 
in the departments spatially located position in the 
staffroom ie reflected in a subjective feeling of 
impermanence within the social location of the curriculum. 
This interrelationship between spatial and social location 
is an oft-noted phenomenon of classroom observations:
'the bad ones sit at the back' syndrome (see, for example, 
the description of Tomkins®). Thus, although the 
importance of these subjects is frequently given theoretical 
recognition the practitioners themselves often feel 
subjectively vulnerable within the context of demands 
for additional time made by other 'academic' departments.
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Having established the notion that the spatial symbolism 
of the staffroom is socially constructed, it becomes 
necessary to explicate the manner in which these symbolic 
representations may be portrayed as reflecting the 
taken for granted assumptions concerning the socially 
organised forma of school knowledge. For example, 
examination of those spatial areas pedagogicelly des- 
ifhated according to their perceived territorial claims 
by particular knowledge areas reveals certain departments 
- for example, physical education - to be situated on 
the periphery of the staffroom. This is a relatively 
difficult position for the approaching other to gain 
access and, as such, may reflect a feeling of pedagogic 
defensiveness on the part of the practitioners concerned.
This feeling of defensiveness was an almost continuous 
undercurrent in many of the writer* s conversations with 
various members of that department* That there was 
some basis for it may be adduced from the fact that when 
a member of staff left that department it was suggested 
by the headteaoher that they *make do* with what they had.
(The Navigational* problem of the social actor arising 
frm tie pedagogic ownership of space is a constructed 
reality mid whilst one may make too much of the (sociological) 
*art of walking* the writer does sympathize with Hyave 
and Schenkein*s^ emphasis upon the social implications 
of the constraining nature of * natural* boundaries.)
Many of the territorial groups were internally cohesive 
with their backs turned towards outsiders, end the amount 
of space physically taken up by chairs, bags, and other 
paraphonalia bore the meaning that anyone wishing to 
see another member of staff might have to stumble across 
several intermediary obstructions.
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However, the present contention that the physical 
occupation of a marginal position in the staffrow 
by those members of a particular pedagogic department 
may W  reflected in the same practitioner*s awareness 
- a percpetione perhaps shared by members of other 
departments - of the marginality of their particular 
package of knowledge within the context of the total 
curriculum*
On the other hand, the relative estrangement of mathe
matics - situated in a quite separate area physically 
and socially separated from other departments - and to 
a lesser extent modem languages, may evolve from a 
quite different tradition# Her© again the writer is 
conscious that the use of the following descriptive 
polemic is informed by the sociological imagination 
rather than descriptions provided by the approached 
groups# In these cases, the suggestion is that the 
spatial positioning may be interpreted as reflecting 
the (pedagogically) isolated nature of the subjects 
themselves. Thus the knowledge contents of mathematics 
is intelligible only to other established practitioners 
and speakers of the same tongues whilst, at a pinch, 
the english teacher may take a history lesson there is 
a fundamental dkide between the speakers of a shared 
native tongue end those subjects where:

«I couldn’t even understand what the 
question was that was being asked • * never mind trying to help the kids 
find out what the answer was.”

A comment provided by an art teacher having just ’covered’ 
a mathematics lesson with the second year.
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M  intriguing comparison emerges between the revealed 
ideology underlying this statement and Becker’s (1973) 
observations on the culture of dance musicians*
Becker comments on the symbolism implicit in the 
isolation of the dance musician ftm the wider society 
** viewed as including musicians from differing traditional

”, , . these patterns of isolation and 
self-segregation are expressed . # in 
participation in the social intercourse 
of the larger community * * * its 
primary consequence is to intensify the musicianb status as an outsider . # # the musician is spatially isolated 
trm the audience. He works on a 
platform, which provides a physical 
barrier that prevents direct interaction,”
”, . . The process of self-segregation is 
evident in certain symbolic expressions, 
particularly in the use of an occupational 
slang which readily identifies the man 
who can use it properly m  someone who 
is not square and as quickly reveals as 
an outsider the person who uses it 
incorrectly or not at all,"
(Op, cit. p,95ff, and p.100)

AS a final aside it may be of some salience that science 
teachers, when they do appear in the staffroom, tend to 
sit in that part of tie general area closest to the 
mathematics space. The perceived conceptual affinity 
between these two packages of knowledge is one that 
receives further attention during the course of this 
thesis.
The notion that the socially situated location of a 
particular pedagogic package interacts with the rhetorical 
dimension of spatial utility has some similarity with 10the observations of Baser, Chamberlain, Chappie end Kline, 
Their work was carried out within the context of a
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residential teaching hospital in which they discovered 
a rigid hierarchical system of spatial ownership that 
resulted in three layers of dominance. Those in the 
upper third were tree to move anywhere and claim any 
territory; a claim that was only infrequently challenged 
since they would typically only take over the territory 
of those in the lower third whose range of options was 
more restricted. Whilst not wholly paralleled the 
situation in the school stmfroom has a certain degree 
of correspondence with such a process enabling the 
social distribution os personal space to be viewed as 
relective of the generally taken for granted assumptions 
concerning the structure of the curriculum, Mathematics 
is portrayed as separate - isolated from interlopers; 
english has taken up a dominant position surrounded by 
its pedagogic satellites of history and geograohy; and 
linked to social studies giving rise to demarcation 
disputes that will be discussed later* Business studies 
is attempting a change in status by making a bid for 
academic recognition; areas employing relative large 
numbers of staff per se but nonetheless marginal in the 
curriculum take up defensive positions around the 
perimeter of the staffroom; subjects such as music take 
what is available. The consequences of this will be 
important for the instigators of particulars actions 
and the relative success at making public end keeping 
secret what goes on. And into all this walks the field- 
worker notebook in hand.
However, the selective exposure with other ’like-minded* 
subjects may have unforaeen consequences since it will 
potentially reveal teaching materials and so forth that 
other departments may consider to be within their domain.
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This may in turn lead to questioning of the appropriated
pedagogic ownership of the various contents based on
a performance that is nomally kept hidden: to this
extent it is reminiscent of the earlier dis-cussion of
those ’problems’ seen as arising from the selective
presentation of pedagogic packages at ’open days’ or
as a consequence of room-sharing# An example of this
type of incident related to the staffroom occurred
during the research activity of the writer:
The particular incident arose between the english and
social studies departments (whose spatial proximity has
already been noted and commented upon). The background
to the encounter was that# from time to time# the english
department had been accused of teaching ’social studies
topics’ (the consequences of such labelling are developed
in a subsequent chapter) and in particular of taking
the more ’interesting areas# and even more particularly
of an inadequate end populist approach# The implication
of such a criticism was not so much a presentation of
social studies as a ’science of humanity’ concerned to11abstract personal experience out of the classroom but 
rather that the emphasis of english upon individual
experience was so total that it failed to locate that 
experience within any social dimension whatsoever# As 
such it represented an intriguing reversal of Mndley’s 
ar#le^^ in which english now becomes the mirror image 
of his critique of school sociology# He notes

«The implication of all creative literature 
is that abstractions such as ’society* • # 
only have reality insofar as they are alive in the limited individual# and the tendency of an integrated humanities 
course (particularly one that favours
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the procedure© of sociology) is towards 
statistical abstraction# and a epuriosly 
objective ’science of humanity’, The 
family patterns of eskimoes • # • the adminbitration of Oxfem# all contribute 
to a picture of the world which encourages the viewer to reach quick conclusions 
without the struggle to evaluate himself, 
and therefore without having registered the qualities and values involved in the 
picture#”

The implications of this comment for the percpetion© of 
school knowledge will be picked up later.
To return to the polemics of the initial incident, the 
stress here is not upon the contents of the (differentially 
appropriated) pedagogic rhetorics of legitimation (which 
are the subject of a subsequent argument) but rather with 
the circumstances in which it arose, The incident occurred 
precisely because of the existence of that spatial 
dimension to the Imputed meaning© of social objects that 
has been illustrated. Teaching materials left on the 
shared table by a social studies table had been spotted 
by a teacher of english and, under the impression they 
were ’english material©’, had appropriated them and used 
them in a lesson*
It would therefore seem that town planners and architects'^ 
are not the only instances where the’management of spaoS’ 
has an affect on professional ideology. Indeed, the 
spatial dimension of social behaviour was investigated 
by Glaser and Straus© (1965) in their study of the ways 
in which physical boundaries, separation by objects, and 
@0 on, were utilised by those involved with the dying in 
hospital# In this case the various knowledge© about the 
state of the patent© health were held by the patient and 
those others involved in the unfolding drama, and that
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behaviours were differentially ’appropriate* according 
to ̂whether or not - and who - was aware that the patient 
was dying* Various ’awareness contexts’ were suggested 
(open, suspicion, mutual preference, and closed) each of 
which is equally applicable to the perceived ownership 
of pedagogic knowledge by subject departments* Definitions 
of what subject ’are’ are similarly negotiated by end 
between different subject departments and one may compre
hend similar contexts of awareness concerning the real 
state of affairs (which may or may not be accurate)* The 
rhetorics of space thus reinforce the contextual meanings 
of the actions in progress and the extent to which various 
performances are addressed to, or concealed from, others*
In an interesting way Douglas^ ̂ has related the notion 
of ixnpurity to those of social disorder and wWt she 
chooses to call ’dangerous contagion’* Since dirt is 
essentially disorder and relative, and school knowledge 
can be similarly considered as pure or impure (Bernstein, 
1971) an ecledtic insight is capable of being developed* 
And is later in this thesis* In both cases it is 
probably correct to note that on:

"inevitable by-product of social differention 
is social awareness, self-consciousness 
about the processeseee of communal life’ 
(Bougies* Op* cit. p*91)

Subject Perspectives and Se&mented Identities*

The argument so far presented has been concerned to establish 
a substantive foundation for the earlier contention that
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differential subject ideologies are capable of providing 
an authoritative source of legitimation for the symbolic 
ownership of socially constructed space. This was 
presented as constituting the pedagogic rhetoric of 
space. Implicit in such a proposition is the further 
suggestion that the establishment of spatial ownership, 
being consequent upon and consanguineous with with 
pedagogic rhetoric, provides an important perspective 
from which the various players (make sense) impute 
meaning to the actions in progress. It was further 
demonstrated that the relative meaningfulness (for man 
the actor) of a particular phenomenon, being extrapolated 
by the actor from within the ’given’ of a pedagogically 
orientated meaning structure (itself perceived as being 
less or more problematic) was consequent upon the socially 
located subject identity. Such a proposition is essentially 
a reformulation of that earlier perception of the 
sociological perspective of tie observing participant 
as being a function of social position, much of what 
was argued then is applicable now and the difficulties 
raised in relation to researcher’s knowledge of the 
world may be equally intense for the social actor making 
sense of the world from his position.
Having established presumptive evidence for supposing 
that the socially constructed category ’school knowledge’ 
possesses a differential significance for the meaning 
of the pedagogic identity we are now in a position to 
proceed to a more detailed consideration of this general 
thesis* An illustrative example was that of the science 
teacher for whom the subject identity was not only as 
constraining the ’life chances* of that individual but 
it was suggested such an identity made the holder less 
’people orientated’ as a direct consequence of its social 
and physical isolation* Such a reference to’people* 
orientations is suggestive of the study by Bennett and 
Mokenstad^^ in which the authors argue that those 
professions sharing knowledge with their clients will
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be •political* in a way that the work of (say) engineers 
is not. It is intended to show that the segmented 
activities of subject teachers are also*political* 
but in another sense.
Subject practitioners have been shown to utilise 
differentially legitimated rhetorics of space in main*" 
taining pedagogic back regions; a practice that is 
capable of insterpretation as an avoidance ritual aimed 
at ensuring the minimum possible exposure of that 
-performance to other (different) subject identities# 
fhus a course under the aegis of home economics entitled 
•Child Care end the Family* may emphasise some aspects 
that would be viewed as problematic within the context 
of (say) a sociology course# On those occasions when 
such others do achieve access they also convey a 
potentially competing definition of the way in which 
that particular knowledge * counts*. The previously 
considered differences between themglish and social 
studies department is an illustrative case of particular 
significance for its differing proclamations of * unique* 
ness* seen to be offered by the two departments (they 
stand as representative of a more or less general 
phenomenon), Fach subject department perceives of 
itself as possessing a * speciality* having a unique 
contribution to make to the purpose at hand that it 
alone is able to make# The claim to be performing a 
•unique mission* is frequently accompanied by a pedagogic 
rhetoric selectively enlisted in support of the apporpriate 
specialist group as being the one most suited to the 
task (and thereby carrying the implication that other 
groups should be excluded from it).
The processes by which occupational identity is both
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subjectively and ideologically appropriated have been 
Insufficiently explicated by the previously mentioned 
studies of changes as teachers progress through college 
and the first years of teaching# For example, Smetherham 
(197Î) locates one way in which pupils may be fruitfully 
regarded as initiate members of the scientific knowledge 
community# Teachers have been successful pupils and 
the Rational Foundation for Educational Research survey 
into methods of helping children in their choice of 
subjects at secondary school was based upon the explicit 
assumtion that the kind of choice that is made will 
exert a decisive influence on later educational and 
vocational opportunities.^* Certainly subject labels:

the basis of that matrix which 
is the timetable by whicE^fupil*s àm is 
arranged# Most of the teachers are known 
to the pupils at least initially by a 
subject label# Thus, an important aspect 
of a teacher* s identity within a school 
is the subject which he teaches# Where the school is of moderate sise # * # it 
is usually considered necessary to employ 
more than one teacher for each subject on the curriculum, and this leads to departmental organisation and the beginnings of a hierarchy of teachers, divided horisoatally 
by seniority of appointment and vertically 
by subject department # # # sotfeat each 
subject becomes a means of entering and climbing through a career structure #« (Warwick, Page 100)#

Hargreaves (1975) thus draws attention to the dispro
portionate numbers of physical education teachers applying 
for courses of advanced study and suggests one reason for 
this to be the fact that they like to spend an increasing 
amotmt of time in academic departments as their physical 
skills wane# Edwards (1973) similarly analyses the
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baekgounâe of applicants for a headship in m  inter
esting way delating their subject expertise to present 
personna#
Subjective aspects of identily end career draw attention 
to the importance of the evaluative response paradigms 
represented by variously important persons and groups, 
as well as the way in which the situation acts to affect 
the presenation of a particular personna (Goffmsn, 1969). 
Such a relationship between that work-based identity and 
occupational title as soeiallocated, ideological, mean
ings receives acknowledgement in Becker and Carper* s 
(1956) study of *Who m  I* labels# the authors were 
concerned to explicate the names and categories made 
available among groups of physiology, philosophy, and 
mechanical engineering students, although the implications 
of the exercise are not unrelated to the present 
concern#
Occupational title was differentially appropriated by 
the three groups; philosophy students had little 
attachment to their title although they acknowledged 
their image as * intellectuals*; engineers were proud 
of being engineers although they exhil&ed no perceived 
attachment to any particular sub-field; whereas physiology 
students were not only aware that they were part of a 
wider (medical) grouping, but were also aware of the 
peculiar nature of their work;

**It*s up to you to interpret what happens.* 
cit# p.179)

Such a perspective provides the basis for a speculative 
and interesting comparison of the various occupational 
titles that are available to teachers and the consequent 
commitment that is felt to them. Although the désignation 
•primary school teacher* is probably acceptable this is
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not necessarily the case with seondary school teachers 
where the requirement is rather to he known as a 
teacher of something. Various literature distinguishing 
between the activity * teaching*, * lecturing*, and so 
forth was associated with various, different, pedagogic 
subjects has already been referred to in this chapter.
It now becomes proapectively interesting to ask to 
what extent do (say) sociology teachers make similar 
distinctions between those among them who are ♦sociologists 
who happen to be teaching* and the different *teacher@ 
who teach sociology* 7 The notion of commitment is 
obviously relevant here and this may well be related 
to perceptions of what constitutes a proper work task, 
a * central core concern*. Certainly the changing commit
ment of the writer as observing participant on the social 
scene demonstrates the potential consequences of such 
a perspective.
To what extent are there pedagogic equivilents of the 
physiologists specific task attachment (and the comments 
concerning our science teacher are supportive of this 
analysis in their case)? Is the convserse of the philoso
phers acceptance of his task as *intellectual*, seen 
as deriving from uncertainty regarding his social position, 
the art teachers »artiness* originating in the same source? 
In each case the subject for the teacher is a more or less 
discrete form of life,

. . a  particular method for treating 
and reconstructing one*a biography as 
a practically conceived corpus of 
knowledge.”(Blum, 1971. p.301f.)

a theoretical consciousness providing an interpretative
framework for making sense of events in the world*
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thus, when Clark (1966) suggests that;

*The value systems of the faculty particularly 
culster around the individual disciplines 
and hence at one level of analysis there 
are as many value systems as there are 
departments*”(Op* cit* p.285)

althou#! the s#em he describes is that of the United 
States the parallel phenomenon is found also in this 
country (Musgrove and Taylor# 1969).
Such a suggestion establishes awe grounds for inferring 
that situational sets of typifications may be socially 
acknowledged in one institutional locale whereas they 
are not similarly acknowledged in another* Here the 
earlier contention that external realit# definers are 
not necessarily too important may be reinforced b y  the 
possible action of the head of department in the activity 
of shortlisting for interview* By shortlisting those 
candidates most likely to be sympatheic with the 
particular and situation ideological position of the 
department the head of department may establish a 
framework within which all over work activities are 
identified. What is therefore suggested is a pragmatic 
pedagogic appropriation of the statement b y  Strauss et# 
el, (1964);

•’At each institutional locale . « « the 
jurisdictional areas of each specialist 
group have to be adjudicated and negotiated. 
The division of labour cannot be legislated; 
it must be worked out at each locale.”
(Op. cit* p*5)

If this interpretation is correct then the implication 
is profound and will be elaborated as the thesis is 
developed*. For example, it may be that the presented
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Image of a subject experienced at the neginning teacher’s 
first school net only requires that he acts in a manner 
commuent with that image# but that that image may 
acquire something in the nature of a * side-bet * (Becker # 
I960). The recognition that prior motions now have 
consequences for other activities is implicit on those 
occasions of individual adjustment to social position 
such as outlined by Becker# Moreover# should a pattern 
of behaviour be altered to conform to the requirements 
of one social position then the actor inevitably unfits 
himself for other positions that he might conceivably 
have access to prior to that moment#
The various strands of this argument are brought together 
in an analogy with the way in which noneteenth century 
craftsmen looked to trade unions to protect the know
ledge base of their skills through the apprenticeship 
system#The subject association is thus not a critical 
definer of reality but an agency that used selectively 
to grgenise the defence of particular knowledges against 
potential - and situationall located - instruders. An 
exemplar of his process is provided by Richardson (1973) 
in her description of the dilemma facing Wrid lillisms 
at lailsea School. As teacher with responsibility for 
drama, but under the aegis of the englieh department# he 
had to consider whether drama should aspire to independent 
status. AS a consequence of his decision in favour of 
the latter course there was a fundamental review of the 
place and status of drama within the school during which 
Williams was required to defend the intellectual status 
of drama within the school and justify its existence as 
a separate subject in the cucriculum by expounding its 
educational objectives. This was not required whilst 
a subordinate of the # # i #  department*
For the subject department# as for the computer programmers 
and systems analyists at Brian Michaels;the focus 
is on how a specialist group defines its task# how it
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protects its identity by the development of a system
of values, and generally how it links itself with the 
activities of interdependent specialities*
It has already been made quite explicit that one is 
not hère discussing teachers as though they were sme 
homogeneous whole but rather as a number of segmental 
cultures based m  subject groupings seen as encountering 
specialised proems peculiar to that subject* For 
example, Grace^^ notes that teachers of practical subjects 
are regarded by their collea#es, although they do not 
so regard themselves # as a service department to the 
school in general* Thus the writer observed the assumption 
that the home ecmmic department would make the tea 
during open deys; that the art department would decorate 
the main hall at Christmas* Indeed, it was a source of 
contention that these things were assumed and were not 
asked;

”I wouldntt have minded so much but she 
just took it for granted * * * didn’t 
even ask me* I’ve a damn good mind not 
to do it next time**

Alternatively, Bale (1971) observed that items such as 
the mediation of school rules ere significantly more 
likely to carried out through the offices of the subject 
departments in secondary schools and that that group of 
teachers with whom the beginning teacher comes into 
contact is more likely to be formed by those whose 
professional interests he shares* Strauss et. el* (1963) 
noted the same phenomenon within a hospital milieau:

”* * # those who belong to the same profession 
also may differ quite considerably in the 
training they have received, as well as in 
the theoretical (or ideological) positions
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they take towards Important issues* . 
it was noticeable that considerable 
variability characterised who worked 
with whom - and how - depending upon 
such matters as ideological and 
hierarchical position**
(Op. cit, p.149ff,)

to the extent that different ideologies are represented 
by the different pedagogic subjects the temporal 
clausality of the shared meanings underlines the 
Importance of the staff world as an arena for negotia
tion* There is thus e cultural expectation (Becker, i960) 
that teachers of history are not expected to apply for 
geography posts (although, interestingly, both may do 
80 for ’social studies’ positions).
Such an anlysia has some affinity with the work of 
Bucher and Strauss (1961) on the process of professional 
segmentation in organised medicine* Indeed, if the 
pedagogic identity is to be located within a(differential ) 
ideological paradigm then is is proposed that practitioners 
of the various pedagogic subjects may usefully be viewed 
as representatives of a similarly segmented profession*
In this context the ’image’ that subject practitioners 
have of themselves, together with that of the ’ideal 
client’ to whom such practitioners see ’their’ subject 
as directed, will be critical to an anlysis of those 
parameters within which the practitioner initially de
fines the particular realities of the pedagogic life, 
and subsequently sustains them* Such an orientation 
corresponds with Musgrove’s belief that:

«* * * subjects are communities of people, 
competing and collaborating with one 
another, defining and defending their 
boundaries, demanding allegiance from 
their members and conferriM a sense of 
identity upon them « # *”
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♦thesis of segmentation’ originated in a questioning 
of that traditional view of the professional as being 
a memWr of a relatively homogeneous ’community of 
scholars’ in which the inkiation of recruits was a 
process preimarily perceived as concerned with the 
novitiate’s induction into some ’common co»’ identity# 
However, the subsequent emergence of distinctive 
occupational ideologies rendered such a view probelmatic 
in so far as members of a given occupation could be 
portrayed as possessing different percpetions of what, 
in fact, constituted the ’most characteristic professional 
act’ of their lives# The sociological dilemma is that, 
following Bucher and Strauss’ utilisation of ’organised 
medicine’ as a proto-type profession, the majority of 
studies relating to various processes of segmentation 
appertain to the (amerioan) medical profession# Thus, 
the situation is enahgous to the manner in which Durkheim’s 
use of official statistics paradigmatioally informed 
subsequent studies of suicidal phenomena* As a consequence, 
although (as with medicine) there is on adtnadance-of 
sociological literature examining the social structure 
and organisation of educational institutions^ there has 
been relatively little application of the notion to 
those studies feest characterised as constituting ’socio
logies of the school’. Dale’s (1971) use of the concept 
in his study of beginning teachers would be one of the 
few exceptions#
The thesis of segmentation should not be understood as 
proposing that each individual ’segment’ is necessarily 
able to be characteristically identified with a single 
work activity - for example the teaching of a particular 
pedagogic subject - from which the, divergent, core 
activity may evolve# Bather, the suggestion is one 
in which (in the event of such an identification occurring)
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B> concomitant tendency to develop those characteristics 
associated with such an identification may emerge along- 
Bide those au3d.liary activities potentially introducing 
a fVarther variation in the individual's commitment to 
the major area of work. îhus» the kind of work the 
professimial believes he should be doing % how that work 
is to be erganisedf which tasks are perceived as having 
preoedenos; are all areas of potential (segment-based) 
disagreement concerning the appjpriate paformanoe of the 
professional task.
Whilst consideration of the extent to which the pedagogic 
department (being based on the, socially constructed, 
division of school knowledge into traditional subject 
areas) might be said to reflect such a Segmented) 
identification constitutes the substance of the present 
argument. It is certainly true that such departments 
owe their existence to the demands of consciously 
accepted institutional tasks. Secondary school teachers 
come into the system with a strong vested interest in 
teaching a subject based professional expertise and 
identify this activity with the appropriate subject 
departments.
The proposition about to be argued is that conflict 
centred upon those conceptual areas considered to be 
crucial to a ‘sociology of professions' - namely those 
of ‘client*, •colleague», and 'career* - will be a 
direct conséquence of the social organisation of 
(secondary) school knowledge into pedagogic subjects.
She pedagogic subject basis of much preparatory teacher 
socialisation is considered to be subsumed within this 
argument so far as it is relevant. Thus the nmaigBm of 
a unique sense of mission end specialized occupational



identity implicit i» the above will throw teaohers 
into new reXatio»ehip% with their pupiia m d  their 
professional eolleagaes, base# upon subject images - 
that will be more or less accurate - that separate 
them in a segmental way from other groupings, such 
a view does not exclude the possibility that the 
(fateful) interests of the different subject groupings 
may be a source of direct conflict between them#
Bucher and Strauss not# that problem areas In tsdiich 
professionals most frequently experience a conflict 
of interest are In gaining a proper foothold in the 
particular Institutions, in recruitment# and in relations 
with the ’outsider# All Of this is most relevant to 
the data so far produced# Moreover# the way in which 
these different understandings are negotiated will 
affect the situational nature of the client and instit
utional relationship# and it is here that particular 
definitions of pedagogic subject knowledge are at 
their most relative (to the particular institutional 
locale)»
In BO contending that the pedagogic subject constitutes 
the teacher’s core professional identity the writer 
intends to utilise a notion arising frm#e previously 
demonstrated existence of a multiplicity Of ’meenlngg’ 
from which the actor appropriates particular meanings 
in order to make sense of the specific ’world-seen#’ 
with Wiich he is confronted# the implication that 
meaning is ’rslativistio’ will therefore be used to 
substantiate the suggestion of a potential discreteness 
between the symbolism and reality of the professional 
process (Becker# 1970)# Here relativistic is used to 
convey the sense that although the meaning of may 
continue to possess the same meaning for the actor it is



portrayea as having different meanings in the context 
of (differential) interactions with the actor's various 
publics. Relative is seen raldier more as carrying a 
sense of the notion that the ‘meaning x‘ changes 
according to context.
Thus a teacher may wish to introduce a particular 
knowledge content, x‘, for a particular reason that 
is not conveyed to others: in discussions with the 
head, other departments, he imputes ‘x* the meaning 
‘that he believes would have the most ‘meaning' for 
these others in terms of a particular outcome*, Relative 
means rather that the ‘actual naming *x‘ will «hnng* 
for all participants. Thus, a classroom incident has 
a particular meaning for the actor that may be re-defined 
in the context of further discussions with, for example, 
the pupil, the parent, other teachers.
A s such particular imputations of meanings m ^  be 
construed as an attempt either to counteract or dis
guise:

", . . the failure of professions to monopolize their area of knowledge, the lack of homogeneity within professions, the frequent failure of clients to accept professional judgements."(Becker, 1971. Page 103)

If more or less discrete packages of knowledge can be 
said to have their own pathologies, then it would be 
expected that some indication of their presence would 
be revealed on those occasions when the pedagogic message 
is necessarily exposed. (The term 'pathology* is used 
by Becker (1971) to refer to that disparity that emerges 
when the symbolic reality ignores or distorts large and 
important parts of the 'world reality*). One such, albeit 
infrequent, event occurs when subject departments are in 
overt competition for pupil-clicnte - end it is to the 
ideological dimension of this process that the writer
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now airectB the reader's attention.
Hall's (1967) description of the acquisition and retention 
of clients within the medical profession illuminates 
the structural processes involved in the development 
of a seement-hased client ideology. Carried on in a 
competitive milieu, and perceived as essential to 
professional success, the practitioner's prohelm is 
not simply one of how to attract patents per se hut, 
more importantly,

". , » to. attract the desired type of
patent# and • • * discourag# those who 
do not fit well into the pattern of his practice."(Op. cit. p.93)

Although the unique position of the pupil client (in 
the sense that the pupil is under a legal constraint 
to attend) vis-a-vis the clients of other professionals 
(the quality of 'uniqueness is lessened to the extent 
that the client of the probation officer is under a 
similar duress), requires the cautious application of 
such a model to the teaching profession there is none- 
the less someaafflnity. The 'relevance' of the medical 
practitioner's dilemma within an educational milieu is 
best Illustrated by Corwin's (1970) analysis of organisational 
conflict centred upon the elective course structure of 
the amerioan high school. Here, a major problem was 
the allocation of, and competition for, students - a 
process in \diich the various manipulative mechanisms 
used by teachers in their seeking to control the 
enrollment (in their subject classes) of certain 
categories of student, may prove Instructive, (As
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Imdeeâ would a aimllar comparison between the school 
coimmllor’s influence upon student© subsequent educational 
career# and that of the general practitioner referring 
oases to a specialist* See Oioourel and Kit ©use# 1971)* 
However# returning to the operational strategies used 
my the teacher in attracting the desired type of student} 
these were highly elaborated and included such devices 
as the imposition of admission requirements in which 
the criteria for selection (and therefore also exclusion)
08 students incorporated in written examinations# progress 
made in other courses# and # e  results of various tests; 
demands for the control of assignment procedures} informal 
recruitment} and the ’education* of counsellors into the 
belief that a given type of course required a particular 
type of student# Corwin (1970) quotes the example# that 
one suspects is equally repeatable in this country# of 
the justification for establishing entry requirements 
that was provided by a language teacher}

”* # * since ell our professional organisations 
said there was a definite correlation 
between ability in foreign language and 
ability in englieh * * * no student 
would be allowed to take foreign language who has . , * less than a C grade in 
englieh**
(Up# cit# p#l53)

It would be interesting to know the extent to which this 
represented a selective use of what the professional 
organisation had said in order to impose this situational 
entry requirement#
Many similar strategies were observed by the writer during 
the research period and various processes involved in the 
negotiation of the differential contingencies of action 
were noted as being directly related to the social
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organisation of school knowledge. The following analysis 
of heee processes is illustrative of the general manner 
in which a (segment-based) client ideology is both part 
of, and interacts with, the rhetorics of legitimation 
in establishing the ideological meanings of the pedagogic 
identity, The observations upon which this account is 
based centred around the choosing of options for the 
fourth and fifth year of schooling that takes place 
towards the middle of the pupil’s third year* This 
is the subject of a more detailed analysis later in 
this thesis: here the writer merely wishes to signify 
the ’different’ character of the school knowledge now 
taken as ’given’. The structural processes, in chrono
logical order (although the process is in fact both 
reflexive and circular in form) involves firstly estab
lishing the precise choices to be offered (englieh, 
mathematics end physical education wrs not ’choices’) 
one from each block of options of around seven subjects; 
then the issuing of a booklet explaining the choices to 
the pupils and their parents; the preparation of interview 
schedules for the ’guidance’ of the interviewers; and 
finally ’the interview’ iteself,
The actual form of the options having been decided (the 
various encounters in this respect are alluded to at 
different points in the thesis) the next develciment
was the issuing of the information booklet ’Tour Guided 
Choice* to pupils and their parents# This booklet was 
written by the headteaoher without consulting the various 
subject departments and therefore forms an interesting 
and useful perspective from which to analysa those hier
archical assumptions (at least in so far as the headtcacher 
is concerned) underlaying the construction of ’what counts’ 
as educational knowledge. This lack of consultation may
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not (hopefully) be typical but# precisely because of 
its imtyploality# may be useful for its illustration 
of at least one %eadteacher’s ’givens* that ere not 
usually revealed in quite such a public performance. 
Perhaps the first indication that the headteeoher holds 
a differential ideology to that held by many of the 
subject practitioners is in the apparent emphasis placed 
upon the notim of ’occupational career* (together with 
he linking of that notion to pemticular subject mreas). 

The introduction thus states;

«# ♦ . certain basic subjects are necessary. Everbody needs an understanding of the use 
of english and it is true to say that# for 
most careers# some ability with figures 
is required.”
(Op. cit. p.3)

Whilst most would probably agree upon the contemporary 
socio-economic requirement for at least a minimal under
standing of the ’use of english’ and ’ability with 
figures’ the designation of these subjects as being 
compulsory proved to be problematic on several coimts. 
for example# the need for understanding (say) the ’use 
of english’ is not necessarily to be associated with 
the pedagogic mode of organisation to be found in the 
secondary school. The subject ’english* is not to be 
found in the activity of the state nursery schools and 
may, or may not# appear as a separate course of study 
within the state primary school. Even with he secondary 
school various ’integrated* schemes (albeit typically 
confined to the first three years) have made a more or 
less determined attempt to dispense with the subject 
per se. A recent report emphasizing the use of ’language 
across the curriculum* stresses the wider appeal. (Inter
estingly# in the light of previous comment# Doe^^ reports 
a conference held by a north london school in which
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"One group lender ooapleined that the 
english department had 'jumped in* with B demand for olx periods in the first year to teach hasio ekiUs."

Is this another example of selective appropriation of 
reality definers in ord«r to support internal expansion 
plans?
She argument is that the categorization of englinh and 
mathematics as ‘compulsory* may therefore he portrayed 
as an attempt, on the part of the headteaoher, to fulfil 
the peroBived detnemas of the examination system and 
occupational #ruoture (the letter columns of national 
newspapers and specialist educational journals frequently 
carry items from employers in which the latter complain 
that school leavers are not familiar with the oommsidial 
use of enlish, etcetera). . As such it is merely 
reflective of a particular, pedagogic, division of 
lahotcr.
It has already heen suggested that the insulation of 
^different* pedagogic subjects is - in some senses - 
a conspiracy of silence, in which the specific contents 
of various subject messages will be more or less real
istically comprehended by other subject practiotloners. 
Such an understanding now forms the basis of a suggestion 
that what is implied by a label Is not necessarily that 
which constitutes the pertiçular life-world for its 
practitioners. For example, one pedagogue will have 
an idea of ‘what goes on' in (say) a geography lesson, 
ïhis 'idea' will be located within a hiographically 
interpreted continuum of ideas ranging from a totally 
accurate picture to one that it utterly mistaken: the
precise location on this continuum being dependent upon 
the situationally located position of the actor- mat
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la being auggested here Is the exlstenee of a differential 
awareness of (say) ’what goes on In methematlos’ - that 
will he less or more approximate to ’what really goes 
on In mathematics’ - thus allowing the ’content’ to he 
labelled compulsory on the basis of a legitimation (the 
necessary requirement of occupational careers for an 
•ability with figures’) that may or may not be apparent 
In the substantive contents of mathematics lessons, for 
example* the pupil# mathematics teacher# other colleagues# 
the headteaoher# parents# will all have varying perceptions 
of ’what goes on’ In the mathematics lesson. It Is 
later suggested that mathematics teachers go some way# 
at least in respect of certain of their pupil-cllents# 
towards rejecting a ’utility function’ perspective of 
their subject; a process aided by the selective exposure 
of certain contents to certain clients# Instead, they 
offer a ’mathematics is fun’ Interpretation of the 
mathematics activity.
The implication that ’we all know (and agree)’ that the 
designation of compulsory subjects may be legitimated on 
the grounds that such subjects form ’a basic qualification 
which is required for many careers end particularly for 
scientific careers’ is# in fact# an intensely problematic 
phenomena. This will be especially so when taken for 
granted assumptions concerning ’what we all know universities; 
the Midland Bank# whatever# wants’ are themselves shown 
to be inaccurate. See# for example# the initial letter 
of Taylor in the Times Bducatlonal Supplement dated 11.
June# 1976# and the subsequent reply of Spurgin in the 
same journal two weeks later. The correspondence concerned 
qualifications for entry into the medical profession and 
the ’perceived* need to possess qualifications in physics#



chemistry, mathematics and biology.
However, returning to our ‘guide, it is further suggested 
that the reader may find it ‘useAil' to utilize the 
fow subsequent headings (a modern language other then 
english; a science subject; on of the ‘other* academic 
subjects; and a creative subject) in deciding what other 
subjects will ‘fill up* their timetables. (Physical 
education is completely ifnored in the booklet thereby 
raigfwclng its practitioners percpetions of the mergin- 
ality of the subject). ‘Pill up* demonstrates the socially 
constructed nature of the ‘choice* since the number and 
length of periods allocated to different subjects will 
constrain the number of choices that may be made.
Although it would not be relevant to the immediate 
purposes of this thesis it might prove instructive to 
compare the structure of choices with that of traditional 
(that is, classical) school curricula leading to the 
notion of an educated man.
Ihe extent to which the almost universal computeclness 
of mathematics and englieh is situationally supported 
by the apparent frequency with which such practitioners 
come to occupy positions of headship (Edwards, 1973) a 
#hmenon that may also prove worthy of explication in 
another context.
The suggestion that pupils consider taking up a modem 
language is also based upon a similar, problematic, 
appeal to being a university requirement together with 
the additional argument that:

"languages are useful in the commercialworld, and the Common Market has openedup many more opportunities."
(Qp. cit. p.5)

Here there is a noteworthy shift of emphasis frraa the 
more traditional legitimations of the need to study
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a modem language as part of an elitist education,
. After a period of relative decline modem languages 
have re-established itself on the basis of a re-constructed 
definition of ‘what counts' as an appropriate langu%e. 
Movements towards 'ftrench studies' in which the language 
content is minimal are seen as more appropriate for:

pupil» they jmst can’t

The ‘european studies' movement in general is indicative 
of the manner in which changes in society are subsumed 
within the existing pedagogic divisions of school know
ledge, Indeed, the inirtia of having a staff which is 
already differentiated in a given epistemologuoal manner 
may have profound consequences for any radical attempt 
at the reconstruction of school knowledge. The further 
advice that all pupils take up a science subject is 
followed by the range of alternatives as to what counts 
as science: combined science; the family and science 
(both of these are Certificate of Secondary Education 
courses); or biology, and physios with chemistry at 
Genrral Certificate of Education, This division further 
underlines the differential selectivity of exposure in 
which low status clients are granted only limited access 
to particular categories of knowledge. A procedure 
already demonstrated to be a oharaoterlstlo of selection 
processes operating at the level of both college (Smetherham, 
1973) and school. In the case of school knowledge the 
converse is also the case: high statue pupils may not 
he permitted access to low status knowledge. For example.



during a conrereation with a parent the writer was 
informed of the parent's belief that 'Itaureen', an 
upper band pupils

« * must concentrate on mathematica, englieh, etcetera . . .  and that social studies, milst useful, should be dropped if her other work became too demaning."

Also during the period of observatlmi on of the schools 
•bri^t young things' wanted to enter the medical 
profession and was studying Patin in her own time. In 
order to 'do' the proper number of sciences she was 
(uniquely) told that she need not do social studies 
at all.
This parental perception (that the foregoing suggests 
is at least 'publicly* shared by the headteaoher) of 
the school as an agent of selection in controlling the 
pupil's access to the various layers of the occupational 
structure is reflected in those pedagogic codifications 
of school knowledge that are made available (differentially) 
to the various pipil clients. Whilst detailed consider
ation of the 'relative' status of pedagogic knowledge is 
postponed to a later discussion, such an orientation does 
pose the problem of the extent to which such a perspective 
forms a component part of any 'culture of positivism* 
within the school. These institutional attempts to 
reoonstruct the curriculum may be permitted only within 
'low status' subjects b y  low status pupils within low 
status institutions. Thus 'integrated studies' seemingly 
have a greater purchase in primary schools than in 
secondary schools, and similarly vis a vis secondary schools 
and universities. Indeed, it may also be suggested that 
innivatory movements ere to a large extent also associated 
with low status, that is, young teachers.
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With the exoeptlom of *eet piece* battles over the allocation 
of rooms# staff# or money# the relative status of the 
different subjects is typically implicitly acknowledge# 
rather than explicitly stated# and the guide booklets 
reference to * other academic subjects* prdtoked an 
intense reaction among the staff# toooyaace at the 
imputed implications of the statement was reflected 
in the subsequent frequency of its use as a (heavily 
sarcastic) in**joke for some considerable period after 
the initial distribution of the booklet# thus#

«Pon* t worry what Jean says # # « 
she*s only one of the other academic 
subjects*»

and so on#
Concomitant with such feelings# end deriving f^om the 
same source# was a fairly heated heated rejection of 
the way in which these particular subjects were per# 
trayed# This is of particular interest since# although 
the rejection of their imputed aims was voiced (by the 
subject practitioners concerned) on a very personal 
level and obviously heartfelt# evidence supporting such 
statements could nonetheless be found in the various 
syllabi issued by departments for *public consumption* 
by the hierarchy and ot jer colleagues* The particular 
statement against which much of tlie ire was directed 
philosophised that;

«Â good general education includes the 
study of subjects not directly related 
to jobs and occupations# Subjects such 
as history# geography# economic# religious 
education# and social studies# give you 
the opportunity to study people and society#
Being able to understand the other person* s 
point of view is perhaps the most valuable 
lesson you can learn whatever career you 
decide to follow#»



What la being ppopoaad ia a (perapestivai) perception
of the action as demonstrating a consciously acknowledged 
diecreteneBB between the 'private* pedagogic meaaages 
transmitted to those in the know# and the 'public* 
message differentially transmitted to interested others* 
The anger of the subject practitioner was thus one 
consequence of a specific and situationally defined 
•meaning* of the pedagogic personna being transposed 
to another (inappropriate) ccmtext* The action in 
progress has been disrupted because a message intended 
to be transmitted to a particular member of the audience 
lii&e *dL:waa)p3P6%poci*&te4% jits otKcrtianibB; IShe ladLtaia/tjLozk jls 
somewhat analagous to the drama critic invited behind 
the scenes * to see what goes on*. Mscovering perhaps 
that the lead actor continually arrives late on the set 
and thereby holding up rehearsals (an occurrence that 
is conspiratorally supported by the other actors for 
the sake of 'getting on with the action* ) it is this# ' 
rather then the behind the scenes story of the play 
that forms the substance of any subsequent article*
The aelevance of this analogy to the apparently discrepant 
phenomenon at present under discussion is precisely that 
an essentially privately shared meaninG of the pédagogie 
message has, incmmodiously# become 'public* ♦
The aims of the various pedagogic departments as 
exhibited in * public* documents addressed to private 
audianccE will therefore be rendered more or less 
meaningless in other contexts* For example# the desire 
of cue department to;

»♦ * give the girls knowledge of life, 
society and environment in this country 
and in other countries, by a variety of 
methods and means* Also to compare other 
socielties, customs, dress#, way of life, 
etc*, with our own in an attempt to improve 
tolerance and relationships 
(Geography syllabus)



will te reflecteâ In similar statements by other 
departments that portray their aims as being:

gain a respect for a variety of peoples with different onltures end values so that 
they can evaluate their own and be tolerant of others and realise that all cultures, Vowever scattered in time, have something of interest end value . , , 
to help widen their experience and develop their understanding of human relationships and problems end give practice In assessing moral values and forratog judgements by studying those in a different or past society,"(History syllabus)

: ■ ̂ .

She social studies syllabus contained a somehat «jmMer 
passage to those of the history and geography.
It has already been established that the staffroom 
rhetoric of space Implicitly reflects pedagogic dlvldlone 
of school knowledge. It is precisely history, geography, 
social studies, that were seen (with the addition of 
english) to be grouped together spatially, She sense 
in which these subjects are *llke-œinded* is reflected 
in the occasional disputes over the pedagogic ownership 
of various contents « to the extent that teachers of 
english and social studies wore, and are, unsure of 
which department own what knowledge. Similar difficulties 
arise over aspects of the Schools Oounoil Geography for 
the Young School leaver Project, and over the contents 
of the Inner Iraidon Education Authority World History 
Project that is marketed outside that area as social 
studies.
Alongside this general similarity of content • reflected 
in the way these subjects are often ‘integrated* in 
various humanities courses - there is also a less or
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more articulated sense that a geography teacher is mgk a 
history teacher, is no| a social studies teachers. She 
practitioners of these subjects are therefore faced with 
a dilemma: on the one hand there is a more or less 
implicit acknowledgement of a certain oonnateness of 
pedagogic content - especially in the case of low status 
pupils} on the other hand (and particularly during 
strategic negotiations of rooms, resources, and cliente) 
such practitioners will wish to present as disc etc a 
public face as possible, Shus, the earlier proposition 
that the establishment of pedagogic ‘back regions* allows 
P W  to continue may be portrayed as a (partial) resolution 
of this dilemma. She distinction between (general) aims 
and (specific) objectives much loved by education lecturers 
in teaching eolleges thus possesses some relevance to 
the present discussion. Many praotitionera acknowledge 
that, on one level end for certain types of client, *we're 
all trying to do the same thing, am*t we?' Shis proposition 
receives further clarification in the subsequent analysis 
of Interview briefing documents when it will be suggested 
that pedagogic 'content* is perceived as secondary to 
other items, (fhis may be partially explained ty the 
taken for granted belief that pupil clients will already 
•know* what makes up a subject and this does not therefore 
need to be explained).
Ihe importance of segmentation (m#er end Strauss, 1961) 
is that it focusses attention on the organisational aspects 
of subject Identity: a position that is adopted on one 
issue underlying that identity concomitantly entails taking 
up corresponding positions along other dimensions of that 
identity. Segments, because they involvé sharing socially 
appropriate identities manifested through circles of
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colleagueship» thus enable the recognition of groups 
of people who organise their professional identity in 
ways that distinguish them, to a greater or lesser 
extent, from other members of their profession, 
îhie may be an appropriate occasion for suggesting a par
ticular application of 3%rkheim*s, rather wore general, 
use of the category 'colleague* to signify something of 
a merely aseociational nature.^® Whilet servicable, his 
utilization of the term to variously describe a sense 
of brotherhood, an association of co-workers, or indeed 
the formal membership of an occupation, implies a pro
fessional unaninity that, in the case of he pedagogic 
practitioner, may be misleading. The limitations of 
such m  approach are well illustrated in trails (1967) 
previously mentioned description of the phenomenon of 
consultation end referral in medical practice: a process 
in which selected colleagues were hjvlted to participate 
not only in japTOaisins! a client's need but also infcnt 
planing of the service to be rendered. Placed within 
a pedagogic context it seems reasonable to suppose that 
the selection of one colleague rather than another 
originates in the (socially located) pedagogic subject 
identity. It ie the 'fact* of this situational identifi
cation that exerts a constraining influence upon the 
practitioner*9 selection of pedagogic colleagues together 
with those attitudes and ̂ oblems centred around those 
commonly shared concerns about the ends best served by 
thoi work. Colleagues working within the same pedagogic 
department may therefore be depicted as sharing not only 
that (differential) 'pedagogic rhetoric' of space but 
also sharing a similarly differential pedagogic rhetoric 
of legitimation. She existence of a (differential) rhetoric 
of client identification will shortly be establisbed.
Within the context of the developing argument, the
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Identification of pedagogic 'circles of colleagaeship* 
(Bucher and Strauss, 1971) is obviously crucial to the 
proposition that the postulated process of segmentation 
is significant not only for the in which relationships 
between fellow (pedagogic) professionals will be segment- 
directed, but 4so for the latent possibility that a 
sharing of professional identity between practitioners 
in neighbouring and allied areas of school knowledge may 
prove to have certain consequences for those attempting 
innovations in that knowledge, For example, it has 
already been demonstrated that - despite a tendency 
towards disoreteneoB - certain pedagogic subject identities 
are capable of forming spatial ^and strategic «alliances* 
for the purposes of a particular social drama, ihe use 
of «alliances* distinguishes this notion from that of 
«colleagueship* which refers rather to one's fellow 
subject practitioners,
ihe writer has previously indicated that pedagogic 
xompetition for pupil clients may be seen as possessing 
an explicit ideological dimension, io the extent that 
this discussion is capable of categorisation the most 
ocffiiaonly acknowledged referent is probably that best 
described by a 'utilitarian* ideology, Corwin (1970) 
believes that the philosophy underlying such an approach 
is particularly applicable to subject areas such as those 
of art, money management, home economic, business education, 
and so forth, «here the argwent is that such subjects 
should be extended to the whole ability range thereby 
broadening the outlook of students. Although the research 
was carried out in the american high school there appears 
to be no reason for summizing that a general formulation 
of such a thesis would be any less applicable in the
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engUeb seoouâaxy school* indeed, the verions strategies 
employed by the business studies department were por
trayed os exploit attempts at rejecting such traditionally 
held assumptions, the same utilitarian ideology is also 
typieaUy employed as a (pedagogic) legitimation of 
specific modes of social control, Ehus the comment that 
•art is the only thing Jane is good at* is often the basis 
of a request (either by the art teacher or some other) 
that Jane 'does art» when she should really be doing 
stBsething else - say social stuaies, M.ffieulties met 
in the teaching of certain groups of students (see the 
arguments of Hargreaves, 1968; m d  lacey, 1976) may be 
associated #th a perceived dislike of teaching low status 
clients, end this will be shown to be expressed in 
ideological ways,
She expansion of particular pedagogic deparlments may 
similarly be concomitant with a ’need* to enrol the right 
number and type of student and here the rhetoric of a 
client ideology Interacts with that of i^aCe and pedagogy, 
îhUB, an •empire-building» ideology will be linked with 
increased client enrolment in order to ensure the expansion 
of existing programmes, whilst a ’shaky» department will 
similarly need students but purely in Oder to continue.
An example of the latter case would be the requirement 
that every course enrolls a minimum number of students. 
Operational illustrations of each of these ideologies 
were provided to the section dealing with the negotiation 
of options and are a more or less continuing phenomenon 
throughout the year.
Although Hall (1967) fails to explicate the precise mode 
of Operation by which clients, once acquired, are to be 
discouraged, the pedagogic practitioner has recourse to 
various control mechanisms with which to dther reinforce 
or reject the practitioner-olient commitment. Usually
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involving the withdrawal of a student from work with 
another teqcher (Jane’s art lesson would he an appropriate 
example) reinforcement meehaniams were more frequently 
resorted to by teachers associated with ’non-academic’ 
arcMi of the sohoolf particularly extra curricula 
activities such as orchestra or sports practice. (It 
is also possible that such requests are conversely in 
the nature of a compensatory ploy reflecting an earlier 
failure on the part of such departments to acquire these 
preferred high status clients). It was also the case, 
end it n w  be significant, that latent rejection of 
non-oonfoiming pupil-olients was almost entirely restricted 
to manipulative manoeuverings between academic depart
ments as illustrated by Oorwin's (1970) example of Ihe 
biology teacher who assigned abnormally large amounts 
of homework, $hio procedure was followed in order that 
oomplainhg pupils would themselves request a transfer to 
another class, (Many of these mechanisms are embrycnloally 
present in much of what has been siad). The observation 
by Hanley and Grunberg^'’ that in medicine there is not 
one praotitioner-client relationship but rather a number 
of Variations seems to be, at least partially, equally 
true of teaching.
However, before proceeding with the main argument there 
is one further aspect of teacher-pupil interactions that 
constrains the nature of he actions in progress. The 
foregoing theoretical formulation of the a priori grounds 
for believing a ’client ideology» to exist, together with 
the substantive discueeion that follows, draws attention 
to the uniqueness of the teaoher-cllent relationship.
This uniqueness derives not only from the teacher’s 
mediatory role between the world of children and that 
of adults (Westwood, 1967A), but also from the low status
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generelly aealgaea to ehiXd-cIieats# partioularly when 
under an obligation to attend aa in teacher pupil 
relationships (Geer# 1966). Such an anlysie possesses 
Oertain implications for fiat process by which the 
particular social identities come to be seen as legit- 
imating particular definitions of what shall count as 
school knowledge; for example# leggatt (1970) questions 
Whether the requirement of cmpulsory attendance may 
not be concomitant with a changing parental concern 
into a right to know and appraise what is going on in 
the school# In Other words# have the parents also 
become clients?
Becker's (1953) study of the Ohicago public school 
teacher provides an implcit recognition of such a prop
osition in hie observation that teachers who stayed in 
low prestige schools were conpensated by an accompanying 
avoidance of pressure (from middle-class parents) to 
teach their pupils end help them succeed* Although the 
enents at the William fyndale Junior Schhool in Islington 
caution against the connection being a necessary one# 
these events themselves constitute a validation of he 
propositim from# as it were# the opposite mâ of the 
spectrum# Such a phenmenon would certainly support 
pathological descriptions of curricula innovation as 
being restricted to low prestige institutions# low 
prestife subjects# and low prestige clients# let to 
be assessed are the pedagogic implications of &ortie*e 
(1969) suggestion that# following from the attendance of 
pupil-clients being both free and compulsory# teachers 
are effeotive hired employees in which 'the community* 
is the one big client#
Nonetheless# even though multiple clients are increasingly
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a characteristic of the employment of profeesioneals 
in bureaucratic crAmaiBatioas (Hughes, 1970), for the 
moment the teacher client relationship continues to 
be without parallel in any other profession. A discueeion 
of the school as an example of a bureaucratic organisation 
in the almost classic Weberian sense if given by Bidwell.^^ 
One explantion for this may be discerned in Greenwood’s 
suggestion that the essence of the practitioner client 
relationship is located in the client’s lack of the 
necessary.theoretical background from which to diagnose 
his needs, discriminate among the range of possibilités 
and (subsequently) evaluate the calinre of the services 
provided. Should this be the case, then that pedagogic 
rhetoric resulting from the social organisation of 
school knowledge and aiding the establishment of 
(pedagogic) back regions may be seen as an attempt 
to mysti^ the nature of the subject identity. It 
is noteworthy that attempts to restrict certain categories 
of pupil clients are aimed at precisely that group of 
clients refusing, for whatever reason, to accept ’subjects’ 
as self-legitimating labels whose ’meaning’ will only 
subsequently be revealed (Reddie, 1971).
However, attempts to mystify the pedagogic performance 
(at least in so far as the client is concerned) are 
subject to two, socially situated, constraints. The 
intensive, regular, and protracted nature of the teacher- 
client relationship affords continual opportunity for 
pupil clients (for example, Beggatt observes that it 
only occurs in teaching that the professional’s unique 
public service is so attenuated and public). Moreover, 
the stature of the teaoher-practitioner is Arther 
undermined in that bo% pupil-clients and their parents
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will have had eomaidemble exposure to# and experience 
of# other practicing teachers* Both parents and their 
children are therefore in possession of a comparative 
empirical base for appraising teachers that is without 
comparison in the practitioner client relationship 
of any other professional worker*
There are some grounds for supposing that the teacher's 
clients (because of their comparative empirical base) 
may direct, or attempt to direct, the worker at his 
task potentially resulting in practitioner client 
hostility* Becker (1953) shows the school teacher 
as seeking autono#' not only from formal authorities 
but also from the parents of the children they teach*
The teacher practitioner is also analagous to Becker's 
professional dance musicians in that practitioner client 
hostility was, in both cases, portrayed as a characteristic 
of service occupations in which the client for whom the 
service is perfor,ed comes into direct contact with the 
practitioner* Therefore both practitioner and client 
not only possess widely differing pictures of the 
in which the service should be performed M t  practitioners 
will characteristically consider the client unable to 
judge the proper worth of the service and resent any 
attempt to exercise control and indeed develop mechansims 
of defence against outside interference,
The proposition that the various (pedagogic) segments will 
seek to identify - for themselves - a distinctive image 
of the client relationship is one necessarily presupposing 
that the pedagogic subject is first capable of providing 
a similarly distinctive ideological framework*
Whilst the evidence previously produced is generally 
supportive of the aforesaid proposition the nature of 
a subject's self-image becomes rather more explicit 
during the 'interviewing* stage when the actual guidance 
of third year pupils and their parents takes place* Prior 
to the actual interview each subject department was 
required to submit a brief outline Of the perceived
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èaeentialo of their subject for the purposes of deteMDlning 
which of a pupil's chosen selections were 'appropriate* 
for tat particular pupil to actually take up.
Remembering that such documents were supposedly concerned 
with explaining the essence of each subject it is 
perhaps significant that many were concerned rather 
with differentiating between the 'ideal client* to 
whom their, different, courses were directed (that is 
General Certificate of Education or Certificate of 
Seoondmry Eduoatimi). Thus, at least part of the 
revealed ideology of the subject su^ests that, in 
situations where competition to enrol 'suitable* pupils 
is paramount, the actual subject perspective is of 
secondary Importance although it remains the basis 
of the differentiation processes. In the case of 
history, for example, a brief description of the 
different available courses was followed by an itemised 
list of 'required* pupil characteristics. The ideal 
client to whom the pedagogic subject 'history' is 
directed is exphoitly, in the case of the Certificate 
of Secondary Education Mode III course, one with a 
proven record of good attendance, a reliable worker, 
and one who will behave sensibly on *outings*, vhi* 
image changes to a demand for pupils with retentive 
memories and possessing a reasonable standard of 
literacy when it is the Mode I equiwilent of the 
same course that is under consideration. There is 
an even more pronounced shift of emjhasis when the 
course is that of the General Certificate of Educations 
in this case the perception of what is required changes 
to 'intelligence, capacity for hard work, and a good 
standard of literacy'.



The selection of history has no especial significance 
since the emphasis is rather upon its (typical) «nhody- 
ment of diaracteristios associated with all subjects.
Eor example, the geography distillation enables a 
similar pattern to be discerned. Following its detailed 
description of the examination paper (that is, not 
the examination syllabus) with the distinction that the 
General Gertifloate of Education 'needs a good memory 
for facts' whereas the Certificate of Secondary Education 
'requires less memory of facts'. What is being suggested 
is that the apparent similarity in the image different 
♦subjects' have of their Ideal client is not only connected 
with he previously discussed willingness of such pupils 
to themselves accept such labels as self-legitimating 
categories, but arises as a direct consequence of a 
particular definition and division of school knowledge. 
Clients with intelligence, a good memory, capacity for 
hard work, and a good standard of literacy are precisely 
those who will succeed in most (socially constructed) 
classrooms where the task of the teacher is perceived 
as one of getting across a particular body of contents, 
and that of the pupil to be one of reproducing the said 
contents of particular knowledge packages according to 
some objective criteria* Indeed, such an interpretation 
goes some way in explaining the phenomenon described 
by Barnes (1974) in which he views the number and type 
of teacher initiated questions as indicative of the 
teacher's covert interpretation of he nature of what 
they were teaching. %llst the actual categorizations 
Used by Barnes are a matter of analytic convenience, 
the whole of his first section - an analysis of 
interactions in twelve lessons - repays careful study 
within the context of he present argument. Mathematics
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lesEOBS# for example, were observe# as containing about 
twice ae many question# as other subjects (science, 
history, english, and religious education) yet their 
orientation was perceived to be more a handing over 
of ready made material, either of facts or processes, 
than with attempts as explicating the student's own 
thoughts* The disproportionate number of purely factual 
questions was believed to originate in te nature of 
the particular knowledge package* That is to say the 
teacher:

«* # * was giving a very closely defined reasoning task and on the wh# requkng 
pupils to take only one step at a time# » iQp# cit. p*35)

Questions are thus along the line of

"how many of a particular item are to be found in the diagram»
or "if a whole is divided into six partswhat is the name of each part" (Op. cit. p.36f )

Berne*8 analysis of his latter question (a more detailed 
exposition is provided bsr Bernes as indicated) is 
perticularly interesting in that an apparently correct 
answer is rejected by the teacher as 'not illustrating 
the point», fhis selectively appropriated 'correctness* 
of knowledge according to the context is illustrated in 
another incident demonstrating the situationally specific 
subject identity#
A music lesson observed by the writer in which the music 
teacher was getting across something or other about the 
development of a particular tune provides the context.
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The tune was along the line 'pom tiaaie. . . tiddle 
pom', end the pupil was asked to Bluest ways in 
which the theme might he developed» The answer 
suggested by the pupil, who was Hungarian, was 
rejected:

"* * • well, that's correct in a technical sense hut what I'm really after is . .

In a later conversation with that pupil the possibility 
emerged that the difference may have been one of a 
difference between Humgarian musical tradition and that 
best epitdmised as in the western claBslcal tradition.
What constitutes a right answer may thus depend on 
the socially constructed oontezts in which questions 
are put. In the same way, although the methodology 
of the new mathematics in the form of the Inner london 
Education Authroilat's Secondary Mathematics Individualized 
learning Ezperiement (S.K.I.l.E.) may be very different 
to traditional mathematics although similar structural 
assuffipticms still exist.
The narrative checker of the pedagogic subject-objeot 
relationship that is suggested in the above illustrations 
is indicative of a general process of alienation resulting 
tram the oompartmentalization of reality in which 
knowledge becomes separated from its social context, 
in this case the existential experience of the pupil, 
and therefore derives its meaning wily from the reality 
of the classroom encounter. Thus, on questioning a 
teacher of S.K.I.l.E, mathematics whether, given that 
the pupils derived absolute enjoyment from -tee activity, 
did they develop any 'understanding' of what it was all 
about. An analogy from the writer's biographical experience, 
having learned traditional Mathematics was the type of 
question: 'You are in a control tower with an aircraft
approaching at two thousand feet at one hundred and fifty 
miles distant. How soon will it land if it has a
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Bpeeâ ùi % miles m. how?' Apart Apom participating 
in a leaaming activity m à  the hope# for qüellfieation 
both instances seem without context an# completely 
meaningless in terms of mathematics in the world# It 
was perhaps suprising that such a notion was fully 
accepted by the teacher for whom 'solving the problem* 
was the intrinsic justification for the mathematical 
activity*
The raison d'etre of at least this particular package 
of knowledge contents is therefore revealed as an 
encapsulation of many a prior assumption# concerning 
the school legitimization of what #all count. The 
implicati# is that the 'rigour*, the 'analytic power* 
so ffequnetly mentioned by traditions! epistemologiats 
and analytic philosophers is associated with the activity 
of learning mathematics* It does, in fact, aid tie 
cognitive development and trains a logical mind* The 
argument continues to be on attractive one within an 
educationist context for those subject practitioners 
engaged in the rhetorics of the taken for granted 
epistemological school map*
Thus, to the extent that these objective criteria are 
perceived to exist, together with the implied consensus 
as to what constitutes a good education, the nature 
of the reality encounter that is being promulgated is 
one that is a relatively unquestioned reality that is 
comprehended by the individual consciousness. îlordover, 
although this realily may be apprehended by the individual 
consciousness the activity of perception is essentially 
a situationally located pehnomenon. The ideal client 
as one prepared to accept the self-legitimating nature 
of doing school knowledge is therefore the same client 
(whether the subject ie science, housecraft, social studies.
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or whatever) and the apparently more or less undignifiela 
ecramble for the pedagogic aXleglancee of a finite 
rnmher of pupils is demonstrated ae being a considerably 
more complex social phenomenon than an initial analysis 
suggests.
It is a pedagogic given that within the seoondaiy school 
subject specialistB will have been specifically given 
a position a position from which they are expected to 
teach predefined areas of knowledge. The introduction 
of new knowledge contents has already been shown as 
constrained not only by externally imposed limitations 
on he social time and staff available, but also by the 
inertia of a staff already differentiated in a given 
epistemological manner, less obviously coercive, but 
nonethelees equally constraining, is the biographical 
history of individual practitioners: they will be 
practitioners precisely because they were good at doing 
their subject at school. This success will have con
tinued during their later education and they will have 
become strongly Identified with their subject by the 
time of their first teaching post. Teacher identification 
with the pedagogic subject has been shown to include the 
oategorlBation of pupil clients according to the latters 
need and ability to do certain subjects. The immediate 
question is therefore one of the extent to which the 
foregoing spatial and ped^oglc rhetorics of the school 
are mimlced in the practitioner client relationship.
Kusio was previously portrayed as something ef a mmrgiw.,! 
subject in the spatial rhetoric of the staffroom being, 
along with subjects such as physical education (Hargreaves, 
1968), frequently perceived as involving its practitioners 
in a considerable amount of 'out of school' activity. 
Additionally, it is often seen by its practitioners as
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being a difficult subject to teach, and by pupils as 
offering something of en easy option (VUlliaay, 1972), 
The signifioanee of this for the pedagogic identity 
is that the client ideology may be viewed as a more 
or less explicit attempt at anticipatoiy socialisation 
in which the subject image is specifically presented 
to pupils in precisely these terme. Thus, the briefing 
notes expect that:

"any girl who takes this course will be 
expected to support the extra-curricula musical activities,"

Science, a subject involving a particularly esoteric 
language of its own is similarly a state of affairs 
that is explicitly referred to in these notes:

"To be successful in this examination girls must be prepared to learn accurately scientific terms."

Similar mechanisms exist to selectively cool out those 
inappropriate clients. Thus, again in the case of music, 
for the General Certificate of Education course:

"Girls must have had some previous musical background and also must have already had lessons on an Instrument. . .
"The course presents a far more academic and theoretical approach to music than does the O.S.s. Classical music only is studied, together with a considerable amount of theory of music."

Thos e wishing to study science are similarly appised of 
the need for the usual regular tests and questions to 
be done at home that willc continue throughout the course.
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Attention has also been directed to that rejection of 
business studies as a vocational subject {together with 
concomitant attempts to gain academic recognition) and 
this too is reflected in the provision of the information 
that:

"fhis subject requires the same amount of class and homework as any other subject mich is taken,"

The argument has gone some way towards a Consideration 
of the socially negotiated ways in which one’s subject 
specialism may Impinge upon the eonfliote and expectations 
of the subject practitioner in particular institutional 
locales. Such a tendency may certainly be implicit in 
Muegrove and Taylw (1969) in their examination of the 
extent to which practising teachers distinguish between 
the roles of different subject spécialiste and whether 
or not such distinctions are related to differences in 
status.
Teacher respondents were asked to rank ten subject areas 
in -beir perceived order of prestige and professional 
standing. The results, in so far as they pertain to 
secondary education are shown in Table Three. 
Kotwithstanding the high ranking of mathematics, which 
may be attributable to he content of the subject, to the 
level at which it is tau^t — but is probably a combination 
of at least these - a significant discovery is that those 
areas to which other teachers assign a low status are, 
with few exceptions, precisely those to which the intending 
teacher is restricted on entry to training college and 
having low status In the various rhetorics of the school. 
Thus, there seems to exist a thin but consistent strand 
of research supporting the suggestion that subject identity 
exerts a subtle but explicit part in making the teacher 
of one knowledge a different sort of person to the teacher
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of another.
k further example of approaches along this line is the 
work of Kusgrove (1967) who asked teachers to indicate 
the relative importance they attached to different 
aspects of their work and the importées which they 
perceived that headteaohers, colleagues, and pupils 
attached to them. In so far as individual subjects 
were concerned domestic science seemed to experience 
the greatest conflict and mathematics least* Both 
were oter-represented in the two extremes of the scale 
that was used and in both greatest conflict centred 
principally around the evaluation of personality in 
teaching. A similar result had earlier been obtained 
by Rudd and Slseman (1962) in which teachers of house
craft expressed low levels of satisfaction - a finding 
not reflected in higher than average levels of dis
satisfaction. An analysis leading the authors to 
speculate that such teaching situations may permit 
fewer positive satisfactions for those teachers.
Implicit in mmA of the precoeding work is the notion 
that the form, or indeed existence, of a particular 
segment is not a perpetually defined pœt of tie body 
professional but is typically continually undergoing 
change, A speoiflo subject identity may emerge, develop, 
modify, dlsappesr; thereby giving rise to consequential 
changes to those other segmented identities that are 
encountered on the way. It is because of subject identity, 
however constituted, that the importing of new knowledge 
is typically incremental, based upon existing structures. 
Thus at a meeting of heads of department the housecraft 
department (a title arrived at after a great deal of 
thought) was referred to as:

"You know. . , domestic science as was 

In speaking of the henges at Gountesthorpe College
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Bernbaam^^ reports the head ae stating the whole point 
of innovation to he that of avoiding the traditional 
Bieesage. $he head then goes on to deeorihe the seven 
cnrriculuffl areas, four of which are unchanged fxm 
the typical dlviaion of school knowledge - mathenatlos, 
languages, soisnce, eaid physical education. Ihe three 
which w^e seen as embodying radical moves towards 
interdisciplinary study were described (taking examples) 
as follows. ^Creative and Expressive Words, Music, and
Drama* was seem as enclosing:

■ '

• • that group of studies normally associated with english and literature♦«
♦study of the Individual end Group', a radically 
different label was described as having replaced:

. . the conventional history, geograpî». and social studies."

She King is dead « god save the king.
At any one time, the approached world will be socially 
analagous to he activity of the observing participant: 
changes will occur in bo# because of movement in the 
conceptual framework, changes in the situationally 
imposed conditions of work, end in continually changing 
relationships to other se#entB and occupational 
identities. In seeking to control the conditions of 
work in terras of their own definitions those teachers 
identified with the different pedagogic subjects therefore 
develop spoial interests, compete for limited resources, 
and cope with unique problems. Ihus, during a meeting 
of heads of department concerned with the financial 
allocations for the following Jpear the head of mathe- 
raatios explicitly commented that each subject had its 
own vested interest and asked whether the heed could not
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deal with any epeolal eases that arose* (See also 
the earlier comment of Doe concerning the allocation 
of units of time to the english department). The 
various ekategies that have heen outlined so far hri% 
to life the following description of Bucher and Strauss 
and provide a theoretical proposition for portraying 
the pedagogic subject as a segmented identity#

”fhe problem for a new specialism are 
particularly those associated with status and power# lew specialist groups are 
likely to be seeking social accreditation# 
Deprived as they often are of the full measure of their expected status and 
function# new groups may take on expan
sionist policies# Since the expansion 
of one jurisdiction often means the 
dimunation of another, this method of increasing status produces conflict#
As a defensive reaction, the more estab
lished group may accuse the expansionist 
one of imcmpetence and encroachment#
The older group may also attempt to 
invoke a set of fictions about itself 
to protect the core of its expertise#
These fictions or #yths, supported by 
intra-group solidarity, can provide the established group with a comforting self- 
image to help meet and adapt to pressures from the outside# # #
The process of the conflict between the 
rival groups may take the form of a set 
of boundary testing activities# As one group seeks power and the other survival, 
each will develop a set of stereotypes and misconceptions about the other# A group dealing in this way and declining 
in status and power may seek to emphasise 
that part of the core of its expertise 
which still remains and which may not be 
covered by the activities of the expanding group# This may be interpreted as a threat 
by the newer group, who are likely to be
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defensive about their own history of 
expertise in this area# They in turn may retaliate by emphaaisinf their 
particular strength# In this way are 
group*© defensive behaviours seen as another group*© threat and the cycle 
of conflict continues#Over time the development of this con
flict may lead to further changes in 
occupational identities, values and allo
cation of activities between the specialist groups. Systems of career progression may be altered* since 
individual careers are likely to be 
tied up with the fate of specialities,#0 career opportunities that were possible for m e  generation may not recur for 
subsequent generations#*
(Bucher and Strauss, 1961)*

Thus, at the moment of looking each segment is likely 
to be in a different phase of development and engaging 
in tactics appropriate to their particular position#
This has been the import underlying much of this section 
and will form the interpretative framework for much of 
the next chapter#

Summary.

If one is indeed able to posit school knowledge as 
comprising a series of *disciplinary matrices* in the 
sense used by Kuhn^^ and including symbolic generalisations, 
shared commitments to certain beliefs, shared values, 
and examplars, an immediate difficulty is presented 
within the context of Bernstein* s (1971) notion of # 
curriculum message# In seeking to make a conceptual



distinction between a collection type of educational 
knowledge code (cbaraetarised by closed subject bound
aries and in whieh the different contents are well 
insulated) and the converse case of an integrated 
knowledge code (this being characterised by the opm 
relationahip of its contents) Bernstein appears to 
allow seme ambiguity of the notion of what constitutes 
a given subject »content'. For example, ones might 
wish to ascertain whether contents are to be understood 
as a more or less objectified knowledge »x», or whether 
it is rather to be seen as a way of looking at the world? 
She reeo^iition that knowledge is socially constructed 
requires a similar acknowledgement that knowledge has 
an objectified existence only in so far as that know
ledge is accredited ty members of a particular community. 
In this case the pedagogic subject. îhe difficulty is 
somewhat analogous to tat experienced %  the observing 
participant when ttie actor's knowledge of the apprehended 
social world - relating to a particular event - may 
possess differentially appropriate meanings not only 
according to the socially located positl<m of the 
observers but also according to te subsequent Inter- 
pretational paradigm of the commmily to whom that event 
is relayed by these same observers. In the former ease 
knowledge is differentially available, in the latter the 
available knowledge is differentially interpreted.
Ihe previous discussion concerning the relationships 
between the subject Identities of teachers and notions 
of social space, training, etcetera, has been somewhat 
fragmentary and now needs to be placed within some 
overall framework. Such a theoretical perspective is 
provided by Bernstein's (1971) theory of a realisation 
of firmal educational knowledge through three distinctive 
message systems previously referred to is probably the
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nofit convenient starting point, m  brief Bernstein 
proposes three, interlinked, message systems* 'cnrriculim' 
tefining what may cmmt as valid knowledge! 'pedagogy* • 
defining what may count as the valid transmission of 
knowledge; and •evaluation' - defining what may count 
as the valid reellestion of this knowledge on the part 
of the taught.
Consideration of the teacher*a subject perspective can 
therefore be viewed as entailing particular appropriations 
of the various message systems together with a study of 
the particular audieneee to whom such messages are 
addressed. In this connection Bernstein's initial 
definition of the socially constructed category •curriculum* 
in terms of the principle by which units of time and 
their contents are brought into a special relationship 
with each other may provide a focus for the ensuing 
discussion.
One is Immediately aware of certain constraints and 
assumptions underlaying the notion of »curriculuB* * it 
is, for example, a notion associated with that of 'school* 
and any reference to the curriculum of the university 
would provide an indication of the speaker's 'strangeness*. 
What counts as valid knowledge is therefore indhsated as 
being (differentially) dependent upon institutional 
imperatives and su^ests a very specific application 
of laylor's (1975) discussion drawn from a somewhat 
different context concerning the consequences of the 
extent to which knowledge is increasingly 'role specific*, 
laylor argues that such a phenomenon*

", , , has a profound effect on the way in which knowledge about education originates, is disseminated and put to use. As part of the process isy which identity is exerted, each of the educational professions and
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tW# te êmé%&p ifs 
mm lamgàage mà style ef expression# 
te legitimise certain searesa ef knew- 
ledge mû te devalne others# It is 
met igememee that preeledes eertaim 

. people from the membership of partieelar 
^eiips# it is the pesaessiom of the 
wrong kirn# of toowleâge* The serving 
teacher who is widely read In the 
paÿçhçlogy and aoeiolog&gy of education# 
mû who suhatitutes judgements from these 
speakers e&d spheres for the traditional 
recipe knowledge of the staffrom# may 
fini himself regariei as an outsider# 
already half-wsy to becoming a college 
of education lecturer # # #**(%# cit# #*195)

'
It is therefore interesting to note the extent to which 
secondary schools feel censtraiaed by the perceived 
demands of universities# together with the suggestion# 
in the case of social studies# that changes in the 
school resulted from an influx of university graduates 
in that subject#
for example# fhitty (1973) advances the notion of a 
sort of » cognitive imperialism* based upon the assumption 
that the pupils own perceptions of the everyday world 
will be enhanced by initiating them into the interpret#
mticms of that world promulgated by the particular 
interest group of which that teacher is a member# In 
the case in point# the cmmunity of sociologist## Mary 
responds to the question *What made you want to teach 
social studiesf* with the answer:

*# * * mainly because l*d got a degree in 
it and I thought I*d better carry It 
further # «
(QP# cit. p.74)

To the extent that present pedagogic knowledge is an 
objectified or vivified reality - if only because it 
is a social inheritance - then the school curriculum



ii capable of being viewed as a less or more pragmatic 
construction of the powerful interested mgimces* The 
inferences here would be that# for example# pupils are 
less powerful in this respect that the headtescher# 
subject teachers# etcetera# the question of who legitimates 
the curriculum gives rise to the subsides^ consideration 
of points of possible intervention accessible to manipu
lation by those involved: a theme elaborated in the 
next chapter# Iven within the institutional arena it 
has been noted that:

»The professional paradipis# rituals of 
cognitive avoidance# loyalty structures# end the legitimations of cmpeting 
alliances# all have m bearing on the 
ways in which knowledge is organised 
and transmitted,*
(Bsland# 1971 Bag*

Since the pedagogic subject constitutes a major c#pmemt 
of the teaching persmma the perceived ta# of the teacher 
l^s not in teaching knowledge per se but in teachix&g
this or that particular knowledge# However# the ways 
in #ich teachers end pupils make sense of a specific 
corpus of knowledge has previously been demonstrated 
to be a function of perspective or orientation in the 
world, Discreteness between knowledge *3c# and « particular 
perspective m  knowledge •k* therefore allows of pedagogic 
debates m  to whether this or that is taught under the 
subject label of (say) english# social studies# m  mathe
matics# The point is nicely made by Phillips (1971) in 
discussing KOhler*s well known *ls it a goblet?* *1# 
it a face?* *ls it a candlestick?* drawing, lhillip*a 
proposes the notion that the question of what it ^really* 
is# is essentially a »no-sense* question since:



"ïn order to see this or that (patterns, 
regularities, whatever) we must alreadv 
have ...different, types of Kowiedee.
Unless one is familiar with faces or 
goblets, he will see neither»*
(Op. oit, p»f32).

This Incremental aspect of school knowledge is importsait 
as the argument is that knowledge only becomes •sociology* 
history, or whatever, when it la subsmed within the 
interpretational paradig, of particular episteiaio 
oommmities. mitty (1973) provides an almoat cruel 
exemple# of this process when reporting a student# 
teachers rejection of hie tutor's motion of the way 
in which school social studies should be defined,

, he has one idea of what social 
studies is and sees everything in the 
ll#t of it. Most of US aren't saying 
things in seminars any more: often it's 
not worth even coming,"
(Op, cit. p, 91)

When Bernstein (1971) speaks of the relative openess 
(or Imsulation) of subject boundaries is one to infer 

notiwi of a particular pedagogic package of knowledge 
*• for example, 'Blisabethan England' — as constituting 
the subject 'history', or is it rather a question of 
perspective? îhe position of the witer here has parallels 
with the work of Strauss (1964) on the differing per
ceptions about the nature of mental illness held by the 
adherents of three, competing schools of therapy: 
psychoanalysis, somatophcraiy, end milieuthei*®?»

"îhe form which was dominant in an institution 
tended to be related to certain structural 
factors: for exemple, the perspectives of
the senior and administrative staff, the
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nimber and statua of the patients# and the ecology of the hospital#
The spatial separation of wards 
mû mmâ shape signified particular 
conceptims of patients which acted 
as a powerful structural reality in the definitions of health**(Op, cit* p#106)

fhere is an obvious affinity between this description 
of the way in which the rhetorics of Jmwledge are 
reflected# or reinforced, in the#atial rhetorics of 
the socio-physical world, and the writer*© previous 
analysis of the school* However, there is a certain 
potential discreteness over the nature of the particular 
eplstemio ommunity to whom these performances are 
addressed; in the case of school knowledge there seem© 
to be an a priori case for suggesting a cmsideration 
of the pupil as an initiate member of such a eommnity 
in a way that, for example, the * client* of the lawyer, 
or the patient of the doctor, cannot be portrayed,
Bsland (1971) shows the potentiality of this perspective 
in suggesting that it is both teacher and pupil;

«# # * who# through their Joint action, form epistemic communities more or less 
supporting the cognitive structures 
which make up the educational culture#
In other words, the changing forms and content of knowledge will have social- ■ structural correlate©**(Op, cit# p#7B)

The importance of the institutionally based epistemic 
community is reinforced by a (financial) budgetary 
separation thereby creating competing interest groups^^ 
based upon a pedagogic division of labour can be 
extended to a consideration of the manner in which
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staff# timetable units, the number of pupil clients 
and their relative status# teaching rooms# etcetera, 
are all similarly budgeted* Bernstein likewise notes 
the causes and effects of the subject-orientated 
allégiwces and work relationships of junior staff 
working within the collection type of educational 
knowledge code;

«first, staff have been mcialised into 
strong subject loyally and throng 
this into specific identities* These 
specific identities are continuously 
Strengthened through social Interactions 
Witt#, the department god throu# the - 
insulation between dep'mmaents# Second# 
the departments are often in a competitive 
relationship for strategic teaching 
resources. Third# preferment within 
the subject hiorsrcby often rests with its expansion.*
(Op* cit. p.61. Bmphasis in italics in 
the original)*

Whilst this may have consequences for those seeking 
radical educational reform (in that it may be perceived 
as strengthening the schools culture of positivism) 
such m  argument is not germaine to the present discussion 
of the the relationships between what content© count in 
the perceived ownership of school knowledge and that owner^a 
socially located identity. What is relevant however# is 
a questioning of the acceptability of an epistaaology 
based upon the# external# legitimating power of organised 
apistemic communities*
In the case of school knowledge it may be that situationally
defined spistemologies related to different institutional 
life worlds are as an important source of legitimation as 
are those external epistemic communities to which they
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are more or less related. Belaud (1971) indicates as 
much when commenting:

«Teachers are becoming committed to 
integrated studies sometimes without 
knowing why and with little idea of 
the problems of management and 
institutionalisation of this know
ledge. Quite obviously# integrated 
projects can be initiated for a 
variety of pragmatic end philosophical 
reasons; but the simple fact of their 
objective reality is sufficient to 
transform the initial intentionality 
and to create entirely new subject 
and pedagogical ideologies.*
(Op. cit. p#73f.)

If particular foims of knowledge are contingent i^on 
the history of particular educational institutions as 
mediated through the interpretations of those indi
viduals now inhabitating that world# then are given 
subject contents m y  more than pedagogic rhetoric? 
Something of this is implied by Bernstein (1971) When 
he suggests that the collection code, because of its 
Strom? Classification.

«. • . does in pr#ci#& permit staff to
hold (within limits) a range of ideologies# 
because conflicts can be contained within 
its various insulated hierarchies ."ITl 
the strong frames between
educational knowledge and non-educationally 
relevant knowledge in nrincinle may 
facilitate diversity in ideology held 
by staff because it cannot be explicitly offered . . .
At the same time# strong framing mhkes such instrusion highly visible • «
(Op. cit. p.63f.)

One seems to be moving towards a relevatistic percpetion
of pedagogic knowledge in which a socially constructed 
subject perspective is all embracing# a meaning structure



through which the individual interprets his world.
At this Juncture Bsland»© (1971) distinction between 
the subjective nemos and that, socially constructed, 
objective nemos reality of the pedagogic subject becomes 
important.

«. # . the teacher of english or chemistry has his own realisation of these realities 
as a socially constructed nemos which will be different in many respects from 
that of anyone else. Thus, his classification of knowledge will reconise its own boundaries.”
(Op. Git* p.74)

Hot only is the inference that such realisations may 
also distinguish one teacher of english from another 
but also that school knowledge possesses a relativistic 
dimension. It is here that the relationship between 
school knowledge and subject identity is perhaps at its 
most explicit when elaborated in terms of the individual»© 
biographical stock of knowledge (Sehuts, 1967). Being 
a social production this knowledge is:

«... held in conjunction with other individuals, who, at varying degrees 
of distance, occupy hi© world.«

These individuals comprise consociates, contemporaies, 
predecessors, successors, and so forth in which:

”. . .  the greatest confirmation of his 
»frame of reference* is likely to come from hi© consociates who inhabit his 
spatio-temporal world, and with whom he is Jointly engaged in reality c onstruc tion.«
(Bsland, 1971. Page 80)

The difficulty implicit in Bernstein*s (1971) own
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discussion of the differences between varieties of
collection and integrated knowledge codes in which
he uses the concept of integration to refer minimally 
to:

subordination of previously insulated subjects or courses to relational ideas, which blws the honndaries between subjects,"(Op, cit. p.53)

Such a definition is open to the argument that this 
is in fact precisely how one might describe the notion 
of a 'subject*: that is, the subordination of more or 
less previously insulated knowledge to some relational 
idea which blurs the boundaries between them)
However, the writer's quarrel is only with the second 
order nature of the conceptual constructions used by 
Bernstein that has no consequential affect on lthe 
present argument since it is the increasing differentiation 
of educational identity experienced by those for whom 
it la a life-world that is the focus of this thesis.
Ihe pedagogic subject identity is:

", . , a membership category established early in an educational career, in terms of an early choice between the pure and the applied, between the sciences and the arts, between having and not having a specific educational identity . . .One nearly always knows the social significance of where one is and in particular, who one is with each advance 
in the eduoational career . . . .  Subject loyalty is then systematically developed in pupils and finally students with each increase in the eduoational life and then transmitted by them as teachers and 
lecturers. The system is self-perpetuating through this form of socialisation.""■“I. oit, p.r-'
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S ohool based frames of knowledge not only differentiate 
between the experiential, comaunity-baaed, non-sohool 
knowledge of the pupil and the pedagogical paradi^s of 
the institution, but also between the subject based 
epistemic comniunities « She pupil does Indeed soon 
leam (and what the teacher already knows) what of 
the outside may be brou^t into the particular pedagogic 
frame. She teacher of sociology soon makes it explicit 
that an 'english* type of essay, or an ‘history* answer, 
is not what is required in sooiolo^ essay. In this 
sense, and in addition to the various examples related 
in this chapter, tlie whih: process is analagous to the 
way in which the observing participant was said to have 
to 'leam the ropes' (Geer, 1968) in the first chapter. 
This is where Bernstein's work (1971) on boundary 
maintainance is so important for stratifioatim occurs 
on both levels: not only between school knowledge and 
community knowledge, but also between the different 
pedagogic areas, There exists in both:

", , , a clear distinction between #iat is taken to count as knowledge, end what is not, on the beds of which processes of selection and exclusion for curricula will take place , , , this type of 
curricula organisation presupposes and serves to legitimate a rigid hieraroly between teachers and taught, for if not, some access to control by pupils would be implied, m d  thus the processes of selection and exclusicm would become open for modification and change • . , access to control by pupils or students implies that alternative definitions of knowledge are available to them,"
(Young, 1971. Page 36)

In the course of his own argument Bernstein (1971)
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also raises the nature of the relaticmship between 
units of time and their contents and the relative 
status of a given pedagogic content may possess s:^e 
significance for a given eduoational career. Indeed, 
there is a dual significance in ihe case of the teacher 
as he is both a subject practitioner now and yet his 
present educational career is largely dependent on his 
previous career as a pupil.
It is, of course, difficult to assess the relationship 
between whether a subject is compulsory or optional 
(the continuum of time) and its relative status (the 
continuum of content). Some of these difficulties have 
already been elaborated at various points in this 
chapter, further, how optional is optional? Are we 
to consider the status of a subject in the eyes of 
the pupil? And so on. Implicit in the questions is 
the notion that high status contents will be compulsory 
yet the option system has also been demonstrated to be 
capable of use in such a way that it becomes a manipulative 
mechanism to attract high status clients for high status 
subjects. At the seme time it rejects low status or 
nrai-oonfoMîing clients (Hall, 1948; Corwin, 1970). It 
is here that the argument of Young (1971) becomes crucial 
for he recognisest

. . that it is not only people but 
toowledge in the educational institution 
that is ‘processed*, and that unless 
wtet is %nov7ledge* is taken to be given,
Î ? Iç'têCTelation of the two prooeooee### of organisation that mist from the beginning of such studies.”(Young, Op. cit. p.29)

This thesis can he interpreted as one attempt to explicate 
the possible nature of the links between the organisation
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of particularly ©ohool knowledge, both at the level
of aocial structure mà of moci# processes, mà the 
pedagogic practitioner fr whom it is a life-world*. 
that is argued is that mch knowledge is contingent and 
that institutimal factors have important consequences 
for the particular form of knowledge displayed in a 
given school* m  important corallary would be that 
that which is taken to be pedagogic subject knowledge 
is but a differentially appropriate selection made 
from among the many available sets of meanings constructed 
by the, in this case school teacher, to give meaning 
to their world*
Toung (1971) provides a suitable exmplar in his use
of the »sociology of education» as illustrative of the 
processes by which »new» specialists may proceed in 
legitimating and justifying a field of expertise in 
which others have already defined their area fo competence. 
He speculates that, not suprieingly,

«* * , sotiology mapped out new unexplored 
areas * , # Through an arbitrary division 
of labour which had no theoretical basis, 
this allowed the expansion of sociology 
Of education with the minimum of » boundary 
disputes»#”

In this case the rhetorics of legitim&tlm ince again 
allow the possibility that the nature and validity of 
particular knowledge contents may be contingent upon 
•what already exists». Whilst the detailed implications 
of this statement are left for elaboration in the next 
chapter it may prove useful at this stage to outline the 
grounds for proceeding*
The fact that secondary school knowledge is often divided



up auoordlng to a dlvlaloa of labour nor® or less 
explicitly based upon the ‘subject disolplines* thus 
acknowledges the percelTed superiority of this 
of doing thia^. Such perceptions of pedagogic toowledgs 
are prevalent within the secondai^ school and have 
certain consequencss for the way in which ‘new knowledge* 
aey be introduoedt mention has already been mads of ■fâie 
way in which ‘sooiology of education* became recognised 
as ‘disciplined knowledge* in institutions of higher 
education, mitty (#73) makes a similar abalyeis in 
the case of the school knowledge •social studies*. Ho 
notes:

those problems which advocates

suspiciion accorded to any newcomer rather than to the particular nature of the subject.”• cit. p.' ■

VThitty also speaks of the vocabulary of motive assigned 
to the new social studies implying that this meaning 
was situationally located to that process and that 
subsequent motives m%r be qualititavely different.
This would be in accord with the various argiHBonts 
presented ocnoeming the selective end situationally 
informed nature of multiple meanings,
An analysis of those rhetorics of legitimation employed 
by the proponents of school social studies exe thus 
to be associated with a concerted offert aimed at claiming 
a place for the discipline within the saondary school 
curriculum. In his argument Whltty does, however, 
sidestep two Important and perhaps interrelated issues»
One might, for example, argue the case that in one sense 
‘social studies* was already ‘there*, and hat the new 
social studies movement followed on from e period 
during which teaching of the subject rapidly expended 
in hi^er eduoatim# This point has previously been
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rehearsed but a further illustrative question suggesting 
the gist og this suggestion might be the examination of 
the otmaequences of sociology emerging only as a 
second main field of study in colleges of education 
{Smetherhw, 1973). IhUs there may conceivably have 
existed a situation where this acquired something in 
the nature of a side-bet so that, in schools, teachers 
were already sympathetic to this identity - end would 
fit in with the opportunist nature of the subjects 
expansion.
If one accepts that incipient social studies knowledge 
was already ‘there* in the school curriculum but 
forming part of (say) the teaching of english, modem 
studies, etcetera, the introductim of social science 
as a separate disciplined knowledge can immediately 
be apprehended as a rhetorical process aimed, at least 
partially, at the provision of a more acceptable (both 
to its adherents and the practitioners of other subject 
knowledge) world image. It ie here that various agencies 
of legitimation (Institutes of Education, Schools Council, 
Association of Teachers of Social Science, authors such 
as Cannon (1964) ) would assume their signfificanee as 
referents. Such a proposition is of course subject to 
fhitty‘s (1973) ovm proviso that:

"Although none of these comments indicate 
the extent to which such an ‘official 
definition* corresponds with practice 
in schools, the definition in question 
is of considerable significance in 1hat 
it would be difficult for anyone attempting 
to redefine the nature of he task, teaching 
social studies, to avoid a confrontation 
with this line of argument,"
(Op, cit* P,33)



Whilst the ownership of subject knowledge receivee a 
more detailed treatment in the next chapter what is 
important at this juncture is the perception of school 
sociology as positivistic. And positivietic because 
the rhetoric of acceptance occured within a school 
culture based upon the subject disciplines being 
established w^o of knowing.
Earlier reference to the pedagogic ownership of knowledge, 
with the concomitant inference that such knowledge may 
be differentially accessible to different groups, not 
only emphasized the notion of secret knowledge that 
teachers protect as somehow ‘theirs*, but also points 
to a claim for such ownership on the basis of being 
•knowledge-in-use‘. Young (1971) seeks to ëistingui# 
between the property and prestige compnents of knowledge 
and argues that both play a part in the stratlficatiw 
of hat knowledge. For example, in the latter case 
different social evaluations are placed on different 
knowledge areas having some affinity with Bernstein's 
(1971) emphasis on the relative ‘purity* of eduoational 
knowledge codes.
Such purity is, to some extent, associated with certain, 
socially constructed categories of thou^t (for example, 
its ‘aeademio* or ‘theoretical* content) end Young (1971) 
refers to Bordieu'a (1971) work on the social origins 
of thought categories in small scale societies. Such 
a process possesses some similarity with the development 
of thought categories in the transmission of school 
culture in that:

"Implicit in this process of transmission ere criteria of what is typical, and the legitimacy of a hierarchy of ‘study objects* becomes built into categories of thought themselves,"(Op, oit, p,31)
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The conneotlon between school curricula and the relative 
legitimacy of differeut ‘ways of seeing* be related 
to the idea of the ‘educated man* held %  the dominant 
group in eoeiety* Weber, for example, perceived 'bookish- 
ness* to be a oharacterifitlc of the Chineee literati, 
and touag (1971) refers to Anderson’a^^ attempt to relate 
the content of humanities to the historical class 
struggle# Willie»'linking of educational policies 
with the ideology and social position of different 
powerful groups,^® and Gramisoi's interest in the notion 
of 'intellectual knowledge*. In the ease of the 
pedagogic subject the notion of disciplined knowledge 
may likewise be represented as an institutional imperative, 
a specific cognitive oommitment, a coigiiBBey in which:

"The conspirators are those who construct 
a social situation in which the particular 
world view la taJcen for granted. The 
individual who dinfe himself in this 
situation becomes more prone every day 
to shere its basic assumptions."(Bager, 1963. Page 76)

Within these parameters one is able to advance the 
proposition that, for teachers of pedagogic subjects 
as well as for sociologists of education, the division 
of school knowledge exists precisely because others 
have negotiated a pertioular set of practices (embracing 
the subject perspective) for creating and acting upon 
external worlds (Blum, 1971).
Whether or not the pedagogic subject ie best viewed as 
a 'social system* sustained by communication networks 
there Is certainly evidence of a subject 'language*
(Barnes, at. el. 1969; Kcddie, 1971) and certainly
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the teacher*s subject perspective is the base from 
which he enters into social relationships and acquires 
the cognitive and social style appropriate to the 
particular educational identity; in the words of 
Bernstein (1971)#

«It is the subject which becomes the lynchpin of the identity# «(Qp# cit. p.56)

However, whilst it is doubtless correct that one 
function of strong boundary maintainance is the creation 
of control from within through the formation of specific 
identities this remains, necessarily within the present 
context# a particularly sociological interpretation of 
subject identity. (Alternative approaches to the 
phenomenon may be found# for example, in the work of 
Hirst (1969) who# as a liberal philosopher offers a 
specifically epistemological version of forms of 
knowledge. Although he is careful to distinguish 
these analytically from subjects for all practical 
purposes this is what they are. An opposing view may 
be found in Jencks (1977) who rehearses the relevant 
arguments).
Thus# whilst Hirst (1969) recognises the legitimacy 
of a social constructionist view of pedagogic knowledge 
he is nevertheless perceived as starting from the 
problematic a priori assumption about forms of knowledge 
in so far as his argument:

”, * # appears to be based on an absolutist conception of a set of distinct forms of knowledge which correspond closely to the traditional areas of the academic curriculum and thus Justify# rather than examine# what are no more than the socio-historical constructs of a particular time."(Young# 1971. Page 23)



However, It le no pert of the writer's brief to ezsnlne 
questions concerning the nature of knowledge from this 
perspective although the present thesis has necessarily 
taken for granted certain paradigmatic assumptions that 
would be questioned In philosophical enquiry. The 
focus of the study Is Bather that of examining the 
types of problematic encounter from which the various 
categories of school knowledge emerge together with an 
analysis of selected aspects of subject Identity In the 
sense that this latter Is a label used to define an 
area of knowledge that Is conceived of as corresponding 
to a set of objective facts* For example, the activities 
of establishing 'networks' and doing sums are both 
subsumed within the subject l#el 'mathematics'.
Whether or not they are different types of knowledge 
Is not the present Issue.
She general stance is similar to an exercise In which 
one of the writer's advanced level sociology students 
approached Soraley's 'Modem Society' by positing a 
contrast between what may be called the 'substantive' 
and 'perspective* chapters. (The latter typically were 
on the family, education, work, community; the latter 
covered organisation, stratification, social order).
She suggested that any one of the substantive chapters 
can be 'looked at* from the viewpoint of any one of the 
three perspectives. It would be difficult to explain 
why this Is so although It possibly Is related to 
certain historical conventions In the teaching of 
school sociology, Different periods and different schools 
of thought In the development of sociology are character
ised by their emjgdiaals on a particular perspective. At 
the seme time a few empirical clusters of substantive 
problem areas have continued to provide throughwt this
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development and across several perspectives, a fairly 
consistent focus of interest. Perhaps soon the whole 
of sociology will dissolve into nothing hut sociological 
perspectives although the opposite trend seems equally 
feasihle# fhe perennial substance of •social problems* 
closely connected with pragmatic administrative contexts 

well assert itself over and above the confusion of 
fluctuating schoolsf models, and orientations# In the 
meantime the present situation offers a further opportunity 
for analytical flexibility * ^  projecting alternative 
perspectives into one and the saise problem n^ea, deeper 
elements of social processes become visible which are 
otherwise inaccessable*
fhe pedagogic application of this studenfs analysis will 
be obvious#
Returning to Bernstein* s (1971) thesis, he then outlines 
what is a central concern in this thesis: that of 
identity# fhe power component of classification# 
Classification is the term used to refer to the relation
ship between contents and to the nature of this differ
entiation, that is, the degree of boundary maintainence 
between contents# Bernstein comments that:

* * strong classification also creates a strong sense of membership in a particular class and so a specific identity,» ^
(Op# cit# p#5i)

fhe englieh type of collection code as specialised, 
although impure, is viewed as involving an exceptionally 
strong classification# It is this fact of specialisation 
that ̂ termines what contents (subjects) may be grouped 
together# Thus one studies *pureV or * applied* knowledge, 
and in which certain classes will be denied or allowed 
only restricted access to particular areas of knowledge 
and ability#
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It Is, for example, interesting that e survey of the 
school curriculum and the deployment of teachers 
sponsored by the Department of Education and Science^® 
ascertained that of six thousand graduates holding two 
subject degrees, just eleven possessed a 'hybrid science- 
arts' subject qualification. Evidence presented 
earlier in this chapter does suggest that teachers 
studying in colleges of education are more likely 
to cross subject boundaries in this way, but esen 
here there is a tendency for them to remain confined 
within broad classifications.
When Bernstein (1971) asks: 'What are the different
socialising experiences radioed tiû ough variations in 
the stength of classifications and frames?' he raises 
a question curoial to this thesis. Within such a 
context the nature of the response has been established 
as involving the following areas of concern for which 
evidence has been provided at various points in tTiia 
chapter,
A characteristic of the specialised english type of 
collection code is the ®tablishment of a membership 
category early in an educational career, Shat the 
particular status in any given collection code will be 
mad*} explicit by various institutional devices whose 
sigrfficanoe is that one always knows the social signifi
cance of where one is, and particularly who one 1É.
Subject loyalty is then systematically developed with 
each increase in educational life and then transmitted 
by them as teachers: the system is therefore, to an
extent, self-perpetuating. That, as a consequence of 
specialisation in educational careers one becomes 
increasingly diff rent from others and that therefore 
specialisation reveals differences from rather than 
oomuunality with in the educational identity.



A further characteristic of any collection code is the
involvement of an hierarchical organisation of knowledge
in which the ultimate nystery of the subject la revealed
late in educational life* Even then it is revealed
only to a select few who have shown signs of susoessful 
socialisation:

«For the many, socialisation into knowledge is socialisation into order,
experiencethat the world's eduoational loiowledge is topermeable,** **(Op, cit, p.57)

fhe insulation of different pedagogic subjects is aided 
by the fact that staff have been socialised into strong 
subject loyalties m â  therefore specific subject 
identities. Moreover, these specific identities 
will be continuously strengthened through social 
interaction within the department and because of 
the insulation between departments. The differentiation 
between depertments is further reinforced because they 
will often be in competitive relationships for various 
strategic teaohigg resources.
In conclusion, it will have become apparent from this 
argument that subject identity is essentially a social, 
end socially constructed, phenomenon in which the 
division of school knowledge acquires something of 
a nomos building inetrumentality (Berger and Kellner,
1971). Subject identity is thus a socially negotiated 
arrangement that creates for the individual the sort 
of order in which the activity of teaching 'makes sense', 
fhe following chapter begins to examine this ohSraoteristic 
in relation to the introduction of new knowledge within 
particular subject departments.



«

SGHOOD KKOWiamE,

A tacit inference of tie previous chapter was 
the notion that teachers come to 'understand* their 
subject specialisms in ideological ways. Moreover, 
because of the previously elaborated processes of 
consensual validation (Hargreevee, 1975) operating 
on the forms of school knowledge, the school «subject 
has the appearance of taken-for-granted and objective 
character only because the members of that particular 
life-world have agreed to define school knowledge In 
that way. However, these agreed definitions will not 
be entirely identical between the different subject 
practitioners - nor even (necessarily) between those 
practitioners identifying with each other - thus 
raising the essentially problematic nature of such 
understandings. The theoretical basis for such an 
argument derives from Blumer's (1966) suggestion 
(based upon the work of Mead) that:

"... the nature of an object is constituted by the memlmg it has for the person or persons for whom it is an object . . .  this meaning is not inatrinsie to the object but arises from how the person is initially prepared to acttowards it

Such a perspective has some affinity with the present 
oonaideration of how the (pedagogic) knowledge that 
one teacher has of another (and, indeed, 'what counts' 
as valid subject knowledge) is utilised in the everyday 
life of the teacher (Robinson, 1974). The present 
proposition is based upon a reformulation of the earlier
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suggestion that the sooiologioal perspective of the 
observing participant, as for any fieldwork of a 
qualitative nature, may be perceived as a function 
of the actor's socially located position. That, 
in the case of the pedagogic subject, it is not so 
much a case of 'things are not what they seem' as 
one of ‘Beaming different things to different 
people* (Ihilllpa, 1973). In the same manner that 
the imputed meanings of ■Kio activés in progress 
originate ftwa within the Interpretative pay«d<ef° 
of the actor, so too will the ideoio^ of a pedagogic 
subject 'mesai different things to different people'
The argument is somewhat anal^ous to the way in which 
voters have been demonstrated to hold differential 
images of the various political parties according 
to their own, socially located, political position. 
Thus an identification of the labour party as being 
•for the working class' is shared by sixty-eight per 
cent of labour party supporters yet only thirty-two 
per cent of eoncervative party supporters»^ In the 
same way an image of fee conservative party as being 
•for the rich' was shared by only eight per cent of 
this parties supporters yet was an image shared by 
eighty-five per cent of labour parly supporters. It 
is therefore of particular interest that this analysis 
is followed by the author's suggestion that party 
images - whether or not they are 'true* - are extremely 
resistant to change. They are, moreover, partially 
responsible for the apparent srability in voting 
behaviour.
She transfer of such a perspective to the subject 
identifications of teachers derives from a somewhat 
similar study carried out by Hills and Shallis (1975)
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concerning the verlous perceptions of scientists held 
by different social groupings. Hot suprislngly differences 
emerged as between the image that scientists had of 
themselves end that image attributed to them by other, 
non-scientists. For example, the supposed 'objeotlvlty' 
of scientists was an imege favoured by 'outsiders* 
but rejected by the scientists themselves! The accuracy 
of such images may not be unrelated to the degree of 
knowledge held ty each group about the other: a process 
that becomes extremely difficult in the world of the 
teacher given the various rhetorics that have previously 
been described. In this context it does not matter 
whether the image is, or is not, inaccurate since the 
resulting social actions are based upon the image of 
the other rather than upon any 'reality*. It is because 
the pedagogic social world is a subjective, existential, 
production that it is both sustained and changed by the 
human activity taking place within it. 'meaning* is thus 
a reciprocal tjpification of feat world in which the 
pedagogic subject identity is an organised realm of 
meanings focussed upon a particular #enomena: for its 
practitioners it takes the form of a first-order social 
construction, for other sltuationally located identities 
it remains a construction of the second order. This is 
way there are so many parallels between the observing 
participant and the pedagogic world.

"These lypifications take the form of eommoneewè interpretations of its operations that constitute a form of knowledge at hand, which# together with 
the personal experiences of the actor» 
constitute a taken—for-granted means of orientation tov/ards this world. The process by which the social world is constructed, then, may be described
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as a process of first-order construction
in tez^s of such social meanings# »(Walsh, 1972# Page 17)

In the same way that the sociological constructions 
of the observing participant are second order con
structions# 60 too are those of the other subject 
practitionei>eb6ervers of other (pedagogic) social 
worlds# The prcmblems end dilemmas of tie one will 
be reflected in the other#
What is of more interest is therefore the problem 
raised by Bernstein (1971) of how forme of experience#
identity and relationship are evoked# maintained and 
changed by the formal transmission of educational 
knowledge and sensitivities# How members accomplish 
social interactions is crucial both to the observing 
participant and teachers# end in the latter case one 
of the proposed characteristics of the pedagogic subject 
universes of meaning are that their boundaries are 
objectively inexplicable since the reasons for any 
particular way of defining the subject# looking at 
the world# will be embodied in the social history 
of the institutional locale. Whitty (1974) provides 
a link between this perspective and that of the 
observing participant activity when he suggests that 
the biographic^ histories of the approaching strangers 
will be important# Much of the subject orientated 
action will take place in situations where information 
is more or less consciously pushed out of he si^t of 
others# The division of school knowledge in terms of 
given subject contents is therefore an axiomatic truth 
to its practitioners# and it can only be upon such# 
socially located# *self-evident* truths that subjects 
base their coherence, as Douglas (1975) has pointed
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in coniiection with the anthropological approach to 
the cultures of the approached groups:

»Its stability is an Illusion# for a 
large part of the discourse is dedicated 
to creating# revising and obliquely cwfirming this implicit background#

explicit attentionupon it# tthen the background of 
asmmptims upholds what is verbally 
explicit# meanings come aorosa loud end clear# Throng these implicit 
channels of meaning# human society 
itself is achieved# clarity and speed 
of clue-reading ensured# in the above 
exchange between explicit and implicit
memings a perceived-to-be-reguler u^verae establishes itself precariously.
shifts# topples and sets itself up 
a&aiB#*(Op* cit# p*4}

that better illustration could be provided of the 
processes discribed end elaborated in this thesis? 
fhe division of subject knowledge exists as a community 
of shared assumptions# Moreover# whether these 
assumptions are actually shared they are interpretative 
procedures throu^ which the world has meaning for the 
subject identity of teachers * This is achieved by 
what Oicourel (1973) describes as the tetcetera* 
assumption* approach to living in the world# This 
assumptions

»# * * serves the important function of^lowing things to pass despite their ambiguity or vagueness # # # neither the
reciprocity of perspectives n #  the et -cetera assumption imply that consensus
exists or is necessary; rather# they 
indicate that a presumed *agreement* 
to begin# sustain# and terminate inter
action will occur despite the lack of 
conventional notions about the existence 
Of substantive consmsus to explain 
concerted action*”
(Op* cit* p*53)
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This is obTiouBly closely linked to the notion of 
private and public knowledge related to the pedagogic 
subject performance and the consequent existence of 
•back regions* in the playing out of this knowledge 
that was eÈaborated in the previous chapters* It 
is on those occasions when, for whatever reason,
•things are not allowed to pass* that these assumptions 
became intensely problematic for both the observing 
participant end the subject practitioner. The subject 
identity may therefore be legitimately portrayed as 
a proclamation of one’s identity as member of some 
common group, some shared interest in the world. Those 
previously explicated behaviours, patterns of eating 
together, departmental parties, oommensalityj all 
indicate the social distancing that occurs between 
the different subject groups. Selected aspects of 
the social structure are thereby transmitted through 
the various message systems fonning part of the social 
identity network. In Schutzian terms there is a duality 
in appresentational references in which the realities 
of departmental colleagues are apprehended as individuals, 
and other subject practitioners as social collectivities 
that possess their reality in another, different, 
subuniverse of knowledge,
•Interest* therefore possesses a selctive function in 
that it becomes a principle around which the life-world 
of the pedagogic subject is organised and which stratifies 
the realities of the teacher. Autobiographical and 
socially located experiences of the actor thus result 
in the phenomenon of ’habitual possession* (Sobutz, 1970) 
of pedagogic knowledge by differentiated subject 
departments. By habitual possession Shuts means:

«... a potential set of typical expectations to be actualized under typical circumstances leading to typical reactions."(Op. cit. p.54)
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Kowledge le hoetoxy ‘because that Is the sort of 
thing we do in history at this school# etcetera.
And this assumption is not confined tp the pedagogue# 
Blum <1971) criticises a great deal of what goes on 
on in sociology for its separation of social objects 
frm the world trom which they derive their meanings 
and of vdiich it is a part . Thus both the individual 
subject practitioner and the sociologist (and what 
is the sociological identity if not that of a subject 
practitioner?) speak from within the assimilated 
culture of their respective worlds. And this is a 
necessary condition for others to make an adequate 
response to their conversations, (fhe implications 
of •speaking the language* have been elaborated at 
various points in this thesis and are returned to 
subsequently in this chapter).
Douglas (1973) places the argument being developed 
in a theoretical framework when he raises a similar 
question in #aiysing the social meanings of suicidal 
phenomena# He asks#

«How is one to know that these individuals 
or the people categorising their deaths mean the same thing by the term * death* 
that the ̂theorists do? Shneldman and 
FarberoMT have argued, to the contrary, that many individuals who commit suicide do so in large numbers and in large 
part because they do not mean the same thing by * death* that the theorists assume most of us do.. . .  When some ronin of Japan . . .  perform actions which lead to what 
American or European doctors classify 
as death, we must recognise that this 
is s classification by Western doctors, 
not by the actors involved, fheir 
♦linguistic* expressions for such actions 
may be totally different from the ones 
Western observers use and certainly might 
mean totally different thinm to the 
actors and the significant observers^of 
these actions within their own culturel .
# . And, though the differences in meaning
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might not be os great within one general mtnral tradition, etill, does it not aeeiB plausible to expect that there ere aoae systematic differences of meaning involved in the uses of the term ’death* between one nation and another or between OTe subculture end another?"(Op, cit, p. i8iff. Ky emphasis)

The possibility therefore emerges that, whatever the 
situationally specific contents of the label, the 
practitioner of a particular pedagogic subject possesses 
a different ’undertanding* of the meanings of that 
lebel than those ’understandings' (of the same pedagogic 
label) held by one's oolleagues. That these relatively 
unquestioned taken-for-granted understandings are only 
infequently revealed as, 'in fact', problematic is a 
function not only of the previously demonstrated 
rhetorics of space and pedagogy but also of a minimal 
co-operation in the planning of school courses. Such 
planning Is typically confined to the practitioner's 
own subject areas for example, Taylor (1970) concluded 
that teachers show,

# « • a relative Imk of ooacem with 
the relation between their subject and 
other subjects, mû to the curriculum as a whole#»

Berger end Buckmezui (1967)1 from another perspective, 
propose that cognitive sub-universes such as those 
represented by the pedagogic subject are symbolic 
universes each possessing its own more or less discrepant 
meaning system, theoretical explanation (Blum, 1971), 
and tests of reality# In each of these areas one*s 
professional colleagues in that particular institutional 
locale are significantly important in maintaining their



reality system as the legitimate one in the face of 
other, potentially or actually competing, systems. 
These systems will he tolerated to various degrees 
in aooordance with the general propositions that 
have teen placed tefore the reader.

fhe Segmented Owiershln of School Know] «A... ̂

The pedagogic subjects therefore constitute more or 
lees discrete ways of seeing the world in which process 
the subject identity generates particular kipaa ©f 
social experience. (Esland, 1971, for example, 
proposes that subjects are but approved methodlogies 
for resolving questions about the universe). What 
this subject knowledge actually is is the subject of 
negotiation and will vary from institutional locale 
to institutional locale, and the number of possible 
claBslfiCBtlons is potentially infinite. However, 
such infinite possibilités are constrained in 
effect, 'Uie particular sooio—historical constructions 
of that society end institution, a culture of positivism 
linked to the antecedents of that knowledge in that 
school. Whet counts as history knowledge in one 
locale will not count in another, in a third it may 
become geography knowledge, in a fourth social studies 
knowledge, and so on. In each case It will become the 
socially constructed basis of a situationally specific 
subject identily.
However, the notion that some general principle of 
classification is not necessarily congruent with a 
specific local taxonomy of knowledge is not a new
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insist for the anthropologist# Mary Douglas (1975) 
for example# has noted similar disorspanoiea oonoemizig 
the mature of laram amâ Thai classificatory schemes 
relating to animals#

«Creatures the emergS as anomalous on one could be perfectly acceptable on another#
For example# Thai villages count domestic lend animals as distinct from birds# And as if they had no niche for domestic birds# 
ducks and chickens are counted as land animals# their birdlike features notwithstanding# Band animals with wings suggest 
m  anomaly to us# but they do not perceive it# On the other hand# the otter# like voles and seals# has no connotation of monstrosity for us: for the Thai it is a revolting hybrid# a fish as it were with the head of a dog# a wild beast 
which invades their domestic fields in flood time# There are obviously as many 
kinds of anomaly as there are criteria for classifying# For the purpose in hand# it is enough to speak of creatures which in their morpheology show criteria of more than one major class# or not enough criteria to enable them to be assigned to 
m y  one class# and of creatures which in 
themselves belong clearly enough to a 
recognised class but which have neither the habits or which stray into the habitat of another class# An example of the first will be the pangolin or scaly ant-eater# honoured by the Isle as a tree-dwelling 
aartml with scales like a fish* of %e 
second# the cassowary which karam reckmi has nether the feathers nor the brains of a bird; of the third# nocturnal antelopes distinguished by the Dele on account of this habit from other antelopes; of the fourth# the Thai view of the otter and the Mile monitor and other invasive creatures which stray out of the habitat to i#ich they could be assigned on otjer criteria#»(Op# cit# p.26lff)#

It should thus not come as a suprise that *what counts*



as appropriate subject teowleige in one context is 
renderea inappropriate knowledge for that subject 
in another. That the english teacher was unable to 
distinguish between ‘english* worksheets and those 
•belonging* to the social studies department is similarly 
vnsupristng. indeed, it would be an interesting exercise 
to expose the knowledge contents of a particular school 
with the purpose of establishing the number of instances 
where knowledge •overlaps* between departments and what 
different classification schemes are resorted to in 
the various explsnations for this ^enomenon. Similarly, 
to take one pedagogic subject in a number of schools e&d 
establish just how many varients there are of what is 
ostensibly one knowledge.
For the most part one suspects these discrepancies 
to exist because of the social and conceptual segregation 
of the competing definitions of the pedagogic reality.
In this case, certain definitions of realities would be 
seen as appropriate only to stangere of some vinw and 
therefore apparently irrelevant to oneself and one’s 
own group (Berger and luokmann, 1967). The converse 
would be equally true.
The activities of the french department are seen as 
having little relevance to the teachers of physical 
education, geography is a ̂ dagogic strangei? to the 
art department. To this extent one is concerned to 
explicate the social^ processes at work in constraining 
these definitions in this way and Berger and Inokmann 
interestingly contrast such segregation with a process 
of nihilation in which conceptual machinery is used to 
liquidate (conceptually) everything o u1SL«b of the given 
subuniverse. By the denying the reality of whatever 
pehnomena do not fit into that subuniveree the activity 
is rendered non-problematic. This may be done by the 
process of assigning people who possess such conceptions
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to an inferior statua where they will not need to he 
taken into account, or, alternatively, by accounting 
for all of the deviant definitions of reality in 
terms of concepts derived from the original subuniverse: 
•frma heresiology to apologetics’. Both of these 
processes have been shown as existing in the realities 
of different subject departments at different stages 
in their careers in the institutional locale,
Sone knowledge is not considered to be appropriate to 
the school. It would, for example, be interesting to 
apply the above concepts to the pedagogic conspiracy 
by which different subject options ’go together’ and 
thereby exclude the appropaohing personne from access 
to other, perhaps competing, knowledge. The withdrawal 
of certain groups of pupils from plqrsical education, 
music, religious education, in order that they may 
have additional time to do (say) sociology could 
certainly be viewed in this light.
For the most part the subject identity exists ad a 
segregated subuniverse of meanings in which each identity 
retains its own ways of doing things, its own procedures, 
its own traditions, in a federated or pluralistic mode.
To this extent it «présents a form of pedagogic pluralism 
that is analagous to that found in industrial subcultures 
(turner, 1971), Industrial mergers were portrayed as 
having consequences for the previous divisions of the 
worlds

*'• • • because of what are seen as inadequacies, one of the organisations virutally disappear as a coherent entity. Its 
employees are dismissed, or dispersed within the other organisation? the procedures, the social definitions.
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the norme and jot-rolea all dlaapnear beeaase they are deftnefl as Inappropriate 
or inferior in eome end the aubuniverse of meaning which was peoualior to feat or#^isation disappears, leaving only that of the dominent organisation,"(Op, cit, p.1f5)

Here, in aioroeosm, is the growth of one pedagogic 
subject department and the decline of another that 
has been similarly ’taken over» in some change in 
the defintion of school knowledge. At any one moment 
in time the industrial merger is thus, potentially, 
paralleled in the actions taking place in the pedagogic 
negotiating arena of the school, A process that 
involved many of the mechanisms elaborated in the 
previous ohapter.
However, there will be occasions when two worlds 
collide, two sets of legitimating mechanisms that 
similtaneously focus upon similar knowledge. For the 
most part private performances carried out in back 
regions of the subject identity will enable those 
subjects having this mutual interest to ignore the 
pedagogic presence of the other. Then some crises 
may occur when one subject department publicly deals, 
perhaps the publicity is unintentional - leaving 
certain materialB on a staffroom table, perhaps sraie 
overt display at open day, with individual knowledge 
that raises the conBeiousness of another group. It 
may be that one group will the attempt to use some 
form of legitimating apparatus to bring the events 
within that group’s existing conceptual framework.
4îor example, for this group, this process ensures 
that actual or potential deviant knowledge eases can 
stay within their institutionalised definitions of
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reality. Thus, it would be interesting to compare 
the respective careers of different school subjects 
from a similar perspective to that employed in the 
study of the 'Hack-coated worker*., What are the 
various forces that change the nature of a subject, 
give rise to the emergence of new subjects - such 
as school sociology, or send others into decline 
such as school classics. It is perhaps here that 
power orientated critiques of school knowledge would 
make a relevant contribution,
turner (1971) elaborates the processes involved in 
those reflexive dilemma’s in connection with the 
relationship that exists between shared cultural 
knowledge that is possessed by (say) in this case the 
observing participant, and the enelytical apparatus 
that it is his responsibility to utilise in the production 
of the relevant knowledge. Blum (1971) approaches the 
question of the competing social definitions of particular 
knowledge from the viewpoint of the sociological 
activity. He suggests that:

"The sociologist inevitably trades on his member’s knowledge in recognising the 
activities that participants to interaction ©re engaged in; for example, it is by 
virtue of ray status as a competent member that I can recurrently locate in my trans- scripts instances of ’the same» activity.This is not to claim that members are infallible or that there is perfect agreement in recognising any and every instances; it is only to claim that no resolution of problematic cases can be effected by resorting to procedures that are supposedly unocBtamlnated by member’s knowledge, (Arbitrary resolfetions, made for the sake of easing the problems of ’coding», are of course no resolution at all for the present enterprise.
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* #ihe sociologist# having made hie first-level decision on the basis of members* knowledge# mat then pose as problematic how utterances come off as recognisable unit activities# This requires the sociologist to explicate the resources he shares with the 
participants in making sense of utterances in a stretch of talk# At every step of the inevitably# the sociologist will continue to make explicit what these recources are and how he employs them# I see no alternative to these proceteea, except to pay no explicit attention to one* socialised knmvled# 
wMle oonttouing to nee it as an indispensable aid# In short# sociological discoveries ere ineluctably discoveries from within society." ----------
#oy Tuner, 1071, Page 177)

Vfitbin the conteot of the school one of the reasons 
for this procedure is the rhetorical way that the 
pedegoglo subject similarly constitutes a form of 
life for its practitioners. To thé extent that different 
subject practitioners theorise about their worlds (Blum, 
1971) it is also inevitable that:

"At certain points different proponents of different versions of theorising find it impossible to talk together
to°Btop dou^tin^^^^'^^^^^^ decide where
(Op. cit. p,30if*

Perhaps the most appropriate theoretical articulation 
of the problem for our present purposes is provided by 
a particular application of Becker’s (1970) distinction 
between what he called an experietial end an experimental
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paradigm of knowledge oonetruotion* Becker was engaged 
in explicating the proceeaee by which apparently 
cimilar otudiea of the eame phenwena reveal disparate 
conelusionsî the argument was illustrated by the 
diverse studies of Tipostlan carried cut by iewib^ 
and RedfieldP ; and those of the medical school by 
Merton, Renier and Keniall,*̂  and Beoker, Geer, Bd^ee 
and Strause". In essence, Becker’s resolution of the 
dilemma wae found in the différentiel «aphasio of the 
fieldworker who, by asking different questione of date, 
emerges with different answers. »A iwohlem’ can therefore 
only be said to exist from the perspective of an 
experimental paradigm of knowledge construction. Thus, 
although!

"... the two fieldworkers in question set out to study the same thing, answer the same questions. People often study the same and similar organisations using field methods but have different theories and different questions in mind, men they ask different questions they get 
different answers . . .  the differences . . .  show only that the observer is observing something different."(Op. cit. p.40f.)

Such a conceptual distinction enables the writer to 
posit the notion that the same phenrasena — the instance 
in point being the ideology of a pedagogic subject — 
will be disparatly perceived according to the perspective 
of the observer, the pedagogic subject practitioner. The 
practitioner for whom that phenomena constitutes an 
experimental paradigm will be faced with the ’problem’ 
of conflicting knowledge, the practitioner for whom 
the pedagogic life-world is an experiential existence 
will come to have a different view of that reality than 
will another, differently located, actor. Moreover,
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the fact that a given phenomenon — pedagogic content 
*%* - may be recognlBed ae &letory*# *Gocial atudies*#
mathematioa * # or Wiatever# is not necessarily perceived 

aa problematic by the actora aho will «have different 
theoriea and different questions* in mind*. Whereas 
the salience of this latter point for potential re- 
constructors of school knowledge will be the subject 
of further discussion elsewhere in this thesis it simil
taneously draws attention to one aspect of the school*s
* culture of positivism* that receives insufficient 
attention in soeiolgies of he school^
Whilst the writer has severe resmratibns concerning 
much of mitty*s (19?3) thesis in this respect he is 
nonethleas one of the few wriWs commenting upon the 
processes by which a prevailing culture of positivima 
within the school may interact with# and redefine# a 
particular perception of subject knowledge. However# 
what is being contended here is rather an •educationist* 
appropriation of a previously noted sociological pohnomenon. 
It will be remembered that the social researcher — as 
a cultural insider — was# by implication# portrayed as 
continuously in danger of taking his own cultural 
(that is# common sense) knowledge as a non-problematic
* given* in the study of a particular phenomenon thereby 
enabling its integration within a positivistic mode of 
sociological analysis, levi—Strauss^ provides an apt 
analogy when he states# within the context of an assessment 
of the relative advantages of anthropology and sociology# 
that an advantage of the latter arises from its ♦over
view* that:

”. . .  extends beyond the purview of the observer# but it is always from the 
observer*0 point of view that W e  sociologist tries to broaden it. In his attempt to 
interpret and assign meanings# he is 
always first of all concerned with explaining
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M e  OBB aocletyt what he applies to 
tfte generality are bis own logical 
clasalfloatloüB his own background perspectives. **
(Op. Git* P.362)

therefore the argument is that the introduction of 
•new* knowledge within the school (or indeed, re- 
eonatructiona of existing knowledge) will be subject 
to a similar mode of interpretation - that it will 
be Interpreted ttcm within the interpretative paradigm 
of the (differential) pedagogic subjects. As a con
sequence ‘meanings» will be assigned to social pehnomenon 
only in so far as they are perceived to possess some 
'significance* for the teacher's own pedagogic society. 
Thus suggestions for introducing swaMli into the school 
may, or may not, be viewed as possessing any particular 
significance for, say, teachers of social studies. At 
least, unless the teaching of swaMli intruded upon 
some aspect of resources (whether of rooms, staffing, 
timetable allocations, the allocation of pupil clients, 
etcetera) previously the domain of the social studies 
department. The group perspectives of different, and 
segmented, pedagogic societies ere therefore portrayed 
as originating from within the paradigmatic biograpMcal 
activities involved in doing the particular knowledge. 
There is some similarity here with the way in w M c h  the 
meaning bearing activity resulting from the construction 

knowledge, rather than some other alternative 
knowledge, has served to conscientize the writer to 
those proeesBual aspects of knowledge construction.
Such an awareness would include the biographical 
application of 'perspective* to the phenomenon being 
observed, end the consequent consideration of the
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interactive relationship between what has been writeen 
(that is, the content) and the activity of writing it* 
the suggestion has parallels with Oicourel^s (1976) 
description of the social organisation of juvenile 
justice? answers to the question *#at happened?* 
were variously constructed by the interested parties*

*̂ fhe police, like all members of a society, 
operate with background erpectanoies and norms or a'sense of social structure" that enables them to transform an environ» ment of objects into recognisable and intelligent displays making up everyday social organisation# fhe general rules 
end policies governing day-to-day 
bureaucratic and administrative activities become intelligent and recognisable features amenable to Implementation because of the application of the background expectancies. Therefore, general policies and rules are implemented within a context of unfolding contingencies attached to actual social scenes* When the police discover or are called to the scene of a supposed violation of the legal order, their sense of social 
structure and memory of past events in 
the neighbourhood provide initial interpretations as to what happened, fhe general policies or rules, derived from police department directives and 
standing orders, are connected to legal statutes and practices by the background expectancies and remembered experiences about the neighbourhood, its residents* and the information given to the officers by the station or upon encountering the scene on their own* The contingencies of the unfolding scene provide the officers with the raw material for generating practical solutions* **(Op* eit* p.328)

In the same way the general social setting of the teacher "a 
subject identity has been portrayed against their "sense 
of the social structure"# When "violations" of the



existing flivisions of school knowledge take ytBc»
what they remeber of their own school days, their
*imams' (more or less accurate) of what the different
subjects 'stand for' will similarly provide initial
interpretations of what has happened. This background
expectancy and remembered experiences about the
pedagogic neighbourhood will usually be based upon
publicly avaiable knowledge about hat subject with
more or less correspondance to the present 'realities'.
Within the context of the school an analagous proposition
would be that observations of phenomenon occurring
within the pedagogic social world are perceived by
the various actors from within the interpretational
paradlgB of the pedagogic subject « it is a citizens
police force staffed by the inhabitants of that pedagogic
locale. Indeed, the relationship between pedagogic
subject contents and the, segmental, activities of
the activities of the subject identity will therefore
be perceived as intensely problematic, at least to the 
outsider.
In the same way that man the sociologist was previously 
shown as being himself a participating member of the 
human situation and therefore,

", . . involved in an attempt , . . to 
arrive at a perspective which names those objects end processes among which he
Sharrock, 1974. Page 18, Ky emphasis)

BO to is man the school-teacher engaged in a process 
of 'naming' school knowledge from within the perspective 
afforded by his particular (pedagogic) life world. The 
quintessence of both approaches is to be discerned in 
the interactive relationship between man the social 
actor, and the means by which the lived reality of the 
social world is apprehended. Between the knowledge
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that ie constantly undergoing construction, and the 
lived reality of the aocio-cultural matrix within which 
the meaning of that knowledge is comprehended by the 
actor. The analogy is with Becker's (1968) description 
of the academic department at the University of Kansas 
as being:a dense network of social relationships, 
institutional demands and constraints, and temporally 
connected contingencies. In applying the concept of 
perspective to the collective actions of a relatively 
homogeneous grouping such as the pedagogic subject 
department one is referring toi

". . a coordinated set of ideas and actions a person uses in dealing with some problematic situation . . .  a person's ordinary way of thinking and feeling about and acting in such a situation. These thou^ts end actions are coordinated in the sense that the 
actions flow reasonably, from the actor's perspective, from the ideas contained in the perspective. Similarly, the ideas can be seen by an observer to be one of the possible sets of ideas which might form the underlying rationale for toe person’s actions and are seen W  the actor as providing a justification for acting as he does.”
(Becker, 1961. Page 34)

Becker also proposes an analytic division of 'perspective' 
that is most helpful to the present discussion suggesting 
the notion to contain several components including an 
implicit criteria of judgement, a paradigmatic awareness 
(that is more or lees ralistic) ofvâiat constitutes a 
•proper activity* for the group to engage in, and a 
socially constructed definition of the situation that 
includes sets of shared understandings that may be more 
or less accurate, more or less important,

f.of what their world is like, what it allows them to do, what it insists they do, and an understanding as well of why



they are te that situation and what
“hey ean reasonably expect to get out
(Becker, 1968 p,29)

Indeed, there is a very real sense in which those 
processes by which pedagogic practitioners of pedagogic 
packages of school knowledge have tended to 'objectify' 
the Various categories - and have consequently come to 
hold differential subject ideologies based upon the 
practitioner's various contingencies of experience — 
may be said to mimic those of the sociologist.
Biographical cmmltment on the part of the actor to 
those various ctettegencies of experience is as applicable 
to the sociological activity as to the pedagogic 
practitioner for both are ej^iged in fitting their 
experiences together in some way that 'makes sense* 
and provides an ideational framework establishing a 
sense of what properly goes with what.
Such a sense of the appopriate serves to differentiate 
the participating observer from those who participatei 
in the writer's case the 'fact' of one's research 
interest means that it becomes impossible ever to 
fully take the role of the other even though such a 
role was a socially located contingency of experience^
The actor reflecting u p w  the constructed reality of 
the life-world, although rematetog 'in' the world, is 
no longer 'of the worldi the comnltment to experience 
rather than existence means that the actor's perception 
of the world - whether as actor, poet, artist* or even 
observing participant — is no longer the perspective 
of those ommitted to existence in the world. A similar 
stance may be appropriated on behalf of toe teaeher-praotioner
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in that exlstenee requires a ommlteent to one's subject 
identity, immediately one begins to reflect on the 
meaning of the experience one is to that degree no 
longOT of that world but another* 
the notion of a segmental subculture, together with 
an «saminatiott of those typical processes through which 
identities evolvea, involves an explanation not only 
of toat interactive relationship between the construction 
of knowledge and the constructor, bat also the inter
active posturings of significant others. Such a 
deifferential availability of orientational meanings 
may, together with the existence of differential languages 
for interpreting those meanings, lead to imputations of 
♦irrationality' by one party on another (lohheiser, 1970). 
Certainly this 'meaning composant' contibutes to a sense 
of mystique both in the case of toe sociologist and that 
of the subject practitioner.
The implications of this proposal for the developing 
nature of school knowledge is that practitiojers of 
pedagogic (and other) knowledge may be usefully perceived 
as participating in an emerging, or emergent, social 
movem«3it. Indeed, insights provided by the proeessual 
similarity between emerging social movements formed a 
useful framework for the subsequent exposition of toe 
rise of a particular way of doing mathematics.
The proposition that aay given knowledge contents #ay, 
potentially, be sumaumed within the pedagogic activity 
of a particular subject department suggests an extention 
of toe prospeetively interesting posed by Sharrock (1974). 
Ksmely, what are the processes by which one comes to 
conceive of a particular corpus of knowledge as 'beldnging' 
to a specific (pedagogic subject) collectivity? Indeed,
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a principal intewat of this theaie leys in establishing 
a connection between what a teacher 'knows* and how he 
'acts' and the pédagogie subject perspective has 
accordingly been utilised not only;

"• l.\î? G'»'Vey the idea that members' activities ere to be construed by reference to some corpus of knowledge but also that the corpus of knowledge itself must be
sme way associated with the collectivity in Aich the actors have membership."

(Op. cit. p,45)

Whilst attention has so far been directed to the sooio- 
rhetorical basis of the interactive, and socially 
negotiated, relationship between subject departments 
the point has now been reached at which the existence 
of differentiated substantive pedagogic contents is 
itself revealed as problematic. Thus, although it was 
previously stated that a yeacher of history is not a 
teacher of geography is not a tbacher of social studies, 
there is no especial reason for proposing a necessary 
connection between the pedagogic activities of a par
ticular subject department, and the specific bo%^ of 
knowledge 'typically* associated with those activities.
A portr^al of school physics as a corpus of knowledge • 
•relevant* to the doings of physic’s teachers has 
obvious affinity with the earlier notion of 'meaning* 
as deriving from within the Interpretative paradigm 
of different pedagogic subjects.
However, the problematic nature of the implied relation
ship between ocilleotivity and corpus becomes explicit 
following a synthesis of the previous arguments: that 
social phenomenon may be differentially 'understood'
(and therefore laean* different things) as a ooneequenee
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of the pedagogloally looateê pooltlm; that
that "îfiew" knowledge will ho Inteyprete# and aasigned 
that "meaning* Arom within the interpretational para- 
di^s, "logical claBsifications", and hackground per— 
spectivea of the pedagogic subject! and that these 
claesifications and perspectives form part of a ped- 
agogioally differentiated "culture of positivism" «
Thus I although a teacher of histoi^ is not a teacher 
of physics is not a teacher of mathematics, the teacher 
of mathematics may teach a "histoi^ of mathematics". 
Indeed, IMs latter now constitutes part of the exwo- 
inable syallabus of the Innder london Education Authority 
mathematics project "Secondary Mathematics Individualised 
learning Bicperiment" Cs.l!*x*h*B*)* The physics teacher 
may similarly teach the "social contort of scientific 
discoveries", provided that in both cases these knowledge 
contents are not seen as "relevant" to the activities 
of other departeents — s^, history and social studies* 
The knowledge different actors possess about the contents 
of specific school subjects derives from their situation» 
ally located perspective frm which they view the peda#̂  
gogic lifo»world* Here the notion that "corresponding 
marks" contribute to this situation is discussed by 
Lawrence (1971) and becomes relevant because of the 
distinction he makes be Ween those features that can 
be observed to be invariably associated with the 
correct use of a "name* (a denotative symbol), and other 
features that the actor requires to be told (s connotative 
symbol)* One of the consequences of such an under
standing is that referents of subject labels become 
associated with the language used by particular epistemic 
communities and some of the implications of this have 
already been discussed* Winder argues that?
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«Object features consist only In the features 
that members talk about (verbally attribute, note, point out, and argue about) as features that give evidence that the name of the object has been correctly applied, These same features also 
exhaustively define the actor's interest In the object, Inasmuoh as they constitute the object for the actor. They define the objects of his affect and action and they define the usee the object can be put to in whatsoever way the actor might use them to accomplish whatsoever project he might entertain.
, .When the neme ie used the referent is the set of rules for its correct 
application and nothing more* There is no reference to a visually perceived object, within this theory the object consists in the rules. Thereby, the name and its re event stand in exact 
and eteaustive equivalence, just as one side of an equation stands to the other. Hence, the theory is called a theory of corresponding marks.. .Socialisation In such a world would consist in learning the names of objects and their corresponding features by being taught those names and those features.
These same features would be available to the members' memory if toey were asked 
to characterise the object. There would be no OBtenslve defining available to these members.
. .Correct usage would be defined by the theorist, on behalf of the members, by consistency and consistency alone,Gnce a name (thereby object) was introduced, everything that was said about it would have to be compatible with the criteria or features of that name. But no lies in the sense of false naming would be possible since, with no perceptual world as the reference for his naming, whatever the member says is 'just so'. The member could say, 'I said it, therefore it is'. (Welder, 1971. Page 123)

She parallels between this and the relationship between
sltnationally specific variants of school knowledge and
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socialization into the emrgent snbjeot identity related 
to that knowledge will be apparent. The naefUl of 
such a perspective is limited to its concern only 
with teacher’s ’talk* since the pedagogic society 
has been demonstrated to consist of more them, merely 
the talking that goes os. However, the notion of 
the pedagogic subject as constituting some sort of 
mnemonic device in which shared experiences enable 
the extraction of features relevmt to the 
process (although the meanings given to these features 
will not necessarily be similarly shared) continues 
to be an attractive one. Competing définitions become 
possible because the limited number of ’n%u8’ that 
are available cmiatrain the number of alternatives 
among which the actor can delve in selecting his 
particular decription of the knowledge. Because 
the actual process of selection is often not visible 
to other practitioners it cannot be directly observed 
by tham (in this the rhetorics of space and knowledge 
will play a more or leas important part) and he can 
therefore only assume the rules have been correctly 
applied. In the same viay that the writer, as observing 
p^ticipant, could only ask questions appropriate to 
the knowledge and social location of his personne, so 
too does the subject practitioner invalidate any queries 
about the nature of his subject from other knowledge 
areas.

"If, from the members point of view, the dmaln of discourse has no precise boundaries, objects defined within the domain of discourse do not have fixed sets of attributes in the sense used by structural semantics. This is so 
because the critorial features or signlfioata described within structural semantics are intended as those features that are actually used to describe one object 
from another. Tot if members confront
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BituatiocB whose contents cannot be enumerated in advance, then just how one object contrasts with another is sœnething that is, for members, to 
be discovered over the course of some p^ticular situation, mat members might mean when they apply a name 
would then have a definite sense for a particule? temporally located situation but would have no necessary stable connection to other situations in which the name was used, 
for every new object added to the set of possible objects there is potentially a new attribute needed to differentaite it frœn other members of the set. for every object that has been in the set, but is there no longer, there is a potential loss of an attribute, for a member who could not speei«e the boundaries of a domain, no limited 
set of object features would be possible. The 'best' the member could do would be to use whatsoever features of objects that seemed to differentiate members of the domain as seen and imi^ined from his present perspective, while 'htldng in reserve' usable features that might become necessary should the apparent boundaries of that domain be altered as he views it from more perspectives, for the name user, no particular set of criteria that would apply in ell cases could be statAd.”
(Weiner, 1971. Page 131)

Those procedures involved in such naming of knowledge 
indicate one consequence of a subject perspective to 
be that it potentially enables practitioners to focus 
upon one order of meanings whilst attributing contingency 
to other meanings. The differential, yet overlapping, 
ownership of pedagogic subject knowledge thus possesses 
some similarity wiÿh Hookett's^ notion of idiom form
ation. The idiomatic utterance, as a 'grammatical



form' the meaning of which is not able to be dednoed 
from its structure can be demonstrated aa possessing 
a considerable affinity with the way in which 'new* 
school knowledge can be assimilated within existing 
institutional structures. In both oases there is 
sufficient congruity with the particular purposes 
at hand for there to be sufficient reason for a 
claiming to know, Oieourel's (1973) discussion 
of a »nonce-form» is a particularly apt theoretical 
formulation for outlining the processes that might 
be involved. He notes

"It is a remarkable fact that a spehker may say something that he has never before said or hoard, to hearers to whra the utterance is equally novel, and yet be completely understood without anyone being aware of the novelty. Indeed, this is a daily occurrence. The way in which it comes about is basically simple: the new utterance is a nonce-form, built from familiar material by feaailiar patterns . ,

The implications of this for the observing participant 
activity have already been made explicit at various 
P®̂ tots in this thesis. The relevance of the argument 
for the interpretative paradions afforded by the 
pedagogic subject departments appropriation of any 
new school knowledge that mgy be presented is that 
it provides the interrelationship between knowledge 
and the rhetorical activity of that knowledges prac
titioners. Here, Cicourel continues his argument in 
a most relevant direction when he says:

"However, the mere occurrence of a nonce- form for the first time does not itself constitute the creation of a new idiom.
An additional ingrediant is required:
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something more or less m mmal either 
ahout the structure of the newly-produeed nonce-form, or about the attendant 
circumstances, or both, which renders the fom memorable* As we go about the business of living, we constantly meet circumstances that are not exactly like anything in our previous experience* Vihen we react via speech to such partially new circumstances, we may produce a phrase or utterance which is understandable only because those who hear it are also confronted by the new circumstances* Alternatively, an individual may react to conventional circumstances with a bit of speech which is somewhat unconventional - again being understood because of context* Given any such novelty, either of expression or of circumstances or of both, the event installs special meaning into the linguistic form which ie used, and the latter becomes idiomatic* • *Jhe total context, linguistic and non- linguistic, in which the nonce-form takes on the action and status of an idiom is thus the defining context for the idiom.*»
(Op* cit* p*223)

âXffBXGn'ti&i âVâi.X&bi.XÜy of 'dosnitigs' pobonbioXXy 
imputed to specific constructions of school knowledge 
is therefore proposed as being contingent upon the 
situationally defined activities of existing subject 
departments. Nonetheless,

". . . the very fact that a corpus of knowledge has a name does not . . .  tell us anything about the relation of corpus end collectivity until be begin to examine the kinds of names that were used." — —
(Sharrock, 1974. Page 47)

Such a proposal carries the connotation that, for the 
teacher of geography - as for the Due - the wgaestion
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is geography?' extrapolates a particular and 
situationally negotiated social identification 
for an appropriate reporting of behaviour (Moerman, 
1974). Indeed,

. once an identification label is assigned it can be used for labelling the behaviour, possessions, ideas, etcetera which are appropriately associated with the labelled category."
(Op. cit, p.62)

In the same way that Koerman believes the category 
•lue' to Involve a craiplicity between native and 
ethnographer, being a product of the anlMtonologiata 
essential naivete rather than an ingenious analysis 
af ^  native cognitive system, so too is the pedagogic 
subject department a social production. The subject 
identification of the teacher has a high priority, 
at least within the secondary school, for ■fcaiv'-g 
about social behaviours that might, in another context, 
be properly associated with other identifications. 
Accordingly, and In the same sense that the Sue are 
considered to be a tribe 'because they successfully 
present themselves as one» - and thereby distinguish 
the lue trim the nonflue # the pedagogic subject 
department »ls' for exactly the same reasons. It 
has already been su^ested that, in assigning (say) 
the label 'music teacher', one also imputes a specific 
set of social identities with which that other can 
appropriately and similarly be labelled: a history
teacher is not a geography teacher, etcetera.
What has occurred is that a particular corpus of 
knowledge (say, mathematics) has become identified
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as a high priority, situationally defined, label 
legitimating the activities of a particular collectivity 
- the pedagogic subject department. Although there 
may be no necessary connection between the corpus of 
knowledge and the activities of that collectivity 
named with a sameness of name.
It is this discreteness in the social process of 
naming after" that enables Moerman to speak of "the 
cultural traits of .the lue" although similar practices 
may be observed elsewhere, for example, in their non- 
hue neighbours. (These latter being dismissed by the 
Lue as merely being "copiers". The situation is thus 
analagous with the previously noted phenomenon by which 
pedagogic departments were in dispute over the "owener- 
ship" of some item of knowledge whilst similtaneously 
recognising that specific knowledge contents may W  
the object of apparently interchangeable subject labels. 
This is a similar process to that described by Douglas 
(1975) in which the same animal would be capable of 
being differently classified by Thai and Earam taxonomies 
Sharrock (1974) utilises various accounts of witchcraft 
am(mg the Asande peoples^^ in which a particular corpus 
of knowledge relating to medical practices was noted 
as occurring among both the Asande and Baka. Here, 
the same knowledge is assigned a different social 
identification and Sharrock questions how this "in
consistent" use of names can provide a coherent and 
intelligible account of social events. He suggests 
that the "naming" of knowledge subsequently becomes 
a device for describing by which he means:

M# . # the name is not to be revised in the light of events but is, rather, to be invoked in the description of
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whatever events occur. Thus, thoughSI
appear as specifying the constituency amongst which a knowledge of those medicines might be found, it does not mean that those names have to be re- tractei if it is found that knowledge of Baka medicines can be found amongst other persons than members of the Balcas rather, that which those persons know has now to be described by reference to the fact that 8«ne elements of knowledge 
tove already been named as 'Baka medicines'.after they have learned from Edgwdzu, the Zande may now be described as 'having a knowledge of Baka medicines.« cit. p.49)

Within the context of this thesis an application of 
the notion would be that culturally given 'names' will 
be invoked by pedagogic subject practitioners in the 
description and categorization of knowledge. Such 
epistemological naming provides presumptive evidence 
for suggesting that, whatever the origins of the 

\  'sameness of names', the connection between pedagogic
corpus end collectivity need be no more than coincidental. 
In a similar mode to that by which 'knowledge' of Baka 

y meaiotne is not limited to those for whom the social 
identification has a high priority, so (say) mathematical 
knowledge is not perceived as necessarily linked to 
the (school) community of teacher mathematicians. Of 
course, such an assumption may receive a different 
peropetual acknowledgement by various groups of staff 
and pupils. Keddie (1971) desccibes how different 
classes reacted to a film entitled 'The First Fifteen 
Minutes of life' shown during a social studies lesson 
and perceived by the teacher as being appropriate to
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the, lîi this case sociological, context of a teaching 
unit on the theme of "socialization". Keddie notes 
that:

%îary defined the film as "biology" and said "We"ve done it before"•”(Op. cit. p.143)

In ascribing a specific corpus of knowledge to a 
particular pedagogic commmity Mary was essentially 
sharing in the previously noted dismissal (by the 
Lue) of non-Iiue but shared practices as "copying* 
although these were shared practices in common.
One is not here referring to shared practitioner 
knowledge as such but to the utilization of that 
knowledge in order to "expose" less or more assymetrical 
relationships between, different, pedagogic subject 
departments, for example, employing a further illus
tration drawn froma social studies lesson, a class 
examining demographic statistics will acknowledge 
that, at least in a minimal sense, they are engaging 
in the pedagogic activity of "doing mathematics". 
Moreoe#, this recognition has certain consequences 
for those interpreting the "meaning" of that lesson* 
Pupils may comment "We don"t do percentage© that way"
(by implication "that way" being the "wrong way") in 
our mathematics lesson." Similarly, the teacher, 
finally despairing of ever "getting percentages across" 
may seek out the mathematics teacher to request that 
the pupil"s shortcoming in this respect be remedied.
In both these cases it is the school category "mathe
matics" that is seen m legitimating that activity 
occurring within a "social studies" lesson: in some
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way the corpus of mathematical knowledge is owned by 
an identifiable (pedagogic) collectivity#
As Sharrock (1974) has noted the notion of knowledge 
being "owned" is extremely suggestive of further 
conceptual corallaries such as "rights", "obligations", 
"possession", "borrowing", "theft", etcetera and 
several of these dimensions have been elaborated 
in the course of this thesis. It will be remembered 
that lue practices, although shared-in-common with 
mmeiue, were perceived by the lue as knowledge that 
was "owned" — the non—lue practice was merely seen as 
"copied". Of particular interest for the present 
purposes is that such a notion acknowledges a certain 
discreteness between the perceived status of knowledge 
and the various descriptive categories of social action 
of which it is a part. You mey borrow or steal my 
car but that does not alter my ownership of that object# 
Sharrock"© example is of course an analogy and obviously 
does not raise the question of the extent to which 
ownership may be legitimated. The action of ascribing 
ownership of a named corpus of knowledge to particular 
(and segmeïfed) pedagogic collectivity immediately 
renders as problematic*

"** . • how persons come to describe the world in ways that they do as a result of the fact that the name of a corpus of knowledge may routinely be seen by members as indicating ownership of the corpus by a particular collectivity.»»(Op. cit. p.50)

What the question draws attention to is that "social 
interest" component of (ideological) various divisions 
of school knowledge.

»»The treatment of corpus names as recog
nizing a relationship of ownership between 
collectivity and corpus provides . . .
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« • • a method of teterpreting the 
activities of persons in the society, noth those who are collectively members and those who are not, it provides as with a method of assessing the bona fldes of actions and thus of managing the distinction between appearances realities that is fundamental both to the conduct of everyday life and the 
accomplishment of sociological work.The examination of activities to see if they are perceived and premised as a corpus of knowledge owned by a 
collectivity in which the actor does not have membership equips us to find that his activities are imitations, impersonations, representations and the"ot acting on his own behalf but trying to appear like others or fo express their ideas and interests,, « « The treatment of corpus names as expressing an ownership relation also enables us to find in the activities Of members , , . ways to make the relationship of one collectivity to 
another observable. Thus, the identification of the knowledge of the witch
doctor Bdgwdau as 'Baka medicine' provides us with a particular way to see his activities* they do not represent an innovation within Azande society but, 
instead, represent the occurrence of 
guitur# ooiitaot aud of ©ultuxal borrowing 
by the Azende from another ©ooiety#'»* (Sharrock, 1974 p.52)

Thus, the difficulty of knowing what particular pedagogic 
subject activity may 'legitimate^' be included within 
the category 'school mathematics' is therefore concomitant 
with that process by which 'knowledge' potentially be
comes alienated from the act of knowing. By implication, 
such an analysis would result in the proposition that 
the already weak classification between pedagogic contents
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will become increasingly problematic as various subject 
practitioners lay claim to knowledge contents in which 
the claim is legitimated by an appeal to the "reality* 
of the meaning-bearing activity*
Such a contention may become clearer within the context 
of the following brief illustration of the way in which 
the differential ownership of particular ipedagogio 
facts emphasizes the problematic nature of both con
tents end their classification* (It is anticipated 
that the resultant problematizing of the codified 
structure would lead to an aWereness of that situation"s 
potentiality as a basis for a later * conscient ization" 
of school knowledge)* Allan Rogerson a research 
director of the 3ehool Mathematics Project, for example, 
explicit writes within the context of:

"♦* • * an increasing concern * * * at the 
lack of basis mathematical skills in school-leavers * . , end the following articles consider and discuss how 
mathematical concepts end their nractical 
application may best be presented to Children* ”
(Op* cit* p*60 My emphasis )

Rogerson introduces his article with the statement that
treating children as individuals "does not mean giving 
them what they went so much as giving them what they 
need" - a need that is later defined by the author as 
related to the type of work they will do and the kind
of mathematics most relevant. The assumption is that 
modem technological society needs trained personnel 
in mathematics and hat, furthermore, some knowledge of 
mathematics is necessary in order to merely "survive" 
as a citizen in such an environment*
That mathematics is "necessary" is taken for granted
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- thus reflecting a naturelistio view of oonsoiousneos 
in reinforcing the importance of children being taught 
what is good for them, and what is good for them is 
the continuation of the present social system "about 
which we are all agreed". This loosely defined con
sensus leads in turn to m central value system in 
which the social system exists over and above the 
individual participants#
However, even such an objeotivist view of mathematical 
knowledge cannot be totally detached from te human 
subjectivity within which it is transformed and this 
is a difficulty well comprehended by its school 
practitioners (named with a sameness of names) who 
approach and state the "problem" of knowledge possessing 
a social dimension in these terms;

»»How does an awareness of this social 
context relate to teaching mathematics 
to the individual pupil? The attitude 
taken in many mathematics books towards 
hire purchase, where it is unfavourably compared to bank loans, is a typical example of lack of social awareness#
The cmparison with bank loans is socially irrelevant, since many of the people who 
use hire purchase do not have bank accounts and in many cases would be 
unable to obtain loans because they 
have neither security nor any inclination to save#
Hire purchase is widespread because it 
fits into a philosophy of the short 
term; you can walk into a shop and walk out with what you want# It also satis- 
fiCB many people's desires to possess 
goods which only richer people can afford to buy outright# Mllions of people use 
HR for these obvious advantages - which 
m^ces the finger-wagging that goes on 
in mathematics texts look unreal# The 
implication of this example # # . is that 
much more thought and open-mindedness 
must precede any attempt to find out the 
relevant social context for the children we teach#
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This, in turn, raises a much larger question of what we want education to he for individual children. Do we want it to teete them, prepare them for society, reflect home life, or provide more atyraotive alternatives? All these things are genuinely motivating to different children.
Perhaps the most important way in lAich we can toprove mathematics for individual cMldren is the style, format and form of materials we use in teaching."(Op. cit. p.89)

(The emphasis of the last sentence will he noted as 
particularly relevant to the developing argument 
concerning the relationships between corpus and 
collectivity),
The connotations of such a passage not only underlines 
the way in which mathematics may he perceived as repre
sentative of the banking concept of education but also 
as representative of the proposition at present under 
examination. She iidtial framing of the rhetorical 
question that is being asked; followed ty a conceptual 
analysis of the notion 'social context* - particularly 
for its revealed potential to comprehend the reletion- 
ahip between school knowledge and community knowledge; 
and finally the way in which the perceived attribution 
of named pedagogic subject knowledge to various subject 
departments; all serve to explicate the nature of the 
subject practitioner's real consciousness of the world, 
The pedagogic rhetoric 'How does an awareness of social 
context relate to teaching mathematics?' is of particular 
interest for its notion of 'relevance' together with 
the previously mentioned tendency for participants in 
cultural action to derive their model of manhood tram 
the prescriptive consciousness of whatlis. Whatever 
the contradictions made explicit by a reading of the 
surface structure they remain unresolved because of a 
lack of understanding concerning the underlying deep
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structure. It is this failure to comprehend the 
dialectic between the categories of codification 
in the surface structure that allows the conclusion; 
•perhaps the most important way in which we can improve 
mathematics for individual children is the style, 
format and form of materials we use in teaching; '
Althou# this thesis is only marginally concerned 
to make a sociological analysis of the term 'relevance' 
when applied to various packages of school knowledge 
there is no doubt but that the notion possesses attraction 
for subject practitioners. Nonetheless, the term has 
some similarity with the pfeviously discussed per
spective of the observing participant and therefore 
necessitating the further question 'relevant to what?'
The answer 'relevant to the way one experiences the 
world* says nothing and yet says all for there is no 
difference and yet all the difference between the 
questions 'How does an awareness of social context 
relato to teaching mathematics?' And the question
'How does teaching mathematics relate to the social 
context?♦
The proposition that school knowledge may be understood 
as socially organised into more or less discrete packages 
of Various knowledge contents is only infrequently per
ceived as problematic ty the pedagogic subject practitioner, 
for whom such contents constitute their life world. It 
is from within the interpretative paradigm,of this 
social world - aided by the spatial and pedagogic 
rhetorics outlined in this thesis - that the thinking- 
BS-UBual activity of the pedagogue renders the issue 
non-problematic. The question is typically re-constructed 
to have the 'meaning of justify the teaching of this or 
that pedagogic subject in which both the meaning and 
the answer will depend upon who is asking the question.
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To this extent the social category school knowledge 
implies a finite corpus of 'appropriate* knowledge 
and therefore acts as a coercive aftent in the exercise 
of constraint upon everyday teacher, and pupil, 
behaviours. In this sense at least school knowledge 
may be said to have an 'out there* existence.
However, an alternative exposition of the nature of 
school knowledge is in danger of failing to «onsider 
the social context of such ideology in suggesting a 
view of the curriculum as being merely wie particular 
(parametric) representation of the various possible 
outcomes resulting from the everyday activity of 
teaching. Man the actor is thus portrayed as con
sciously participating in the transendant action of 
purposeful confrontation with the particular reality 
represented by the category 'school knowledge*. Although 
the consequential, and differential, availability of the 
various contingencies of action does indeed derive from 
action the phenomenon itself is problematic. It must 
be remembered that men the actor also speaks from within 
an (ideological) interpretational paradigm.
The sociological endeavour to explicate the nature of 
particular categories of the various knowledge contents 
therefore faces an Immediate difficulty arising tram 
the essential ambiguity (for example) of the activity 
•doing mathematics*. Whilst the notion of «doing 
mathematics* may be descriptive of a particular activity 
(that will be more or less recognizable by mathematicians 
end onl&okers as being, in fact, mathematics) it may 
refer, additionally, in an ideological way to one's 
participation - in some way or another - in the activity 
of that epistemio community. In the latter ease other 
members of the community, and indeed interested outsiders, 
will view the activity through the interpretational
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culture wlthi» which they cxlct, live, end have their 
being#
Whereas one should be fully cognisant of a certain 
discreteness between those curriculum categories 
employed in the social construction of school knowledge, 
end various attempts to relate, for example, typologies 
of knowledge to those practical activities that may 
emerge from it, this very discreteness does provide a 
particular Insight. One of the propositions being 
argued is th* Imowledge may only be existentially 
appropriated - end thus have 'meaning* for the individual 
within a social context. Such a proposal refelects a 
similar stance to that adopted by Preire (1972) in 
noting that*

“To deny the importance of subjectivity in the process of transforming the world and history is naive and simplistic.It is to admit the impossible* a world without men. This objeotivist view is as ingenious as that of subjectivism which postulates men y/ithout a world.World and men do not exist apart from each other. .*
I. cit. p.;

By implication the social category 'school ourrleulum* 
may therefore be apprehended as having existence only 
as a representation of the various outcomes resulting 
from the everyday activity of teaching, AS has already 
been proposed, meanings for the individual actor will 
themselves derive from the particular realities of the 
pedagogic life v/orld existentially apporpriated from 
those various packages of defined and named knowledge 
contents. (The precise 'name* is therefore unimportant 
since the concern is rather with an analysis of the 
process). To this extent the social category 'teacher* 
is to be understood as only capable of being fully 
comprehended within the totality of 'out there* knowledge,



What is sought on the part of the reader Is a consciousness 
that the process hy which knowledge as knowledge comes 
to he 'out there* is a process independent of the 
contents or forms of that knowledge.
Again, it is the fact of this discreteness that enables 
the writer to contend that legitimate socielogical 
work addressing the question of 'what shall count' as 
school knowledge may be perceived as occupying a position 
of marginality in the present argument. That is, there 
is no necessity of connection between the two. For the 
present purposes it will be of no consequence whatever 
alternative organisation of knowledge is being proposed 
sliuse whatever counts will possess the potentiality of 
becoming merely another package of contents and there
fore subject to the same positivistie processes.

Changing Knowldee.

In questioning the problematic nature of what nWgii oount 
as Valid school knowledge it has become apparent that 
the particular perspectives involved in the notion of 
pedagogic subjects have originated in a negotiated set 
of shared meanings that have themselves given rise to 
taken for granted assumptions concerning those subjects. 
Whilst such shared meanings may (although this is a 
perspective with limitations) be a result of those 
negotiated processes of classroom interaction between 
teacher and pupil the immediate concern is to examine 
the manner in shich socially constructed pedagogic 
categories form an interpretations! paradigm able to 
sustain particular definitions of reality together with 
the related question of the extent to which categories
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are able to impose these definitions upon others having 
an interest within the context of that particular 
negotiating arena.
The theoretical formulation that most nearly approximates 
to this perspective is that provided by Berger and 
Eellner (1971) concerning marriage as being a nomos- 
building, instrumental, activity. Both for the marriage 
partner and the pedagogic practitioner the social 
ordering of the universe provides an appropriate 
intepretative framework through which the world is 
experienced as 'making sense* of the activities in 
Which they are respectively ei^ged* the only world of 
which its inhabitants can conceive.

“The socially constructed world must be oonttoually mediated to and actualized by the individual, so that it can become and remain indeed his world as well.She individual is given by his society certain decisive cornerstones for his everyday expedenoe and conduct. Most importantly, the individual is supplied with specific sets of typifications and criteria of relevance, predefined for him by the society and made available
for the ordering of M s  everyday iife. îMs ordering or # » * momlo app^etus is hiographioally otimlatiTe# p  begins to be formed in the individual from earliest stages of soeialisation on» then keeps on being enlarged and modified by himself throughout his biography*”(Op* cit* p*23)

What Berger and Kellner are here drawing attention to 
is the importance of a process of validéation that 
requires an on-*going interaction with others» co^inhabitants, 
in the world* Indeed, for the pedagogue, the subject 
department provides an identity reinforced by significant
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others perhaps as equal in its significance as one's 
maâ riage partner# If it is correct that the plausibility 
and stability of the pedagogic subject world is dependent 
upon the strength and continuity of significant re
lationships then what has been proposed regarding the 
rhetorics of school knowledge bears an obvious rele
vance to the reinforcement of such perceptions#
When a subject department is engaged in the process of 
introducing 'new' knowledge, the interpretational 
paradigm afforded by that subject imputes meaning for 
others in which the various pedagogic subjects bring 
into play the entire, situationally located, experiences 
previously elaborated# It may be that some temporal, 
spatial or epistemio contiguity is present that will 
prevent these other departments frm 'knowing* about 
the new knowledge until some social incident makes public 
what was previously the private knowledge of that group# 
fhis discovery of unfamiliar knowledge within an other
wise typically familiar and anticipated context can occur 
because sets of expectations held by the subject depart
ments are typically confined to the activities of one's 
own subject personna# As a mathematics teacher one msy 
talk to other mathematics teachers about other subject 
departments but will not, in the same degree, talk to 
other teachers about the mathematics departments nor 
indeed with other teachers about that teachers depart
ment without some threatened crises of identity#
As with the observing participant activity there will 
be other knowledge that the actor does not know he does 
not know - and is therefore incapable of evaluating# 
Therefore the notion of 'familiarity' is particularly 
salient within the context of the social posturing 
adopted with reference to the opprearance of new know
ledge. This knowledge%
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“« . .has its subjective meaning « which refers on the one hand to the habits of the subject in recognising, identifying, and choosing actual expealeices under the tjrpes at hand in his actual stock of knowledge. These habits in turn are not only the outome of the object's POTsonal history, the sedimentation of which they are, but also a function of 
his actual oiroumstanoea, the situational setting within which these habits have been formed . . . , On the other hand, the subjective meaning of familiarity refers to, so to spe^, the demarcation line which the subject draws attention to between that segment of the world which needs and that which does not need further investigation."(Schütz, 1970. Page 27)

It has been suggested that discrepant definitions of 
reality are 'kept going' through the notion of a 
symbolic universe in which the pedagogic divisions of 
knowledge form specific structures plausible only in 
particular social circumstances. Social change will 
involve changing these plausibility structures and the 
question becomes one of what processes are intrinsic 
to particular pedagogic productions? Berger (1973) 
makes a useful distinction between the 'what' (the 
social organisation of knowledge) and the 'how' (the 
cognitive style of knowledge practitioners) that 
allows one to differentiate between the various bodies 
of knowledge and the 'habits* of thinking that pertain 
to hem, For the pedagogue as for the technocrat the 
everyday knowledge of the worker has a social location 
in which:

", . ♦ the worker's specific knowledge derives its location and significance

to the^worker Jn'his'inraediate'^situation," (Op. cit, p.30)
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Berger also makes the point that the worker believes 
each knowledge to be iiotentlally available thue enabling 
the proposal that such beliefs may be more or lees 
discrepant with the 'reality*. In the case of the 
teohnological worker the owrk of the individual is 
related to the work of many others regardless of 
whether these others are physically present in the 
work situation or not* Both participation and pro
duction can therefore thke place in a segmental mode 
along the lines that have previously been suggested*
It is this distancing between the socially located 
specific knowledge of the worker and some larger body 
of knowledge that, in the case of teaching, enables more 
or less discrepant forms of that knowledge to becme 
established in particular institutional locales* The 
meaning of a pedagogic identity as being (say) a teacher 
of geography in this particular school is therefore to 
be distinguished from a more general appeal to one's 
membership of an appropriate epistemio c<mmmity* The 
ideology of the subject thus contains a subjective 
component in which meanings for the individual arise 
ffom the manner in which that individual defines him- 
self as a consequence of the actual experiences of the 
self in particular social locations# Berger indeed 
suggests that, as a consequence of biography's being:

apprehended both as a migration 
tteough different social worlds end as 
the successive realisation of a number 
of possible Ideologies . • . # the 
structures of each particular world 
areëKperienced as relatively unstable 
and uMcliable * * * the modem industrial 
society's experience of a plurality of 
social worlds relativises every one of 
them* Consequently the institutional 
order undergoes a certain lose of reality# 

^cent of reality* consequently shifts 
pom the objective order of institutions 
to the realm of subjectivity#»»
(Op# cit. p#74)



In their reaearcb into how traditional culture can 
effect the thinking of those persons being taught 
mathematical coneepta for which there are no exact 
antecedents in that culture, Oaÿ and Cole (1967) 
found that the Kpelle of Mberia were taught things 
for which there was no reference of meaning wittiin 
their culture. Thus, they were unable to perform 
succesBfally (in comparison with merloen nationals) 
in sorting out coloured triangle# although they did 
domonstrate a consiaerable expertise In estimating 
how many cups of rice were csmtained from some larger 
measure. The discreteness arose because # e  Ipelle 
possessed no fremework for comprehending the relevance 
of one to the other, and a similar discreteness exists 
with school iMpils in relation to school knowledge. 
They may thoroughly enjoy doing a new mathematics 
project such as (the Inner london Education
Authority project Secondary Kathematlcs Individualised 
learning Experiment) but do not always 'realise* that 
the activity was 'mathematics' and cannot relate what 
they lea m  In S.M.X,L.E# to mathematical problems.
In the Case of a pedagogic subject department new, 
innovative, knowledge potentially constitutes a 'nomlc- 
rupture* (Berger and Kellner, 1971) in which, what is 
not apprehended is precisely;

. the subjective side of these difficulties namely, the transformation of nomoa and identity that has oocurres and that continues to go on, BO that all problems and relationships are experienced in a quite new way, that is, experienced within a new and over-changing reality.”(Op. cit, p.““'

In order to bring out some of the processes involved 
in a praenatlo way it is intended to show what negotiated 
processes were involved in the introduction of 'new' 
definitions of subjects already well established in the
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Ctorieulum of a particular school, in this the perspective 
of a school mathematioB department as filtered throu^ 
the view of an observing participant will provide the 
main emphasis. Having regard to the previously established 
view of the pedagogic subject as a form of life (Htillips, 
1973) one might legitimately question what social 
negotiations are involved: the business studies depart
ment has already provided one focus in this respect and 
it is now proposed to examine the Instroduction of 
S.M.I.Ii.E, within a more explicit framework, 
that is suggested is thgt the subject «mathematics' 
provides the contextual clue from which the meaning of 
particular pehnemena are derived: it Is a symbolio 
form of life through which knowledge is given existence 
and «hloh will be ooneidered as less or more negotiable.
The co-existenoe of different, and often discrepant, 
social worlds baaed upon existing institutional divisions 
of school knowledge not only underpins the 'life-plan* 
(Berger et» al. 1973) of the Individual as a primary 
source of the pédagogie subject identity but also 
comprise a side bet (Becker, 1967) initiating that 
individual into previously unknown orders of meaning.
In the view of Berger the experience of a plurality of 
social worlds preosdss the ideological framworks serving 
to legitimate them. The writer now proposes a specific 
and pedagogic application of the 'fantastic consequences' 
of these specific, on-the-job, actions that Berger relates 
to the actor's technological work knowledge that he: ~

. . carries over to other sectors of the individual's life. Various hobbies, particularly those of the do-it-yourself variety, express the same features of cognitive style in the private life of the individual, but a problem-solving end deeply technological attitude may also Carry over into the manner in which
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the Indiviflual looks at politics, the eaucation of his children or the 
management of whatever psychological difficulties he may he afflicted with, .. * what is carried over . . is not a specific item of knowledge hut rather 
the general cognitive style that pertains to this type of knowledge,"
(Op. cit. p»35)

However, Berger does fail to explicate the direction 
of this ‘carry over*. For example, why does he suggest 
it is from work and not (say) to work? It may well be 
that there is some third or other connection between 
the two events. Shis line of argument does not negate 
the proposition that the pedagogic practitioner approaches 
whatever knowledge is available in the school in a like 
manner. His subject identity will be the base from which 
other actions flow. The degree of seenentation will now 
be more, now be less, aocordingto the biography of the 
indivduals and the various conotraints imposed by the 
parameters of that particular life world.
The interpretational pamdi@n potentially afforded by 
the pedagogic subject arises from a set of shared meanings 
themselves related to particular, and socially constructed, 
categories of school knowledge. It is in this context 
that the ‘thinking as usual* activities of # e  subject 
practitioner may perceived not only (to recapitulate) 
as forming a perspective in the sense this term is employed 
by Becker (1961), that is.

«.. . .to refer to a co-ordinated set of ideas and actions a person uses in dealing with some problematic situation, to refer toja person's ordinary wey of feeling about and acting in such a situation. These thoughts and actions are co-ordinated in +v,« gense that the actions flow reasonably.
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from the aotor'e point of view, from 
tte ideas contained in the perspective.” (Op, cit, p. 34f.)

also that; continuing the argument, the knowledge 
upon which this perspective is based will be socially 
derived and inevitably located In the personne of the 
particular subject identity. As Sohutz (1970) noted 
in a somewhat stellar context:

• o?Iy e very small part of my stock of knowledge at hand originates in my own personal «tperienoe of things, ^  far the greater part is socially derived, originating in the experiences of others, cramnunicated to me by others, or handed down to me , . . All of this knowledge derived from others, believed by me in various degrees of plausibility, becomes my o m  habirual possession of known,"
(Op, oit, p,84).

How to act in given situations is therefore an inter
pretative (and interpreted within the Interpretational 
paradigm afforded by the subject identity) décision 
in which those groups of teachers involved in tlie 
teaching of partioular school subjects, and portrayed 
as encountering specific sets of situational problems 
peculiar to that subject, may similarly eome to hold 
modes of thought and action that are the natural and 
legitimate ones to use in such situations, The ‘naming» 
of particular packages of knowledge as constituting 
'mathematical' or whatever facts, being drawn from 
an Infinite universe is no more m d  no less than a 
consequence of the selective interpretation from within 
an individual's subjectively appropriated epistemio 
paradigm which is left as also part of a wider reality.
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Tàis subjective ccmpmemt of the 'what counts# reality 
extends to areas such as mathematics that are often 
thought to he highly objective as Bruys (1986) comments 
within the context of scientific knowledge#

”llan is always in a special symbolic re
lationship to the world he studies# This 
special symbolism of science in general represents only a partial perspective 
of the total world symbolically under
stood by man. But, then, each scientist has his own niche in that scientific 
world, his own professional life-worlds in which a special slice of that total world is cut out# The physicist may see all things as atomic, the biologist may see all living things as molecular 
or cellular, depending upon his speciality, 
the social scientist may see all human 
relationships as social in nature# The 
poet or the theologian, on the other hand, 
may see the whole world primarily in personal terms, that is, terms which have some deep feeling assocleted with them#If we search for that which is universal 
to man, we cannot say that the special 
symbols of the atomic scientist are more 
universal than the personalnass that pervades the symbols of the poet or the theologian# In fact, all men see major portions of their world (if not all of their world) in personal terms#”

Berger and Kellner (1971) focus on the dialectical re
lationship in i^ch the actor, in collusion with his 
co-partners in the (pedagogic) world, continuously 
redefines the meaning of the new reality for him 
thereby strengthening new definitions of themselves 
and the world, and avoiding those interactions that 
weaken this definition* All that has been made ex
plicit in this thesis points up the pedagogic subject 
department as a critical definer of, the essentially 
precarious, reality in these respects,
The suggestion that the pedagogic subject department 
may provide a basis for the development of a segmental
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subculture, if not that of a segmented profession, 
has been disouased elsewhere In this thesis# The 
present ooncem is rather with the manner in iWioh 
this sooial grouping provides a perspective, the 
reality, within which all new experiences are in
terpreted* Young (1971) has already been utilised 
■ as suggesting some differential acceptance. of the 
meaning 'for them# of subject labels associated with 
the different interpretational paradigms of (in this 
case science teachers vis-a-vis those in the humanities) 
ana Cleveraon''̂  anpprts this view with his observation 
based on indexing language that scientists, as a group, 
accept taxonomies end typologies of the subjeot matter 
they study in a way that, for example, sociologists 
do not#
Thus, although each individual has their own biographic 
experiences the pedagogic subject department has been 
argued to be a core identification, a social activity 
through which the meanings of events are interpreted 
and filtered# The beginning teacher may accept the 
situational definitions of a subject for reason© of 
expediency yet this process potentially b@c<mes some
thing of a side-bet (Becker, 1960) since it is this 
same identity that identifies those proper activities 
that its holders might appropriately be engaged in#
At the same time it sensitises various peropetlons of 
the variously cued meanings attached to events by those 
sharing the typicality of his expeibnoes. Such per- 
ceptionsi

”#. , # structure the newcomer*© recognition of his new situation, they will also be reflected in the way that he subsequently talks and act© in his new surroundings * 
Thus, when an individual leams to search
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pjong the jUffihle of tepressions which 
he receives from a crowded factory for 
the cues which indicate the location 
of his section . . . this modification 
of perception will affect his snhaequent 
behavionr. He will feel ‘at home' on
this territory and will wander morefeeely within it than he will outside 

Î® a similar way, the individual 
will loam to name m d  recognise the 
tools and raw materials of his particular 
task» * * And, as the learning process 
continues, he will similtaneoBsly start 
to eequire a set of attitudes towards the objects named»"
(Sumer, 1971. Page 36)

She relevanoe of this comment concerning the emergence 
of incustrial sub^oultures to the processes involved 
in the emergence of pedagogic subject perspectives 
will be apparent.
Whilst there is sufficient similarity in the inter
pretational paradigm held by practitioners of particular 
categories of school knowledge, members of that specific 
pedagogic community jointly hold, for example, a number 
of perspectives that tend towards discreteness, It is 
this that gives their world its precarious nature even 
whilst massively objectified, the cognitive, social 
and physical world of that particular subject perspective 
enables a sufficient sense of the 'obvious' to enable 
these asalgffiss of perspectivos to achieve a certain 
coherence and consisteaey; yet this will only be true 
to the «tent that the thinking as usual activities of 
that group are able to integrate 'new knowledge' within 
the established interpretational paradigm of the 
approached ^oup.
such knowledge arises not only from the realities of 
everyday life but also from one's membership of par
ticular epistemio ooffiamnitioa and Phillips (1973) makes 
a useful distinction between the oonmionsenee knowledge
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of the former case and 'conventional wisdom'. îMs 
notion is employed to refer to meanings that ore 'part 
of the taken for granted sources and contents' of 
whatever knowledge flUs up that particular community 
of Boholara. She very real difficulty ooneema the 
extent to which this «new knowledge' is interpreted 
only within the prevailing institutional and pedagogical 
culture of positlvlm for where there is no prevailing 
tendency to speculate about the grounds of knowledge, 
all knowledge tends to be comprehended in tema of the 
taken for granted epistomology of the natural attitude, 
ihllst one can perhaps sake too such of this Influence 
there is a need for Becker's (1958) recognition that 
the action takes place:

« . under conditions set by the physical 
world and ly the network of other foms of 
collective notion in which it is embedded. 
Whatever the participants in the action 
may went to do, they are constrained to 
choose among those alternatives that the situation allows them.”
(Op. cit, P.5)

For example, Howson (1974) points out that mathematics 
has not clweys been an accepted, taken for granted, 
part of the pedagogic world,

"At the beginning of the nineteenth century 
the public and grammar schools - with the 
exception of a few Bohooic such as the 
Mathematioal School of Christ's Hospital 
end Sir Joseph Billiamaon's Mathematical 
School at Rochester - did not teach 
mathematiCB, Ihose who wished to learn 
the subject either attended one of the 
private schools which offered a modern 
curriculum of mathematics, navigation, 
surveying, book-keeping, geography, 
astronomy, etc., or they engaged a private 
tutor. Indeed, those old-established



gremar schools which wishes to wiSen their curriculum were often not able to 
V ??* ïhUB, for example, an attempt by the Govenors {sic) of leoSs Grmmar 
School to introSuoe mathematics end modem langusgee into the curriculum lefi to the case being taken in 1795 to the Court of Chancery.
(Op. cit. p.7>

At this ttee, then, mathematics was the new knowledge 
and was engaged in much the same activity as those 
similar departments whose aotivities have been elaborated
during the course of this thesis, ilowson goes on to
aaki

H'hy * # * ©houia boy© be expected to
take mathematle© m d  Its teachers 
seriously mhm their schools and 
Headmasters clearly did mot?The subject did act rmik with the classics in that it was either 
optional or# if compulsory, was not considered when promotions were 
made# Its practitioners were left 
in no doubt but that they were very inferior beings#”(Op# cit, p,8)

In almost two hundred years only the names have changed! 
One further aspect of new knowledge is raised in the 
ease of social studies by Whitty (1973), He propounds 
what he believes to be a characterisation of an 'official
definition* of school sociology constructed so as to 
permit the teaching of only one sociological perspective, 
Although he acknowledges that no one approach has become 
institutionalised to the exclusion of all others he 
does suggest the probablity that;

”• * # there is a greater unifomiiy of provision in areas where , # # them is a Oertigicate of Secondary Education panel for Social Studies » and in areas like Imûon and the south-east where
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a considerable proportion of teacher#
oollegea have connection©

with particular training inetitutions,”
13^1 ^ nppeara in a footnote to page

Xt is the writer's contention that such a statement is 
specious and cannot he suhstantiated hy any survey of 
school practice known to the writer* For example » the 
survey hy Davies (1973) showed hy the detailed collection 
of data, that the many variants of the subject were far 
more closely related to the way in which the subject 
emerged in partioular school structures* Within the 
context of this thesis it is 'interesting* to note 
that Whitty (1973) utilises the views of teachers of 
english to support his argument!
It may be argued that, if members of a particular 
pedagogic community are to be sharing their views 
within the context of a more or loss comisonly held 
system of beliefs and attitudes with which they confront 
the activity Of teaching, then the innovatory tendency 
of s<mc group members claiming to possess a distinctive 
form of knowledge may not be wholly accepted by other 
pedagogues* The activities of the former are therefore 
typically confined to attempts to reconstruct the 
interpretative paradigm of particular subject groups*
The ectent to which paradigms may exort some deterministic 
influence on what shall cmmt as a fact, or what shall 
count as a mathematical activity, obviously involves 
many of the issues (for example, the attribution of 
pédagogie subject ownership of particular school know
ledge) previously discussed* The particular relevanoe 
of Kuhn's ^ notion of paradigmatic shifts is that the 
notions of segmentation, social movement, and biographic
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experience do mch to Inform Boclologioal explenstions 
of paradigm ehifte. Shis I0 psrtioalsrly eo In the 
light of the reception that the concept in fact
posceeses two aimeneions.

«On t M  one hand, it stands for the entire 
constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, 
and so on shared by the members of a 
given community. On the other, it denotes 
one sort of element in that constellation, 
the concrete puzsle-solutionB which, 
employed as models or examples, can 
replace explicit rules as a basis for 
the soluti(m of the remaining puzzles of normal science.”
(lakehatos, page 73)

Whilst what constitutes a 'good* reason for choosing 
one paradigm rather than another may be a 'puzzle' - 
since both 'explanation' end 'fact' are paradigm- 
dependent - it docs involve the notion of accreditation 
by members of the appropriate epistemlo community. 
Moreover, particular paradigms are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive ways of seeing the world and pro
viding the emergence of new knowledge is eventually 
adequately supported, scientific knowledge may potentially 
undetgo a process of eo^aentatioa allowing a new 
naming of knowledge to tWce place, Exœaples hero would 
bo bio-science} astrp-seienoe, etcetera. She thrust 
of such an argument is that existing and new constructions 
of knowledge ere predominantly incremental rather than 
annihilistic in charadar, Young (1971) demonstrates 
the point admirably when arguing the conceptual Utility 
of the problematic question 'what fills a subject up?* 
Using science as his exemplar he notes:

”7he characteristic of all teaching of 
sciences at any level is that however 
strong subject loyaHies and identification 
may be (and this is likely to be closely
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associated with the level of teaching),
tend to share implicitly or explicitly norms m& values which 

define what science is about, and thus 
chemistry, physios and biolo®' are at 
one level 'integrated*. It is not 
suprlslhg, therefore, that in m  area 
of the curriculum not striking for its 
j^ovations, the sixth form, both 
biological and ptgsjcal sciences ere 
increasingly taught as fUlly-lntegrated course#*
^  maiogLtioii o f the Glgnlfloence o f
the ©tratifieatiOB âteension of knowledge 
i© that the oofe base of the former is

fielde seientiete. midenoe of
the dlzfereat situation that arises when 
Mtempts to ^tegrate e#>ear to reduoe 

knowledge Is the failure 
general solenoe movesent after 

world war '^o# Pereas the physlelst 
ehere a fairly ekplloit

set of values through being solentlsts,_ it is doubtful if being in the humanities* 
has any oomon meaning for historians, 
geographers and those in engli^ and foreign langusges* In this ease* any 
movement to 'integration* involves the 
ocmstruotion of new Values to renlace subject identities.*(Op. oit. p.31ff.)

In postulating the existence of minority groups within 
a pedegogically pluralist society there is some affinity 
with similar insights deriving from various sociologies 
of deviance in which the new knowledge may be regarded 
as ‘deviant* by the wider apiatamio community. The 
practitioners of school knowledge per m  may also 
ooneider certain knowledge in the sme light, as indeed 
may the particular subject department. This view represents 
a perspective on deviance that focusses upon the differentiation 
of knowledge component in which meanings that are avail-
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able, and upon which the subject practitioner may 
selectively drew, will be of some consequence for the 
•nsBing» of this new knowledge. In the same way that 
the observing participant has meaning only insofar as 
his activities ere seen as relevant to those of the 
approached group, so,

"hot only is it intepretativcly relevant 
that part of our stock of knowledge at 
hand has 'something to do' with the 
thematic object now given to our in- 
terpBt&tion; but, uno aetu, certain 
particular moments of the object per
ceived obtain the ohsfaeter of major or 
minor interpretative soheaeso of relevance 
for the task of recognising and inter
preting the actually experienced somment of the world."
(Bohute, 1970, Page 37).

Since the social world is shared with a multiplicity 
of Other subject identities all living and acting 
within it, the negotiating arena is full of different 
actors doing different knowledges - although these 
are constrained within the wider interpretative paradi^ 
of the pedagogic subject,
âs Erikson (1966) tes noted within the context of a study 
of 'wayward puritans' social idenity is inevitably 
linked with an awerenesa of the more or loss clearly 
defined boundaries within which it is an appropriate 
identification. (The writer has alrea^ explicated 
some of the processes involved in transmitting these 
messages to the variously involved actors in the world), 
Erikeon brings many of these emerging strands of thought 
together when he outlines!



14# Berger, Peter (1969)
The ©oelWL Reality of Religion Pmher.
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. . the netwoAe of interaction which 
link these memhera together in réguler 
social relations. And the interactions 
which do the moat effective job of 
locotiag end publicising the group's 
outer eages would seem to be those which 
take piece between deviant persons on 
the one side and official agents of the 
cœaœunitjr om the other, The deviant Is 
a person whose activities have moved 
outside the margins of the group, and 
when the coiœuBity cells him to account 
for that vagrancy it is mailing e state
ment about the nature and placement of 
its boundaries. It is declaring how 
much variability end diversity can be 
tolerated within the group before it 
begins to lose its distinctive shape, 
its ̂unique identity , , , ,on the who&, 
members of a community inform one another 
about the placement of their boundaries 
by pptioipating in the confrontations 
Which occur when persons who venture 
out to the edges of the group are met 
by policing agents whose special business it is to guard the cultural integrity 
of the community,”
(Op. cit, p,10ff)

The introduction of SKilS into the matematioe curriculum 
elaborates the potential richness of such an approach 
to the divisions of school knowledge.
Berger'*̂  has suggested that a key ehsraoteristlo of 
all pluralistic situations,

. . is that the religious ex-monopolies 
can no longer take for granted the 
allegiance of their client populations,” 
(Op, oit* p,137)

One may transpose the notion of eudiance for that of 
client and result in an interesting proposition* Shilst 
other departments may be prepared to accept certain
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definitions of what a particular subject 'is* {or at 
least to abide by previously negotiated sets of 
compromises in this connection) they may feel able 
to mount a challenge when subject departments attmapt 
innovation sben though this is, in one sense, 'none 
of their business'* Therefore when the new mathematics 
is introduced into a mathematics departments it may 
have to teke account of alternative oxplanationB of 
that toonledge offered by pupils, parents, other members 
of staff, etcetera* Indeed, these interested others 
may well include other mathematics teachers*
She potential parawters of the debate are consider- 
able for there is no logical bridge betxfeen phenomena 
and their theoretical principles or ways of seeing the 
world, for the mathematician as well as the scientist 
there is no agreed, mutually exclusive, procedure 
anû!

* * intuitilon and idiosyncrasies 
play an important a part in the work 
of the scientist as they do in the 
work of the artist."

the statement is quoted by Dalton (1959) in support of 
his mm arguments in support of his position as a 
marginal reeearcher vis-a-vis scientific method*
She subject department is not an homogenous whole 
and while mathematios may be the 'core activity' 
moments of transition are likely to streseful in terms 
of subject identity in which an individual may appeal 
to other groupings external to the school in order 
to bring stability to this now preoerious world.
The suggestion that practitioners of partioular 
pedagogic subjects may now be appropriately viewed as 
members of their relevant epietemic comrrunlty omi be 
linked with the earlier recognition that knowledge.



baiîig socially constructed^ possesses an objective 
existence only insofar, and in the sense of, its 
aooreditiation by members of a particular epistemio 
community. Berger (1973) provides a further link 
between notions of devianoy related to the sociology 
of knowledge when he examines the ways in which the 
old integrative symbols of a group gradually cease 
to l^mction. Hi© explanation of this pehnomenon is 
that I

«Different sectors of social life now 
cose to be governed by widely discrepant meanings and meaning systems # ♦ * * 
increasingly, as pluraliaation develops, the individual is forced to take cog**» niaance of others who do not believe what he believes and whose life is dominated by different, sometimes 
contradictory, meanings, values and beliefs.«
(Op. cit. p.129)

Awareness that the socially constructed pedagogic 
subject culture is »conatructed* gives significance 
to the various modes by which these meaning© ©re 
transmitted; it is precisely because the pedagogic 
subject department forms an epistemio end spatial 
boundary maintaining community that its inhabitants 
may share the expereince of being a common kind of 
teacher. These members will therefore typically tend 
to confine themselves to a particular core of activities 
and to regard any conduct which drifts away from that, 
s 1 tuat 1 onally defined, core as morw or less appropriate 
to the purposes at hand. Boundaries of whatever kiücd 
are thus symbolic sets of parentheses limiting the 
activities appropriately taking place within the bounds 
of that departments knowledge. However,
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«Bôunderiea are never a fixed property 
o f ^ y  emmmlty. They are always shifting 

i&8 Idbe pHMxple <)f 1ÜWB gpxnip j%bia auM* wsyne 
t%) de#&e Id# outer Ijk&its <%f IduüLr 
tw&iveiyae, iwH? wagns to ipositiiwi thtHnselmss 
on the larger cultural map. Sometimes 
oiwwnges ooow? witdtia Idie stanictswmB of 
the group which regulre its members to
SÜELKIB E& %WM* *?DriM%;r 4>jr K&HK13P ib€KP]PjLt:0:C3r ,m
ft <)3%ü04%e <)]f jLtHGidjexkEdijLi), <& shift <)j: loodd. 
Sometimes changes occur in the surrounding environment, altering the background 
gainst which the people of the group have measured their own uniqueness. And filTBssyiB, lupMT fseiQwaxrsL'tjLcwi** jaare zacnyjLng intiieljp laucn igtwof&byE ,8&d jliiErtjLtu.» tionue ewad ioweed Ike Tbe *&t)(M*t t3bestcoilkeuirai (Djf ibiie ieçr:Wi tiierp lJn!i<%rjL1;lJafE.

# boundaries remain a meaningful point 
of reference only so long as they are
]T<)I%829t;e,&]L3r Ikeerted Tbgr ipfa'sons <)n tlw* f%cjJrua;(*E: 4)jP bliG fsirpii]) laztdi ararsHSf&twsHiljr ilefeiicLed Igr persons chosen to represent the group*© inner morality.«
CEaüJkjSoin, 19(56. IZMir. )

Jk%& eissewrbjuBLL swBOCl; o:f tJbe *ii%i<Ie:ri3ta*)dLijii5f;* (i%ra;i:LGitùL4; 
to adherents of SMïlï; mathematics is its 'rightness* 
in a mixed ability teaching situation thereby implying 
that previous mathematics teaching has been more or 
■less succoasful in this respect. However, the extent 
to which SMI%B classes are, in effect, mixed mixed 
ability must be open to question. During the wrlter*s 
period of observation he discovered that classes were 
atill »banded* into two overlapping divisions in which 
the upper division were taught 'three SMI&B lessons and 
two traditional mathematics lessons* whereas the lower 
band were taught all The implication thus seems
to be that the political context of the innovation is 
important and that, in this case, relevant criteria were 
selectively appropriated in order gain access to the 
financial support and greater kudos (among the hierarchy) 
that teaching SISXDB mathematics brought* Even during
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the Initial introdnotion of the echeme in london schools 
this link was made explcit. It 'happened* becauBei

"# » • several heads of department had 
been emions to rtm mixed ability eohemes in their own schools,"

fhio belief oocnrs at various points in the message 
system and remarks about constructing a SKI3S dictionary 
ere prefaced %  the remark that:

''Seine new to SMIIB I couldn't believe 
that it would solve all my mised-ability problems,"

( Although the isqilleation behind this teachers remark 
was clearly that it would solve a great many of them).
5he emergence of this new knowledge is therefore 
clearly and eonsoiouely linked to a 'shared problem* 
facing mathematics teachers.
It was not long before this epistemio differentiation 
was to be acoompenied by an ideological differentiation 
and within a few weeks the writer, as observing participant, 
became aware of an emerging •humour culture* in which 
jocular remarks were incorporated into the intepretational 
system of the department.
One such joke that was initially much appreciated by 
teachers of îSîÏÎjÉ end that soon gained currency in the 
staffroom encounters concerned the teaching of 'networks*. 
This ie a theme in which various digrams offer a number 
of alternative ways of getting from one point (*a*) to 
another (*b*): the art ley in disoovering the number
of paths. During lesson time a mathematics teacher sees 
a pupil crawling across the playground on all fours, 
heads and knees are dirty, ®hen asked what he is doing
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the pupil responds by showing a worksard asking how 
many ways he can get from one oomer of the playground 
to the other and the pupil Gimilteneously states:

"So far I’ve walked aoross, hopped across, 
hand-standed across, end now I’m crawling#0X086 «

In tMa o#88 tha medlw la truly the meamage im which 
the body of shared mathematical beliefs end understandings 
were reinforced and mediated to other practitioners.
What is on the surface a funny joke underlined the 
philoephy of SMIIE and was variously explicitly linked 
to a mathematics ie fun (Holt, 1965) ideology that had 
its origins in the principle that ’discovering things* 
is the essence of the new mathematios. Mathematics is 
an activity in which the mathematics teacher egnuires 
what the pupil is doing end this could be contrasted 
with the activities of traditional teachers:

"If so end BO had come across him he'd 
have gone straight in with ell guns 
firing . , . without waiting to find 
out what the explanation was."

iho incident also illustrates the ways in which a complex 
division of school knowledge is negotiated between the 
various members in order that people may know, typically, 
whet to expect from the various performances. In this 
case the massage was in part that mathematics v/ss spending 
out of the classroom and that pupils might legitimately 
be found scattered around the school, Erikson (1966) 
provides an Imaginative insight in this respect when he 
notes tliat, within socially constructed 'objective* 
realities, there exists:
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* eertala degree of dlverelty so taat people oan be deployed aeroes a range of group space to survey ite potential, measure Its capacity, and, 
in the case of those we call deviants, Dâtrol Its boundaries,*
Xopé cit. p*19)

The procedures have much in common with those activities 
just described and those various ways in which clients
were with^üPawn classes in order to 'do* another 
subject that was elaborated in the previous chapter*
In fact an incident concerning this latter ploy reveals 
one further aspect of mathematics, the nornoe builder.
As part of the social studies course fifth year pupils 
v/ere involved in a *work experience* course requiring 
their absence from school for two complete weeks at 
two points in their fifth year* Although mathematics 
had agreed, probably reluctantly, this was not a 
popular withdrawal;

*lt*s not just that the pupils are out 
• ♦ • we can't get on with any new work because if they miss the explanation 
they won't be able to make any progress*«

The internal structure of mathematical knowledge ie 
given an almost reified existence that is reflected 
in the teaching activity# The 'structure* of mathe^ 
matios was a continuously transmitted message in which 
it was taken for granted that people accept:

«Tou can't just copy up the work like 
you can in most of the other subjects#*

Remembering that the intorduotion of smilB mathematics 
was originally conceived, or at least presented, in terms 
of its appropriateness for miaed ability teaching the
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teaoher'e poiment that follows is particularly interesting. 
He was desorihing the activities of a typical SEIIE 
lesson end, in so doing, provided a aseftal account of 
the mechanisms used to provide a differential access 
to ’atractured' learning situationss

«As the echcae is completely individualised, 
a child might he working, for example, at 
a level far ahead of his mathematical age 
on geometry but at a remedial level on 
computation. The cards are arbitrarily 
numbered so that e high numbered card 
could be for a remedial task. She children 
seem heppy enough with this tailor made 
matrix."

Differentiation in similar modes has been noted by 
Keddie (1971) in connection with social studies lessons. 
Another teacher provided the following response in 
answer to a similar question about what happened in 
SKIEB classrooms:

"At the beginning of each lesson they come 
in, pick up their folders, get their 
equipment, and just carry on where they 
left off the previouB lesson.
All I have to do is to sign off work 
they've completed otherwise I suggest 
things, question a feq of them to make 
sure they understand. . .I'm more a 
sort of advisor rather then a teacher."

It is not long before pupils ere initiated into the 
mystique of this way of doing mathematics one of whom 
cot’Eiented that:

"Sometimes we get a task and its really 
hard and you’re studg with it for hours.
. . end you put your hand up for the 
teacher to help. When they come they give 
you bits of clues and things, they don’t really toll you."
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Indeed, ’not really telling you’ was seen by teachers 
as en essential part of the learning activity, in 
describing what, for them, constituted the ’core 
professional activity* all mathematics teachers Een- 
tioned quite separately this ’not telling* dimension.

"I saw . . my main task in a SKIhE lesson, 
perhaps session is a better word - lesson uOB#B t right aqmehow, as ©ortlfig
out the really sticky mathematical problems."

discussing their work and their 
results of the matrix tests, resolving 
mis^deratandings, etcetera. . . YoudoB't tell them what to io#«

Once this ideological framework had been established, 
and approximately two years into the project, a change 
of tenor was noted in which greater emphasis was placed 
on 'mleaionisiag# activity. Written descriptions no* 
included passages such as;

«Using te&tbooks and booklets will help 
Dut mneh more importantly the children 

engaged In a whole range of 
activities throughout the year, even through the week ** * #
* . » "^ sooner it ie genrally accepted 
that m&thematioe ie a practical subject 
the bettor. We need to aim * * * for
the sort of set“*up offered to the average 
science department. The facilities w* ̂
:cv&<2gLl3«<» jfoi? ;a(a1;heiBeit;i(!E; lawagr ibe legss 
sophisticated than some of those for 
science but they need to be available.
mmernatios must be taught in n mŝ thr̂  
matios roomdesigned and eouioned to do just that# ' ...
(My emphasis)

During the writer's period of observation a teaching 
room bec^e available end the 'grapevine* revealed that
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th me thematic© department were Interested in claiming 
this apace m  m  additional mathematios room# The 
reason that was given was that;

«YW can't eerry amim eabineta around with you. y

Again a eooially oonatructed catogorieatlon becomea a 
legitimising agency in the competition for finite 
reaourcca that Includes the deeignation of teaching 
apace© as outlined in the proceeding chapter. The 
designation of such social and teaching space may well 
he scan as an essential part of the process of fcater
ing and maintaining allegiance to the appropriate know— 
ledge community insofar as spatially secluded groups 
possess a considerable advantage in maintaining and 
reinforcing a diétlnctive and tl^tly knit epistemic 
community# ore over, the fact that mathematics had 
been 'awarded* the room bore certain messages both for 
members of that department and those who were unsuccessful 
in their bid that was not lost on the different prac- 
titloners.
fhe relativistic nature of the new mathematics in which 
the pupil is rarely in a positbn to be 'wrong* can lead 
to problematic encounters. Interestingly, during m e  
discussion with the writer about how they marked such 
work one of the teacher's oozmented;

«There*# a parallel here with english 
creative work# ♦ # a mark given to 
a piece of such work is difficult to
justify in any objective erms."

The remark is almost Incredible within the context of 
a mathematios department end it would prove instructive 
to follow the project through to he stage when teachers
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0tsrt negotiating for the aoooptanoo of cours# work 
in external examinations, (The remark ia also revealing 
of the Way in which mathematios teeohers perceive the 
aotivities of other pedagogic subjects)#
Sharp and G^scn ( 19?5 ) also describe the problems met 

one headmaster oonesming the new mathematics in his 
school* In this cas# the mbivalence between school and 
home resulted in m e #  parents providing their children 
with «sums' at h m #  in a more or less explicit attempt 
to provide a compensatory (home) education to remedy 

- the school environment*
If m o  might return to the subject of humour this can 
also be employed as an offensive weapon by other depart» 
Bents in establishing some sort of counter culture to 
that Bsdiatcd by the offending subject area: the place 
of such humour in the general staffroom culture and the 
observing participant activity has already W e n  discussed* 
Xt is significant, for example, that the following joke 
originated outside the mathematics department and is 
purpoted to be based on a true incident* 
luring the .invigilation of an external mathematics 
cxazoination one of the questions on the paper asked 
candidates 'to use lythagoraa* theorem to * , * (find 
out something or other)*' On# of the osndidates is 
then suppoeed to have said:

«I don't seem to have a lythagorus* 
theorem # * * have you got one that 
I could borrow?«

Again this was a source of a great deal of ams e m n t  in 
the staffroom but the underlying criticism is that the
Candidate did...not, know what Pythagorus theorem was —
and that she 'ouirht* to have known.
The particular incident is reflected in fairly mommon
accusations, particularly from non-mathematics teachers,
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that pupils do not know what is meant by a paroentage, 
etcetera, end «#ght* to stop wasting their time making 
shapes with cotton in their mathematios lessons and 
get on with 'proper* mathematioa, ( %  'proper* 
mathematics the reader is to understand the traditimal 
mathematics that these teachers did when they were at 
school}#
The use of the jzdcing mods is discuesed at some length 
in both Dmmet (1966) and Turner (1971) and the letter 
ia particularly illustrative of the ways in which the 
rather amhiguous meanings of joking relationships 
may represent wider social representations# Bmet's 
(1966) discussion of 'joking partners' derives from 
an mthropologioal paradigm and provides farther in
sight into the 'meanings' of the previously related 
incident# He notes that joking partners :

« * # # are found to ho people who are 
neither members of an immediate 'in
group' nor of quite separate groups#
They occupy border-line positions such 
8S the maternal uncle in a patrilineal 
famiiy, and certain clans which pair 
with others as joking partners# The 
suggested explanation is that people 
in such borderline relations can in— 
dulge in joking behaviour without damage 
to authority within the group; and, as 
coming from persons not directly con- 
comed in the problems of the group, 
the joking behaviour provides means 
of expressing playful agnession, and 
also# like satire, sometimes includes 
pointed moral rebukes among the banter# « 
(Op# Git# p#132)

Joking is thus portrayed as particularly prevalent 
among marginal social positions and is therefore 
reflective of precisely the reported pehnomenon#
The witer's observations also lead him to suppose
that, in the same way that the observing participant
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may only ask questions that ore considered ’appropriate’ 
to that knowledge held about hiw by the approached 
group, 80 too may subject-orientated ’jokes’ only be 
made within the context of previously explicated 
social relationships, Douglas (1975) elaborates many 
of these issues in her own exposition of the social 
dimensions of joking that repays careful study by the 
reader interested in a more detailed study of the 
phenomenon that is required by the present argument.
?or exemple, she outlines the social dimensions of 
joking paying particular attention to the differences 
between insults and jokes, and the symbolic nature of 
such experisnees,
ühe biographic expeitmices of teachers are of course 
an important element in the prevailing definitions of 
reality not only for what •fills up' their own subjects 
but also those of other pedagogic practitioners. How
ever, one of the consequences of this is that, because 
of increasing spécialisation, a particular school subject 
will be differentlately perceived by those for whom it 
is a life-world and those for whom it is not, ïhe 
perceptions of the latter will be based on the contents 
they themselves were taught (usually a minim'# of six 
years ago and frequently a considerably longer period) 
whereas the former have been more recently processed 
within a content ’they were tau^t to teach» paradiga 
of colleges and departments of education.
It then becomes interesting to aek what happens in (say) 
the case of sociology where the contents have not usually 
been ’taught’ as a school subject to those now emerging 
as teachers of this subject? Whitty (1975), for example, 
whilst acknowledging that it is a peculiarity of social 
studies that:



, the students who opt for it includeBajv who have had mo experience of the 
suoject from a 'oonmmer* point of view 
^ I ^ ^ t h e i r ^ o w  time as aohool pupils# «

nonetheless makes little attempt to assess the Implications 
of this for his analysis. It may be, for example, 
precisely because their actual school experiences of 
the subject were necessarily limited (if they œisted 
at all) that the activity of teaching social studies 
was seen as more or less problematic as their course 
evolved. Onoertainty as to what constituted acceptable 
olessroor. behaviours abounded as various students 
attempted to 'sake sense* of the activity of teaching 
social studies which were viewed as qualitatively 
different from that of other subjects.

. . the problems around which discussion 
centred in social studies methods seminars 
were at variance with those members of 
other methods groups with whom social 
STOdies students came into contact during education seminars,"(Op, cit, p.69)

Whitty also quotes the views of a chief examiner in 
sociology who commented that the content of the subjoct 
as taught In schools could be attributed to its institu
tional context. In particular it was specifically re
lated to its emergence as legitimate school knowledge 
(here compare Sruyn*s (1966) analysis of the sociological 
rhetoric with Phillip’s (1973) on the relevance and 
warranting of knowledge).
Returning to the introduction of SKItB it was not long 
before the *do-it-#ourself* mode of teacher co-operation 
gave way to professional leadership supplied by the
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local authority advisory staff and a matheaatlco in
spector given special responsibility for the develop
ment of At this stage it was possible to
attend lectures on, for example, 'She Philosophy of 
SÎ5IIE* and other indications that the early 
spontaneity was beginning to give mey to publicised 
meetings whose purpose was ’yet to be imnounoed*, 
îhe association of SMIIB with a mixed ability teaching 
situation began to be re-lnterproted in terms of the 
’possibility’ of Mode Shree examinations: a possibility 
that was viewed with concern by some teachers and may 
provide the beginnings of some ideological divisions 
among the appropriate teachers.
The rapid grovfth in membership also brought the danger 
that ’deviant’ sub-groups might spring up in schools 
and ’Splash’ (the magazine specifically directed to
wards SfillB teachers) warned of the urgent need;

. , for communication , . . between all the schools and teachers involved with saiE, She sucoese of the system depends 
on the enthusiastic participation of us as teachers, and so there is a need for an instrument by which we can nil actively involved in the direetlbii iiTwhich 3E1IÆ; is moving. H  '
(Splash humber 0001. Page 2)

If one may digress for a moment, the process of fostering 
and maintaining allegiance to some central body of 
nelief is aided by the speaking of a different language 
to other social groupings and some of the implioati<ms
of this for the pedagogic subject knowledge division
has already been discuseed. This would seem to be true 
of mathematics generally, end SiaiB in particular. Thus, 
a common sentiment expressed by teachers when asked to 
’cover’ a mathematics lesson was:

"If a girl asks for help I can’t even understand what the question is asking let alone trying to find out what the answer is,"
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There is here à pragmatle example of an argument oMamio 
to this thesis; that ia, the very real way that 
different subject deparWemts have condructed for 
themselves life-world# that are not only alien hut 
frequently totally imoomprehenaihle to the outsider 
(Berger, 1963). The loystlque of mathematios is an 
essential part of the Mathematical identity and is 
reeognined as such hy its practitioners. It was a 
cause of great hilarity to mathematics teachers when 
they were asked by a *non-specialist* about an 
ordination question in which the candidates were 
invited to write a story about rabbits in mathemAtiemi 
1.##.##* It is in a similar way that teacher# of

ere also conscious of using a different language 
from- that used other teachers and pupils i

«A major obstacle in mathematics, particularly 
in our so-called modem maths, is the terminology#"

and the speaker subsequently went on to describe how 
he had constructed a dictionary of mathematical words

« . that don't always have the same 
meaning as they do in common usuagc#"

An idea that was enthusiastically taken up ty many of 
his colleagues#
The incident is generally analagous to Pettigrew's 
computer programmers who were themselves aware of 
possessing a distinctive occupational identity that 
wm  sustained, in their case, by controlling the 
appropriate technology.

"Designing and programing a computer system 
was a mthematioal problem which, of course, 
could only be handled by trained mathematicians# «
(Op# cit* p.266)
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Computer (malyslsts, ou the other hand, were peroelved 
8© constituting a different ocoupatlonel Identity and
wore (Illegitimately) encasaching upon the programmer's 
knowledge# Such encroachments were rejected by the 
progremmere since, although:

«Some individuals weren't too bad, the 
trouble was they knew nothing about computer#*"

The use of language to engender a feeling of ' separateness ' 
extended to the numbering of the magasine 'Splash' when 
the casual reader would soon become aware of something 
strange# Whereas the 'normal' reader might expect 
consecutive issues to be numbered in sequence (by which 
the writer means, for example, 4 would be followed by 
5, 5 by 6, and so on) this is not the ease with Splash* 
Here, consecutive issues of the magazine were numbered 
O1O0| 0101; 0110; and 01 li, hot being aware that the 
Issues were in fact consecutive, yet at the same time 
realising the numbe ring was odd, my request for the 
apparently missing copies was again taken as evidence 
of ny inability 'to speak the language' like a native#
My request to be Inducted into the mysteries of the 
system went something like this;

Self: Well, how are they numbered then?
Other; Mndry
Self; (Hot knowing the signifieanos of 

this incantation) What's binary?
Others To base two* .

that's base two?

After which the writer became involved in a detailed 
technical explanation that even now he is not sure 
that he understands*
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She iîioiâent provides a very simple example of the way 
la which the technical language of s subject ess be 
used to aiffcrentlate those who share its knowledge 
from those who do not. Becker (1973) noted a similar 
phenomenon when jazz musicians ’placed* various approach
ing strangers along a continuum relating to the extent 
to which these latter both knew and could accurately 
nppdrprlate, this language, (She same observations 
were made in connection with the socially located 
position of the observing participant in the first 
chapter). Each of these oases illustrates the need 
for, end use of, language as an appropriate referent 
for establishing new knowledge within the typifications 
of the approached groups relatively natural view of the 
world (Sohutm, 1967).
Aspects of experience that are socially recognized aa 
a form of classification through which events in the 
world may be endowed with meaning can thus be made 
available. language within the task orientated, pedagogic 
structures, thus serves the dual purpose of allo?;ing 
rapid communication about technical matters (but only 
to those who are also ’in the know’) and also exerting 
some degree of control over that task. The more highly 
developed, and thereby potentially differentiated from 
that of other groups, the lenguage of a group the less 
likely it is that other subject groupings will be able 
to communicate with them. Physics end mathematios may 
be similar, mathematics end english are not: the reader
has already been advised of the aocially located rhetorics 
that reinforce such alliances end separations.
The relevance of this perspective to the subject Identity 
of the teacher Is that the boundary of the subject 
provides the terrain within which other social relation
ships are established. Mathematics, or any o%er subject.
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Is therefore not only more or less ieoieted from the 
aotivltieo of other subject depsrteents within that 
particular institutional locale, but ie also relatively 
isolated from the activities of the more or less power
ful external definers of realities represented by 
•school mathematiOB’. Thus, although Cioourel (1973) 
ia epasking of status relationship in a specific context 
what he says le directly relevait to the role related
knowledge of the subject practitioner, Cioourel suggests 
that;

, the more spontaneous or intimete 
the relationship, end hence the inter
action, the less ’institutitmallzed’ the 
behaviour of each. Thus strangers will 
respond to more impersonal or ’safe’ 
deflniticaiB of the situation in inter
acting with one another. Close friends 
would be more likely to innovate before 
each other during social interaction, 
or they would be less constrained by 
•third parties*. In order for individual 
actors to innovate as ’loners’, they 
would presumably reject the social net
work of ’third parties’ or the community, (Op, cit. p.13) •'

I'Bthematics io a relatively insulated subject with 
strong spatial end epistemio boundaries that both pro
tects innovation within its domain and clearly marks 
any traongreseion, in either direction. This insularity 
ie perceived by its practitioners: a mathematics lesson

", * , isn’t a discussion lesson where all 
you need is your brains . . . like social 
studies and english,"

Mathematical knowledge is proprietorial knowledge and 
provided its boundaries are respected the curricula 
presence of pedagogic others will be ’tolerated’, Many
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of the above points ere enalagous to Berreman’a previously 
eitea work regarding tightly oloaefi and hi#ly stratified 
aocietieai both being charecteristica of the pedagogic 
Bubjeot department in the secondary sohool, Serreraan 
observed that, in such soeietioss

"• « # the difficulty of impression manage
ment la compounded. In a closed society 
the outsider may be prevented from viewing 
the activities of its members almost 
completely. She front region is small 
and admittance to any aspect of the 
performance is extremely difficult to 
obtain. Pronounced stratification makes 
for maty teams, many performances, many 
back regions (one for each performance 
group as well as for each audience), and 
Considerable anxiety lest one group be 
indiscreet in revealing the ’secrets’ its 
members know of other groups,"(op, cit, p.12)

One of the few areas in which mathematical activity 
comes in overt conflict with other departments ie tliat 
Of withdrawing pupils from normal lessons for remedial 
reading. However, mathematics is ’sacred* knowledge 
in this respect because of its previously mentioned 
structure la which pupil absence must be avoided. In 
this oonneotion the observations of a mil# teacher 
are pertinent. He is talking about an ’experiment’ 
in which certain pupils were withdrawn from the mathe
matics lesson because this was the only time when the 
remedial reading teacher was available. He is talking 
about this:

"Initially some pupils were withdrawn for 
special reading, but they complained about 
missing 60 much SEIIE . , (it must be the 
way we teach them!) . . . later on the 
reading teachers had to come into the 
lessons to help those with reading 
difficulties but relating the reading 
to the mathematics work cards . . . "
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One %mat now relae the queetlon of how these teaohere
present m um  to aignifleant others: what image âo
they see as important in transmitting the message?
Intersstingly, the problem of how to present SKIhB
to parents (a special open evening was held to ex-
plain the project, but only after it had been going
for a year) and other interested parties was only
then beginning to come to the fore as a consideration#
àt that stage there were no explanatory articles
available for use as some sort of interpretational
filter# In this respect the writer, was particularly
fortunate in being granted access to information
that ms, then, still at the preparatory stage of
writing; the significenoe of this was the outline
of 'what is considered to be important' about SUIS
vis-a-vis other, non-mathematical, goups#
The initial introduction explicitly uses the term
'SKim' to describe the project and it is only after-
wards that the definition of what this stands for is
provided# The centrality of this mnemonic symbollmB
is an important constituent of culture and serves
to identify social# physical and mathematical properties
in a very immediate way# The SKlia ^ b o l  - a circle
enclosing other curves making up a mouth# eyes# and
nose - is to be found on the cover of Splash magazine
and other literature; enables identification; other
teachers are known as 'fellow smilers'; end the writer
is convinced that it will only be a matter of time
before aaiB badges and 'T-shirts' will become avail-
able* The inter duct ion then ends with the information
that the project is now 'working in over sixty schools'.
The selective appeal to other schools# rather than to
an argument justfying the project in mathematical terms#
is similar to other processes that were elaborated in
the section dealing with the rhetorics of school know
ledge#
Indeed, the similarity between this rhetoric# the Kpelle
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(Gay and Cole, 1967) and Innovation in school EatheEatics 
is apparent in that among the ïpelle a person won an 
argument by the similar ploy of showing the support of 
Kpelle tradition for the actions which everyone knows 
are his. The action itself was ’given*i the actor 
was concerned merely to justify the action in the light 
of tradition, end in the same way æiîs, end other 
pedagogic subject knowledge, is justified only after 
the event and then usually by recourse to its being a 
working project.
The stress on ’look at how many other schools are doing 
it’ mey well be an important aspect of curriculum develop
ment that could well be looked at in a more ctitioal 
light than is possible in this context^ The reasons 
for the Innovation will not always be made available 
to other interested, potentially hostile, observers 
and this reference to other schools both extends the 
scope of the argument, removes it from the immediate 
context, and makes it extremely unlikely that other 
departments will be able to mount any offensive should 
they so desire. This selective presentation from among 
the multiplicity of meanings that ere potentially 
available has been ocmmented on before and merely 
here represents a social application of an individual 
phenomenon noted in the writing of Schütz (1970), That 
is, that in any particular life-world within which the 
actor lives, he lives:

", . similtaneously in various prdXlS8§i
Ox reality or ©eanlng • * * we pat Into 
play Various levels of our personality 
T Ibis Indicates a hidcîen reference 

Gohlzonhrenlo e^o hypothesis."(Op* cit* p*11)” ----—

Innovations such as 'Hufflied Science' where participation
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to bo acceptable to whoever makes the ourrioulum 
decisions in a sohool whether or not the actual for® 
in practice has any likeness to the practice found 
in this wider context. The subjective biographical 
end institutional reasons for the innovation may only 
be revealed to ’strangers’ at a later stage (if at all) 
and it is significant that secrecy is a basic ingredient 
of Kpelle society* In this connection an attempt to 
intcduoe new knowledge into the oirriculum was met by 
the question:

"Sîben you aey this ia a new course, do you 
mean like nuffield science?"

Returning to the proposed explanation of SKIE?, the 
substance of the explanation centred around the fact 
that:

"A m a m  classroom is informal with the 
child having the responsibility for finding 
his or her c m  workoard and materials for the task."

SMIIS classrooms are to be distinguished from other 
olassroms and einoo socially cons&oted space pro
vides both its own spatial symbolism end the context 
within which the presence of other social objects are 
to be understood it is pertinent to describe a typical 
SI1ÎDB clmBTomrn
Â fevoaz'lte spatial object# replaolnig the textbook of 
the stsff-rooB! as a territorial indicative, ie a surround 
of paper plates with various coloured cottons threaded 
through holes to form different pattema. The designs 
ere similar to Rocher drawings and the emphasis is upon 
the activity, the practical nature of the new,mathe
matics and SKIÎS olessrooae should, above all, ’be
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designed and equipped to do juet that*.
Although one would not wish to make too auoh of the 
point it is interesting that the consistent use of 
the tens child occurs throughout the draft. There 
are a number of alternative models that are available 
to teachers in describing those sitting before him: 
•pupil», «student», «child», «learner*, *scholar«, 
would ell be similarly appropriate. The particulsr 
usage of child may be significant in that, in using 
particular labels, teachers are making differential 
statements regarding their parcpetions of particular 
definitions of the world, (It also has implications 
that the person so designated is seen within a frame
work wider than that provided by the school: for 
exesple, compare with pupil, learner, student, all 
of which address only ’partial' elements of the 
personna). In this instance the use of «child* is 
especially suggestive in the light of the previous 
suggestion that the maintainance of a distinctive 
epistemlc oommnlty will be aided by a high degree 
of control over at least the early part of the soclali- 
zatlon process of the Mid. (See, for example Wilson, 
Patterns of Sectarianism, p.iZff.).
Platt (1969) relates such a perspective to the previously 
utilised notion of devianoy when he proposes an imagery 
of schooling la which the pupil is an asaiptlve label 
conferred upon actors in particular social situations 
where the concept of that persomia is of something 
leas than a complete human being, Platt goes on to 
illustrate the; applying his perspective to the school, 
«child saving* aspects of the school curriculum in which 
one may portray the «dieintereâted* teachers as an 
identity for whom school knowledge functions along the 
lines of a rescue service for those lees fortunately 
placed in the social order. In this sense the pedagogic
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subject tpJtees cm ssanetbimg ia the nature of a «moral 
orueade* by forming en interpretation paradl# within 
Which deviant behaviour can bo recognises and «named*. 
The notiffla of childhood ie, of course, replete with 
implieetions of some other requiring to be initiated 
or inducted into a specific, ideological, way of 
behaving*
Oontinuing with the introduction to SlîïIE the next 
point to be «aphasised was that:

", , , the teacher’s role is that of 
tutor. The teacher is relieved of the 
general routine olassrocm organieatlon 
and is able to give much more time to 
the individual children's needs."

Structure has already been shown as an important 
mathematical concept and this was connected with the 
teacher's role not only in the sense of the eubjeets 
own self-validating procedures but also In the part 
played by mathematics In developing a logical mind, 
(Bloor (1973) points out that methesetlos and logic 
are seen as being a body of truths which exist in 
their c m  rl#t independently of whether anyone 
knows about their, or believes in them), structure 
alec plays an important part in maintaining the 
boundaries of mathematics the pedagogic subject and 
such a situation is snalagous to Gey and Cole’s (19Ê7) 
study of the Kpelle tribe in mberla. For the Kpelle 
knowledge was the ability to demonstrate one's masteiy 
of the way of life, and truth was the conformity of 
one's actions to such knowledge. Both notions were 
contextual end relativietie to the Kpelle end the
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conBBmxmùBB of mesh m iwderst&nâl&g was that:

àbeemûe of ultimate atanaarda * # laevldmit 1b Kpelle moA'a williugaeea to 
reeognloe mother man'o way of life Ir hi© mm lard* fhe C^lreae car grow tip to ten time# m much rice aa the Kpelle mder comparable oondltlona - but # e  Gh^eae way la rot the Kpelle way* % e  Val do rot eat monkeya and Kpelle do* 
merloara boll their water and the Kpelle .ao not* the Kpelle man aeema unconcerned ^cut the contradiction because to him there seems to be no contradiction*Each ^Ibe has Its own weye# and the fact they differ Is not at all suprieing* îhis cmplelsant tolerance might be one of the principal reasons why the Kpelle do not 
ieel challenged to accept the proposals for change made by outsiders* fhese children who go to sohool and accuire a 
new set of values and Ideas are simply 
regarded as tribal emigrants* They have 
joined a new tribe by their own choice. * What they do new and think la* therefore, 
quite naturally different from what their 
parents do and think* They no longer Kpelle# and they certainly have nothing to tell their parents*"(Op# cit* p.89)

if one substitutes mathematics the pedagogic subject 
for the Kpelle then the subjects structure# the dWLop- 
ment of a logical mind# are part of the mthematical 
#ay of life; the existence of different, perhaps cm- 
peting# definitions of the mathematical activity is 
truly an irrelevance for they ̂ present a new way of 
life* a different tribe# It is therefore particularly 
interesting that Bloor (1973) goes on to develop this 
suggestion by proposing that;

"To think of mathematical knowledge as having m independent existence is to 
thiîsk of them as structured and bounded
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tep^ltory* with m  iaalde mà m  outside# This Guggeete that knowledge oonsiete in 
gaining aecesa or entry to this realm,
0Î crossing a boundary from the outside to the inside#*
(Op# Cit# p.177)

and the pistemlc, spatial and pedagogic rhetorics out
lined in this thesis merely reinforce such a view of 
the world#

In terms of the various typologies of knowledge, such 
as that suggested by Ourvitoh (1971), the rationale 
behind the activity of * doing mathematics' is therefore 
firmly based upon an appeal to be categorized as 
scientific knowledge# As such the appeal is to a 
dieinteredness truth; two times two is four wherever 
you go# fhe assertive assumptions underlying this 
statement fail to consider the socially constructed 
nature of mathematical knowledge;

ft # if it had been a thing contrary 
to any man's right of dominion # # # that the three angles of a triangle 
should be equal to the two angles of 
a square! that doctrine should not have been, if not disputed # # # sqpressed#*
(O'Beill# sociology as a skin trade)

The potentially politicising nature of the mathematical 
activity receives relatively little recognition and, in 
this respect, mathematics stands as representative of 
the banking concept of education# Mathematical know
ledge, existing outside of man's consciousness, is 
deposit** within until its reproduction is required
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in further ocercises purporting to test the understanding. 
The particular knowledge contents have *structure* only 
in that the mathematioal activity provides the base for 
further mathematioal activities; the realisation of 
the potentiality of the contents may he obliquely 
comprehended the practitioner but it will only^ 
rarely be acknowledged.
nonetheless, a re-construction of the mathematical
activity - even as mathematical activity - does offer
a potentiality to become. Consideration of knowledge
as a process of inquiry leads to an appraisal of
school knowledge irm a problem-posing perspective#
A View that is capable of being sustained within a
paradigmatic educational project end that would be
accepted by its pedagogic practitioners (^eire, 19Î2)#
For example, mathematical knowledge is portrayed in
this light by its practitfeners when the activity of
problem-posing is considered not merely as *fun* but
also the means through which reality may be purposively
confronted# It is one means through which the approached
group may; develop the power to perceive critically the 
way they xdst in the world with which and in which they
find themselves#
Given that the meaning of an action derives its perceived 
significance from the social context within which it 
occurs, then an understanding of the relationship between 
the orhanisation end transmission of school knowledge 
now becomes a central imsuc# It is precisely to this 
question that Bernstein (1971) directed attention with 
his thesis that particular codifications of school 
knowledge result from the differential interaction of 
his three message systems that have been previously 
elaborated#
Although the paradigmatic nature of systematic education 
may, perhaps, only be changed by the exercise of political 
power an analysis of the proceseual aspects of the 
interaction may provide a theoretical basis for the
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eubsiHuptive conacientization of both school knowledge 
as a socially constructed category, end pedagogic 
subject practitioners. Bernstein suggested that the 
relationship between particular packages of knowledge, 
the curriculum contents, may be usefully comprehended 
in terms of the principle by which the boundaries are 
maintained (or not, as the case may be). Claesification, 
the nature of content differentiation, focuses upon 
boundary strength as the critical distinguishing feature 
of the pedagogic division of labour of school knowledge, 
îhue, for Bernstein, the crucial question being addressed 
is the extent to which the various contents are well 
insulated frtan each other, Shis thesis should go some 
way to elaborating the various processes that may be 
involved. If the contents are well insulated from 
each other then one may say that the contents stand in 
a closed relationship; if the converse is the case then 
the contents stand in an open relationship. Although 
Bernstein explains that the notion of classification, 
that is 'content differentiation*, is a necessary 
conceptual distinction serving to differentiate the 
how from the what there is nonetheless room for 
considerable ambiguity in this us%e.
She Implication seems to be that, for example, mathematics 
as mathematics may stand in a totally insulated relation
ship from (say) social studies as social studies. The 
boundary between the two is clearly defined and well 
maintained: the contents therefore stand in a closed
rcaltionship. However, one must question the validity 
of such a restricted view in which self-legitimating 
labels are used to categorize contents - themselves 
having a reified existence per se that, in ’reality*,
®#y prove untenable. In other words, there is a sense
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in which mathematlee 'becomes* mathematics precisely 
because it is tau^t by recognised practitioners of 
that particular pedagogic subject* and takes place 
in particular and socially designated spaces* and at
designated times#
A teacher carries his subject identity around with him; 
a teacher of history entering a room with a cover for 
a geography lesson may be greeted with the question*
'Have we got history now then?' Bven members of a 
-'team' teaching together may still be asked what (say) 
the geographical dimension of a particular theme might 
be# 'Frame' - referring to the degree of control 
exercised over the selection, organisation, and pacing 
of school knowledge - if simibrly more complex than the 
theoretical formulation of Bernstein might suggest*
The degree of content insularity is therefore never 
total, is always precarious, end this awareness may 
lead to a realisation of the situation having some 
inherent potential as a framework for the process of 
consoientization : particularly in its more negotiable 
aspects where pedagogic subject practitioners are 
already partially aware of the inadequacy of labelling 
packages of knowledge according to some criteria re
lating to their supposed contents#
For example, many activities will be included within 
the pedagogic category 'mathematics' (the measurement 
of spatial objects* adding* subtracting* percentages* 
noting the time taken to get to school* crawling across 
the playground on one's hands and Imecs) yet a purely 
nutritionist view of knowledge will not necessarily be 
able to 'make sense* of all these activities# Moreover * 
if knowledge indeed derives its meaning from the social 
world within which it is apprehended by the individual 
actor then the existence of highly differentiated contents 
can serve only to further alienate knowledge from the
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act of knowing I this would lead to the increasing 
recognition of the fact of 'overlapping contents'*
There is some similarity between the growing récog
nition of a given dimension of that reality lived by 
the individual actor* and the process of codification 
positied by writers such as Braire (1972). The 
existence of differentiated packages of knowledge 
forma a significant aspect of the lived reality of 
the approached group. Such a reality will be made 
up of those nuclei of principal and secondary con
tradictions within which the inhabitants of that life- 
world live* breath* and have their being. To this 
extent the propositions advanced in this thesis would 
be the necessary first stage of de-codification involving 
a descriptive and interpretative analysis of the re
lationships between the pedagogic subject categories. 
Attempts at the humanization of school knowledge would 
need to take into account the individualistic perspective 
of the pedagogic subject in which the re-construction 
of knowledge is subject to those limitations engendered 
by an adherence to the old pedagogic structures and 
loyalties. Man's thought can be expected to be con
ditioned by the concrete* existential situation within 
which pedagogic identity is shaped. Because of the 
various rhetorics of knowledge existing innovation* 
potential reconstructions of school knowledge* even 
the most radical of ideas* all possess this potentiality 
to become just another rhetorical (ideological) frame
work for action.16David Hawkins poses the problem in a succinct passage 
stating:

«It is not only the procedures of teaching 
which needs attention, but the very nature 
of teachers' own involvement with subject matter • • •
A teacher mist learn to resonate with the 
naive perepetions and thought processes of 
those he teaches, to map into his own domain
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of subject-matter comprehension# To do 
this he must have a wide* fluent and reflective grasp of that very subject matter# Nonetheless • • • 
as many kinds of subject are now organised 
it is not obviously nor easily possible to transform the teaching of them to a more 
self directed and informal style of work in schools.*

Such a statement carries implications that lead directly 
to a consideration of the relationship between socially 
constructed categories of school knowledge* and that 
knowledge available within the wider community# Whilst 
the possible resolution of such a contradiction may* 
at least on a theoretical level* centre on the strength 
or weakness of the classification between the two* a 
reading of the underlaying deep structure leads to a 
questioning of the assumption discussed by Young (1973):

«• . . of any superiority of educational 
or 'academic* knowledge over the everyday commonsense knowledge available to people 
as being in the world# There is no 
doubt that teachers' practices « . • are predicated on just the assumption of the superiority of academic knowledge that is being called into question,*

In this context it is interesting that Vulliamy (1973) 
although calling for the re-construction of school 
knowledge continues to speak of 'doing sociology' to
gether.
The narrative character of much mathematical knowledge 
separated from the existential experience of the learner* 
may nevertheless be perceived as 'useful* not only by 
those most closely involved in the pedagogic transaction 
but by other important legitimizing agencies acting to 
constrain definitions of particular pedagogic realities. 
Attempts by such agencies to prescribe what shall count 
as valid knowledge may contribute to the culture of
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positivism found in schools and within which reconstructions 
of knowledge must be negotiated# la a similar manner 
external prescriptions relating to the pedagogic en- 
counter act to constrain the open human possibility 
of change in that their legitimation reflects the 
'louble-indetmity* of the justifications previously 
elaborated in educational philosophies of education, 
subject associations, officially sponsored projects, 
training institutions, etcetera# Nonetheless, such 
agencies do exhibit a certain degree of discreteness 
in their definitions of what constitutes mathematics: 
they are themselves actively and pragmatically involved 
in their own changing, and segmented, ideologies, end 
themselves possess differential perspectives on the 
meanings of the professional and pedagogic encounters# 
Perhaps the most useful potential for school based 
attempts to reconstruct knowledge could result from the 
potential inherent in conflicts between different subject 
departments over the ownership of pedagogic knowledge, 
and their resolution within the context of any de- 
codification# This occurs not only in the conflicts 
between cnglish and social studies departments but also 
between the apparently ideolgoioally separated areas of 
mathematics and physics# A recent report on the re- 
lationship between mathematics and physics enables a 
reviewer to states

«Mathematics teachers have taken to extremes 
the idea that their subject is an intellectual pursuit in its own right#* (17)#

This report itself recommends that mathematicians should 
use examples drawn from school science, geography, economics, 
whereever possible and notes that the movement, in the 
past, from mathematics as a service subject to mathematics 
as a subject in its own right produced a change of emphasis.
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revaaîeâ inadeqwaelea of labelling packages of 
knowledge resulted from a growing awareness that 
particular contents may occur within several, apparently 
different, packages and this realisation has, at least 
in part, been responsible for movements towards various 
forms of 'integrated studies',
Bernstein (1971) described this movement in terms of 
the difference between 'collection' end 'integrated' 
types of educational knowledge code and this has already 
been discussed, ïhe collection type of curricula know
ledge is distlngHished by strong classification between 
the pedagogic subjects in which the contents stand in 
a closed relationship although it is unclear whether 
the availability of differential subject ideolgoiea into 
which teachers are socialised is to be considered a 
concomitent of,this process or a cause. An educational 
knowledge code of this type also contains a hierarchical 
control of staff within subjects (on the other hand, an 
integrated code is seen as Involving weak classification 
between subjects, a mixing of the categories of know
ledge, and an emphasis on self-regulatory Instruction). 
Such an analysis is only satisfactory to the extent that 
doing that knowledge is considered a 'worthwhile activity 
and the debate is at its sharpest at precisely this 
point.
Since it may also prove the meeting ground between 
pedagogic practitioners end those belonging to the 
possibilitarian and analytic traditions of the new 
sociology it is to be deprecated that such theoretical 
analyses ere, with few exceptions, separated from those 
of classroom practitioners. Y/hat is needed is more 
emphasis on teacher-researcher accounts in which the 
precise nature and implications of 'doing knowledge' 
are explicated and which may serve to inform the debate 
which is at present very sterile. Indeed, if it is

I
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•the way of seeing knowledge* that ie at ioGue the 
contents of this thesis would seem to indicate that 
much of the debate is misdirected, and that the actual 
pedagogic subject contents of the curriculum are, in a 
very specific sense, marginal. The rhetorical dimension 
of that knowleege seems to be considerably of more 
consequence.
whilst any particular package of knowledge contents may, 
given certain conditions, be possible within an inte- 
grated educational knowledge code, the ideolgogloal 
basis of contemporary attempts at the reoonstruotlon 
of sohool knowledge would argue against the existence 
of an agreed body of knowledge. (The current debate 
about a 'common core* curriculum is interesting for the 
growing reallEation that subject labels are relatively 
mealngless)*
The constitution of any reconstructed package of know- 
ledge, or rather way of looking at the world, must thus 
look not to principles of epistemology but what might 
rather be termed the principle of existential experience. 
In this sense the categorization of mathematical activity 
originates not in the self-legitimating label attributed 
to 'doing mathematics' (that is, an exercise in the 
transmission of a reified body of M o w l e #  divorced 
from reality ) but as a necessary part of the particular 
activities of confronting particular realities.
The substitution of new ways of approaching knowledge 
will not be achieved without difficulty since the indi- 
vidualii^ of members of staff used to teaching within 
the safe boundaries of their mm subject will be radically 
changed. Greater visibility end co-operation is re
quired between teachers. The negotiated structure of a 
new curriclum would require to overcome old loyal!ties 
and there is some ground for at least accompanying such 
change with the coining of new titles that are not readily 
interpreted in terms of previous subjects. This will 
not be achieved overnight although existing subjects
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may be used as part of some tmifying theme# The notion 
of mathematics may thus be extended to include its 
social history, importanoe in exploration, papering the 
house, interpeting the environment, practical exercises 
more obviously related to the lived world, and consider* 
ation of the sort of jobs that need mathematicians* 
Monday morning at ten o'clock would thus not become 
synonomoUs with specific subject identities, activities 
in room five#
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the aooially located identity of the pedagogue and 
the ohserrlng participant have sufficient congruity 
in their respective purposes at hand to enable this 
thesis to be written. However, although both identities 
possess a shared comltment to the observable life- 
world of the staffroom yet, because of the differentiated 
social location of the knowledge associated with their 
respective identities, each gains different knowledge 
about the workings of their world. Although knowled^ 
about this world is shared, the sharing occurs in an 
assymetrioal manner as each 'makes sense' of the 
approached world according to his previous biographic 
erperienoes which then become the pre-eminent referent 
for constructing the particular of the world they now 
comprehend.
Their, differentiated, world building activities thus 
create meanings centred around their respective identities 
of observing participant and subject practitioner.
The social structuring of the different world realities 
occurs because that knowledge is inextricably linked 
to the interests of those who produce it. That is, 
knowledge is linked to one' social identity and there
fore the image that m e  has of the world (and also the 
image that that world has of the identity). This thesis 
has been concerned to explicate the essentially rhetorical 
and precarious nature of these world building activités. 
The aaquired on-going validation is achieved by a 
continuing process of consensual validation with others 
of like mind: end to the extent that the subjectively 
appropriated nomoa is unable to find like minds there 
will be an identity crises for the social actor. The
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world of the obeervlng partloipmt has meaning because 
of his membership of a particular epistemio community 
with whom he may converee; the world of the pedagogic 
subject practitioner similarly interacts with other 
like minded fellows as together they engage in a 
pragmatic theorising about their worlds#
These conversations take place with those with whom 
one most feels at home:

«If one oonceeds these points, one can 
now state a general-sociologies^ 
proposition: the plausability and stabilityof the world, as socially defined, is dependent upon the strength and con
tinuity of significant relationships 
in which conversations about this world 
can be continually carried on. Or, to 
put it a little differently; the reality of the world is sustained through 
conversations with significant others.This reality, of course, includes not only the Imagery by which fellowmen are Viewed, but also includes the way in 
which one views oneself# The reality- bestowing force of social relationships 
depends on the degree of their nearness, 
that is, on the degree to which social relationships occur in face to face 
situations and to which they arc credited with primary significance by the individual. In ̂ py empirical situation, there now emerge obvious sociological questions out 
of these considerations, namely questions about the patterns of the world-Wilding relationships, the social forms taken by the conversations with significant others. Sociologically one must ask how these relationships are objectively structured 
and distributed, and one will also want 
to know hov/ they are subjectively perceived and experienced#*
(Berger and Kellner, 1971. Page 24)

The writer believes this thesis to be the beginnings 
of an attempt to answer these questions.
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